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Preface

In 2017 Anglistentag, the annual conference of the German Association for the Study
of English, returned to Regensburg for the first time in forty years, after one previous
conference in 1977. Anglistentag 2017 took place from 21-23 September in the University's Vielberth building and at various sites around our beautiful medieval
UNESCO world heritage city centre, and it was an extraordinarily enjoyable, sociable
and stimulating occasion, offering thought-provoking thematic sections, plenary talks
and workshops. This volume presents the proceedings of the academic programme.
The year 2017 also saw the University of Regensburg's fiftieth anniversary celebrations, and our conference joined an impressive panorama of events and festivities, becoming, as we would like to think, one of the many highlights of this important year in
the life of our young and dynamic alma mater. As one of the larger institutions of its
kind in Germany – with at present c. 1200 students –, the Department of English and
American Studies of the University of Regensburg was proud to host Anglistentag, and
we are grateful to our University for its generous support.
We were honoured to be joined for Anglistentag by several Presidents and committee
members of our European partner organisations: the President and Vice-President of
the Anglistenverband, Prof. Dr. Klaus P. Schneider and Prof. Dr. Rainer Emig, were
able to welcome Prof. Dr. Liliane Louvel (President of ESSE); Prof. Dr. Montserrat
Martínez-Vázquez (President of the Spanish Association for the Study of English);
Prof. Dr. Andreas Jucker (President of the Swiss Association for the Study of English);
Prof. Dr. Wilfrid Rotgé (President of the French Association for the Study of English)
and Prof. Dr. Ryszard Wolny (President of the Polish Association for the Study of
English). As keynote speakers for the plenary talks, we were proud to welcome Prof.
Dr. Martha Woodmansee (Case Western Reserve University), Prof. Dr. Brian Cummings (University of York) and Prof. Dr. Tony McEnery (Lancaster University).
Besides five thematic sections, on "Digital Humanities: The Role of the Digital in
English Philology"; "The Value of Economic Criticism Reconsidered: Approaching
Literature and Culture through the Lens of Economics"; "Women in Men's Shoes:
'Sheroes' in Literatures and Cultures of the British Isles, the Commonwealth and
Beyond"; "The Reformation in the English-Speaking World" and "Adaptations, Creations and Transformations: Teaching Literature Today", the conference offered two
lunchtime workshops, on "Britain after Brexit" and the "Digital Humanities", for
which we were joined by Dr. Almut Breitenbach (SUB Göttingen); Prof. Dr. Tanja
Bültmann (Northumbria University – via Skype); Rachel Launay (Director, British
Council Berlin) and journalist Alexander Menden, recipient of the 2017 Journalism
Prize of the Anglistenverband.
The social programme included the traditional conference warming (at 'Brauhaus am
Schloss'), a festive conference dinner at Haus Heuport opposite Regensburg cathedral
and the official reception by Mayoress Gertrud Maltz-Schwarzfischer in the 'Reichssaal' of the Old Townhall, historic setting of the Perpetual Diet of Regensburg, where
the Regensburg acting company 'Stadtmaus' entertained us with impersonations of Sir
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George Etherege and one of his female consorts. On the Saturday following the academic programme, large numbers of colleagues joined us for a delightful excursion: a
guided tour through the historic city centre and a round trip by boat on the Danube.
In compliance with a recent motion of the Advisory Board of the Anglistenverband,
the thematic sections of the conference were opened to interested teachers, and we are
happy to state that a sizeable number of colleagues from secondary schools joined us
for the conference, as we believe strongly that liaising with teachers of English is a
direct investment in the future of our discipline.
The conference and this volume would not have been possible without the commitment and generous support of many individuals and institutions. First of all, Dr.
Ludwig Spaenle, then Bavarian Minister of Education and Cultural Affairs, readily
offered his patronage for the conference. We are grateful to our University's President
and Americanist colleague, Prof. Dr. Udo Hebel, to the Dean of the Department of
Languages, Literatures and Cultures, our Americanist colleague Prof. Dr. Volker Depkat, and to our sponsors: the German Research Foundation (DFG), the British Council,
Klett publishers, DeGruyter publishers, Bücher Pustet Regensburg, Regensburger
Universitätsstiftung Vielberth, Regensburger Universitätsstiftung ProArte, REWAG
and Café Anna. We would also like to extend our warmest thanks to the people who
have worked incredibly hard to make all of this happen: the secretary to the Chair of
British Studies, Linda Bley; assistant professor Dr. Anna Farkas; Dr. Ines Detmers and
Maria Guertner, who also contributed greatly to the production of this volume; the research assistants Gabriela Dafinger, Tabea Fischer, Sebastian Graef, Madeline Sporer,
Miriam Weber and Heidi Weig, as well as the student assistants Oxana Curea, Lisa
Feige, Beatrice Hartmann, Eva Kaltenbacher, Rebecca Leger, Daniel Ott, Katrin
Pollinger, Michaela Sappler, Evelin Stumberger, Janosch Umbreit, Ramona Zach and
Michael Zimmermann. We wish to thank all of these colleagues for their readiness to
share the burden of organising a conference of this size, and for helping to make it the
inspiring and delightful event it turned out to be.
Anne-Julia Zwierlein
Jochen Petzold
Katharina Boehm
Martin Decker

Section I
Digital Humanities:
The Role of the Digital in English Philology

Chair:
Sabine Bartsch
Ilka Mindt

SABINE BARTSCH (DARMSTADT) AND ILKA MINDT (PADERBORN)
Digital Humanities: The Role of the Digital in English Philology

The turn toward the digital is arguably the most powerful and influential among the
various so-called turns of the recent past. Digital data abound in all walks of life and
have a profound impact on our social and cultural interaction whether through the
internet, social media or other forms of digital communication. Research has thus been
concerned in recent years with shedding light on the ways in which digital interaction
has influenced language and linguistic interaction, how our reception and production
of text has been altered by the now not so new "new media", how literature has been
changed through new forms of textual organisation such as hypertext, and how the
digital revolution has changed the way we generally communicate and transmit knowledge.
Yet, the digital has also had substantial impact on scientific theory and methodology.
These influences have been especially profound in the philologies, as much of the digitally transmitted data is encoded by means of language and artefacts that come in various shapes of digital text. Digital data require digital methods. These offer ways of
looking at philological data that have put philological research on a new footing by not
only offering access to ever larger amounts of data and allowing ever faster ways of
sifting through these data, but also by enforcing a new rigour of research through algorithmisation and operationalisation. In the face of large amounts of data and the computational implementations of our research questions, we are forced to rethink our research strategies and the formulation of our hypotheses in order to make them work on
new types of data. This has enabled us to re-address many older research questions and
put them to the test against the more solid foundation of larger amounts of data, but it
has also led to new research questions and new findings that would not have been
available to the philologies of the pre-digital age. Linguistics is a prime example of a
discipline that has received new impetus through a digitally enforced (re-)turn towards
empiricism accompanied by a renewed rigour of research that has changed the face of
the discipline by introducing theories and methods previously rather alien to the humanities at large, such as computational implementations of search patterns over text,
statistical methods and large data-sets. Linguistics has been thriving on digital corpora
and computational methods over the past 50 years, since the advent of the first digital
corpora and computers at the philologist's desktop, and the main impact has come
from the study of English. But what is more, in recent years certain areas of literary
studies have likewise been turning towards implementations of linguistic theories and
methods in their research by employing statistical methods in areas such as literary
genre analysis and authorship attribution. The digital can thus be shown to be transcending into new areas of the philologies that have previously been focussing on
hermeneutic rather than empirical approaches. The effects are only beginning to be
fully embraced and understood in terms of their impact on the disciplines and their
research perspectives.
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The turn towards the digital in linguistics and literary studies can thus be interpreted as
a simultaneous turn towards a redefinition of the philologies and a rethinking of our research in the light of large amounts of digital data and computational and statistical
methods forcing us to operationalise our research in new and exciting ways. The chapters in this section offer a view on how widely the digital has been introduced in different areas of English philology. Applications of the digital in linguistics, literary and
cultural studies are represented as well as different types of data and methodologies
such as digital corpora of varieties of the English language and literary text, phonetic
and lexicographical as well as multimodal data. Methodological approaches range
from corpus studies of linguistic varieties at the lexical and grammatical level and
digital lexicography that are able to demonstrate new applications of fairly well-established computational methods and applications as well as in stylometric approaches of
distant reading in literary studies that require an openness to questioning established
approaches and results. The section likewise showcases the utility of instrumental approaches in modelling phonetic research questions and the use of instrumental techniques such as eye-tracking in the study of perception by non-native speakers. The
chapters of the section thus shed light on applications of established as well as new
digital methods and reflect on their impact on research in English philology.
The chapter by Helen Baker and Tony McEnery focusses on a specific aspect of the
topic of the plenary talk that was concerned with a corpus-based study of the representation of prostitutes as a marginalised group in Early Modern England. In their chapter,
they seek to discover the largely hidden phenomenon of male prostitution in seventeenth-century English society and its representation in different text types in the Early
English Books Online (EEBO version 3) corpus. The chapter offers new insights not
only into a little studied social phenomenon, but also into the possibilities afforded by
the study of a very large historical digital corpus.
The first set of chapters of the Regensburg section come from the domain of digital
literary and cultural studies. This area of English philology has seen a vast impact of
the digital especially through the introduction of stylometric approaches that incorporate methods from linguistics and statistical modelling into new approaches to literary
text, most prominently exemplified by studies in authorship attribution (Burrows
2002). The onset of the development and adoption of digital data and computational
methods in literary and cultural studies has in many ways been longer in the making
and has arisen much later than in linguistics, yet the increase of such studies over the
past five to ten years has been rapid and the long-term impact is, as yet, hard to estimate.
Nicola Glaubitz's chapter entitled "Zooming in, Zooming out: The Debate on Close
and Distant Reading and the Case for Critical Digital Humanities" calls for a critical
methodological and theoretical reflection within the digital humanities in order to seriously move from close to distant reading and correctly assess the potential advancements afforded by the introduction of digital methods and data. The chapter by Matthias Bauer and Angelika Zirker entitled "Shakespeare and Stylometrics: Character
Style Paradox and Unique Parallels" is concerned with questions of the quality of insights digital data and computational methods can afford the literary scholar through
the newly devised approaches in digital stylometry. Scholarly publishing is an area
that has been most visibly affected by the digital turn in many people's view and the
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debates as to the effects on scientific research and its dissemination have abounded in
recent years. Annika Elstermann's contribution, entitled "The Power of Digital Publishing: Rethinking Knowledge Distribution in English Philology", seeks to shed some
light on the potential impact of the much-debated advent of open access in scholarly
publishing.
Linguistics has been an early adopter discipline that has embraced digital data and
computational methods in the early days of the invention of the digital computer and
has taken up the new impetus of the arrival of the PC in the 1980s as well. As early on
as the late 1940s, Father Roberto Busa teamed up with IBM to harness the possibilities
of the newly invented digital computing machinery to aid and speed up his work on
the Index Thomisticus, an index, a concordance and a lemmatised and morphologically analysed version of the corpus of the works of Thomas Aquinas. It is the earliest
prototype of a project of its kind and is still available online, making use of the new
medium of the internet to make accessible one of the most influential philological digital projects. In the philology of the English language, the earliest pioneer project is the
compilation of a corpus of US American English of the year 1961 known as the Brown
Corpus headed by Nelson Francis and Henry Kučera. The data is still available today
and has served as a reference corpus for the design of the similarly composed Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen corpus, a British English counterpart modelled on the design principles of the Brown Corpus. Both corpora have, in turn, served as models of matching
corpora, namely Frown and FLOB representing American and British English respectively for the year 1991. Major digitisation efforts have been undertaken in lexicography with new efforts to build dictionary evidence on authentic rather than merely expert data. The corpus holdings of the Collins COBUILD project, pioneered by John
Sinclair et al., have fundamentally changed our view of the way lexicographical works
can be compiled in the digital age. A second pioneering lexicographical project of the
English language, the Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles (OED), has
likewise undergone a pioneering relaunch in the digital medium through the digitisation of the entire dictionary contents. The development of the British National Corpus
(BNC) as a pioneer project of a new type of national corpus representative of 1980s
and 1990s British English can hardly be underestimated in its impact on corpus design
and compilation as well as corpus research. The BNC has served as a basis for new
research questions and operationalisations taking into account the wealth of linguistic
primary as well as metadata. The BNC has offered new methodological challenges and
impetus for generations of corpus and computationally inclined linguists. This development was without doubt aided not only by the traditionally empirical mind-set of
many linguistic subfields, but also by the advent of new and more accessible computing machinery such as the arrival of the personal computer at the linguists' workspace.
Additionally, the advent of the internet offering more ready access to digital data and
digitisation methods has doubtlessly served as a facilitator of the new digital turn since
the 1990s. This progress has been ongoing with new and more computationally advanced methods not only being adopted from statistics and computer science, but increasingly being developed into bespoke research settings and methodological inventories developed to suit and model philological data. The chapters in this section highlight some recent developments in this tradition in linguistics and lexicography.
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Manfred Markus' chapter on "Digital Humanities: A New Departure in English Dialectology (Based on EDD Online)" offers insights into the possibilities afforded to dialect lexicography in a digital paradigm. Christian Mair's contribution, entitled "When
All Englishes Are Everywhere: Media Globalisation and Its Implications for Digital
Corpora and World English Studies", looks into the corpus linguist's workbench for
the study of global varieties of the English. Mair points out the developments and differences between digitised and digitally sourced data and the new possibilities and
challenges arising in the context of born-digital data that are beginning to supersede
digitised data especially for the study of global phenomena such as the development of
the World Englishes. He addresses the methodological stir and the resulting opportunities that have arisen through the advent of new types of data such as digital text from
the web, social media and video-platforms such as YouTube. Ulrike Schneider and
Matthias Eitelmann's chapter aims at a critical assessment of "Turning Digital in English Linguistics: Challenges and Opportunities" and what the requirements of a linguistics of the digital age are. Based on the 60-year history of the study of hesitation and
pauses in language use, Schneider and Eitelmann's chapter points out possibilities as
well as challenges of digital methods and data in linguistics in contrast to the research
approaches of corpus linguistics. The chapter entitled "New Digital Methodologies for
Old Grammar Problems: Corpus Analyses and Eye-Tracking to Discover Non-Native
English Article Usage Preferences" by Josef Schmied and Matthias Hofmann exemplifies the use of established corpus linguistic and modern instrumental eye-tracking
approaches to the study of article usage in non-native language production and reception studies. Schmied and Hofmann's contribution presents valuable insights into the
utility of the intersecting use of these two methodological approaches in the characterisation of a fairly well-known phenomenon, i.e. that L1 speakers of certain languages
face characteristic challenges when trying to master English articles. Their approach
enables them to study non-native production and reception of English article usage
which is an approach that would previously have been impossible in this systematic
fashion. The final chapter in the section by Peter Uhrig entitled "NewsScape and the
Distributed Little Red Hen Lab: A Digital Infrastructure for the Large-Scale Analysis
of TV Broadcasts" is a project that aims to push the boundaries of modern corpus linguistics. The chapter offers insights into the development and usage of a digital infrastructure that allows the incorporation of multimodal audio and video data in addition
to digital text and on a larger scale of multi-million word corpora captured from current news broadcasts on US American television.
Together, the chapters of the section offer a view of some of the breadth of topics and
possibilities as well as the challenges the turn towards different types of digital data
and methods present within English philology.
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HELEN BAKER AND TONY MCENERY (LANCASTER)
Using Corpora to Explore Shadows from the Past:
Early Modern Male Prostitution, an Evasive Marginal Identity

1.

Introduction

We have previously examined how female prostitutes (McEnery and Baker 2016) and
homosexual men (McEnery and Baker 2017) were publicly represented in seventeenthcentury England by using hundreds of millions of words of machine readable early
modern English texts and exploring them using the techniques of corpus linguistics
(McEnery and Hardie 2012). During this research, we encountered what appeared to be
a small number of unexpected and intriguing references to male prostitutes. The practice
of male prostitution in early modern England was rarely eluded to by contemporaries to
the extent that it is far from certain that men who sold their bodies existed outside of
fictional works. Hence in this chapter we want to bring together two strands of our research on marginalised identities in early modern England – the study of prostitution
and the study of homosexual identities – by exploring these apparent references to male
prostitution in our corpus further in order to cast light on them. Our ultimate aims are to
discover i) whether or not male prostitutes were operating in seventeenth-century English society; ii) to what extent they were a recognised social group; iii) in what kinds of
texts they were referenced; and iv) to what extent they were regarded with hostility.
Undertaking this study, we were mindful that getting a better understanding of how
and what concepts are encoded lexically in early modern English by applying the
modern methods of corpus linguistics and corpus enabled lexicography to early modern English material is of as much interest to scholars in literature and history as it is to
linguists. Indeed, as this chapter will show, in order to explore such an evasive marginal identity in the early modern period, one must work with literary, linguistic and
historical evidence, bringing together and harnessing all of that evidence. This is because a study such as this presents a number of challenges, including the scarcity of
real-life sources and issues concerning the credibility of literary evidence.
Early modern female prostitutes left a substantial historical footprint in terms of the
court records which were generated as a result of official attempts to curb their business,
but male prostitutes are invisible by comparison. Griffiths (1993, 43), for instance, tells
us that Elizabethan court records featuring male prostitutes are non-existent. However,
this has not prevented historians making common-sense guesses about the activity of
male prostitutes. Indeed, most historians researching early modern homosexuality agree
that homosexual brothels did exist by the end of the seventeenth century. Norton (2013)
has suggested that just as the street name Gropecuntlane clearly suggested the presence
of female whores, Lad Lane may have referred to a place where homosexual prostitution
occurred. Bray (1982, 53-54) believes that homosexual prostitutes probably entertained
their clients in taverns, and in the streets and alleys of London.
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Such claims are probably influenced by the existence of literary evidence which supports the existence of male prostitutes who serviced men. Clement Walker's 1649 reference to "[n]ew-erected Sodomes and Spintries at the Mulbury-garden at Saint
Jame's" has been thought to allude to male prostitution.1 Well-known writers such as
Middleton, Marston and Donne have also included references to male prostitutes in
their work.2 However, these references are often imbued with an ambiguity which is
probably intentional. For instance, much academic effort has been expended in attempts to explain the character of Pyander, a transvestite male prostitute, in Satire 5 of
Middleton's Micro-Cynicon of 1599.3 Moreover, such characters were created to be
mocked and vilified and they should not be considered representative of male-to-male
prostitutes operating in early modern England. As Bray (1982, 34-35) has concluded
about representations of homosexual men of the period in general, these characters
cannot survive a close examination: they are revealed as 'communal products' and far
removed from real social life. While acknowledging that fictional literature does not
necessarily provide a mirror of reality, we believe it does have the potential to provide
insight into how certain groups were represented in society.4 Given that the Early English Books Online (EEBO) corpus includes a significant proportion of fictional texts,
we have taken examples from some of these in this study.
Even if we are able to establish the existence of male prostitutes, throwing light on their
shadowy lives poses further challenges. Is it possible to discover whether some male
prostitutes were hired by women, for instance? It is also often unclear whether men described or alluded to as engaging in same sex received payment for their participation.
Would a long-term partner who is a 'kept man' have been considered a prostitute? Moreover, we encounter a problem when finding appropriate language to describe these men.
At times, we describe male prostitutes who service men as homosexual prostitutes but,
on a basic level, we should not assume that a man selling his body to another man identified as homosexual during the act. Furthermore, the validity of applying the label homosexual to any early modern male is far from established. There is a long-standing debate involving whether sexuality is biologically determined or culturally conditioned,
and thus whether it is appropriate to use any terms which differentiate sexual identities
for members of a society which may not have conceived of the notion of sexual orientation.5 Thus in this chapter we will adopt the neutral position of using the phrase homosexual prostitution to refer purely to the physical act of male same-sex commercial sex.6
2.

Male Prostitution as a Crime: The Historical Background

As well as needing to consider the conceptual category of homosexual, we also need to
consider the way in which those engaged in prostitution were perceived in early mod1
2
3
4
5
6

Walker 1649, 264 qtd. in Norton 2013.
Marston, for instance, mentions "male stews" in The Scourge of Villainie of 1598.
See, for instance, Savvidis 2011, 101-111.
Tadmor (2004) differentiates between text-content and word-content and argues that, by focussing on the latter, historians can uncover the general cultural elements of texts.
The work of Michel Foucault (1998, 43), who argued that the homosexual, as a personage, was
only characterised in the nineteenth century, has influenced this debate.
This decision is influenced by Bray (1982), who only used the phrase homosexual when referring to physical acts.
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ern England. For female prostitutes, prostitution in early modern English society was
considered an identity for those who sold their bodies rather than a form of labour.7 By
contrast, research suggests that male prostitutes were found to be, at best, a source of
bemusement for their contemporaries. Karras and Boyd (1996, 105) argue that because
female whoredom was a label that could be attached to any woman who was sexually
deviant or who was not under the control of a man, a male prostitute would have been
considered an oxymoron. Furthermore, Gowing claims that sexual insults against men
tended to slander the sexual reputations of the women in their lives because "there is,
after all, no way to call a man a whore" (1993, 4). Although Gowing may be right in
terms of there being no word of equivalent nature to the complexity and fluidity of
whore that can be applied to men, there were, as this chapter will show, words, of rich
intricacy, which were used to label male prostitutes.
Male prostitutes selling sex to other men were undoubtedly involved in a very risky
practice. This is because, in early modern England, being found guilty of sodomy
could result in the forfeiture of life and property. In 1533 one of the most notorious
pieces of English legislation, the Buggery Act, was enacted.8 Authored by Henry
VIII's chief minister, Thomas Cromwell, the statute began, "Forasmuch as there is not
yet sufficient and condign punishment appointed and limited by the due course of the
Laws of this Realm for the detestable and abominable Vice of Buggery committed
with mankind or beast" and went on to declare that any person found guilty of such an
act "shall suffer such pains of death and losses and penalties of their good chattels
debts lands tenements and hereditaments as felons do according to the Common Laws
of this Realme". The Buggery Act was repealed by the first Parliament of Edward VI
in 1547 but re-enacted the following year with the amendment that the offender's
goods and land were no longer forfeit to the Crown and that no person who could
profit from a prosecution for buggery could give evidence in a criminal trial. Along
with many other statutes by Edward, the act was repealed by Mary I but then the original 1533 version of the act was reinstated by Elizabeth I in her second Parliament in
1563.9
Historians agree that the Buggery Law, introduced in the year when Henry married
Anne Boleyn and when their child, Elizabeth, was born, had little to do with a determination to suppress anal intercourse. Norton believes it stood as "a symbolic token of
the supremacy of the secular courts over the ecclesiastical courts" (1992, 16) and was
little used until the early eighteenth century. The law also had a potential practical application as clerics were not exempt from charges of buggery. Although there is little
evidence that the act was used in the prosecution of clerics, it is conceivable that it
served to restrain any voluble expressions of disloyalty in the clerical ranks.10
What kinds of people were prosecuted under the Buggery Act? Probably the most famous cases were that of Nicholas Udall, a headmaster of Eton who was charged with
7
8
9
10

McEnery and Baker 2016, 64.
25 Henry VIII. C6.
See Norton 1992, 15-16. It was not until 1861 that the death penalty was revoked for a conviction of buggery.
Trumbach (2012, 834) has written that agents of Henry VIII conducted an investigation into the
sexual lives of monks in the 1530s and concluded that many of them were engaging in sexual
relations with women and boys.
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both robbery and buggery of pupils in 1541,11 and that of the Earl of Castlehaven, who
was also accused of forcing the rape of his wife, in 1631. Udall's punishment, a short
stay in prison and the loss of his position at Eton, was relatively mild but Castlehaven,
beheaded on Tower Hill, suffered the ultimate consequences of having been found
guilty of breaking this law.12 Castlehaven, who was the brother-in-law of Francis
Bacon, was thought to have had Roman Catholic sympathies. It appears that other
people charged with buggery had offended the state in some other way. For instance,
John Hockenhull of Prenton was charged with buggery in 1628 but a second charge of
sorcery was also made against him; his fate is unknown. John Atherton, the Anglican
Bishop of Waterton and Lismore, was hanged for sodomy in 1640 but it appears that
he had antagonised a number of politically powerful men.13
By contrast with the cases of these relatively powerful men, it seems that when buggery charges were levelled against ordinary members of the public, officials were reluctant to prosecute. In 1630, a labourer named Meredith Davy was charged with buggering the young apprentice he shared a bed with.14 The Justices of the Peace who
judged the case chose not to punish Davy and he continued to sleep next to the boy he
had abused. Local officials were aware that buggery was a capital offense and it is
likely that they avoided charging men with buggery partly to avoid the possibility of
loss of life. Bray (1982, 47, 75) believes that local authorities were prepared to turn a
blind eye to homosexual sex because they were more concerned with extra marital
sexual relations which might result in burdensome illegitimate children. However, he
has emphasised that this does not mean that homosexuality was tolerated.
None of the men discussed above were accused of making a profit from sex but there
is evidence which does suggest that the exchange of money or payment in kind was
sometimes a factor in the participation of homosexual sex, at least by the early eighteenth century. Sometimes men passed other men sweetheart gifts or payments to stay
quiet. For instance, in 1732, a twenty-year-old man named William Curtis accused a
fellow employee, John Ashford, of buggering him over the course of eighteen months.
Curtis told the court that he had kept quiet because Ashford "allow'd me 3 s. a Week
constantly, besides Presents that he made me at other Times".15 Ashford was acquitted
not least because Curtis admitted having earlier omitted his name when he made similar accusations against three other men. Another defendant in a separate case, George
11
12

13
14
15

The charge against Udall detailed in the records of the Privy Council referred to buggery rather
than sodomy. See Norton 1992, 16-17.
This excerpt from a tragedy by Massinger and Dekker may have been inspired by the activities
of Udall or might suggest that schoolmasters were particularly prone to buggering their charges:
"Bawdy Priapus, the first schoolmaster that taught Butchers how to stick pricks in flesh, and
make it swell, thou knows was the only Ningle that I cared for under the Moon" (1622, 27).
Bray (1982, 51) has argued that it is likely that the household and educational system, sharing
similar patriarchal structures, involved a degree of institutionalised homosexuality. Other than
slurs against Catholics, we found no compelling evidence in our corpus that certain social
groups were more likely to be homosexual or were perceived as being more likely to be homosexual.
See Burg 1995, 6-9.
See Bray 1982, 48, 68-69, 73, 76-77, 128.
The Old Bailey Proceedings Online, 1674-1913, <https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/browse.jsp?
id=t17320906-68&div=t17320906-68&terms=sodomite#highlight> [last accessed 1 November
2017].
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Whytle, was indicted for committing sodomy with Edward Courtney. Whytle was accused of keeping a back room in his ale house as a designated meeting place for 'mollies' and, according to Courtney "there he has brought me to several Husbands, as we
used to call them. And one Day he told me, Ned, says he, There's a Country Gentleman of my Acquaintance that's just come to Town, and if you'll give him a Wedding
Night, he'll pay you very handsomely".16 Whytle was also acquitted after the jury
heard character references in his favour and the supporting statement from his servant.17 These cases, while not providing solid evidence of male-to-male prostitution in
the seventeenth century, do suggest that the practice was at least recognised as an offence just three decades later.
3.

The Early English Books Online Corpus

The corpus we have chosen for this chapter is the Early English Books Online corpus
which is constructed from texts keyed in by the Text Creation Partnership (TCP).18 We
are using version 3 of this corpus (EEBO v3). It consists of a wide variety of texts
from the period 1475-1715 which are mostly in English. EEBO v3, compiled at Lancaster University, consists of 44,422 texts which together amount to over 1 billion
words of text.19 For this study we have primarily focussed on seventeenth-century
texts but, where necessary, we have expanded our search to also include both sixteenth- and eighteenth-century material.
4.

Identifying and Exploring Terms

The first reference to male prostitution we stumbled upon when researching female
prostitution came in this anonymous ballad of 1690:
Let not the Country wench that is coy,
insinuate into your favour
For when she knows what it is to enjoy
she quickly will change her behaviour:
Turn an insatiate Miss of the Town,
to purchase Gallants she'll endeavour;
Pawn from her Carcase her Paragon Gown
to maintain the courteous Pleasure.20

Starting with GALLANTS, we proceeded to compile a list of terms which we believed
may have been used by early moderners to refer to male prostitutes. Alongside gathering examples discovered via close reading, we also took suggestions from the historical thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED),21 the website Lexicons of Early
Modern English (LEME),22 and from the EEBO corpus itself. We sometimes found,
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

See ibid., <https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/browse.jsp?id=t17260420-68-victim394&div=t172
60420-68#highlight> [last accessed 1 November 2017].
See ibid., <https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/browse.jsp?id=t17260420-68-off323&div=t172604
20-68#highlight> [last accessed 1 November 2017].
See <http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/> [last accessed 10 November 2017].
The exact number of words in the corpus is 1,202,214,511.
Anon 1690. A 'miss of the town' was a nickname for a female prostitute.
OED <http://www.oed.com/thesaurus> [last accessed 1 November 2017].
See Lexicons of Early Modern English <http://leme.library.utoronto.ca/> [last accessed 3 November 2017].
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for instance, that a definition of one term would contain a reference to another. Fig. 1
shows our initial list.
gallant, ingle, ganymede, catamite, spintry; male varlet; stallion; he-whore; franion; boyharlot; he-strumpet; prostitute boy; petticoat-pensioner; trug
Fig. 1: Possible terms used to describe male prostitutes in early modern England

McEnery and Baker (2017, 208, 212-213) have already discussed how the terms
INGLE, GANYMEDE and CATAMITE were often used to refer to young homosexual
males whose services were paid for. In the case of CATAMITE, we found evidence to
suggest such men were sometimes kept by long-term partners. However, the majority
of the remaining names on our list appear in the EEBO corpus very infrequently. The
underlined terms, while apparently attested in the reference resources we consulted, do
not appear in the corpus at all. PETTICOAT-PENSIONER is mentioned in EEBO only
once in a canting dictionary of 1699: "Pettycoat-Pensioner, a Gallant, or one Maintained for secret Service".23 When we expanded our search of PETTICOAT-PENSIONER
to include eighteenth-century texts, we achieved an additional result which suggested
that a petticoat-pensioner was a man who was hired for sex by women. Ward (1700)
refers to "[t]hat Foppish Beau in Scarlet Stockings, whose Hilt of his Sword bears a
bob with his Calves, and his Jubilee Hatband, lies stitched cross the Crown, was a Pettycoat-Pensioner to Madam Cnear Bucklersbury" (1700, 14). If petticoat pensioner
was a recognised nickname for a male prostitute in early modern times, the EEBO
corpus provides little support for this.
What about the other less frequently occurring terms? The OED defines trug as a female prostitute, but perhaps also occasionally a male prostitute. The term does appear
in a few contexts which suggest a person engaged in transgressive sex, but we found
no evidence of any of these trugs being male. This quotation, for example, from the
water poet John Taylor refers to leading members of the Catholic Church having affairs with women:
I found a cursed Catalogue of these venereal Caterpillars, who were suppressed with the Monasteries in England, in the time of King Henry the eight, with the number of trugs which each
of them kept in those days, as these; Christopher James a Monk of the Order of Saint Bennett in
Canterbury, had three Whores, all married women: William Abbot of Bristol, four. (1630, 130)

Prostitute boy, unsurprisingly, unequivocally refers to male prostitutes, but is another
very low frequency term. It appears in three EEBO texts, two of which are authored by
John Donne.24 One of these texts from the first satire contains a reference to "thy
plumpe muddy whore, or prostitute boy" (Donne 1633, 326), which is an oft-cited reference to homosexual prostitutes. SPINTRAE appears in barely more texts, only seven,
and either appears in a translation of Suetonius or tends to be placed within a historical
context, for instance in two plays about a historical emperor and a fictional king.25

23
24
25

B.E. 1699.
Donne 1633 and Donne 1652.
Suetonius 1606, Jonson 1616 and Burnell 1641. The OED gives the spelling spintry and defines
the word as "a species of male prostitute".
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Likewise, SELLARY, which is listed in the OED under the category of male prostitute,
only appears in EEBO v3 once in this context in Ben Jonson's play Sejanus.26
We searched for both hyphenated and unhyphenated versions of HE-WHORE and found
16 examples in the seventeenth-century material. Two instances were misspellings of
the whore and could be dismissed. Early modern writers did prefer to hyphenate HE27
WHORE: four out of five matches of HE-WHORE are hyphenated. The unhyphenated
instance appears in a country satire by Robert Wild (1689) in a scene where a farm
labourer named Hob is tricked into believing he has given birth to a baby.28 He exclaims "I wondered my Belly did so ache and I was with Child. Oh what an He Whore
am I" (Wild 1689, 59). It seems that Wild expected his audience to understand, and
perhaps recognise, the phrase he-whore. Four years later, another comedy, The Wary
Widow by Higden (1693), also included the term. The Wary Widow is mostly remembered because the play contained so many drinking scenes that the actors became too
intoxicated to continue with the performance.29 During the play, a character appears
with a number of men he has pressed into military service: "[t]his great He-Whore, I
found in Essex at harvest in Petticoats; his fellow labourers the wenches, were loath to
part with their freehold, having found the sweetness of his Temper" (Higden 1693,
38). It appears that the he-whore was hiding in female clothing to avoid conscription,
yet it is not entirely clear whether he received the label he-whore because he was buying women's silence by means of sexual favours or because he was caught crossdressing. Again, the corpus evidence suggests a male prostitute who has female clients. This corresponds with research by Panek (2010, 359) who has researched the inclusion of sexually empowered and effective he-whores for women who appeared in
plays by Davenant and Middleton.
A translation of the work of the French writer, François Rabelais, also included a reference to "Ganymedes, Bardachoes, Huflers30, Ingles, Fricatrices, He-whores and
Sodomites" (1694, 237) in a long list of those of whom Venus was said to rule over.
Fricatrice is defined by the Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary as a
"lewd woman" but we doubted this simple meaning because, in Rabelais' list, there
was a separate list for women who engaged in transgressive sex. A corpus analysis
provides deeper insight into the meaning of FRICATRICE. It occurs eight times in the
seventeenth-century material of our corpus and is described as an hermaphrodite,31 "[a]
female devil, in a male out-side",32 and "a She upon a She".33 Trumbach (1991b, 189190) believes that early moderners may have confused transvestite men for biological
hermaphrodites. This is consonant with the observation of Saslow (1991, 99) that
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Jonson 1616.
Note that the term HE-WHORE highlighted eight mentions of he whores (pronoun + verb) which
referred to men partaking in the services of female whores or attempting to persuade women to
engage in extra-marital sex.
See Hardin 2012 for a discussion of The Benefice.
See Hutchinson 2003, 120.
HUFFLER only appears twice in the EEBO corpus and neither mention provides any additional
information on meaning. The Historical Thesaurus of the OED suggests the term refers to
bargemen.
Gibson 1682.
Jonson 1616.
Howard 1673.
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terms for passive homosexual men – including GANYMEDE, CINAEDUS, ANDROGYNE
and HERMAPHRODITE – "conflate effeminacy, youthful androgyny, transvestism, and
homosexuality into one constellation of gender transgressions". However, in the late
seventeenth century, effeminacy was a charge also thrown at men who were thought to
be overly interested in sexual conquests involving women.34 Trumbach (1991a, 133135) has written about the character of the fop in Restoration plays who were portrayed effeminately but who were attentive to women. He notes that in the early eighteenth century, the association between effeminacy and homosexuality was reasserted
and men who wished to assert their heterosexuality simplified the style of their clothing and stopped greeting one another with kisses in public.
The last reference to HE-WHORE we wish to explore was made by John Wilmot, the
Earl of Rochester, a courtier of Charles II, who employed the term in an anti-Catholic
poem: "A Passionate SATYR upon a Devilish Great He-Whore that lives yonder at
ROME" (1683, 48).35 Rochester himself engaged in what has been described by
Trumbach (1991b, 189) as bisexual libertinism but toleration for this kind of sexual
freedom among social elites did not survive into the next century. Indeed, the beginning of the eighteenth century witnessed an increasingly active campaign against homosexuals, primarily organised by the social reform movement, the Society for the
Reformation of Manners. This campaign entailed mass arrests, blackmail and suicides.36 Norton (1992, 49) believes that the newly shaped hostility stimulated the
growth of a homosexual sub-culture in London.
The final terms of interest, STALLION and GALLANT, differ from those previously discussed in terms of them occurring relatively frequently in the EEBO corpus. STALLION, for instance, appears over 800 times in the seventeenth-century data. In order to
decode the meaning of STALLION and GALLANT, we can use collocation. Words are
said to be collocates of one another, if one is more likely to occur in the presence of
the other than elsewhere in a corpus. By co-occuring in this way, meaning is co-constructed by the words involved in the collocation. Unsurprisingly, the majority of collocates of STALLION – for instance, mares, neighing, race and horse – refer to its primary meaning, horses. However, a number seem rather incongruent: lustful; lusty; lust;
dull; husbands; maintain; kept and her. When we explore those collocations in context
through close reading we find that they do highlight a meaning of the word which concerns the sexual lives of people. For instance, John Dunton, probably best known for
his monthly series about female prostitutes of London, disapprovingly observed: "how
many Men are there, that for the Love of Money do as it were let themselves out to
hire for Stallions to satisfy the Lust of some Women".37 Barnabe Rich, in a description
of a female prostitute, wrote: "They will ride in a coach, though it be to a bawdy house
and the footman keeps sentinel at the door. Some lusty young Stallion must lead her by
the arm, or she can not go" (1618, 5). These writers were essentially using STALLION
34
35
36
37

See Goldberg 1992, 111 and Panek 2010, 358. However, the term SODOMY does collocate with
effeminate.
For a discussion of the association of the figure of the pope with sodomy and prostitution, see
Savvidis 2011, 169-171, 186.
For information on the practices and suppression of homosexuality in eighteenth-century England, see Norton 1992.
Dunton 1699.
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in a metaphorical sense: stallion horses are often kept for breeding purposes, thus the
word, when applied to men, suggests someone employed to serve women sexually. A
poem printed in 1692 suggested that human stallions did not particularly enjoy their
work: "As lusty Stallion, who for Hire, Obliged to quench some Awker'd Fire, Forces
himself against Desire, And robs from Nature to supply her".38 It thus appears that
STALLION was used to mean a man who engaged in transgressive sex and, through the
collocates hire and keep, there is a strong suggestion that such men received payment
for their services. However, they appeared to have been paid by women, usually married women, rather than men. This corresponds with the OED which lists the term stallion under the category of a woman's hired lover.
The historical thesaurus of the OED includes a number of entries for gallant; when the
term is used as a noun, it mostly suggests a man who is showy in appearance, who is
courteous to ladies or who courts them. The lengthy entries for gallant that LEME uncovers point towards the same meanings with the exception of one entry in a canting
dictionary of 1699 by B.E.: "a very fine Man; also a Man of Metal, or a brave Fellow;
also one that Courts or keeps, or is Kept by a Mistress." Hence the lexicography of the
time does suggest that, in some instances, it may have been appropriate to describe a
gallant as a kept man. An analysis of EEBO using collocation tells us that GALLANTS
are spruce and that they are, through the collocates swaggering and hectoring, sometimes involved in bullying behaviour, but that they also can be brave and polite. An
exploration of one set of collocates, for instance, lusty, courtships, wenches and whore,
indicate that gallants are often involved in sexual relationships with women. Dilke
poses the query "[a]sk me how many Wives there are That love Gallants more than
their Husbands far" (1698, 7). GALLANTS collocates strongly with effeminate, often in
the L1 position, i.e. immediately to the left of the word, and the gallants of the texts
were often presented as heterosexual youths who pursued women. Caussin, for instance, wrote of "an infinite number of effeminate Gallants, who waste all their time in
courting women, complements, affectations, mere fopperies" (1650, 45). Again, this
leads us to the conclusion that effeminacy was not necessarily associated with homosexuality by early modern writers. GALLANTS, it appears, were thought to be engaged
in sexual conquests, but almost always with women and sometimes with socially ostracised women such as prostitutes.39
5.

Conclusions

Male prostitutes and kept lovers of both men and women almost certainly did exist in
early modern English society. However, they have left nothing more than a shadowy
impression upon the historical record. An analysis of the EEBO corpus confirms that
references to male-to-male and male-to-female prostitutes were sparse. In order to illuminate the existence of this elusive social group, we have mostly looked at very low
frequency terms and tried, by appealing to single examples, to infer some meaning
from them. This is clearly a method which is evidence light and prone to partial interpretation at best and erroneous analysis at worst. The moderately frequent term HEWHORE, which was still too infrequent to permit collocational analysis, did give us
enough examples to allow us to start to sketch the outline of the word's meaning with
38
39

Villiers et al. 1692, 76.
See, for instance, Mill 1640.
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some confidence by close reading of the extant examples. Collocation, meanwhile,
was used in an analysis of the high frequency terms STALLION and GALLANT to illuminate what early modern people might have meant when they used these terms.
Putting to one side the terms CATAMITE, INGLE and GANYMEDE, which have already
been discussed in a previous study (McEnery and Baker 2017), from our small collection of terms, PROSTITUTE BOY and SPINTRAE are probably the only names which
could be argued to relate to male prostitutes and the former, and possibly the latter,
term may have referred to a very young man or child. References to male-to-female
prostitutes are slightly more frequent in the EEBO corpus, with terms such as PETTICOAT-PENSIONER, HE-WHORE and STALLION all being used to refer to men who accepted money from women in exchange for sex. Surprisingly, although some of these
terms are mentioned by writers who are clearly disapproving of the practice of male
prostitution, these terms are not accompanied in our corpus by an overwhelming sense
of hostility. They are more usually described in a rather matter-of-fact manner. This
may, admittedly, be due to the sparsity of examples we had available to study. Certainly, what is most notable about this exploration of terms for male prostitutes in
EEBO, as evidenced from the lexicographical reference works, is that it adds but a few
fine, though intriguing, details to the analysis undertaken by McEnery and Baker
(2016), who found much stronger links to male-to-male prostitution and an evidently
hostile discourse attached to them in an exploration of the terms INGLE, GANYMEDE
and CATAMITE. In order to gain a better understanding of male homosexual prostitution in early modern England, it is to these terms we should first turn. The study does
show, however, that to draw out these fine details, a blend of literary, linguistic and
historical evidence is needed. However, above all else, such details remain elusive,
unless a very large volume of data is used and a reliable method to explore that data
through distant and close reading is applied. In this role, corpus linguistics excels in
providing a framework within which what we may term 'needle in haystack' lexis
(words which are used very infrequently and which may thus defy attempts to study
them through close reading alone) may be explored using methods which have a
proven track record of providing reliable searches and interpretations of such data.
Corpus linguistics allows us to go beyond the single example found in the process of
close reading to be able to answer questions such as 'what did this word mean', 'how
frequent was a certain meaning of the word' and 'is this word one which was in current
use or was it only used in classical references'. In allowing the analyst to explore such
questions, corpus linguistics can prove of use to a wide range of scholars.
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NICOLA GLAUBITZ (FRANKFURT)
Zooming in, Zooming out: The Debate on Close and Distant
Reading and the Case for Critical Digital Humanities

Ever since Franco Moretti presented 'distant reading' as an approach that would render
close reading obsolete, discussions on methods of 'digital humanities' in literary studies
have centered on the perceived opposition of close and distant reading. Like other debates between methodological or theoretical camps, this discussion is fraught with polemics, simplifications and sometimes exaggerated claims and expectations (Herrnstein
Smith 2016, 72-73) – all the more because it is also a proxy debate for larger issues such
as competition for funding, staff and public perception of the humanities in general (Liu
2012, 492). As the contributions to a recent issue of PMLA on distant reading show1,
however, the debate has also been welcomed as a chance to take stock of existing methods, concepts and practices guiding research and teaching in literary studies.
My chapter will, first of all, clarify what 'close' and 'distant' have come to stand for in
this debate, and try to describe more accurately what close and distant reading is. I will
then discuss the metaphor of 'zooming in and out' which is frequently employed in
computational literary studies to suggest a seamless integration of 'close' to 'distant'
perspectives. I will argue that the metaphor of zooming, like other spatial metaphors, is
neither particularly helpful in describing the method of computational text analysis nor
in criticising it (as I will show with respect to Matthew Jockers and Alan Liu). I will
conclude with the arguments that an accurate description of the objects and methods of
close and distant reading is a first step towards a productive critique of both approaches, and that the critical perspective often found missing in computational approaches could turn into the concern of critical digital humanities.
1.

Distant Reading and Close Reading

The current debate on close and distant reading began with a text outlining one of the
chief challenges to which digital humanities respond, without considering computational methods yet: Moretti's chapter "Conjectures on World Literature" (2013; first
published in 2000) addresses the quantity of literary texts awaiting analysis as the core
problem for studying world literature and its history. No individual scholar, Moretti
observes, will ever be able to read even a fraction of the literary texts that make up this
corpus – and much the same, one can argue, holds for seemingly smaller corpora such
as Victorian literature. Approaching world literature "without a single direct textual
reading" (Moretti 2013, 48), then, means circumventing the quantity of primary material by relying on "second hand" (ibid., 48) scholarship, i.e. extant literary histories.
1

See the "Theories and Methodologies" section in PMLA 132.3, 2017. My thanks to Monika Fludernik for drawing my attention to this issue. I am also highly indebted to my colleagues at TU
Darmstadt, who made me curious about digital humanities in the first place and gave me the opportunity to discuss ideas, which eventually found their way into this chapter, with students in
the Digital Philology programme.
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Moretti further recommends focusing "on units that are much smaller or much larger
than the text: devices, themes, tropes – or genres and systems. And if, between the
very small and the very large, the text itself disappears, well, it is one of those cases
when one can justifiably say, Less is more" (ibid., 48-49). Matthew Jockers echoes this
claim when he argues that, for literary historians, "the sheer quantity of available data
makes the traditional practice of close reading untenable as an exhaustive or definitive
method of evidence gathering" (Jockers 2013, 9). The capacity to analyse large quantities of cultural documents, for example with methods from corpus linguistics or stylometrics, and to deliver more representative results than selected, individual readings
can achieve, has been proclaimed as one of the chief assets of computational quantitative methods (see Wilkens 2012, 251).
The bold dismissals of close reading in this context have created a situation in which
"distant reading and macroanalysis dominate – and limit – public, and much academic
perception of what data-rich literary history entails" (Bode 2017, 80). Close and distant reading are considered as homogenous and mutually excluding approaches. Distant reading and the digital humanities in general are characterised as obsessed with
big data, ahistorical, chiefly quantitative, positivist and uncritical (see Kirschenbaum
2014, 60, 50). These attributions fail to consider, for example, the vibrant field of digital philology concerned with preparing computer-supported, critical editions, creating
digital archives and rendering archived text corpora accessible and searchable. What is
overlooked as well are the systemic or 'distant' perspectives in non-computational literary criticism: literary history – the field for which Moretti and Jockers recommend
'distant' or 'macro' approaches – has never been chiefly based on evidence gathered
from close reading (see Herrnstein Smith 2016, 65; Liu 2012, 493), but on categories
like authors, movements, forms or genres, and on social and institutional history.
Genre theory and narratology likewise draw on theories and types of material other
than closely read text passages. In approaches ranging from Marxist to postcolonial or
gender and race criticism, theories of society, politics or gender inform close readings.
Close reading is currently practiced without being much reflected as a technique, and it
is certainly no longer embedded in its original normative framework (Herrnstein Smith
2016, 57-58; Love 2010, 373). For the New Critics (e.g. I.A. Richards, F.R. Leavis,
Cleanth Brooks, William Empson), close reading meant patient, slow, word-by-word
reading of literary texts that clarified the nuances and ambiguities of meaning, and registered its rhetoric and style, or tensions between form and meaning before venturing
an interpretation. It was intended to avoid intentional and affective fallacies and thus
also set high value on epistemological distance and precision. The use of word counts
by I.A. Richards and C.K. Ogden in the late 1920s, largely forgotten today, demonstrates that precision was also understood in terms of quantifiability (Igarashi 2015).
While careful reading is still being practiced, other core assumptions of New Criticism
have been modified or dismissed from the 1960s onwards: form and nuances of language are no longer exclusively appreciated in a highbrow and largely white male
canon, and they are no longer supposed to exemplify the literary work as an autonomous, organic whole (fraught with conflict and tension) or as a sanctuary of universal
human values (see Brooks and Warren 1960, xiv).
Paying attention to textual detail is nevertheless "still held, by most scholars and
teachers of literature, as an indispensable sign of competence in their field" (Felski
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2008, 52). Close readings now point to textual openness or intertextuality or support a
critique of ideology. Epistemologically, detail or the particular instance (Hayot 2012,
16) now functions as a moment of resistance: it "encodes the specificity of literature:
literature is that which escapes generalisation" (ibid.) so that a literary text or even literature as such can be considered as resistant to generalisation, and to social constraints and normative discourses. "What this suggests is that close reading as a form is
not, or not simply, a privileging of the instance against the general, but a particular
arrangement of the relationship between the instance and the general" (ibid., 17;
original emphasis).
Close reading also figures as a largely implicit set of rules, procedures and concepts
relating the particular to the general in another variation of playing the game of a critique of ideology, as Steven Best and Sharon Marcus (2009) have recently observed.
Apparently insignificant details can be attended to as signs of complicity with dominant discourses, ideologies or structures of power (e.g. in deconstruction, race and
gender criticism, the canon discussion or cultural studies). The disentangling of subtle
nuances of meaning can reveal how an obvious meaning conceals a problematic hidden agenda that usually escapes notice, as the readings in Fredric Jameson's The Political Unconscious (1981) demonstrate. Not only techniques of close reading (Best
and Marcus 2009, 13), but also the epistemological structure of exemplification are employed whenever a textual detail, quotation or block quotation is presented as a representative instance illustrating other instances, and eventually a general claim couched
in a theory of literature, culture or power.
Because close reading without critique, and critique without close reading are equally
difficult to imagine in this context, the hesitation to embrace alternatives are hardly
surprising. The routine character and the predictability of results of a "hermeneutics of
suspicion" (Best and Marcus 2009, 9) is acknowledged, yet options like "reparative"
criticism (Sedgwick 2003, 129), "close but not deep" (Love 2010, 375), "surface reading" (Best and Marcus 2009, 9) or formalist and aesthetic notions of literature seem to
imply a problematic political quietism (see ibid., 16). Since epistemological positivism
and complicity with "established structures of institutional power" (Golumbia 2009, 3)
are the major objections against computational methods in literary studies, the invocation of close reading as the "essence of disciplinary identity" (Hayles 2010, 63) in
present debates is explicable as an invocation of critique and (paradoxically) critical
distance as an essential element of disciplinary identity.
2.

'Zooming in and out'

It is not so much the legitimacy and desirability of general claims as such that is at
stake in the ongoing debate on close and distant reading, then, but the methods and the
criteria of generalisation. When close reading is criticised by advocates of distant reading for founding general claims about culture on too few examples whose representativity is taken for granted (Moretti 2013, 48-49; Wilkens 2012, 251; Jockers 2013, 9),
the criteria of quantity and quantifiability are proposed as the only valid alternatives.
The allegedly unmanageable quantity of potentially relevant cultural phenomena has to
be met with "new ways of thinking about scale" (English and Underwood 2016, 282)
that are offered, though, not so much "as ideas than as technologies" (ibid.; emphasis
added). Computational methods and technologies, it is claimed, can do more than
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process large corpora in a scientifically sound manner; they can also – and this is the
crucial point – do justice to the 'particular instance'. The metaphors of 'zooming in and
out', or of moving from a micro to a macro level and from a close to a distant view
promise exactly this integration of close into distant reading.
The intuitively convincing character of spatial metaphors for relations of size, quantity
and scale, however, can be downright misleading on a conceptual level – not only in
self-descriptions of distant reading approaches (for example in Matthew Jockers), but
also in critical assessments (for example in Alan Liu's critique of Jockers). Jockers
uses the metaphor of zooming in Macroanalysis (2013) when he describes the advantages of computational methods for the study of literary history, and Lev Manovich
makes use of it in an outline of a 'cultural analytics' (2009) to study digitally available
documents of visual popular culture. Distant reading (or viewing), they suggest, can
move back and forth between small textual or pictorial units – for example an individual token or item in a database – and large amounts of data seamlessly, with the additional possibility of stopping anywhere in between.2 Presenting research based on the
software tool WordHoard, developed at Northwestern University for computing word
frequencies,3 Jockers sums up the results of quantifying and comparing occurrences of
the word 'love' in a corpus of Chaucer, Spenser and Shakespeare as follows:
Female characters, the data reveal, are "about 50% more likely to speak of love than men". This
conclusion is derived not through a computer-based close reading of texts, but rather via a quantitative zooming out and away from the texts, a zooming out that allows the user to simultaneously 'see' all of the separate occurrences of the word throughout the corpus. The end result
takes us quite far away from the actual occurrences of the words in the texts; our attention is
drawn to an examination of the bigger picture, the macroview of love when used as a noun, of
love when used as a verb, and in both cases of love as it is used by male and female speakers.
This is not close reading, this is macroanalysis, and the strength of the approach is that it allows
for both zooming in and zooming out. (Jockers 2013, 23)

While Jockers explicitly distinguishes 'zooming in' on individual instances of the word
'love' from close reading, Manovich makes a stronger claim: the availability of large
sets of cultural 'data' and automated analytical methods "can potentially transform our
understanding of cultures" and "will erase the distinction between the precision of
'close reading' and the imprecision of a 'zoomed out' view", as well as the "separation
between 'close reading' [...] and Franco Moretti's 'distant reading'" (Manovich 2011,
4). Scholars will be able to "easily traverse between them all at will, observing patterns
at any scale".4

2

3
4

Moving back from a higher level of aggregation to individual data points was impossible or
very difficult in older methods of quantitative and statistical research because data samples were
usually accessible to researchers only. If a database is available, as is the case in many digitised
linguistic corpora, it is possible to examine data afresh, and to look at each individual item.
However, the reverse application of general patterns in a population to an individual unit making up this population is still ruled out (see Robinson 1950).
See <http://wordhoard.northwestern.edu/userman/whatiswordhoard.html> [last accessed 18 September 2017].
See Manovich 2011, 4. In other instances, Manovich argues in a more differentiated and
method-conscious manner, and points to the limits of computational approaches. I quote this
line to illustrate how digital humanists advertise their research, and how they deliberately risk
raising wrong expectations.
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Alan Liu uses a spatial metaphor himself when he objects that macroanalysis excludes
the block quotations that usually accompany close readings, and thus bypass a 'midsized' level of analysis.5
[Computational] text analysis focuses on microlevel linguistic features (e.g. word frequencies)
that map directly over macrolevel phenomena (e.g. different genres or nationalities of novels)
without need for the middle level of quoted passages; or they exist as what hypertext theorists
[...] call 'lexia' – that is, modular chunks in a larger network where the real interest resides in the
global pattern of the network. (Liu 2012, 494)

Liu contests the claim that 'zooming' or a seamless, continuous movement from individual words (a 'microlevel') to macrolevel phenomena is possible, arguing that block
quotations are the missing link between these levels. In Jockers's outline, the microlevel (the occurrences of an individual word) are indeed directly related to subcategories or a 'macroview' structuring his data set ("love when used as a noun, [...] love as
it is used by male and female speakers"; Jockers 2013, 23).
However, the discontinuity Liu perceives here is part and parcel of Jockers's digital or
more precisely: quantitative and computational method. Computer algorithms can only
count and process objects that are encoded digitally, i.e. defined as discrete and disjunct items.6 Analog and digital are not ontologies, but terms that describe and structure a whole operational, symbolic and epistemological system (Goodman 1976, 160)
and the manner in which it processes data: analog observation systems conceive their
'objects' as parts of a continuous range with a potentially infinite number of "gradations between two selected values on a scale" (Lavagnino 2007, 403). Digital systems,
by contrast, operate with a limited set of discrete and distinct units, which remain distinct even when they are accumulated and aggregated. To paraphrase Goodman (1976,
160): there is no n-th item between two given data points. Therefore, the objection that
computational text analysis operates exclusively with "microlevel linguistic features"
(Liu 2012, 494) and aggregates them into "macrolevel phenomena" (ibid.) is strictly
speaking the very precondition for processing a digitised object by computation.
At this point, however, the incongruity between the metaphor of zooming and the conceptual underpinnings of computational analysis becomes obvious. 'Zooming' is a
technical term for the operation of an analog technology: 'zooming in' describes the
capacity of an optical lens system to shift its focus gradually, making details appear
bigger; 'zooming out' gives the impression of the object moving away, and becoming
visible along with other objects from a greater distance while the camera stays put.
The operation of zooming presupposes a spatial, not yet differentiated continuum and a
technical device that allows the observer to choose a continuous range of resolution. It
also permits her to move (within the limits of focal length range) from any particular
detail to the whole and back.
5
6

Liu's article was published before Jockers's book but refers to journal publications that later
became part of the monograph.
See Goodman 1976, 161. David Berry states that "without the possibility of discrete encoding
there is no object for the computational device to process. [...] [A] computer requires that everything is transformed from the continuous flow of our everyday reality into a grid of numbers
that can be stored as a representation of reality which can then be manipulated using algorithms"
(Berry 2011, 2). On the difficulties of distinguishing clearly between analog and digital, see
Goodman 1976, 160; Lavagnino 2007; Schröter 2004.
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Moving freely within a continuum, though, is precisely what Jockers's macroanalysis
cannot do. Identifying a single lexeme as the smallest unit of observation, a statistical
description like the one Jockers uses as an example relates sets of these units or data
points, and compares them in terms of relative quantities.7 In order to arrive at significant and qualified results, additional classifications or a graded scale are required, for
example the subcategories of 'male and female speakers' structuring the data set in
Jockers's example. These categories function, so to speak, as 'mediators' or links between the simple numerical frequency of individual words and more general claims
about the cultural significance of these numbers. Despite other claims (Anderson
2008), these categorisations are not themselves derived from the data or emerge from
them.
The metaphor of zooming applied to a digitised corpus observed with computational
methods wrongly suggests an unbroken continuum, and may also suggest (strongly, at
least in some of Manovich's formulations) that computational analysis combines close
and distant reading. Jockers is therefore correct in pointing out that looking at (and
counting) occurrences of 'love' in his corpus is not close reading. Liu's objection to
excluding the 'middle' level of analysis, then, misses the point: Jockers fails to explain
how the particular is related to the general when he does not explain his choice of categories – why a comparison of 'male and female speakers' might be significant, for example.8
Liu's critique remains imprecise because it subscribes to the spatial metaphor implied
by the contrast of 'micro-' and 'macroanalysis'. The prefixes 'micro' and 'macro' are not
sufficiently determined to function well as observational terms (Venus 2009, 48): they
indicate size or quantity in a purely relational manner. A word may intuitively seem
'smaller' than a paragraph or a whole book; but what is the absolute size of a paragraph
or a book? A paragraph of 400 words is 'small' compared to a book with a word count
of 100,000 words, but both book and paragraph are tiny in relation to world literature –
and what would be a 'middle size' here? 'Small' or 'large' are meaningful not in terms
of relative quantities, but only if these quantities amount to qualitative differences.
Speaking of micro, macro and middle levels is conceptually misleading, not only with
respect to the 'scale' of a set of cultural objects, but also with reference to the 'scale' of
7

8

See So (2017, 671) and Drucker on the difference between statistical description or counting
and algorithm-based statistical modelling: "the difference between the two marks the line between a simplistic positivism and skilled quantitative analysis" (Drucker 2017, 632). These
more complex computational methods are increasingly used and described in a highly differentiated manner in digital humanities and are not subject to the critique of 'simplistic positivism'.
Mark Algee-Hewitt, Ryan Heuser and Franco Moretti (2015), for example, have used topic
modelling to analyse larger text passages automatically, defining paragraphs as thematic units in
fictional and nonfictional texts. Here, however, Liu's objection holds that paragraphs are treated
as "modular chunks in a larger network where the real interest resides in the global pattern of
the network" (Liu 2012, 494).
According to Bode, this lack of reflection on categories is frequent in quantitative approaches
(2017, 83-84). Jockers's thumbnail sketch of a WordHoard search is a case in point; one might
ask, for example, if it is useful – or even conceptually or historically feasible – to use the category 'speaker' in a corpus comprising prose (The Canterbury Tales), drama (of several genres)
and pastoral poetry. Furthermore, who and what is 'male' or female' in these contexts – male authors creating female characters or female characters as presumably reliable representations of
historical women?
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theoretical claims. Is the proposition 'culture is determined by capitalism' larger or
smaller, more or less representative than 'Spenser uses the word 'love' in a traditional
sense'? There are no spatial dimensions in word counts or in conclusions drawn from
close readings: there are only types and tokens of evidence, and rules and concepts for
drawing general conclusions.
3.

Critical Digital Humanities

If the metaphor of zooming as well as the distinction between micro, macro and middle are too inaccurate to permit a description and a critique of 'distant reading' – can
block quotations still provide a clue to the procedures of generalisation in noncomputational literary studies? What kinds of epistemic objects are they (Rheinberger 2006,
7-8)? And can they be compared to objects of computational analysis? Liu suggests an
analogy when he observes that data visualisations such as charts, graphs or diagrams
"increasingly replace block quotations as the objects of sustained focus. One now
closely reads graphs and diagrams […] even if the mode of 'meaningfulness' is of a
different order" (2012, 494).
What is the exact status of a chart or graph (or a proposition) derived from quantitative
or statistical relations? A data visualisation draws together a multitude of single units
in a line or block to suggest one or several general ideas as unambiguously as possible.
Nevertheless, as Johanna Drucker observes, "visualizations are representations, elaborately constructed expressions following legible conventions through a series of interpretative decision points that are all concealed in a final statement that passes itself off
as a presentation" (2012, 633). The "rhetoric of visualization" (ibid.) may suggest a
degree of clarity and objectivity not supported by data. A block quotation in a consistently argued journal article, by contrast, is introduced as a piece of evidence for a larger claim (Hayot 2012, 62). As such, its function is both to support this claim and to
invite readers to test the claim or the hypothesis built upon it – and then to accept the
argument or to disagree.
Block quotations are not analogues to graphs, charts or diagrams, then, but more or
less rough functional equivalents to data sets. Both are introduced into an argument as
evidence and invite procedures of sense-making. This set is sometimes – but by no
means always – made accessible in digital humanities scholarship. Katherine Bode
therefore concludes that
two scholars can read the same data set – like the same literary work – and derive different
meanings from it. [...] In the absence of data publication, distant reading and macroanalysis are
analogous to finding a set of documents in an archive or archives, transcribing them, analyzing
those transcriptions, publishing these findings, and asserting that they demonstrate a definitive
new perspective on the literary field, without anyone else to read the transcriptions (2017, 85).

Bode's observation does not diminish the validity of quantification, statistics or data
analysis, but simply clarifies the status of texts, documents or block quotations on the
one hand and data sets on the other. Both types of epistemic objects require additional
categories and procedures of interpretation or analysis in order to support general
claims. While it is relatively obvious that the interpretation of a block quotation requires additional assumptions (for example about the historical period, the value of the
work from which it is taken, its political significance or its match or mismatch with
discursive conventions), Bode's and Drucker's observations stress once more the essen-
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tial function of categories, hypotheses or theories – as well as conventions of visualisation – for making sense of data sets. Concepts and hypotheses permit scholars to define, collect and structure data in the first place. As the discussion of Jockers's project
description showed, mere quantitative differences in word frequencies are not yet
meaningful. 'Interpreting' or 'reading' data, or more precisely: drawing conclusions
from them, requires additional criteria which have to be selected, defined and justified.
It is these concepts and procedures that can and should be contested – by scholars who
disagree on these grounds about what the data 'say'.
Close reading and distant reading in the forms I have discussed are not opposites in the
sense of focusing either on the particular or on the general. Noncomputational textual
analysis requires not only a given literary text, but also a 'distant', general framework
to generate interpretations, and needs to clarify the criteria for making general claims.
Here, quantitative evidence (for example the use of word counts as practiced in the
1920s) can find its place. Computational analysis, in turn, requires data points as well
as heuristic concepts, methods and theories of tokenisation, counting, correlating and
aggregating data sets. If it moves beyond mere numerical description, statistical models and carefully designed algorithms for text analysis are needed – and these models,
programmes or the initial definitions of what counts as a 'datum' involve "interpretive
acts, not a mechanical ones" (Drucker 2017, 631). One can argue, therefore, that computational text analysis strongly depends on noncomputational heuristics, data interpretation and theorising – as strongly as close reading does.
When Moretti claims that "[o]nly a resolute return to theory may change the way we
work" (2017, 687) he emphasises the necessity to reflect on the conceptual frameworks of computational methods. However, a single integral theory or method will
perhaps not be able to perform this task. Rather, it seems that only a combination of
methods and theories, or heuristics and validations – like the ones that are practiced in
literary studies – could take close and distant reading beyond mere critical routine or
positivist bean counting respectively. Many contributors to the PMLA discussion on
distant reading, accordingly, welcomed computational approaches as an opportunity to
explain, describe and justify noncomputational text analysis with more precision,
while practitioners of digital literary studies welcomed critical perspectives on their
work for the same reasons (see So 2017; Moretti 2017). Digital humanities and critical
perspectives are not mutually excluding, then. Critical digital humanities are not only
possible but could address issues and employ perspectives that have long been integral
to the humanities. Looking at technologies as part of culture rather than its opposite,
for example, and elaborating their cultural predispositions, economic conditions and
institutional constraints would amount to a "technologically aware cultural criticism"
(Liu 2012, 502), elaborate "how medial changes produce epistemic changes" (Berry
2011, 3), or result in a "humanistically informed theory of the making of technology"
(Drucker 2012, 87). These angles could render critical (digital) humanities not only
critical, but also crucial as a disciplinary orientation in an increasingly computerised
world.
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MATTHIAS BAUER (TÜBINGEN)
AND ANGELIKA ZIRKER (TÜBINGEN AND BERLIN)
Shakespeare and Stylometrics:
Character Style Paradox and Unique Parallels

Stylometric analysis goes back to the age before the computer was introduced in the
humanities. It has gained new acumen with the ability to work with big data, i.e. huge
quantities of text. In what follows, we will look at stylometric analysis in the context
of Shakespeare. After a brief overview as to how stylometrics has evolved over the
years, we will attempt a critical evaluation of these approaches and focus on two: Principal Component Analysis, conducted extensively by Hugh Craig and his co-authors,
and n-grams, a method used prominently by Gary Taylor. Shakespeare and his contemporaries are, in our view, apt candidates to address these matters as quite a few of
the works published under his name are products of co-authorship – according to the
New Oxford Shakespeare: Authorship Companion (Taylor and Egan 2017) up to 17.1
This makes him one of the focal points of authorship attribution studies that use
stylometric methods.
1.

Shakespeare and Stylometrics: State of the Art

When it comes to the stylometric analysis of Shakespeare (and others), three approaches are dominant: frequency, i.e. how often are particular words used, combination, i.e. their syntagmatic distribution, and proximity. These approaches have not fundamentally changed with the introduction of the computer.2 From early on, The Two
Noble Kinsmen (TNK) has been a candidate for stylometric analysis. According to the
New Oxford Shakespeare: Authorship Companion (2017, 590), Harold Littledale
(1876), for instance, looked for verbal parallels in The Two Noble Kinsmen and other
plays by Shakespeare and Fletcher. Other approaches were suggested by H. Dugdale
Sykes (1916), who focused on metrical evidence,3 and Alfred Hart, who selected 1,000
"rarer words" (1934, 274) from the play and compared them to the indisputably attributed plays of Shakespeare and Fletcher. Sykes argues that Massinger also had a hand
in the play and comes to three conclusions (1916, 137): (1) traces of Massinger's language can be found in the non-Fletcherian parts of TNK, (2) "reminiscences of Shakespeare are characteristic of Massinger who has 'continual touches showing that some
passage of Shakespeare was running in his head,'" (ibid.) and (3) the language of the
female characters "could not conceivably have been put by Shakespeare into the
mouths of virtuous women, but is typical of Massinger's heroines" (ibid.). When we

1
2
3

See, e.g., Alberge (2016).
For a more comprehensive account, see the New Oxford Shakespeare: Authorship Companion
(2017); and Love (2002).
See also Chambers (1930).
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look, however, at his juxtaposition of passages from TNK with excerpts from a variety
of Massinger's plays, it becomes difficult to see parallels.4
Hart, unsurprisingly, one might think, finds the "rare" words of five Shakespeare plays
also in TNK but leaves out factors like stylistic imitation, character idiolect etc. and is
limited by his own memory and subjective judgement (see Vickers 2017). Thus it is
easy to see in those older approaches what David Holmes maintained in 1994: "[a]ll
authorship studies begin with a choice of criteria believed to characterize authors" (qtd.
in Vickers 2016, 10), i.e. certain preconceived ideas of authors and their stylistic habits.
What is perhaps more surprising is that this tendency continues to this very day, even
though the methods have become much more sophisticated. At least there is a belief
that frequency, combination and proximity give us the key to author identification. The
first is used, for example, by Burrows and Craig (2017, 194), who mix methods of frequency count to achieve better results; i.e. Delta, "which calculates a […] degree of
difference […] between a disputed text and a series of authors by combining individual
differences in word counts", Iota, which uses words "that appear in the first author's
works and never in the second's" (ibid.), and Zeta, based on frequencies of mid-ranked
words which are preferred by an author. Combination is used, for example, by Egan
who strives to "quantify writers' preferences for putting particular words in particular
orders" (2016, 232); and proximity is the choice of Jackson (e.g. 2014) and Vickers
(e.g. 2016), who employs anti-plagiarism software to discover strings of words uniquely mentioned in a disputed text and in one other play (Vickers 2017, 102).5
Warning voices such as Rudman point out that it is important to keep in mind how
style changes over time (2016, 319); this makes it even more difficult to identify stable
features of style based on either of those three methodological principles. Another caveat is editorial: in how far do printed texts, such as Shakespeare's Folio, actually reflect what the playwrights wrote? This is especially relevant when variant word forms
such as ye and you are used for purposes of author identification.
2.

Critical Evaluation

In the following, we would like to select two examples of current work in stylometrics
in order to reflect in slightly greater detail on the uses of stylistic computing and to
contribute to the discussion of its pros and cons. Both examples combine a particular
methodological approach, frequency of words and strings of words, with a particular
goal. Both cases aim at identifying authors – the traditional and overarching aim of
stylometrics – while at the same time we have chosen them because they go beyond
that aim and take other objectives into view, in particular character style and the stylistic relationship between texts. Put simply, the question has been asked and debated
whether character and/or intertextual features such as genre trump author and vice
4

5

An example referred to by Sykes is the First Queen in TNK: "… what to do quickly / Is not done
rashly; your first thought is more / Than others' laboured meditance" and Francisco (The Duke
of Milan IV.i.): "They … without a blush / Would swear that I, by nature, had more knowledge /
Than others could acquire by any labour" (qtd. in Sykes 1916, 140). Though the idea expressed
is similar, it is not characteristic enough to become evidence of identifiable influence.
Vickers's (2017) defence against Egan (2016) is weak: Egan criticised that the unique strings are
sometimes quite common in non-dramatic printed texts, while Vickers claims that language use
in drama is not influenced by other forms of discourse.
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versa. In other words, what happens if dramatic authors imitate the styles and voices of
people they have invented and the styles of texts belonging to the genre, theme etc.
they have chosen?
2.1 Word Frequency (PCA) and Character Style
As regards characters, one may ask whether they speak in such an individual manner
that it is impossible to detect their common author? Is the way in which Rosalind (in
As You Like It) speaks, for example, very different from the king's speech in Henry V,
written roughly at the same time? And, if this is the case, is the difference bigger than
the difference of each of them from a character of the same age, rank, sex and genre in
Jonson or Fletcher? These questions are fascinating because they provide a particular
challenge that we might call the character style paradox: any author identification by
means of style is based on a notion that is expressed by a classical topos, perhaps best
known in its French version by Conte de Buffon, "[l]e style est l'homme même" (see
Müller 1981, 40-51).6 If human beings are individuals, their use of language must
(quintessentially) show this.7 But it is paradoxical that the more this notion is proved
by literary authors in the creation of their characters, i.e. by making their characters
speak in distinctive and unique ways, the more they disprove it as regards themselves,
i.e. the less characteristic does their own style become.
We think that this paradox has not yet sufficiently been taken into account in computer-based stylometric analyses. In the field of Shakespeare studies, the most prominent examples of this approach are to be found in the work of Burrows and Craig; in
particular, Craig (2008) and Burrows and Craig (2012) are concerned with "Shakespeare Characters and Common Words" and "Authors and Characters" respectively. In
both papers, the authors establish their findings by working with lists of the 50 (2008)
and 100 (2012) most frequent words in the corpus of plays to be analysed. These
words are all function words (articles, pronouns, etc.),8 a feature that in the eyes of
many scholars makes word-count a more reliable method for the identification of (authorial) style because "they take less of their colour from their context […] than lexical
words" (Craig 2008, 283), they are "topic-independent" (Juola 2008, 265) and thus
allow for greater individuality among writers (whereas tragedy or the character of a
king might require typical lexical words, authorial variety may be seen better in the
distribution of function words).9 The assumption is that function words give us a clue
to an author's stylistic DNA or at least to his or her formed habits. We will see some
problems of this when looking at Craig's and Burrows' findings as regards characters.

6
7
8

9

See also Love on Erasmus, Patristic Scholarship: "Style then is very much l'homme-même"
(2002, 21).
See Juola who speaks of the "authorial fingerprint" (2008, 239) that can be detected in people's writings. Juola also refers to the discovery of a "human stylome" (ibid.) by van Halteren et al. (2005).
It is not absolutely clear to us whether Burrows and Craig (2012) are using the 100 most frequent function words or the 100 most frequent words (e.g. "let", which appears among the most
frequent 50 words in Craig 2008, see 285, Fig. 24, does not appear on the list of the most frequent 100 words in Burrows and Craig 2012, see 293 n8).
This is why it is surprising that Vickers maintains that a "computation of function words […]
may tell you something about the characters but cannot reliably indicate authorship" (Vickers
2009, 42). See also Vickers (2016).
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In both papers, the method of Principle Component Analysis is used, which serves to
find "a line of differentiation through the counts which accounts for the greatest
amount of variation in it" (Craig 2008, 283). The idea is that the greatest variation (in
our case in the use of function words) will tell us most about the stylistic differences.
In the data space resulting from the frequencies of words used by the different characters, the first principle component "is the axis on which the data has the most variance"
(Juola 2008, 259) and the second principle component "captures the next greatest variance, and so forth" (ibid.). One of the graphs of Craig's findings (Fig. 23, Craig 2008,
284), shows that the greatest difference is between Warwick (in the first part of Henry
VI) and Pandarus (in Troilus and Cressida) according to the first principle component,
and between Menenius Agrippa (in Coriolanus) and Romeo and Juliet according to the
second. This only becomes meaningful if we look at the distribution of words provided
by Craig (Fig. 24, ibid., 285), where we find the most variance between "and" and
"our" on the one side and "is", "not" and "I" on the other, and the second greatest variance between "his", "him" and "he" versus "thy", "thee" and "thou".
We may well ask what is to be inferred from the data. Craig puts it, for example, like
that: "Pandarus (to the right in illustration 23) is a character formed of negation, querulously undercutting and anxiously re-directing" (ibid.). In other words, he finds the
frequent use of "not" fits in with his interpretation of the character which he obviously
derives from the coherent text since the words on the right-hand side of the graph do
not tell you anything about undercutting and redirecting. As regards Romeo and Juliet,
"their abundance of thou, thee and thy is a measure of the focus of their spoken parts
on each other" (ibid., 287) – again a result that confirms the obvious. More informative
is perhaps the statement that some characters, such as Lear and Prospero, use "thou"
quite frequently, against the trend of language development in the time of Shakespeare's career (ibid.). In any case, what we do get from this kind of statistical evidence is an impression of characters speaking differently from others as regards the
use of function words, and differently from average uses of those words. An interpretation of those uses is difficult without a close reading of other features of their style
and of what those characters are actually saying.
Furthermore, the graphs make us realise the character style paradox: the less the use of
function words "means" in the sense of telling us something about a character's convictions, intentions etc., the more does it become imitative of the common difference
between speakers, the inherited or acquired setup of a person's style. Craig's interpretations (e.g. of Pandarus) thus, strictly speaking, work against his own method of
grounding differences between characters on the 'unconscious' use of function words,
as if those characters were real-life persons. What they are, of course, is statements by
their author, only apparently uttered by different real-life persons. It thus must remain
unclear what the distribution of words indicated by the PCA plot actually tells us: the
amount of success in making dramatic characters speak as differently as people do in
real life, or the amount of success in characterising dramatic characters by means of
their style. This is by no means the same.
This is a problem which, we think, also obfuscates Burrows' and Craig's attempt "to
show the literary fundamentals of the relations between character styles and authorial
styles in one particular field" (2012, 293), as we see in their PCA plot of Shakespeare's
versus Fletcher's characters (Fig. 1, ibid., 295). While it is clearly meant to show (and
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apparently does show, even though we are not given any figures that might tell us
whether the differences are statistically valid) that the use of function words distinguishes all Shakespeare characters from all Fletcher characters, it invalidates the interpretative conclusions drawn from the use of function words, unless we want to claim
that the word choice tells us something about Shakespeare's and Fletcher's character
(and not just characters). This is of course absurd. Thus, when Burrows and Craig interpret the data and say that "a handful of Fletcher characters are more sententious and
less concerned with the immediate and individual than any Shakespeare characters"
(ibid., 298-299), they are doing the same thing as with Pandarus and others, i.e. regard
the function word use as being in agreement with what we know about the characters
from their attitudes revealed by the content of their speeches. If this agreement exists
(and it is not shown in detail how this can be worked out), what we learn is that Shakespeare created different kinds of characters than Fletcher, not necessarily that we can
use this method to identify authors. This becomes even more evident when we look at
the other comparisons worked out by Burrows and Craig, which show, for example,
that Jonson's and Chapman's characters cannot be separated that easily, with 18.8 per
cent of characters misclassified (Table 2, ibid., 307) and many more very close to each
other in their use of function words. If we look at their Fig. 7 (ibid., 305), we see that
especially the comedy characters are virtually indistinguishable by author. Against
Burrows' and Craig's own conclusion, we may say that character and genre combined
may easily trump author. This is perhaps no coincidence since comedy characters (especially of the "humour" kind adopted by Chapman and Jonson) tend to be more similar to each other. Accordingly, we think that the best use of the method lies in identifying and describing the variety of styles authors are able to create for their characters.
Authors may thus be distinguished by their different scopes of style rather than by the
function words themselves.
2.2 Taylor and n-grams/Collocations
Taylor takes the findings of Craig's PCA on the 1602 Additions to Kyd's The Spanish
Tragedy as a starting point for his own analysis of these additions (see Craig 2009).
His criticism of Craig is based on two major aspects: for one, he sees a problem in the
false positives that Craig's approach created, i.e. wrong attributions of non-Shakespearean passages (Taylor 2017, 247)10; and, secondly, he criticises the implicit assumption (not only by Craig) that the 1602 Additions were single-authored (see ibid.,
248). His own approach hence does not focus on PCA, but on unique parallels in what
he calls "micro-attribution of small blocks of texts" (ibid., 249), i.e. he analyses ngrams and collocations in the first 173 words of the first addition. He incorporates
"variant grammatical forms, whenever there were no matches for grammatically identical word strings" as well as "[d]isjunct trigrams and quadgrams" (ibid., 250) whenever "no exact strings" could be found; he also includes "variant spellings" (ibid., 255).
The corpus used for his approach is the Literature Online database (LION) as well as
Early English Books Online – Text Creation Partnership (EEBO-TCP) in a later run of
the experiment).
10

"Shakespeare has an exceptionally large, varied, and stable canon, which increases the sheer
quantity and variety of data in his canon, in ways that may disproportionately weight results in
his favour" (Taylor 2017, 247).
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The following table shows his findings on the basis of this analysis (ibid., 251):11
to night frolicke and mery

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness ('merry, pleasant, /
And frolick it to night')
frolicke and mery
Heywood, Edward IV, Part One ('a mery mate, / So frolycke,
and')
had no custome to
Heywood, Rape of Lucrece ('hath beene no custom … to')
to stay out … late
Heywood, Lucrece ('to stay out late')
he may be in his
Lodowick Carlell, Passionate Lover, Part 2
be in his chamber
Marlowe, Faustus (both versions)
some go see
Heywood, If You Know not me, Part One ('some one goe
see')
it besides he
William Heminge, Fatal Contract
is so generally
Anonymous, Two Wise Men and all the rest fools
generally beloved
Jonson, Magnetic Lady
did grace him
Middleton and Dekker, Bloody Banquet 4.2 (Middleton
scene)
waiting on his cup
Heywood, Four Prentices ('wait upon his cup').
assure he
Anonymous, Look about you
I wonder how this fellow
Middleton, Phoenix
got his clothes
Fletcher, Women Pleas'd
Pedro … the Duke of Castiles Thomas Kyd, Spanish Tragedy
do ye hear me
Henry Porter, Two Angry Women of Abingdon
blush not man
Thomas Lodge, Wounds of Civil War

His intermediate result from this analysis consists in the fact that there was no "single
unique parallel with Shakespeare" (ibid., 252), "the language of this passage is less
like the language of Shakespeare, at any stage of his career and in any genre, than it is
like the language of at least ten other playwrights" (ibid.). He also finds that "a single
unique parallel, in a passage of this length, is insignificant, a mere linguistic coincidence" (ibid.). The two playwrights that have more than one unique parallel are Middleton and Heywood, and Taylor continues his research on the basis of these two in a
follow-up experiment. The second experiment used EEBO-TCP, a larger corpus, and
Taylor eliminated "parallels that (a) involve a string of five successive words, or (b)
occur more than ten times in the EEBO-TCP search, or (c) belong to authors not alive
or not possibly writing for the theatre in 1594-1602" (ibid., 254), which left him with
eight parallels only. Most of them are from Heywood, which leads him to the conclusion that Heywood is the "leading candidate" (ibid.) as author for the first addition.
As Shakespeare has recently most often been claimed to be the author of the additions,
Taylor ran Shakespeare against Heywood (again in EEBO-TCP), which again leaves
Heywood as the most likely author. With regard to the remainder of the first addition
as well as the Painter's scene, he drew on research conducted by John V. Nance (2017)
to eventually conclude that the 1602 Additions are, altogether, most likely the collaborative work of Heywood and Shakespeare. So far so good.
11

Taylor's commentary on the parallels has been left out here for the sake of space.
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To evaluate Taylor's method, it makes sense to focus on two items: "do ye hear me" –
which, according to Taylor, has a unique parallel in Porter – and "waiting on his cup"
with its "unique parallel" in Heywood. It is surprising that "do ye hear me" is supposed
to have only one unique parallel in the whole corpus of early modern drama. A simple
concordance search of Shakespeare's works yields the following results12:
Much Ado About Nothing 5.1: Do you hear me
The Tempest 2.1: Do you not hear me speak?
3 Henry VI 5.5: Didst thou not hear me

The substitution of "ye" with "you" and "thou" is, according to Taylor, legitimate, as
he includes spelling variants, and as "ye" is a notorious candidate for printers' substitutions.13 In the light of Taylor's own criteria – the acceptance of disjunct trigrams
and quadgrams, incorporation of variant grammatical forms and spelling variants –, it
is rather surprising that he did not come up with these results. And if we move on to
the next example, "waiting on his cup", in the Spanish Tragedy 1602 Additions, we
come to the conclusion that he is measuring the text with different standards as he, in
this case, accepts an even more different quadgram – "wait upon his cup" in Heywood
– as a unique parallel.
Besides these methodological questions that we may ask, the approach begs another
question as well, and this leads us back to Craig. In the context of his own research on
the 1602 Additions, Craig notes:
The Additions, then, have some intimate connections with the drama of their day. Some of these
may well be allusions to passages and phrases the audience could be expected to know well.
Others are equally direct but so adapted to the communicative purposes of the moment that they
seem (as best one can tell) better explained by the same mind reverting to idiosyncratic habits in
the process of composition. This sort of evidence […] requires the exercise of judgment, and so
is not altogether objective, but it is clear that there are some strong links between the vocabulary
and phrasing of the Additions and canonical Shakespeare in particular. (2009, 170-171)

What he seems to leave out completely – and this brings us back to our criticism of
character style analysis by PCA – is the fact that an author may wittingly or unwittingly imitate and allude to another author, in order to make his audience recognise the
intertextual link. The individual aesthetic quality of a text here comes into play again,
and we may wonder what exactly it actually means when strings and collocations are
identical. Just as both the individual and the genre-specific style of an invented character can work against determining an author's stylistic identity by means of word frequency, the widely practised culture of imitation works against identifying authors by
identical sequences of words – only think of the educational practise of writing down
in commonplace books not only "vocabula usus quotidiana", but also, and especially,
"vocabula rara, exquisita […] idiomata et formulas loquendi" (Vives 1537, 6). Stylometrics, we think, should leave behind its fixation on author identification and lead to
a number of other exciting questions about what authors are doing with words.

12
13

See <https://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/concordance/> [last accessed 13 January 2018].
See Horton (1994, 322): "Many common function words have several variant spellings". See
also Love (2002, 105).
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ANNIKA ELSTERMANN (HEIDELBERG)
The Power of Digital Publishing:
Rethinking Knowledge Distribution in English Philology

1.

The "Digital" in Academic Research

As electronic media and devices increasingly shape our culture and our society, it
comes as no surprise that they have also become a significant factor in those disciplines that examine how culture and society work. The digital has found its way into
the humanities, and English philology is no exception: literary scholars are analysing
computer games and hyperpoetry, while linguists are investigating tweets and other
born digital corpora. While more and more research is being conducted on electronic
source material, researchers also increasingly utilise digital methods and approaches
for their analyses of digital as well as traditional texts – corpus linguistics and its equivalent in literary studies, distant reading, being examples of quantitative methods enabled by the calculating capacities of computers. As our field moves ever closer towards the digital, we need to consider the impact of new technologies not only on our
subject matter and methodology, but also on how we publish the results of our research.
The fundamental idea behind every publication process is of course the same: making
the results of a research project public, distributing knowledge. Beyond that, however,
digital publishing comes with its own implications, advantages and potential issues,
which are distinct from those of print publishing. Because they offer so many new opportunities, electronic publications – for example digital editions of journals – have
quickly become the norm in many disciplines; now, we must take a closer look at
those new opportunities, many of which remain virtually untapped, and determine how
they can best serve academic communication of research in English philology.
A transfer of digital sources and approaches to traditional print publications might lead
to some form of unnecessary reduction. Digital publications, however, no longer need
to adhere to the constraints of print, and so-called 'born digital' research output can
potentially benefit from alternative forms of knowledge organisation, hyperlinks, interactive visualisation, connection to corpora and research databases, and countless other
options.
In addition to changing the form or medium of research presentation, the possibilities
of electronic publication have opened up new avenues for the dissemination of research output. It can be argued that the subscription-based model of academic journals,
for example, is a remnant of a waning print age, and is no longer adequate in a time
when knowledge can instantly be distributed worldwide at little to no extra cost (see
Suber 2005, 231). Additionally, an ethical argument can, of course, be made with regards to who can access that knowledge and whether affluence should be a factor.
This chapter will explore some of the questions and implications of (open) access. The
goal is not to present a one-size-fits-all solution or definitive answers, but rather to
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ensure that we are asking the right questions and making conscious, informed decisions concerning the publication of our research. Conversely, we also need to be aware
of how established conventions and structures in publication processes might be influencing the way we approach research questions and entire projects.
Many of the current practices in electronic academic publishing come from natural and
life sciences, as these have been earlier adopters of new publication platforms than the
humanities (see Eve 2017, 16). However, we should not simply follow these practices
as they have been established by other fields, but rather have our own debates about
how we want to shape publishing spaces in the humanities in general, and English philology in particular.
As an introduction to the ongoing debate, this chapter will outline different open access concepts, discuss potential pitfalls and present solutions, opportunities and working examples of open access in the humanities. We will also briefly examine digital
publications in general, and lastly pose the question of why these matters should be
debated by literary scholars and linguists at all.
2.

Open Access

Library spending for electronic media – digital material, mainly journal subscriptions –
has been steadily on the rise for the last ten years (see Deutsche Bibliotheksstatistik).
This is partly due to rising demand and an increasing number of available electronic
journals, but also due to the fact that in spite of funding cuts in virtually all areas of
academia, subscription costs have continuously risen considerably above inflation
since the 1980s (see Eve 2017, 17). One effect of this development has been the recent
cancellation of subscription contracts between dozens of German universities and research facilities and the scientific publisher Elsevier. With subscriptions to publications provided by just the three major publishers consuming around 50-60% of most
university libraries' budgets (Kwon 2017), libraries are looking either for better terms
with those publishers, or alternative solutions without them.
One of those solutions might be an open access approach. The topic has been debated
repeatedly by universities, research institutions, funding agencies and academic organisations – early notable declarations were made 2002 in Budapest (Budapest Open Access Initiative) and 2003 in Berlin (Berlin Declaration on Open Access). Since then,
government institutions and grant giving agencies have begun to establish policies mandating open access publication as a condition for research financed by public funds (see
e.g. Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung: Open Access in Deutschland; Research Councils UK: RCUK Policy on Open Access).
Considering how much easier and cheaper production and distribution of journals and
monographs in a wholly digital environment should be (McCabe and Snyder 2005,
453), the switch to affordable open access seems almost inevitable (see Terras 2014).
Especially when it comes to journal articles and book chapters, scholars rarely work
for monetary compensation in the first place (Terras 2014), but rather to disseminate
their knowledge, gain recognition and advance their academic careers (Suber 2005,
232).
And yet, the open access debate has not quite found its footing in the humanities (Eve
2013). Some scholars might simply be wary of letting non-traditional, even electronic
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systems intrude into established structures (Cohen 2012), while others voice valid concerns. In the following section, we will examine the basic principles of open access as
well as the question of cost redistribution, and subsequently confront some of those
concerns.
2.1 Basic Concepts of Open Access
While the basic principle of open access is straightforward – making knowledge available for free – this can be achieved in different ways. The two major open access models are 'green' and 'gold' open access, and while there are several other forms such as
yellow, blue, white, copper and by some definitions black open access (as a descriptor
for illegally pirated texts; see Björk 2017), they mostly represent variations of the two
main models.
The label of 'green' or 'gold' determines where research output is actually made publicly available. A paper, for example, might be published in a peer-reviewed subscription journal that does not offer open access, but the author can – either directly or with
some delay – make the same paper available via an archive or a repository. This is
called 'green open access' or 'self-archiving'.

Fig. 1: Green Open Access

The advantage of green open access is that it can be implemented quickly and at close
to no additional cost, since selection processes, peer review, copyediting and administrative matters are still conducted by the original publisher. This dependency is also
the root of several disadvantages, though. Green open access can only work on the
back of established publishers that generate revenue by charging their readers. A systematic reform of academic publishing structures is incompatible with green open access, because this model relies on those same structures. While an article deposited in
an archive – often with a delay of several months mandated by the publisher to protect
their revenue – is no doubt highly useful to individual researchers, it does not solve the
funding issues many university libraries and research organisations face. These institutions still need to subscribe to journals and purchase monographs upon publication, not
a year after the fact – and publishers rely on them doing so. Furthermore, green open
access depends on researchers actively uploading their research output to repositories
(see Suber 2005, 233). Considering the reluctance of many humanity scholars to accept new technologies in their disciplines (see Eve 2017, 16), this extra step on the
path to open access might well be the decisive hurdle.
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The term 'gold open access' on the other hand denotes a model in which research is
published and immediately made available free of charge to the reader via the original
publication.

Fig. 2: Gold Open Access

Either the whole publication can be open by default or individual authors can choose
optional open access for their contribution. In this hybrid form, an open access article
can appear in a journal alongside articles only available to subscribers. In both versions of gold open access, the publisher provides services such as peer review, administration and dissemination, resulting in a more streamlined process than the doubletrack system of green open access.
For the purpose of this chapter, the focus will be on gold open access and related approaches as this model provides a broader, more fruitful basis than green open access
for a genuine reinvention of academic publishing structures.
2.2 The Cost of Open Access
After this survey of different forms of open access, we can now turn to the scrutiny of
the concept itself: what does 'open' access really mean? While the ideology of open
access is morally convincing and will in itself meet little resistance in modern academia, it must also work pragmatically to have any chance at all of being put into practice. And pragmatically, open access is not free, because scientific publication does not
occur in a vacuum; at the very least, it requires time and effort. Realistically, considerable costs are also incurred by the infrastructure required – even if hosting content
online is cheaper than printing the same content on paper, the necessary servers cannot
be maintained for free. The peer review process, copyediting, typesetting, rights management, administration, and communication with authors, potential readers and the
academic community must also be taken into account as matters of expense (see Suber
2005, 233).
If a journal or publisher in the current system relies on subscription fees to cover those
costs (and, as a commercial entity, make a profit), then revenue must be generated
from another source once the texts are to be openly accessible without any charge to
the reader. This raises a significant question: who pays for open access? In the process
of getting an article from an author via a publisher to a reader, these three are also the
obvious parties which could potentially contribute to covering the costs – and all three
are simultaneously stakeholders with distinct interests.
The idea behind open access is to "give anybody the right to read and re-use academic
research outputs, without requiring payment from readers" (Eve 2017, 16). Therefore,
considering the reader as a source of revenue in a debate on open access may appear
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counterintuitive. In fact, this is exactly the system publishers traditionally employ. An
author submits an article to a journal or a manuscript for a monograph to a publisher,
paying only a small fee, if any – usually to cover printing costs if the publication is not
exclusively electronic. The publisher provides their usual services and then charges the
reader to – at the very least – cover the costs incurred.
Of course, most readers do not directly pay for academic texts themselves. Instead,
they are granted access to journal databases and archives via their institutions – so the
money comes from universities or university libraries, public funding, third party
funding and similar sources.

Fig. 3: 'Reader Pays'

This system excludes the general public, scholars without institutional affiliation and
non-affluent institutions unable to afford large library budgets. Considering that most
of the institutions paying for journal subscriptions are in turn funded by taxpayer
money, and taxes often pay for research grants and researchers' salaries in the first
place, the exclusion of anyone from the readership on financial grounds is at the very
least debatable for ethical reasons.
So why mention the 'reader pays'-model again at all? Even if at first glance it appears
nothing like open access, there is one group in this model for whom access is open and
generally (as good as) free: the researchers publishing their manuscripts. This backstage facet of access might seem trivial, but in fact the feasibility of publication for an
author is similarly important as the opportunity for retrieval by a reader, and is as integral a part of the publishing process.
When readers no longer pay, this dynamic can shift drastically for authors. The business model that is often assumed as the default in discussions about open access (in the
sense of free to read) is that of an article processing charge (APC), also known as academic publishing charge, publication fee or author's fee (see e.g. McCabe 2005; Schroter et al. 2005). This APC, which is used by some publishers to offset their – presumed
– loss of subscription revenue, has emerged as a model mostly in natural and life sciences, and essentially means that publishers upend the supply-demand-dynamic. Previously, the reader was the customer and was provided with knowledge via the pub-
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lisher. Now, the author is the costumer, who is provided with a readership – leading to
citations and potential academic prestige – via the publisher.
Just as readers in a traditional 'reader pays'-scenario are rarely the ones who pay directly for access, authors generally do not pay for publication themselves, either. The
costs, which vary greatly between publishers and individual journals and frequently
run as high as $3,000 in the natural sciences (Eve 2017, 17), are generally covered by
university libraries, research grants or funding institutions (Suber 2005, 233), particularly if those institutions require results to be published in open access journals (Suber
2012, 10).

Fig. 4: 'Author Pays'

This model has clear advantages for publishers, such as lower financial risk and an
easy transition from a subscription-based model, but it holds disadvantages for all
other parties involved. While most of these possible pitfalls will be discussed later, the
issue of cost concentration is worth mentioning in immediate context with payment
matters (Eve 2017, 17).
One argument occasionally brought up in defence of the 'reader pays'-model is that
there are generally substantially more readers than authors, so if readers pay to cover
the same costs, the per-person (and potentially per-institution) cost is going to be lower
(see Aronson 2005, 759). Though not pragmatically wrong, this is not an argument
against open access per se. It does, however, highlight some of the fundamental differences between the natural sciences and the humanities, and why circumstances that are
inconvenient in the former can make a system entirely unfeasible in the latter.
Researchers in the natural sciences far more frequently publish joint papers than we do
for example in literary studies, so the APC is split between several individuals and potentially several institutions. Additionally, STEM disciplines generally receive more
funding than the humanities (see Suber 2005, 236), making even outrageously high
APCs inflated by commercial publishers somewhat bearable. In the humanities, not
only would the cost be concentrated on one individual, that individual is also perpetually underfunded and publications are often long monographs rather than short papers,
and thus even more expensive to produce (Terras 2014; Eve 2017, 17).
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While in this system, knowledge is openly accessible to any researcher with an internet
connection as well as to the interested public, other groups are disadvantaged, especially researchers with no university affiliation, from underfunded disciplines or from
developing countries (see Moros et al. 2016). Some publishers offer to waive the APC
for underfunded researchers, but it remains an additional hurdle, and in a system
founded on the idea of openness, any potentially closed gates are problematic.
It is worth noting that although APCs are often treated as the universal way of funding
open access, fewer than half of the journals listed in the Directory of Open Access
Journals (DOAJ) charge a publication fee. As of November 2017, 3,014 open access
journals are listed as requiring payment of an APC, while 7,283 find other ways of
recuperating the lost subscription revenue – such as cross-financing from other publications, advertising or subsidies from an associated university (Suber 2005, 233).

Fig. 5: 'Publisher Pays'

In these 7,283 cases, neither the author nor the reader pays for the publication. The
revenue which publishers use to cover incurred costs in turn comes once more from
university libraries (if the publisher is cross-financing via subscription-based journals),
related industries (through advertisements) or state grants and third-party funding institutions via open access schemes (see Gruss 2004, 312).
2.3 Dangers and Potential Pitfalls
As has already been indicated, all three payment models – reader, author or publisher
pays – hold risks. Where the money to cover publication costs comes from matters: as
long as the publisher's main interest is profit maximisation, whoever pays will ultimately have their interests prioritised over those of others, which can lead to a variety
of problems.
If authors pay for publication and the distribution of their work to as many readers as
possible becomes the commodity for sale, the quality of the actual research output
might no longer be central to the publisher. This potential quality decline is a concern
to many academics (Schroter et al. 2005, 758). If publishers charge per published arti-
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cle, they have an interest in publishing a higher quantity of articles – regardless of
quality (McCabe 2005, 456). As soon as the reader is no longer the customer, the author's needs (distributing research widely and quickly) and the publisher's needs (generating revenue) are prioritised over the reader's presumed interest (receiving high
quality work).
The question of quality control and peer review is often brought up in debates about
open access (see e.g. Gruss 2004, 312). These concerns are not unfounded: starting a
predatory journal online and generating profit via APCs is much easier than doing the
same in print; likewise, it is also easier to submit nonsense papers to hundreds of journals at the click of a button.
On the other hand, equating open access with a lack of quality control in general is a
misconception. Open access publications are not by definition more susceptible to
quality decline than subscription-based publications – there can still be rigorous quality assurance, peer review, copyediting and a strict editorial board. The proposal, after
all, is not to abandon those structures, but rather to change the channels via which they
are funded.
Particularly an environment where APCs are established as the norm and authors are
used to paying for publication can still easily attract predatory publishers, and scholars
must be aware of such risks. Those publishers pose a significant threat because they
can tap into a specific dilemma academics face today. With electronic publication and
the variety of available journals and monograph presses, the publication process has
been simplified and accelerated. This means that strictly in terms of dissemination of
research output, academics could theoretically publish more in a shorter period of
time. Universities and the academic community consequently expect scholars to generate more publications as a basis for hiring decisions and promotion. Mere ease of
dissemination does not simplify or speed up the research process itself though, and
since most academics lack the time to satisfy increasing publication demands, the increase of quantity necessarily leads to a decline in quality of research output. If predatory journals offer to publish any article as long as the APC is paid, the consequence of
this "publish or perish"-dilemma can easily be a considerable overall drop in quality of
scholarly publications.
2.4 Potential Benefits and Working Examples
Considering the potential negative outcomes, why adopt open access at all? Is it worth
the risk, particularly considering that humanities journals are often comparatively affordable to begin with (Suber 2005, 234)? While open access does come with potential
pitfalls – some more urgent than others – it is also linked with potential benefits and
opportunities. Free distribution of knowledge and open communication about current
research (Gruss 2004, 312) certainly sound like noble goals.
In fact, not only is open access worth challenging those risks; if we truly want to reshape academic publishing structures, many of those dangers might actually be eliminated. At the root of the quality concerns, for example, lies "a single commercial (i.e.
profit-maximizing) journal" (McCabe 2005, 454), which might end up publishing articles indiscriminately if quantity rather than quality is the fastest way to generate profit.
This scenario does not arise with academic publishers operating as non-profit organi-
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sations, which can calculate APCs and other revenue streams to cover necessary costs
without a need to increase profit margins, precluding unreasonable price hikes or access limitations.
We can already see some variations of this concept operating in the humanities (see
Eve 2013). The Open Humanities Press (OHP), for example, a not-for-profit, peerreviewed academic publisher of journals and monographs, was founded in 2006 and
has operated as a volunteer initiative ever since. Removing potential profit from the
equation allows academic publishers to focus on the ideological and philosophical
questions of open access, as well as the pragmatics of digital publishing.
The Open Library of Humanities (OLH), officially launched in September 2015, is
another academic-led approach. Instead of charging libraries for journal subscriptions,
OLH relies on continuous financial support from a substantial number of libraries
worldwide – 220 as of June 2017 (Eve 2017, 19) – and in turn publishes all content as
openly accessible for everyone. This so-called library partnership subsidy, which finances the infrastructure, allows for improved cost efficiency while maintaining high
academic standards. Martin Eve, one of OLH's co-founders, stated after the first year
of operation that the institutional support de facto "lowered the cost to just $1.10 per
institution per article or, at 118,686 readers, just $0.008 per institution per reader"
(ibid.).
The idea behind projects like OHP and OLH is that everybody involved pays – by investing time and effort, by funding infrastructure – so nobody needs to pay an unmanageable amount, and academic publishing is made openly accessible for readers and
authors alike. Academics are donating their time to publishers as it is – for peer-review
processes and on editorial boards. Now, they are donating their time for the dissemination of knowledge, not for the accumulation of profit.

Fig. 6: Everybody Pays

At the same time, fair open access need not exclude traditional publishers. However –
according to the rules of the profit-oriented market they operate in – these publishers
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need to offer options that are better or cheaper than publication formats developed by
academics themselves in order to remain attractive; with viable open access alternatives, increasing prices without offering anything in return is no longer an option, particularly not in the humanities.
As the monograph remains the primary form of research output especially in fields
such as traditional literary studies, and readers still buy physical copies of books even
if they are available electronically (Terras 2014), publishers are ideally positioned to
offer fairly priced open access/print hybrid publication options for monographs. In
cases where open access fees would exceed an author's financial means, publishers can
cooperate with a library consortium such as Knowledge Unlatched (KU), which combines the funds of libraries worldwide to pay one-time fees to publishers and make
specifically curated books open access.
The risks that come with open access publishing are certainly to be considered – these
are the debates we need to be having to find sustainable solutions. Many potential pitfalls can be mitigated or avoided entirely if scholars take a more proactive role in the
publication process instead of merely donating their time to publishers as authors, reviewers and editors. After all, if open access promises increased distribution and therefore impact, and academic authors have little revenue to lose to begin with (Suber
2005, 232), it seems that there is much to be gained from reconsidering the process.
3.

Why the Humanities?

Production conditions are shifting towards the digital for the objects and subjects of
linguistic and literary studies. In the past fifteen years, the debate around electronic
publication of research output, open access and knowledge dissemination has been
dominated by natural and life sciences (Eve 2017, 16), so the new structures that have
been established align with the priorities of those fields. Some elements might be common to all disciplines, but in areas such as research culture, funding and academic output, humanities are distinctly different. Additionally, the field of electronic publication
is constantly changing and developing, and such changes never simply happen – they
are driven by objectives. We can let those objectives be determined solely by publishers or scientists with very different requirements from ours – or we can take a more
active role in deciding what we want our publishing spaces to look like.
This process of change needs to be approached on two different fronts. On the one
hand, as projects like OHP and OLH are already showing, we can successfully build
alternative publishing structures and continuously examine how those structures can be
improved. On the other hand, there is also much work to be done within our own departments. The best open access structures will be futile if scholars in the humanities –
including the ones working on very traditional topics outside digital humanities – do
not utilise them for their own publications or do not reference them (see Cohen 2012).
This applies not only to open access publishing, but to alternative forms of knowledge
dissemination in general. Now that research output is no longer tied to the restrictions
of print, we ought to make use of the possibilities that digital publication can offer:
"topical portals, interactive maps, deep textual databases, new kinds of presses, primary source collections, even software" (Cohen 2012, 320) – formats that are better
suited to present the work we do on electronic literature and language use, but also to
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approach the complex questions we investigate with digital methods. However, this
requires an adjustment in scholarly mentality; there needs to be a readiness to accept
the academic value of alternative publication formats for some research.
At the same time, the monograph and the journal article still very much form the basis
of publication in English philology, and in many cases, static text is likely to be the
most efficient way of communicating the results of a research project. What matters is
that this is not the result of a passive choice of convenience, but an active, informed
decision as to what best serves the author, the subject matter and the reader.
In our role as authors, we should at the very least ask ourselves:
1. What is my main goal for this publication – knowledge distribution, career advancement, fulfilment of certain research obligations, or something else entirely?
2. Which publication format best serves that goal and the subject matter of this
specific research?
3. Is my chosen publishing process sustainable for all parties involved?
The answers to those questions might well lead to an ink-on-paper monograph, published via a traditional publishing house, and sold to academic libraries and interested
individuals. It might, however, also lead to an interactive online project, a non-linear
networked knowledge database, a digital open access monograph that can be updated
periodically or a hybrid publication.
In our roles as researchers, supervisors and editors, we need to consider and discuss
how the publishing landscape can – and should – change, and not let other academic
fields lead that discussion for us. Particularly as scholars in a discipline which analyses
how language is used and how knowledge is organised, but also how culture is shaped
by who we are (and vice versa), we need to be the ones having this debate – not just
listening in from the side lines.
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MANFRED MARKUS (INNSBRUCK)
Digital Humanities: A New Departure in English Dialectology
(Based on EDD Online)

1.

Introduction

English dialectology has hardly been affected by digital humanities except in the recent branch of "dialectometry". However, this attempt to measure dialectal differences
or similarities statistically in relation to frequency of occurrence (Goebl 1984) or spatial distance (Nerbonne and Kretschmar 2013; Szmrecsanyi 2013) is still in the phase
of open-end theory and has not yet reached the stage of practical applicability, the least
on traditional English dialects. Moreover, dialectometry perpetuates the traditional
focus in dialectology on geographical distribution and on mapping techniques of atlases.
This chapter, after a short definition of dialectology and a reflection of its importance,
tries to mend the state of the art in English dialectology – either old-fashioned in
method or most theoretical in its statistical approach – by using the new digitised version of Joseph Wright's English Dialect Dictionary (EDD, 1898-1905). The EDD is
the most comprehensive dialect dictionary available for Late Modern English (over
4,600 pages), covering the time from 1700 to 1903, when dialect qua regionalect was
still widely unaffected by social criteria of variation.
The digitised version, EDD Online, was created in ten years' work by a project team at
the University of Innsbruck (director: Manfred Markus). The project, funded by the
Austrian Science Fund (ORD 89), was completed in April 2016. With its modern linguistic interface it seems apt to fill the gap between the old "neo-grammarian" approach to dialectology, methodically marked by its eclectic selection of individual dialect words, sounds or morphemes, and the theoretically ambitious statistical quantification in dialectometry. This chapter provides a survey of the type of questions in dialectology that can now be raised and answered for the first time, in various linguistic
fields from phonology and phonotactics to lexis and word formation, and from morphemics and phraseology to pragmatics and etymology. The large number of searching
options is based on the concept of EDD Online as an "ordered" corpus, supplied with
an elaborated linguistic tagging system (more than 300 tags) and a sophisticated query
software. An "ordered" corpus is a collection of data logistically well-presented like
the range on offer in a modern supermarket and, thus, neatly available to the "consumer", i.e. the corpus analyst.
2.

What Type of Dialectology, and Why?

English dialectology, on the one hand, has been marginalised as a branch of English
studies, with dialect dictionaries and atlases literally getting "on the shelf". This has
happened to Joseph Wright's EDD and the dozens of county glossaries published
mainly in the nineteenth century (e.g. Leigh 1973 [1877]), as well as Kurath's (et al.,
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1939) Linguistic Atlas of New England. On the other hand, "English Dialectology",
now being seen as part of "English Varieties", is, thus, a field concerned with the spatial distribution of "Englishes" worldwide as well as the social, ethnic, cultural, historical or other implications of language variants (see e.g. Kortmann and Upton 2008).
This chapter uses the term "dialectology" in its traditional sense of areal distribution.
Admittedly, the insistence on space as a primary criterion of language diversification
is questionable in view of the "many Englishes" worldwide now rightly dealt with by
many scholars. The last hundred years have increasingly been under the influence of
modern means of transport and communication, of industrialisation and of migrations,
all good enough reasons for interpreting language variation in relation to these factors
(see Christian Mair's contribution to this volume). As opposed to the dynamics and
complexity of recent language variation and change, the nineteenth and previous centuries were still predominantly characterised by the general regionalism of language.
Wright's EDD, motivated by the impending loss of dialect in the word's old sense (see
Wright 1898-1905, Preface), appeared just in time to grasp the speech habits of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
EDD Online, the digitised version of the EDD, has given access to the enormous
amount of data that Wright and his team, plus hundreds of helpers, compiled. This
newly available source of information is the first reason why traditional English dialects should meet with scholars' new interest in the formerly old-fashioned and neglected domain of English dialectology.
There is, however, another reason, one less of feasibility than of principle. Dialects are
important because they represent the natural, in particular, spoken language of almost
everybody, or, to be more exact, they did in the UK at least up to the later nineteenth
century. This said, it seems fair to take for granted that the motivating factors of the
history of English can best be found in the historical dialects rather than in the standard variety or the literature written in it. Nevertheless, since the beginning of the
twentieth century, dialects have unduly been neglected as a field of research because
their immanent systematic structure was difficult or impossible to come by. Instead of
système (de Saussure), neogrammarian dialectologists and historical linguists, often
admirably competent in both fields (as Joseph Wright, Henry Sweet, Alexander Ellis,
Karl Luick and many others), provided an overwhelming amount of data concerning
parole, i.e. usage data, which language learners and scholars of the last hundred years
have increasingly revolted against – understandably, given the old-fashioned methodology.
The deeper reason why English dialectology over the last hundred years has not been a
success story has, of course, to do with the cult of King's English (Fowler and Fowler
1930 [1906]) and the elitist attitude behind it. While the standard, both in Britain and
worldwide, is vitally important as a transregional and international lingua franca, our
understanding of how language works across space and time and how it has come to
play its present-day role will certainly profit from a comprehensive knowledge of traditional dialects. This knowledge, beyond an eclectic competence in individual dialects
and their features, is certainly difficult for scholars to gain. As Trudgill (2001, 371)
suggested, traditional dialects, qua low-contact varieties, are multifaceted, because
they are acquired by native-speaker children and therefore the complex result of natural L1-acquisition – unlike the post-colonial high-contact varieties, which have to be
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seen as outputs of learning strategies of adults and are, therefore, generally marked by
a policy of structural simplification.
3.

Present-Day Dialectology: State of the Art in a Nutshell

The complexity of traditional dialects has to be seen as the main reason why the situation of dialectology as part of English linguistics is, by and large, dissatisfying, at least
as far as Late Modern English is concerned. In the UK, the foci of researchers have
been on the more distant past (Old and Middle English: LAEME; eLALME), on Scotland (LAOS) and on dialect geography and atlases (Dieth, Orton and Halliday 19621971). For the more recent past, the focus has been on sociolects rather than areal lects
(e.g. Labov 1972) and on the many post-colonial Englishes today, or otherwise, as in
the case of Ihalainen (1994), on the history of LateModE dialectology rather than on
the dialects themselves. Trudgill's typological distinction of high- and low-contact varieties, mentioned above, has widely been disregarded, for example, by Upton (2010).
The scholarly method has mostly been eclectic, with special dialects and selected examples of dialect words as main issues (e.g. Viereck, Viereck and Ramisch 2002;
Crystal 2015). Unlike Francis (1983), who still dared to write his introductory book as
a monograph, more recent publications, in particular, textbooks, such as Kortmann and
Upton (2008), are compilations, with individual sections, authors and methods involved. Whenever features rather than single words have been discussed, as in Kortmann and Upton (2008), there has been a one-sided preference of phonological, morphological and/or syntactic features, again with an eclectic selection of them. The
question of which features and which types of these count in the description of dialects
as a whole or whether there could be a "ranking list", has hardly been raised (see Pickl
2013).
The "neogrammarian" approach extant in most of the dialectal research since the nineteenth century has been answered by recent attempts of measuring dialect phenomena.
The basic concept of "dialectometry" was initiated by the Romance dialectologist Hans
Goebl (e.g. 1984). After that, a number of Anglicists have suggested the transfer of the
"dialectometric" concept to English dialects (e.g. Nerbonne, Kretschmar, Szmrecsanyi,
Viereck). One of the basic problems involved in dialectometry is that the measuring of
the role of features for different dialect areas presupposes a holistic concept of which
features should be taken into account. To my knowledge, there has been no discussion,
the less an agreement, on this issue. For the rest, the discussion has not yet reached the
stage of practical application beyond theoretical postulates.
In essence, English dialectology is presently still confronted with the following problems unsolved: (a) there is an unmanageable quantity of data, from allophones and
phonemes via morphemes and words to spatial and temporal variables; (b) given the
many dialects at issue, the dividing line between system and usage, grammar and "corruption" is fuzzy; and (c) of the methods presently on offer, none, including dialectometry, is, in my view, fully convincing and applicable to traditional dialects. With
all the admiration that the great dialectologists of the past and many authors and editors of the more recent publications deserve: given the present situation, EDD Online
can rightly claim to pave the way for a new departure in English dialectology.
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Here is an extract from the EDD entry HOUSE in the six-volume print version:

Fig. 1: Extract of the entry house (EDD)

The extracted text demonstrates why Wright's magnum opus could not be a publishing
success. The users' impression is that of a chaos of inaccessible data, with authors,
titles (in italics), dates of publication, numerus currens (in parentheses), abbreviated
dialect references (such as n.Yks.), quotations, definitions, hyphens (in the latter part)
and various other chunks of text. Of course, the text is not chaotic, but well ordered.
The units of information counted in the first paragraph, from (54) to (62), are like
footnotes giving sources of evidence and referring to an equally numbered list of
meanings in a preceding paragraph. This form of correlation, difficult or even impossible to "read" for a human user, is by far not the only one – there are many more types
of correlation non-transparent at first sight. It is, thus, not only the amount of data, but
also the structural complexity in the EDD that increases the value of its digitised version: EDD Online.1 The exact functioning of this website is described in a Manual offered in the interface itself (Markus 2017a). In the following, this chapter will briefly
demonstrate the website's dialectological potential and its main search routines.
In the basic search mode ("simple"), two types of queries are possible: headwords and
full text. The first option, searching for strings in headwords, can, however, be combined with up to eight filters, for example, of dialect area. Fig. 2 (see next page) demonstrates the result of such a combined query for the county of Berkshire.
Fig. 2, in its right half, shows or allows for the following functions:
-

-

1

A search protocol (see on top)
The filter dialect area and its sub-filters (nation, region and county), with many
sub-sub-filters involved and the additional option (on the right) of isolating precise
references to dialect areas from less precise ones (part/fuzzy/directions)
Seven other filters, namely part of speech, phonetic, etymology, usage label,
source, morphemic and time span
A further icon (top right) called map, providing (geographical, political or hybrid)
maps for the areas of occurrence, both within the UK or worldwide
An icon by its side, image, which always allows the user to return to the original
image of an entry in Wright's book version
The address of the Innsbruck website is <http://eddonline-proj.uibk.ac.at>.
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Fig. 2: "Simple" search for any string in headwords for Berkshire

Some of these partly subtle functions of the filters will be shown below. The primary
interest of users will, however, be kindled by the result list of matches found after a
query. Fig. 2 shows the beginning of this list in its standard mode of presentation
("original result"), with the found headwords listed alphabetically and the dialect
area(s) subordinated. Users should be aware that they do not have to search for a specific lexical unit or string, but may search for *, i.e. any lexical item fulfilling the conditions of the activated filter(s). In Fig. 2 the result has been an output of 2,093 words
affiliated with Berkshire. Users would be able to copy and paste this result list in order
to create a Berkshire glossary – if only the now redundant information Brks. and
Brks.1 (the number stands for a particular source/title on Berkshire) were not in the
way.
To background the numbered abbreviations, the Innsbruck team built in a few additional sorting options, for example, in the present case of Fig. 2 "column 1 a-z", which
creates the list of the headwords in isolation.
Thus, it would indeed be possible to create glossaries of all the counties of the UK in
its shape around 1900. Similarly, a Scottish, Welsh or American glossary could be filtered out in next to no time.
Needless to say, users may also search for specific headword strings. The string house,
for example, triggers 44 headwords, mainly compounds with the determinatum house
(example: penthouse). Wright's lemmatised headwords are, however, not the only item
of interest. Given that entries in the EDD are often most substantial and contain many
other words that would deserve a lemmatisation, the Innsbruck project team has created the sub-options of the so-called advanced mode. This mode contains overall eight
options, three of which are derivations, compounds and combinations. The other options refer to phrases, the defining parts of entries (definitions), the quotations (citations), variants and comments (the latter mainly on issues of word formation, etymology and literary or cultural background). The extent to which these parameters can be
combined either with each other or with any of the filters is made clear by red frames
marking the unacceptable options. There is, however, a trick also to run "forbidden"
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search combinations, namely via the "last-result" mode. If we apply this piggyback
mode on the 44 results of a preceding query for HOUSE, now searching for * in the
advanced parameter variants, we get 61 variants of house in eleven entries. For ALEHOUSE ('pub'), for example, the variants are: aalhouse, ale-hus, ale'us, alus, al-hoos,
yalhoose, yale-hus, yalus, yelhus and ellus.
The example shows that not only these many search options, but also the result lists as
presented in Fig. 2 and 3 deserve our attention. The hierarchical arrangement of the
matches follows the default presentation ("original result" in the white box). Users
may, however, be interested in the search-words themselves, for example, the variants
alone, listed without the disturbing headwords and, instead, with frequency figures.
For such focused statistics, we have built in a tool in the white box allowing for various arrangements by "columns", as shown in Fig. 3:2

Fig. 3: "Column-2 (with 3)" arrangement of derivations, compounds, combinations, with the filter
(all English) dialect counties added

The presentation mode of Fig. 3 informs users about the spatial distribution of any of
the 210 word-compositions with the string house, at the same time listing and summing up the county tokens. For example, the word Milk-house is testified to in altogether nine areas, whereas Mill-house occurs in only one (Somerset). Users may also
raise the opposite question of what compositions with house occurred in whichever
county. This sorting mode, offered as "column 3 (with 2)" (see sorting box), would
prompt, for example, a list of 21 such compositions for Somerset.
2

This special tool is at present (November 2017) only available in our working version of EDD
Online, which is not yet generally accessible.
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EDD Online is certainly up for dozens of issues that scholars may address and that
cannot be discussed here in detail. Summing up, it seems fair to point out the following assets of our interface: there are ten referents for queries (such as compounds and
variants), eight filters plus 42 sub-filters, allowing access to hundreds of sub-subfilters and a "last-result"-mode for piggy-back queries. In the following, this chapter
will selectively use these and other functions, focusing on three examples of linguistic
domains.
5.

Phonology and Phonotactics

Before the creation of the API symbols in 1886, the nineteenth century widely used
suggestive phonetic spellings, such as an accent on a stressed vowel (as in Ir. cailín, 'a
girl') and the yogh-symbol for the voiced fricative ʒ, later officially taken over by the
API codes, like many other signs. In the EDD Online filter phonetic, all these specific
characters, whether used by Wright himself in his headword transcriptions or in any of
his sources quoted, have been collected in the way of a keyboard.
It is, thus, possible for users to search for any of the survivals in spelling from former
centuries (such as the ash-sound æ and the voiceless fricative þ) as well as for foreign
spellings (ê) and for allomorphic sound sequences, such as word-final -in instead of
-ing. The last symbol on the keyboard, the raised dot ·, used for marking the word
stress on the preceding syllable, even allows for phonotactic issues concerning this
syllable, for example, in view of its quality (a schwa?) or its length. Needless to say,
all items of interest may be correlated with either space (i.e. dialectal counties, regions
or nations) or with time via the addition of the filter time span.
A prominent feature of dialects discussed by myself in earlier papers is that of hdropping and, often coming with it, h-insertion (see Markus 2002, 2011). This feature,
now that EDD Online is fully available, may be investigated with greater precision, in
particular, as far as its correlation to time is concerned. The same holds true for j-insertion (e.g. the articulation of ale as /jeil/), the role of which in dialect, in my opinion,
has generally been underestimated (see Markus 2011).
To add a new and widely neglected issue, the following two figures point out the ubiquitous role of aphesis and aphaeresis in dialects. Aphesis is, strictly speaking, the loss
of an unstressed word-initial vowel, aphaeresis that of a total unstressed syllable.
Wright does not keep the two technical terms clearly apart. In EDD Online, therefore,
the keyword aphetic is used as a cover term for all kinds of word shortenings including
aphaeresis. Fig. 4 (see next page), based on a search via the filter usage label/sub-filter
phonology/sub-sub-filter aphetic, testifies to as many as 213 headwords concerned by
sound- or syllable-loss. The figure, resulting from a click on the example ANOINT of
the retrieval list, presents this headword with the keyword aphaeresis highlighted both
in the text of EDD Online and in the corresponding image of the original dictionary
(opened optionally).
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Fig. 4: Aphaeresis concerning the headword ANOINT, with the image mode opened

The EDD sometimes refers to word shortenings not as aphesis or aphaeresis, but by
using other descriptive and non-technical terms. The following list, extracted from a
screenshot to save space, shows all these terms as used by Wright in an alphabetical
order, owing to the "column-2" mode of presentation.
Abbrev.
abbreviated
aphaeresis
aphetic
Aphetic form
cut down to
Short
shortened
shortened form
shortening
sum

1
4
12
93
1
1
6
98
1
1
218

Our inclusion of keywords concerning different types of word shortenings, including
word-final clippings, is due to Wright's and, in particular, his informants' inconsistent
use of technical terminology. It is now for users of EDD Online further to disentangle
the different types of word shortenings. From our brief overview, it seems fair to conclude that dialect words have been particularly affected by word reduction, whatever
the type and motivation may be.
6.

Word Formation and Lexical Fields

A second big complex of issues concerning dialect is that of word formation and of
lexical fields. In a previous paper (Markus 2010a), based on a preliminary analysis of
the EDD, I concluded that English dialects abound in diminutive formations, in line
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with various other European languages, but unlike the English standard variety. Two
recent papers (Markus 2018 and Markus 2017c) have investigated the word field of
[BEATING] (in the sense of corporal punishment) and of English dialectal flora terms
respectively. It hardly comes as a surprise that corporal punishment, both factually and
terminologically, played a striking and shocking role in dialect speech, with brutality,
joy of threatening, but also humorous hyperbole and euphemistic circumscription being the main features. As regards flora, my brief contribution could only be a beginning. EDD Online provides a tool for searches with the sub-filter of semantic usage
labels which allows for a compilation of dialect terms for a certain plant in relation to
both the Latin terminus technicus and the dialect areas involved. Fig. 5 shows us this
routine.

Fig. 5: Search for Lat. orchis (= 'orchid') in relation to its dialect names and the dialect counties
concerned

As one can see in Fig. 5, we have even implemented (from the internet) a pop-up illustration of the plant concerned (the same for fauna).3 The main asset of the flora/fauna
search routine is its flexibility, both in raising questions and in presenting the results.
The questions can refer to the Latin term, the English standard definition, the dialect
terms or an area or time where and when which names for plants or animals were used.
The study of word fields is, of course, not a new branch in traditional dialectology.
The issue of where what terms were used synonymously has been targeted by most of
the well-known atlases, from Kurath et al. (1939) to Viereck, Viereck and Ramisch
(2002, i.e. the dtv-Atlas). With the wealth of information available via EDD Online,
the optional issues beyond flora and fauna now on offer are too many to be listed here.
The list may, in my view, include natural and environmental phenomena (such as the
3

As regards copyright restrictions, the links use non-restricted images from Wikimedia Commons
and, in cases when no image is available on that platform, normally googled images.
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weather, landscape etc.) as well as people's physical appearance and mental characteristics, moreover social relationships as well as expressions of emotionality (such as
swearing) or of visualisation, such as similes (see Markus 2010b).
As regards word formation (the first point of this section), it seems fair to assume that
dialects, compared with the standard variety of English, make less use of foreign
words for new things (by borrowing) and, instead, tend to use everyday lexical material (morphemes) for composing new words and phrases. A previous paper of mine
(Markus 2012) has tentatively tackled this issue. Whereas "hard" words have often
been "corrupted" (i.e. re-analysed) by dialect speakers (see the usage label phonology
under mistake), words of everyday familiarity and frequency, such as man, house,
head etc., seem to have been particularly productive in word formation. The kwic concordance mode of EDD Online, provided for the citations that Wright has used, allows
for isolating any word/string in context thus to find out about the productivity of a
word such as house (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Concordance mode of citations, tried out on house (extract)

The optional alphabetisation of one of the two slots to the left or to the right provides
users with a useful tool for tracing patterns of collocation.4

4

The concordance mode of Fig. 6 is not yet part of EDD Online 2.1 (the present version of 2017),
but only available in our working database. This will be put online in 2018.
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Sources and Etymologies

Given that Wright has frequently complemented his entries by historical comments
referring to pre-1700 documents, often literary ones, and to etymological cognates of
the headwords at issue, the sophisticated search machine of EDD Online provides a
retrieval routine both for sources and for etymologically correlated languages and/or
forms. It is, thus, possible to search for all dialect words that have cognates in, say, the
four works of the so-called Gawain author. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl,
Patience and Cleannesse have all been hypothetically attributed to this anonymous
author of the Middle English North-West Midlands (for such basic information see
Markus 1971). The questions now arising are: (1) which of the words used in any of
the four Gawain works survived in dialect use of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries? (2) to what extent do the Gawain works share these words with each other? and
(3) where (in which counties) did these words survive, and when? For lack of space
and time, the following Fig. (7) demonstrates the last issue only.

Fig. 7: Search for Gawain words in English counties, with one of 85 matches opened

Fig. 7 has selected a headword (SHIM) which happens to have survived in the area
where the Gawain works were supposedly written (Shropshire or Cheshire). The popup map seen in Fig. 7 illustrates the distribution of this word. However, most of the
other 84 Gawain words listed in the retrieval list of Fig. 7 are traceable in most of the
other counties of the English North and North-West. This conclusion could only be
drawn due to a checking of the individual headwords. A simultaneous mapping of the
distribution of all the headwords concerned is not yet possible, but is presently being
implemented by the Innsbruck programmers. Even so, the retrievability of words affiliated with hundreds of sources allows for very fascinating questions to be raised (see
e.g. Markus 2017b on Shakespeare's survival in dialect).
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A last issue connected with that of source retrieval is available via the filter etymology.
There are no less than 59 etymological options. However, to do honour to Regensburg,
where a version of this chapter was first presented (at the German Anglistentag), it
seems fair to select Bavarian cognates (included in German ones) as an example. The
result list comprises the 256 matches that are somehow etymologically connected with
German, including words such as AFTERMATH (see G. Mahd), AGAIN (see G. entgegen) and AITEN, which means 'partridge'.
Wright's assumption that AITEN is a compound of ait ('oat') and hen and that this "obscured" compound (as we would today call it) is, thus, etymologically connected in its
second element with German -huhn (in Rebhuhn 'partridge') is a nice aside that makes
the compound transparent. Beyond such details concerning individual words which
some users may find of interest, the EDD Online interface also allows focusing on
"column 2", which in this case means the German cognates. The newly sorted list reveals that "German" here includes not only Bavarian, but many other German dialects
as well. Fig. 8 shows part of the corresponding list of tokens that refer to Bavarian,
plus the cognates concerned.

Fig. 8: Bavarian cognates zoomed in from the long list of German cognates

Fig. 8 demonstrates with concrete data that English and German dialects, naturally,
have a common (West Germanic) ancestry (loaning can be widely excluded for LateModE dialect words). However, the same query could be run for French (standard and
dialect) cognates, with even higher evidence of the French roots of English dialects
(891 occurrences), and for Celtic and Scandinavian roots.
8.

Conclusion and Outlook

My Innsbruck team is presently working on an elaboration of the quantification of retrieval data. However, even the present version of EDD Online (2.1) allows a large
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number of good questions concerning frequency to be raised and answered. The interface has the potential of finding and even quantifying dialectal features from various
linguistic domains, some of which (phonology, prosody and pragmatics) come close to
the spoken nature of dialect. We are now in a position to focus not just on one or two
dialects in comparison, but to describe dozens at a time and, thus, to provide more conclusive surveys of the typical features of dialects. Moreover, we may now focus spatially (create glossaries) or temporally or otherwise (e.g. by focusing on variants).
In sum, EDD Online may widen our horizon of what dialect implies, from the way it
sounds to the way dialect words imply patterns of meaning and are used in pragmatic
and cultural contexts. Accordingly, modern English dialectology may be seen on the
doorstep to a new departure.
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CHRISTIAN MAIR (FREIBURG)
When All Englishes Are Everywhere: Media Globalisation and
Its Implications for Digital Corpora and World English Studies

1.

Mobile Linguistic Resources and the Mobilisation of Corpus Linguistics

The present chapter starts from the observation that globalisation, and in particular the
"three Ms" – migration, media and mobility – have profoundly changed the world's
language ecology over the past three decades. This is seen in several recent linguistic
developments. For example, certain New Englishes, among them Indian English and
Nigerian English, have expanded their scope far beyond their national home-bases –
through the establishment of far-flung diaspora communities and through their presence in the global mediasphere (Appadurai 1996). In Africa, the rigid colonial language boundaries which carved up the continent into Anglophone, Francophone and
Lusophone zones, have become permeable.1 At the global level, American English has
established itself as the default variety, which has resulted in increasing influence from
standard and nonstandard varieties of US English on historically British New Englishes (Mair 2013).
From being one of several coexisting and competing world languages during the colonial and early postcolonial periods, English has become the world's undisputed lingua
franca in the age of globalisation. This rise of English, however, has not led to a linguistic monoculture, but to a global language ecology which is rich, complex, diverse
and multilingual. It is also hierarchically layered and unequal. Mary Louise Pratt has
characterised the challenge of sociolinguistic mobility2 as follows:
In the global languagescape, new forms of linguistic distribution are in play. In electronic form,
any language can travel anywhere any time. With access to tools, anyone can appropriate,
broadcast, download, study any language they want, for any purpose they want, without asking
permission. (2011, 279)

I will take up this challenge first and foremost within a corpus-linguistic perspective,
but then also more generally, by at least raising an important follow-up question. Will
corpus linguistics itself have a future as a well-defined subfield within linguistics, or
will it dissolve in a wider, digital-humanities approach to language research?
1

2

By way of exemplification, consider the growing presence of English in Lusophone Mozambique, because of strengthening ties to neighbouring South Africa, or historically Francophone
Rwanda's recent decision to promote English in its school system. While these trends will
change the sociolinguistic situation on the ground in the mid and long term, Nigeria's decision,
in 1996, to institute French as the second official language of the country largely seems a symbolic language-political gesture. Quite another, yet powerful way of transgressing linguistic
boundaries is the creation of hybrid urban vernaculars, such as Camfranglais/Francanglais in
Cameroon, a pervasive phenomenon in contemporary Africa (Beck 2010).
The allusion is to Blommaert, who has called for a "sociolinguistics of mobile resources and not
of immobile languages" (2010, 180) to tackle the challenges of globalisation in linguistics. See
also Heller (2003) and Coupland (2010).
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Digitisation of Analogue Data, Corpora of Digitally Sourced Material,
Corpora of Born-Digital Data: The Extra Value of Corpus Creation

Within corpus linguistics, corpora have traditionally been defined as digitised databases compiled by linguists for the purposes of linguistic analysis. In the early years of
the field, specific corpora, such as the 'Brown family', provided the basis for closelyknit fellowships of scholars who clearly distinguished themselves from the mainstream
through their focus on these shared data and their interest and skills in computer technology. John Sinclair, pioneer of English corpus linguistics, is said to have been the
inspiration for the character of Robin Dempsey, the pioneer language technologist, in
David Lodge's novel Small World. The following passage from this work gives an idea
of the absolute sense of novelty attaching to digital activity in the humanities in those
early days, and also to the sense of suspicion such activities aroused among many observers:
"I'd like to take you over to our Computer Centre this afternoon," he [Dempsey] said. "We've
got something set up for you that I think you'll find interesting." He was sort of twitching in his
seat with excitement as he said it, like a kid who can't wait to unwrap his Christmas presents.
[…] "Anyway," he went on, "when we heard that the University was going to give you an honorary degree, we decided to make yours the first complete corpus in our tape archive." "What
does that mean?" I said. "It means," he said, holding up a flat metal canister rather like the sort
you keep film spools in, "It means that every word you've ever published is in here." His eyes
gleamed with a kind of manic glee, like he was Frankenstein, or some kind of wizard […]
"What's the use of this?" I asked. "What's the use of it?" he said, laughing hysterically, "What's
the use? Let's show him, Josh." And he passed the canister to the other guy, who takes out a
spool of tape and fits it to one of the machines. […] "What's your favourite word?" "My favourite word? I don't have one." "Oh yes, you do!" he said. "The word you use most frequently."
"That's probably the or a or and," I said. "He shook his head impatiently. "We instruct the computer to ignore what we call grammatical words – articles, prepositions, pronouns, modal verbs,
which have a high frequency rating in all discourse. Then we get to the real nitty-gritty, what we
call the lexical words, the words that carry a distinctive semantic content. Words like love or
dark or heart or God. Let's see." (2011, 183-184)3

This passage obviously shows the enormous technological progress which has been
made in half a century. The idea that a few megabytes of text should have to be stored
on large spools of magnetic tape will come as a big surprise to today's undergraduate
students. And, of course, simple word searches soon ceased to require the help of computer technicians. Fifty years later, to put it pointedly, corpora are everywhere, but corpus linguistics as a well-defined subfield is disappearing fast.
On the one hand, the tools of the corpus-linguistic trade – lexical searches, concordances, collocation statistics – are now used routinely in all scholarly fields pursuing
text-based research from literary and cultural studies through history to politics and the
social sciences. The same tools are deployed beyond the academic ivory tower in numerous and diverse domains: by law enforcement agencies in the fight against crime
and terrorism, and more controversially by secret services and commercial operators of
all descriptions in their global operations. On the most mundane level, central corpus
linguistic skills, such as optimising the balance between precision ("get only hits
which are relevant to your search") and recall ("get all the hits which are relevant to
your search"), are applied subconsciously by anyone carrying out more than the simplest web search.
3

To save the interested reader the trip to the novel to clear up the puzzle: the word is grease.
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On the other hand, within corpus linguistics itself, the traditional closed and well-defined corpus has been complemented and partly superseded by more difficult-todomesticate digital language data (Gatto 2011). Useful language-historical work can
be done on the OED quotation base (Hoffmann 2004). The LexisNexis newspapers
and journals database4 can be used for corpus-based lexicography and discourse analysis. However, neither source of digital data is a corpus in the strict sense defined
above. It is in principle possible to determine the size of the OED quotation base at a
certain point in time (say the last digital edition on compact disc in 1989), but this finite "corpus" will contain many duplicate citations, and even more quotations which
have been abridged in quite arbitrary ways, thus cutting them off from their authentic
discourse context. It is pointless even to try to determine the absolute size in millions
of words of the LexisNexis database (or subsections thereof) at any given point in
time. In either case, one of the standard frequency metrics in corpus linguistics, normalised "frequency per million words", becomes highly problematical.
When W. Nelson Francis and Henry Kučera decided to digitise 88 two-thousand word
samples from US newspapers for the Brown Corpus in 1961, the extra value of digitisation was obvious: improved searchability, improved options for textual and collocational statistics. Turning portions of a dynamic and regularly updating digital newspaper archive or the Online OED into static corpora, on the other hand, represents
complex trade-offs in which corpus-building has clear and immediate benefits and
equally clear and immediate costs. Added annotation, such as elaborate part-of-speech
tagging or syntactic parsing, may facilitate certain types of searches. The inevitable
elimination of metadata from the original digital source, however, will foreclose
search options in the corpus which were present in the raw data.
When it comes to born-digital data, such as Twitter feeds or multimodal material from
YouTube (Schneider 2016), the static corpus format may even be entirely inappropriate. However carefully and richly annotated an offline collection of tweets or YouTube
videos (with associated subtitles and viewer comments) may be, the question yet arises
whether we do not pay too high a price by wrenching such data from the dynamic
space-time flow of their original communicative settings. Visualisation of the flow of
linguistic resources through communicative networks in space-time may be the more
appropriate method of analysis than calculating collocation statistics from offline textual and transcription residues. Faced with dynamic and frequently multimodal webbased social media communication of this kind, the researcher with the traditional corpus-linguistic toolkit may well be in the position of the photographer who tries to account for the first movie by segmenting it into a series of stills (Andreas Jucker, personal communication).
But back from the discussion of such fundamental questions to the more immediate
issue of developing current corpus formats for the study of World Englishes in the
twenty-first century.

4

A commercial provider operating the world's largest archive of legal and journalistic documents.
See <https://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/gateway.page> [last accessed 10 November 2017].
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Current Corpus Formulae Bursting at Their Seams

The format which has evolved for the corpus-linguistic documentation of the New
Englishes is classification in terms of national varieties of English. This format is inspired by the taxonomies of World Englishes which were developed to account for the
sociolinguistic legacy of British colonialism and developments during the period of
early post-colonial nation-building (e.g. Kachru 1992; Schneider 2007). The International Corpus of English (ICE, Greenbaum and Nelson 1996) and the Corpus of Global
Web-based English (GloWbE, Davies and Fuchs 2015) differ drastically in their design. ICE has small and generically stratified corpora mostly sourced from analogue
primary data and including transcriptions of spontaneous private conversation, whereas GloWbE offers much larger amounts of generically relatively homogeneous data
sourced from the Web. Yet they are both based on the notion of the national variety of
English as the chief ordering criterion. In GloWbE this ordering principle is carried
through systematically and without exception: each and every one of the twenty subcorpora is associated with a nation state. In ICE this nation-based taxonomy is also
dominant, though not applied without compromises. There is ICE-Canada, but not
ICE-Ontario or ICE-British Columbia; there is ICE-Philippines, but not ICE-Luzon or
ICE-Mindanao. Minor exceptions are represented by ICE-Ireland, which covers material both from the Republic and Northern Ireland, which is part of the United Kingdom; ICE-East Africa covers two East African nation states, Kenya and Tanzania.
Far from being a neutral ordering principle, this territorial bias towards the nation state
in the corpus design fosters an illusion, namely that all varieties of English are on an
equal footing, in a worldwide polyphony of voices. This is not so. Unlike firmly established national standards such as American English, British English, Australian English and a limited number of others (including some of the more advanced L2 standards), many emerging postcolonial standards still lack full equality with the inherited
colonial norm even within their national home-bases. More importantly, however, national standard varieties of English – whether fully established or emerging – vastly
differ in their transnational reach, as can easily be established from the GloWbE corpus itself.
Consider the following chart representing the global spread of the informal British
term bloke, retrieved through a simple lemma search ("BLOKE"). This distribution
reflects the (post-)colonial sociolinguistic order. The British term is common in Britain
itself and in the L1 varieties which have emerged in Australia and New Zealand, two
of its younger settler colonies. It is rare even in Ireland – and exotic everywhere else,
whether in North America (US and Canada) or in former British colonial territories in
which the language did not mainly spread through informal face-to-face interaction
between British settlers and the indigenous populations.
Compare this to the global distribution of the Americanism dude, retrieved through a
lemma search for "DUDE":
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Fig. 2: dude in GloWbE
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This distribution reflects the sociolinguistic order of contemporary globalisation.
American English, by now the global default variety at formal and informal levels, diffuses widely and uninhibitedly wherever English is spoken (and also into many other
languages).
The second bias which is entrenched in current corpus design is a monolingual one,
which is more or less well founded for most L1 Englishes, but patently unjustified in
the case of L2 varieties. Notwithstanding widespread anxiety about a threatening English-dominated linguistic monoculture in cyberspace, multilingualism, language-mixing and hybridisation have established a significant and growing presence on the Web
(Danet and Herring, eds. 2007; Friedrich and de Figueiredo 2016; Montes-Alcalá
2016), lending additional support to Pratt's claim (quoted above) that "any language
can travel anywhere at any time" (2011, 279) now.
This notwithstanding, ICE guidelines encourage compilers to sanitise their data towards a monolingual ideal norm, as is evident in the following representative statements by the coordinator of the Philippine component of this corpus. With regard to
spontaneous conversations, the core component of any ICE sub-corpus, she points out:
This is the largest category in the whole of the corpus and, in the Philippine setting, it was a
very difficult text type category to collect. Natural conversations among family members and
friends in Manila are typically conducted in Tagalog, and, depending on the educational level
attained, with little or much English and/or vernacular code-mixing. For purposes of the corpus,
the conversations had to be in English with minimal Tagalog insertions, and therefore the collected conversations are already less natural in that respect. The presence of the tape recorder
contributed to even less naturalness. (Bautista 2004, 9)

The same problem was encountered in much of the material collected from the media:
The discussions were lifted from television (one discussion was lifted from the radio) and therefore, in general, unless the panelists were talking at the same time, the quality of the recording
and of the subsequent transcript is high. In many panel discussions on local television, the language would generally be a code-mixed one. Therefore an important requirement was to identify programs that used English as the matrix language with only minimal switching to Tagalog.
(Bautista 2014, 10)

In spite of all this effort, however, the ghosts of Tagalog could not be banished from
ICE-Philippines, which in fact is a blessing for anyone who would like to see at least a
modicum of sociolinguistic realism preserved in their corpus-based studies of Philippine English. Thus we find the following excited exchange about the US-Chinese contest for the largest number of gold medals during the 2000 Sydney Olympics:
<indig> Ngayong hapon mga kaibigan nakita niyo po yung </indig> medal tally <indig> mukhang magiging </indig> exciting <indig> yung labanan ng US at China dahil tatlong </indig>
gold medals <indig> na lang ang uh lamang ng US sa China </indig> so any time any moment
<indig> ay pwedeng uh mapantayan or malampasan ng China ito dahil </indig> on-going <indig> pa rin po ang mga </indig> gold medal matches <indig> dito po sa </indig> twentyseventh Olympiad (<ICE-PHI:S2A-019#3:1:A>)

The situation is no different in the GloWbE corpus, which contains born-digital writing sourced from the World Wide Web:
I could say that the pain is slowly drifting away, pero wala akong pinagsisihan sa mga ginawa
ko for him, kasi naging masaya ako dun. Actually, my happiness is overwhelming, I don't know
why. I'm not even thinking of being angry or cursing him and the girl. Mas naisip at naramda-
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man ko ung happiness ko when I was with him, na kahit he didn't love me back, I am happy
kasi he gave me the opportunity to love and care for him.

The search here was for kasi ("because"), which yielded 755 hits. Some introduce code
switches into Tagalog (as in the first use in the quotation above), but most represent
borrowings into Philippine English, as in the second use. English and Tagalog are thus
shown to be closely intertwined not only in speech, but also in digital writing in the
Philippine context. Because is the default form (55,005 hits in GloWbE-PHI), but the
informal-international variant koz (1006) and the informal-local variant kasi (755) are
broadly in the same frequency band.
4.

Conclusions

The 2017 Anglistentag workshop on Digital Humanities invited participants to explore
the "role of the digital in English Philology". I have responded to this invitation as a
corpus linguist working on World Englishes.
In the early days of humanities computing, corpus linguists and computational linguists clearly represented the vanguard among scholars in the humanities and social
sciences. However, the subsequent digital revolution associated with the World Wide
Web and mobile devices has unsettled corpus linguistics no less than other fields. On
the topic of World Englishes, it has forced us to rethink both the nature of our data and
our definition of a corpus. It may not literally be true that, as posited in the title of the
present chapter, "all Englishes are everywhere". What is certain is that, given the
global communicative infrastructure of the early twenty-first century, all Englishes
have the potential to be everywhere, and, as can be demonstrated from corpora, at least
one variety of English already is – both in its standard form and in some of its stigmatised nonstandard forms, as well.5
Further, the digital revolution has modified the terms of exchange for corpus linguistics as a discipline. In a world characterised by an abundance of digitally available
spoken and written language data, at least for the world's more widely used languages,
digitisation is no longer the inevitable laborious first step in the corpus-compilation
work chain. The cost of corpus compilation, calculated in terms of finances and
(wo)manpower, has been reduced drastically for written, and particularly written standard-language, material. Where for the greater part of the history of linguistics, the
problem was the paucity of suitable data, we now have the immense luxury of – as
Sinclair presciently observed – "first throw[ing] away [our] evidence" (1986, 56).
This, however, is not an unmixed blessing. We should of course cherish the opportunity of working with ever bigger written databases which keep accumulating all
around us without any effort on our own part. On the other hand, we should not forget
that one million words of transcribed spontaneous face-to-face conversation, with the
transcriptions carefully aligned to the audio files, is a treasure as valuable as the 109.4million-word spoken component of the Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA),6 which has no audio files aligned and which was obtained through recycling
digital transcripts of media broadcasts. Both types of data will continue to be needed in
future.
5
6

See Coleman (2014), who has identified African American Vernacular English, particularly in
its commodified form of Hip Hop Nation Language, as the powerhouse of global English slang.
As of September 2017.
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Finally, with digital language data and corpus tools now being in widespread use
throughout the humanities and social sciences, the direction of progress in corpus linguistics has shifted. The pioneers of the 1960s and 1970s were a small community
working at the margins of their field, where they experimented with digital technology.
The success of this early phase was the establishment of corpus linguistics and computational linguistics as recognised subfields within the larger domain of linguistics.
Today the way forward seems to be for corpus linguists and computational linguists to
carry along their field once again, so that it can claim its place in the interdisciplinary
digital humanities movement.
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ULRIKE SCHNEIDER AND MATTHIAS EITELMANN (MAINZ)
Turning Digital in English Linguistics:
Challenges and Opportunities

1.

Introduction: Parameters of Digital Humanities

This chapter seeks to critically assess the development of digital linguistics in the
wider context of digital humanities in order to explore the challenges and opportunities
posed by a rethinking of the field of linguistics along the lines of digital humanities.
This enterprise warrants some cautionary notes right from the beginning. After all,
many empirical approaches to linguistics are strongly characterised by corpus-based
and corpus-driven methods as well as computational data processing, supplemented by
statistical evaluation. This raises the immediate question whether digital linguistics is a
research paradigm in its own right – or whether it merely constitutes a re-labelling of
what has come to be standard methodology in contemporary linguistics anyway. Also,
the notion of a digital turn in linguistics might be seen to display some striking parallels to the corpus linguistic turn of the 1990s, which, however, took place considerably
earlier than the digital turn in the humanities, which is generally argued to have come
about in the 2000s, with a newly evolving awareness of digital methodology. Comments such as the one by Sinclair in 1991 are clearly reminiscent of the hopeful outlook on the digital turn in the humanities: "Large quantities of 'raw' text" may be
"processed directly in order to present the researcher with objective evidence" (1991,
1). What is more, similarly to digital humanities, the advent of corpus linguistics
promised to unlock insights hitherto unimaginable. Methods that had been deemed
"impossible" in the 1960s, "marginally possible but lunatic" in the 1970s, "quite possible but still lunatic" in the 1980s had become "very popular" by 1991 (Sinclair 1991,
1) – and, we might add, have since then become common practice in empirical studies.
Generally, digital humanities is defined as a digital way of doing research in the humanities. This involves the combination of methodologies from traditional humanities
– the "analogue humanities" (Sterne 2015, 18) – with tools provided by computing (in
particular information retrieval, text mining, statistical evaluation and data visualisation). These techniques are applied to digital sources that are so huge and complex
that they would be practically impossible for 'analogue' researchers to handle. In this
respect, digital humanities is, as Berry and Fagerjord succinctly put it, "a marriage of
insights and methods from computer science with methods, questions and theories
from the humanities" (2017, 30).
The question is whether this marriage is to be understood as a marriage of convenience
or as a love match – i.e. whether digital humanities should be regarded as a mere tool
or as a discipline in its own right. With respect to linguistics, this boils down to the
question whether a digital approach simply provides the technical means to investigate
linguistic phenomena more efficiently and more rapidly, allowing for less error-prone
conclusions – or whether it constitutes a research paradigm genuine to a digitally reoriented linguistics with its own epistemology, capable not only of addressing tradi-
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tional research questions within a newly digital and computational setting, but also of
generating insights both novel and original.
Zooming in on the early beginnings, the digital enterprise started out as a mere "support service" (see Hayles 2012, 42). Indeed, the very first digital project conducted in
1949, which is often treated as the "disciplinary origin story" (Berry and Fagerjord
2017, 27), illustrates that the use of computers yields results not feasible with human
efforts alone, in this case a 56-volume concordance indexing the entirety of St Thomas
Aquinas's works, undertaken by the Jesuit priest and philosopher Roberto A. Busa in
collaboration with Thomas J. Watson, founder of IBM. Intriguingly, this early project
is of linguistic interest, as the generated concordance lists the words in their immediate
context and thus allows for a more fine-grained semantic analysis of whole constructions. In this respect, Busa's initiative serves as a good example of the approach that
has come to be known as "humanities computing" (McCarty 2010, 10), showing how
computer technology can be successfully implemented to support humanist research
and to exploit the "computer as servant or slave" (ibid., 5).
The notion of a digital turn in the humanities, however, clearly implies that something
has shifted, i.e. that a new awareness has given rise to a disciplinary self-perception
crucially different from the traditional one. This different understanding is mirrored in
the label 'digital humanities', introduced in 2001, which has replaced the older term
'humanities computing' (see Berry and Fagerjord 2017, 32).
We may think of three essential components that come into play in a digital humanities
project of the more narrow kind, and also of a digital linguistics project. Fig. 1 displays
these three intersecting areas and their respective key aspects, with the overlapping
part constituting what we might call a digital humanities enterprise proper, as will be
problematised shortly.

Fig. 1: Core components of digital humanities

The first component refers to the digital nature of the data under investigation, i.e. both
digitalised and 'born digital' data. In its early beginnings, digital humanities has mainly
been concerned with editing traditional humanities texts in a way which enabled their
computational analysis in the first place, while digitally generated data has been of
particular interest since the second wave of digital humanities proper in the early
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2000s. With ever-increasing amounts of data available, new ways of querying the data
are called for – as in the case of so-called 'Big Data', which "is big to the extent that it
exceeds and changes human capacities to read and make sense of it" (Amoore and Piotukh 2015, 343).
The second component is constituted by digital methodology and computational thinking, which, according to Berry and Fagerjord (2017), is characterised by automation,
abstraction and decomposition. It is important to emphasise that these three features
are not exclusive to digital endeavours. On the contrary, any research in the humanities
depends on (i) automation, in the sense of the "meticulous repetition of small analytical steps" (Berry and Fagerjord 2017, 46), (ii) abstraction, understood as the rendition
of concrete phenomena in more generalised terms, as well as (iii) decomposition,
which implies the "breaking [of] a big problem […] into smaller parts that can be
solved in succession" (ibid.). Yet, in digital humanities, these three features, i.e. the
technologically supported automation process, the highest level of abstraction aimed at
and the "methodical and logical task-oriented thinking" (ibid.) come together in the
formulation of algorithms that are designed to provide computational answers to a research question.
The third component concerns the aim under which the investigation based on digital
data and following digital methodology is conducted; this aim should be firmly
grounded in the humanities, with particular research interests being subject to theoretical concepts that may change, as they are subject to new insights gained in the course
of time.
Crucially, the disciplinary identity of digital humanities lies where these three components overlap. With a clear focus in the humanities missing, for example, it is questionable whether a digital enterprise should be called a digital humanities project
proper. Similarly, digital data may be accessed with an underlying aim in mind that is
of interest to the humanities, yet without necessarily applying digital methodologies in
the sense of computational thinking – this, again, would not constitute a digital humanities undertaking in the narrow sense. Also, there is the danger of a one-sided concentration on the computational aspect:
What may happen […] is that the research interest changes from solving a traditional humanist
research problem […] to an algorithm problem (which algorithm is most effective …) and then
again into a mathematics problem (why is it that the most effective algorithm performs so well).
(ibid., 49)

We now turn to the question to what extent linguistics as one exemplary discipline can
be re-thought in a digital humanities sense. What may easily come to mind are the
digital databases that have been available for quite some time now, as well as corpus
linguistic tools and methods used in order to conduct automated searches. This concept
of digital linguistics seems to be synonymous with corpus-linguistic approaches, especially since linguistics displayed an early affinity for computational methods as a consequence of the corpus linguistic revolution. At least two aspects of digital linguistics
proper can be seen as clearly going beyond traditional corpus linguistics. On the one
hand, it is the algorithmic kind of computational thinking which characterises approaches grounded in the digital humanities framework. On the other hand, it is the
aim of digital humanities enterprises to perform large-scale, automated analyses via
computer-processing. New quantities of source materials, improved search capabilities
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and analysis tools, grant the potential to reach more fine-grained levels of abstraction
and achieve a higher accuracy of results. As Jockers succinctly puts it in his comparison of digital humanities approaches to open-pit mining and hydraulicking:
[Traditional research] will continue to reveal nuggets, while the deeper veins lie buried beneath
the mass of gravel layered above. What are required are the methods for aggregating and making sense out of both the nuggets and the tailings […] to unearth, for the first time, what these
corpora really contain. (2013, 9-10)

In the following, we explore challenges and opportunities posed by a digital linguistics-rethinking of the field, taking a closer look at a practical application, namely the
study of hesitation placement and pause lengths, a field that serves as a paradigmatic
example illustrating how both the data and the means for analysing linguistic phenomena have changed in the course of time. Hesitation analysis is of particular interest because of its research objective, which is to obtain an adequate understanding of human
language processing. By taking a walk through the 60-year history of the investigation
of hesitation placement, we will see how 'turning digital' has opened up opportunities,
while at the same time some caveats will come to the fore that need to be taken into
consideration.
2.

A Walk through the 60-Year History of the Study of Hesitation Placement
and Pause Lengths

Since the upsurge of interest in hesitations in the 1950s, they have been used as 'windows to the mind', their placement allowing for conclusions about the increments in
which language is processed. As it is often claimed that today "we tend to model our
understanding of the human mind on the computers and algorithms we have created"
(Berry and Fagerjord 2017, 49), we might assume that models of language processing
have been fundamentally changed by the digital turn. In other words, in this field in
particular, we may ask whether some theoretical advances have only been possible due
to technical innovations. Thus, here the interplay between linguistic theory, digital data
and computational methods is particularly interesting.
Yet we will see that digitalisation was not the mother of innovation in this field. A
more fitting metaphor would, indeed, be that of a love match between the digital and
theories of processing which had emerged largely independent of computational possibilities and which – due to the match – could finally be tested in the last decade of the
twentieth century. The selected studies presented in the following sections cannot do
justice to the wide variety of approaches in the field, but represent cornerstones in
terms of either their data, method or theoretical approach.
2.1 Pre-Digital Turn
We selected Lounsbury (1954) as the starting point of our tour, because his work
stands right at the start of psycholinguistics as a discipline. He recognised that due to
syntactic restrictions and cultural preferences, "certain message events co-occur more
often than others", leading to "habits of varying strength" (Lounsbury 1954, 96), reflected in different transitional probabilities between words and other linguistic units.
He therefore hypothesised that
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1) Hesitation pauses correspond to the points of highest statistical uncertainty in the
sequencing of units of any given order. (ibid., 99)
2) Hesitation pauses and points of high statistical uncertainty correspond to the beginning of units of encoding. (ibid., 100)
3) Hesitation pauses and points of high statistical uncertainty frequently do not fall at
the points where immediate-constituent analysis would establish boundaries between higher-order linguistic units (ibid.).
This early psycholinguistic concept of units of encoding which are characterised by
high transitional probabilities (or at least transitional probabilities higher within them
than towards their surrounding context) and which do not necessarily correspond to
constituents is already very much in line with the current concept of chunking (see
Bybee 2010).
Lounsbury himself did not yet have the computational possibilities to provide evidence
for his hypotheses. He maps out that for the calculation of transitional probabilities,
one could "make use of a large amount of natural data, e.g., a semester's lectures in a
particular course", but he concedes that "[t]he calculation of all transitional probabilities […] would be an impossible task" (Lounsbury 1954, 100). Thus, his work illustrates that computational thinking in the sense of algorithms emerged before the technological innovation of the home computer.
Next, we will visit the work of Maclay and Osgood (1959) as a typical exemplar of the
methodologies employed in the 1950s. Pursuing hypotheses similar to Lounsbury's,
but still restricted by the lack of technology, they approximate transitional probabilities: based on the fact that lexical words form a large open class, while function words
form a much smaller closed class, they assume that the statistical uncertainty before
lexical words must generally be higher than that before function words (see Maclay
and Osgood 1959, 32). Based on this assumption, they analyse a 50,000-word sample
and find that, indeed, pauses and fillers are significantly more likely to occur "before
lexical words than before function words" (ibid., 32-33). They conclude that
[i]t is as if we had available at some lower level of encoding a "pool" of heavily practiced,
tightly integrated word and phrase units, but selection from this pool requires simultaneous lexical and grammatical determinants. (ibid., 41)

Our final representative of the early decades is Goldman-Eisler. We will draw on her
1968 publication, a compilation of previously published studies, and focus on her
methodology, which proves to be cutting-edge for her time. Initially, Goldman-Eisler
recorded interviews and experiments on tape and "transformed [them] into a visual
record" (1968, 11) with the help of a signal detector and a pen-oscillograph (see Fig.
2). The non-oscillating stretches on the output, representing pauses, could then be
measured (ibid., 145). As this procedure was "time-consuming and cumbersome"
(ibid.), Goldman-Eisler and Mendoza developed their own "Automatic Pause-time Recording, Counting and Totalising Equipment" (1965), shown in Fig. 3. With the help
of a decade counter and a digital recorder, both donated by the U.S. Air Force, they
were then able to "record, count, totalize and print periods of pausing as well as speaking directly in precise, chosen fractions of seconds" (Goldman-Eisler 1968, 145).
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Fig. 2: Output of pen-oscillograph (Goldman-Eisler 1968, 11)

Fig. 3: Speech analyser (Goldman-Eisler 1968, 147)

Eventually, Goldman-Eisler comes to a similar conclusion as Maclay and Osgood
(1959) concerning holistic storage:
The conception of ready-made sentence schemata, models of sentences or modules implies that
they are selected in one piece so to speak, that they are not constructed from individual lexical
elements – and this would account for the fluency of speakers irrespective of their complexity,
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in the same way as efficiency in mass production is a matter of use of prefabricated units.
(Goldman-Eisler 1968, 128)

Despite these findings, it took a while before attempts were made to integrate the
"transitional structure" of language into its "linguistic structure" (Lounsbury 1954, 9395), such as in Construction Grammar or the concept of chunking.
Methodologically, the following years and even decades bring no real innovations.
Working with interview transcriptions is still common (see e.g. Boomer 1965; Cook
1971) and transitional probabilities continue to be approximated with the help of socalled 'cloze' procedures, i.e. by letting participants complete sentence fragments and
calculating transitional probabilities from the number of guesses it takes to obtain the
desired response. By the 1980s, interest in the field is at a low.
We selected these studies to draw attention to the methodological and theoretical similarities between early and current work in this field. We saw highly automated analyses of experimental data and quantitative analyses of small corpora both aimed at determining the influence of probabilistic factors on language processing. We particularly wanted to highlight that the notion that the mind might store probabilities and
make use of this information during language processing emerged before linguists had
widely (or ever) used computers, let alone before they had analysed their data by these
means.
2.2 Post-Digital Turn
By the 1990s, we see ramifications of a digital turn; publication numbers rise considerably due to the possibilities of computerised automatisation and are further fuelled by
the availability of large(r)-scale, publicly available digital corpora, which do not require the compilation and transcription of researchers' own data. Two early examples
are the London-Lund corpus, comprising 170,000 words of transcribed face-to-face
conversations, and the Switchboard corpus, amounting to around 3 million words of
transcribed telephone conversations, a whooping size by 1990s standards. Both are
used by Clark and Wasow (1998) to compare repeat rates of different parts of speech
and their grammatical functions. Yet in some cases, these cannot sufficiently explain
speakers' hesitation behaviour. For instance, repeat-rates of determiner a are much
lower than elsewhere in fixed expressions, such as a lot of, a kind of, sort of a. The
authors link this to the assumption that fixed expressions are "formulated and understood as units" (Clark and Wasow 1998, 212).
While Clark and Wasow's analyses are generally quantitative in nature, they do not include any probabilistic information and the authors frequently 'dive' into their data to
analyse it qualitatively. Work by Shriberg and Stolcke (Shriberg 1996; Shriberg and
Stolcke 1996; Stolcke and Shriberg 1996) exemplifies a very different use of corpora,
namely the new field of natural language processing. They extract all transitional probabilities between word pairs from the Switchboard corpus and ask whether disfluencies are random noise or whether their locations are predictable. They find that,
on average, transitional probability is lower in hesitation contexts than in fluent contexts (see Shriberg and Stolcke 1996, 1871), which means that disfluencies "have a
systematic, non-random distribution that can be partly captured even with simple Ngram-like models" (Stolcke and Shriberg 1996, 408). Thus here, the algorithm itself
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becomes the focus of the work, which means that the aim shifts from uncovering the
workings of the human mind to finding ways to process natural language – and all its
disfluencies – with a machine.
The last set of analyses stands for a new kind of data, namely born digital data.
Arnold, Tanenhaus and colleagues (Arnold et al. 2003; Arnold et al. 2004; Arnold et
al. 2007) use eye-tracking experiments to learn about hearers' reactions to hesitations.
Participants see items on a screen and hear instructions to move them with a mouse. If
the instructions contain hesitations before the name of the item, speakers tend to look
at the item that seems less likely given the previous context. Hence the authors conclude that
[d]isfluency creates a bias that an upcoming referring expression is less likely to refer to a justmentioned referent. […] Disfluency is a cue that the speaker is probably referring to new information. (Arnold et al. 2003, 35)

To sum up, this overview of sixty years of research on hesitations has unveiled many
dichotomies, particularly concerning the data:
a)
b)
c)
d)

analogue vs. digital data
digitised vs. born digital data
small data vs. big data
experimental vs. natural data

Many of these run along the analogue/digital divide. If we look at the methodology
and linguistic aim of the studies, we find the following differences:
a)
b)
c)
d)

speaker-centred vs. hearer-centred
human processing vs. machine processing
holistic storage inferred vs. holistic storage assumed
estimated/generalised probabilities vs. statistically determined probabilities

Yet, if we look at the approaches on an abstract level, there are several aspects which
persist over both periods. We see that even pre-digital studies decomposed their tasks
into a sequence of analytical steps and made use of automation, some studies even in
both the sense of repetition of small analytical steps and in the sense of using machines. Furthermore, all studies work with abstractions, such as parts of speech. On
this abstract level, we see that some things are only possible today due to new computational possibilities. These include complex multi-factorial statistics, the calculation
of measures of uncertainty (and current studies usually use several of them) as well as
a focus on machine learning and processing.
2.3 A Current Snapshot
The last leg of our journey presents a snapshot of a current analysis of hesitations,
which makes use of Classification and Regression Trees, a statistical tool which
'grows' trees by repeatedly splitting the data into subgroups which are more homogeneous than their superordinate groups (see Strobl, Malley and Tutz 2009). The result
cannot only be statistically evaluated, but furthermore constitutes a visual representation of data clusters. From the properties of the clusters, the researcher can infer which
data-points might be worthy of further analysis.
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Schneider (2014, 2016) uses such trees1 to analyse the placement of unfilled pauses,
fillers (uh and um) and discourse markers (well, like, you know and I mean) in Switchboard NXT (Calhoun et al. 2010), a time-aligned and POS-tagged subset of Switchboard, which totals roughly 830,000 words. For illustrative purposes, we will focus on
her results concerning prepositional phrase contexts of the type 'Preposition Adjective
Noun'. Examples (1) to (2) are exemplary data-points from this phrase type. The word
preceding the phrase was also taken into consideration.
(1) [faced] with enormous costs
(2) [lot] of familiar names
Besides the type of hesitation, the analysis uses word frequencies, bigram frequencies2
and several probabilistic measures as predictors. Fig. 4 shows that the algorithm selected only three predictors, indicating that only these have a significant influence on a
substantial part of the data. Node [1] in the tree shows that hesitation preferences significantly change when the transitional probability from the word preceding the prepositional phrase to the preposition ('bigram 0') exceeds 13%, which is the case for
faced with and lot of in (1) and (2). The following two splits, labelled [2] and [3], show
interactions: where the transitional probability across the phrase boundary is low, the
type of hesitation comes into play, where it is higher, Lexical Gravity G, a bidirectional measure of association (see Daudaravičius and Marcinkevičienė 2004) is taken
into consideration. Cases in which the phrase boundary has both a high transitional
probability and a high G value are assigned to terminal node 7. (2) is assigned to this
node, while (1), where faced with has a lower G value, is assigned to node 6.
The highest bar in each terminal node marks the tree's prediction for all data-points in
the node. Thus, this tree predominantly predicts that hesitations are placed before the
adjective (position 2). Classification accuracy is only 58.9%. Hence in a purely quantitative approach we would dismiss the overall effect as non-significant. However, a
look at node 7 reveals an interesting pattern: under the condition that both transitional
probability and G are high at the phrase boundary, hesitations are never placed there
(bar two exceptions). A qualitative analysis of the data-points in the node reveals that
this condition is mostly met by partitive constructions, like all of, some of, lot of and
kind(s) of. Further analyses of other prepositional phrase contexts reveal the same,
namely that these expressions are almost never interrupted by hesitations, which confirms Clark and Wasow's (1998) finding that they seem to be produced as single units.
To sum up, this final stop illustrated a recent algorithm-based clustering and visualisation technique. It exemplifies a turn in the 2010s towards these tools which are particularly apt to render big datasets more manageable.

1
2

Generated with the ctree function which is part of the party package in R (see Hothorn, Hornik
and Zeileis 2006).
The frequencies of all two-word pairs in the phrase, including the pair at the prepositional
phrase boundary. In the case of (1) those are faced with, with enormous and enormous costs.
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Fig. 4: CART tree predicting hesitation placement in the structure 'Preposition Adjective Noun'
(n=431). Hesitation types are coded as filler ('u'), discourse marker ('dm') or pause.

3.

Conclusion and Outlook

We have seen how the study of hesitations has developed over time, but where is it
headed? We would like to conclude by addressing the challenges and opportunities
that are emerging in corpus linguistics in particular and digital linguistics in general.
We will link these to the three components of a digital humanities approach as
sketched in Fig. 1.
As for data, the latest corpus publications have exceeded the billion-word mark. Such
big data can be a double-edged sword. For analyses of rare phenomena and complex
interactions it is a godsend. On the other hand, researchers need to equip themselves
with a whole new methodological toolkit to sift through large databases. At the same
time, improved POS-tagging is facilitating the access to Big Data.
As for methods, the challenge is not to get lost in numbers. Particularly large-scale
quantitative approaches bear the risk of missing the nuggets due to the strong focus on
the bigger veins, but an opportunity lies in ever better visualisation techniques.
Lastly, with a humanities ingredient secured, it will be exciting to see what new aims
emerge – and what uncharted territory can be explored. All in all, there is no need for
corpus linguistics to hide behind experimental studies when it comes to the aim of
shedding light on human processing: the results concerning hesitation placement have
amply illustrated that corpora, too, can reveal valid evidence on processing.
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Generally, the paradigmatic walk through the investigation of hesitation placement has
put a question mark behind the digital turn as the transitions are not as abrupt as the
notion of a digital turn might imply. For sure, something that needs to be guaranteed in
digital enterprises is to keep the balance between quantitative evaluations and qualitative assessments and therefore to keep sight of both the tailings and the gold nuggets.
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JOSEF SCHMIED AND MATTHIAS HOFMANN (CHEMNITZ)
New Digital Methodologies for Old Grammar Problems:
Corpus Analyses and Eye-Tracking to Discover Non-Native
English Article Usage Preferences1

This chapter illustrates how old research questions in English linguistics can be tackled
again successfully by digital humanities approaches in data collection, analysis and
presentation: our pilot project uses digital data, which are collected in two forms, a
problem-specific corpus and informant-recordings from eye-tracking sessions. The
main focus of this study is, however, on the mix of two methodologies: one digitises
language production data, and the other is born-digital language perception data. These
two methodologies allow us to combine two independent pieces of evidence to come
to more convincing conclusions about relationships of linguistic variables. The presentation of digital data is used to illustrate how visualisation can help to generate new
hypotheses for further analysis and interpretation of the data. Finally, we also find that
digital humanities may not only solve old language questions, but even raise new ones.
1.

Problem-Specific Introduction

1.1 Dimensions of English Article Usage
The English determiners are known as a specific problem for many learners of English. Indeed, the historical development of the English article system from the system
of English demonstrative pronouns has been researched as an intricate development,
unlike that in many other languages. Article choice is a problem even for German
learners and advanced users of English, who share a rather similar linguistic subsystem
with English. It is understandable that the English article system appears extremely
complex for learners and users of English that have a first language without a grammaticalised article system. This makes L1 Chinese users of English but also many others
like L1 Russians and some L1 Africans, for instance, stand out as advanced users that
can be identified as non-native speakers through their article usage alone, or rather
through their non-usage of articles and extended use of zero articles in English. We
call this specific grammar problem old, because research on it covers three decades
(e.g. Huebner 1985; Lardiere 2004; Parrish 1987; Robertson 2000; White 2003; Zdorenko and Paradis 2011).
The literature suggests several dimensions that influence article use in second-language (L2) Englishes: the semantic concept of definiteness governs article usage in
1

We are grateful for discussions on the data and help with the collection of data to our research
assistants, Sven Albrecht and Michelle Klein. Of course, we also welcome further discussion on
the issues raised here to develop our claim further that digital humanities are not a welcome addition to linguistic research, but they have been an integral part of it for a long time. We are further grateful for the critical comments by Andrew Tollet (Pilsen), Tony McEnery (Lancaster),
Ilka Mindt (Paderborn) and Sabine Bartsch (Darmstadt).
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native English (L1; e.g. Schönenberger 2014), which is complemented by specificity
to determine the use of articles in Germanic languages, speaker knowledge and scope
of the utterance in L2 Englishes. We are going to concentrate on the influence of definiteness and specificity in our chapter, which will be discussed in detail in section 2.
1.2

Theoretical Assumptions of the Pilot Project

In our study, we assume that the FH (Ionin et al. 2004, 8; Prévost and White 2000,
103) is able to explain the linguistic behaviour of L2 learners by stating that they are
aware of features like definiteness and have full access to universal grammar (see
Schwartz and Sprouse 1994, 1996) when learning English. We further assume that
grammaticalisation (see Meillet 1921 [1912]) of demonstratives and numerals in Chinese has rather recently begun, as suggested, for instance, by Chen (2003, 2004),
Huang (1987) and Li and Bisang (2012). And finally, we are convinced that eyetracking is suitable to spot article substitution and omission (or overuse) errors through
long fixations and regressive saccades (e.g. see Koops et al. 2008; Pickering and Traxler 1998; Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia 2013).
2.

Literature Review

2.1 Definiteness and Specificity
According to Ionin et al. (2004, 5) and Ko et al. (2009, 288), a Determiner Phrase (DP)
of the form [D NP] is [+definite], when the speaker and the hearer presuppose the existence of a unique individual in the set denoted by the noun phrase (NP). A DP is
[+specific], when the speaker intends to refer to a unique individual in the set denoted
by the NP and considers this individual to possess some noteworthy property. An example for a definite DP is (1).
1) Joan wants to present the prize to the winner…
1) but he doesn't want to receive it from her.
2) so she'll have to wait around until the race finishes (Lyons 1999, 167; example
19).
In (1.1) the winner is specified further by possessing the noteworthy property that he
does not want to receive the prize from Joan, which makes the definite DP [+specific].
In (1.2) the winner does not receive any noteworthy property, making the definite DP
[-specific].
An example for an indefinite DP is (2).
2) Peter intends to marry a merchant banker…
1) even though he doesn't get on at all with her.
2) though he hasn't met one yet (Lyons 1999, 176; example 51).
As in (1.1) above, in (2.1), the speaker intends to clarify that the merchant banker is
difficult to cope with for Peter, i.e. the banker receives a noteworthy property which
makes the indefinite DP [+specific]. In (2.2), the merchant banker is not specified in
any way, so that the indefinite DP is [-specific].
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2.2 The Fluctuation Hypothesis
Originally postulated by Ionin (2003, 23), the Fluctuation Hypothesis (FH) for article
choice in English learned as a second language states that
a) L2 learners have full access to the features that can underlie article choice crosslinguistically, i.e. the features [+definite] and [+specific], and that
b) L2 learners fluctuate between dividing English articles on the basis of definiteness
vs. specificity, until the input leads them to choose the definiteness option (Ionin et
al. 2004, 8).
In other words, the feature [specificity] competes with the feature [definiteness] when it
comes to article choice in English language production. As outlined in Table 1, the FH
predicts that the indefinite article a is overused in [+definite] and [-specific] contexts,
and that the definite article the is overused in [-definite] and [+specific] contexts. In the
remaining two contexts, the hypothesis does not predict any article choice errors.
[+definite] (target the)

[-definite] (target a)

[+specific]

correct use of the

overuse of the

[-specific]

overuse of a

correct use of a

Table 1: Predictions for article choice in L2 English (Ko et al. 2009, 292)

2.3 Eye-Tracking
Known from psychological experiments, eye-tracking in linguistics is about the recording of eye-movement and non-movement during either reading exercises (see
Pickering and Traxler 1998; Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia 2013) or associations of,
for example, pronunciations and real-world manifestations (see Koops et al. 2008).
Linguistic eye-tracking studies focus on learners' sensitivity to ambiguities and ungrammaticalities (Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia 2013).
Eye movements are referred to as saccades during which no new information is acquired by a reader (Pickering and Traxler 1998, 956-957). The mean saccade length is
on average between 7 to 9 letter spaces (Rayner 2009, 1460). The time between the
saccades is called fixations, meaning no eye movement for a longer period of time in
milliseconds. The number and duration of fixations signal text processing during reading. Experiments have shown that word recognition requires a minimum length of 200
milliseconds, and that the mean fixation length is about 200 to 250 milliseconds (Altmann 2011; Rayner 2009).

Fig. 1: Hypothetical eye-movement record. The shaded area represents the region of interest.
Figure taken from Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia (2013, 218).
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Fig. 1 shows a hypothetical eye-movement record. The points represent fixations and
the connecting lines are saccades. The grey area is an area of interest (AOI) which
marks a certain linguistic cue, mistake or ambiguity. When the duration of the first
fixation in the AOI (fixation 3) is added to those of the remaining fixations, we have
calculated the gaze duration, which is sensitive to syntactic anomalies. The line connecting fixations 4 and 5 is a regressive saccade, which leads to the onset of a rereading process, comprising the durations of fixations 5 and 6. Rereading usually occurs
after the readers have encountered a problem (Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia 2013,
220). Fig. 2 shows a real eye-movement record without an AOI taken from our informant recordings.

Fig. 2: Real eye-movement record without an AOI.

2.4 Deriving the Research Questions
The FH has already been empirically tested by, for instance, Ko et al. (2009), Hawkins
et al. (2006), Snape et al. (2006) and White (2008), using forced elicitation tasks.
Albrecht (2016; 2017) complemented grammaticality judgment tests with data from
the SYSU-Corpus (compiled by Küchler 2015) in order to test the FH in his master's
thesis. The results of these studies partially support the predictions of overuse of the
and a, and they support overuse of zero article, which the FH does not predict (see
Table 1).
More specifically, Ko et al. (2009), Hawkins et al. (2006) and White (2008) report an
overuse of a/the in [+definite] [-specific] and [-definite] [+specific] contexts; as well
as with implicit and explicit partitive indefinites. Snape et al. (2006) found an overuse
of a in [+definite] [+specific] contexts, which the FH cannot explain. Chrabaszcz and
Jiang (2014), Crosthwaite (2014) and Snape (2009) state that an overuse of zero article
is generally low in their data, and, according to Albrecht (2016) even more so in the
SYSU-Corpus. Snape et al. (2006) also found that the Chinese fluctuate less than predicted by the FH which they suggest to be due to the ongoing grammaticalisation
process (see section 1.2).
Unlike elicitation tasks and grammaticality judgements, eye-tracking does not rely on
participants' strategic responses (Rayner 2009, 1481). The task conditions force the
reader's focus to the details of the input either where processing is most nativelike (Indefrey 2006, 298-299) or where participants' idiosyncrasies become influential (Roberts
2012, 182; Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia 2013, 214).
Thus, from the previous investigations we can formulate the following research questions (RQ):
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1. Can the fluctuation patterns found in the literature be reproduced when using a
recorded reading exercise instead of forced elicitation?
2. If yes, are the patterns similar to those reported in the literature?
a. overuse of a in [+definite] [+specific] contexts (Snape et al. 2006)
b. overuse of a/the in [+definite] [-specific] and [-definite] [+specific] contexts
(Ko et al. 2009; Hawkins et al. 2006; White 2008)
c. low overuse of zero article (Chrabaszcz and Jiang 2014; Crosthwaite 2014;
Snape 2009)
3. Which of the following participant idiosyncrasies or social variables do exert an
influence on article errors: age, gender, years of exposure, education, L1?
3.

Data and Methodology

3.1 Data – Set 1: SYSU Corpus of Chinese Academic Writing
For the first part of our analysis, we selected a database that was already available at
Chemnitz and that includes English texts produced by the same group of English users
that participated in the second part, the eye-tracking experiment.
The SYSU Corpus consists of texts compiled by Jessica Küchler in 2014 for her MA
thesis (Küchler 2015). It provides a condensed collection of predominantly MA theses
and term papers mainly in linguistics produced by students from Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, China. The corpus consists of almost one million words, which is
not very large by modern corpus-linguistic standards, but quite enough for our purposes, especially when we analyse a high-frequency phenomenon like English articles.
The data provided in the corpus are relatively dirty, in particular no POS tags are provided (see Küchler 2015, 105 for more details). This made the cleaning of data necessary, which mainly consisted of removing the headings and the remnants of converted
captions, graphs or tables and encoding the general errors.
In the qualitative analysis of our pilot study using AntConc (3.4.4), we randomly chose
200 sentences from the SYSU-Corpus. They were manually coded for definiteness,
specificity and article overuse, as shown in (3). The coding for article overuse patterns
was double-checked by two native speakers. Occurrences in which both articles could
be used were excluded from the analysis.
3) For example, if we developed (1) cultural empathy excessively, it would result in
(2) the over-adaptation to (3) the western culture (CMAC05CU_28).
This provides us with the following categorisation for each of the article slots in the
sentence:
1) [-definite] [-specific]
2) [-definite] [-specific] overuse of the for an
3) [-definite] [+specific] overuse of the for zero article
Slot (3.1) is thus indefinite and non-specific and shows that no article has been used by
the author of the text. This conforms to native English grammar and is hence not further commented on. (3.2) and (3.3) show instances of article misuse by the author,
which have been specified as overuse of the for an and overuse of the for zero article,
respectively.
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3.2 Data – Set 2: Eye-Tracking Experiments
A complementary experiment was set up using a judgement sample of 20 L1 Russian
and 24 L1 Chinese university students. They had been learning English for 5 to 18
years and were in their second university semester. In the 2016 recordings, we focussed on young females, born between 1987 and 1997, and contrasted them with young
males, when available. Since we are not interested in linguistic change, the age range
is quite short. Although age and gender are typically the sociolinguistic variables investigated most, years of learning English or years of exposure to English are naturally
more influential than age when investigating article choice on L2 English learners. In
our data, however, age, years of exposure to English and degree programme (level of
education) strongly correlate with one another statistically, meaning that they represent
the same information in different guises. In such cases, inclusion of all variables in statistical hypothesis testing would yield Type I errors (collinearity). For that reason, we
decided to outline degree programme instead of the other two, because the binary variable (MA vs. BA) would introduce the least amount of noise into a statistical model.
Table 2 thus shows the stratification of informants as to degree programme and gender.
programme/gender

BA

MA

Total

Male

4

8

12

Female

19

13

32

Total

23

20

44

Table 2: Reading experiment participants' degree programme and gender

3.3 Eye-Tracking: Methodological Essentials
The respondents were shown 33 slides with one sentence each,2 most containing article misuse. Most of sentences were taken from Ionin et al. (2004) and Ko et al. (2010),
similar to the previous studies (Chrabaszcz and Jiang 2014; Crosthwaite 2014; Hawkins et al. 2006; Ko et al. 2009; Schönenberger 2014; Snape et al. 2006 and White
2008), and some from the SYSU-Corpus. The instructions for the volunteers were relatively short: they were asked to read the sentence silently while trying to understand
the meaning.
For the eye-tracking recordings, we used SMI Experiment Suite 3.0. The experiment was
set up in Experiment Center 3.3, and the recordings were later analysed in BeGaze 3.3.
Each article non-/occurrence on the slides marked an AOI, which yielded 1,214 English article tokens. As the literature suggested, we used repeated-measures ANOVA
(see Ionin 2003; Ko et al. 2009; Ko et al. 2010) in R 3.4.1 for the statistical assessment
of the linguistic variables and mixed-effects logistic regression in Rbrul 3.0.2 (Johnson
2009) for additionally assessing the social variables.

2

Each line break in a sentence on a slide was marked as an AOI as well. The vast majority of
these AOIs was not fixated upon, which means that line breaks do not influence article choice.
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Analysis and Discussion

4.1 Qualitative Analysis
The SYSU data clearly show an overuse of a in [+definite] [-specific] contexts and
overuse of the in [-definite] [+specific] contexts most often (RQ 2b). An example for
the former is (4), and for the latter (5).
4) [...], meaning (1) the acquisition of (2) a skill that will get you (3) a better job and
fulfill (4) an American dream. (CC11FMATP_80)
1) [+definite] [+specific]
2) [-definite] [+specific]
3) [-definite] [-specific]
4) [+definite] [-specific] overuse of a for the
There is only one American Dream from rags to riches. It is, however, non-specific,
because it does not receive a noteworthy property by the writer.
5) In (1) the article [<title>], Saillard put forward (2) the doubt about (3) the actual
effect of […]. (CC10FMATP_144)
1) [+definite] [+specific]
2) [-definite] [+specific] overuse of the for a
3) [+definite] [-specific]
Overuse of a in [+definite] and [+specific] contexts (RQ 2a) occurred less often than
the overuse pattern outlined in (4). An example of this is (6).
6) Therefore, (1) the author made (2) a point that several suggestions should be paid
attention to. (CC12FMATP_114)
1) [+definite] [-specific]
2) [+definite] [+specific] overuse of a for the
Unlike in (5), in (6), the "point" receives the noteworthy property of considering several suggestions, so that the context of the article is specific.
Article omission errors were the fewest in our corpus data (RQ2c). An example for
such a Chinese learner variant is (7).
7) (1) The first one refers to (2) the status of (3) certain language or (4) certain varieties compared to any other language or variety, deciding (5) the users and (6) the
registers. (CC10FMAPT_144)
1) [+definite] [+specific]
2) [+definite] [-specific]
3) [-definite] [-specific] omission of a
4) [+definite] [-specific]
5) [+definite] [-specific]
6) [+definite] [-specific]
A summary of the findings for the qualitative component of our study is presented in
Table 3. As we can see, the error rate was highest in [+definite] [-specific], but not in
[-definite] [+specific] contexts. This result only partially supports the predictions of
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the Fluctuation Hypothesis, as incorrect article uses in [+definite] and [+specific] contexts should not occur. However, it corroborates Snape et al.'s (2006) findings.
[+definite]

[-definite]

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

[+specific]

93%

7%

94%

6%

[-specific]

89%

11%

96%

4%

Table 3: Article choice in SYSU-C. The highest error rate is highlighted in bold

4.2 Quantitative Analysis
When we initially assessed the perceptual data, the durations of fixations and regressive saccades did not directly support the informants' acknowledgement of article errors on the slides. Since the literature proposed that fixations of more than 200 milliseconds length suggest recognition of words (see section 2.3), we determined a first
fixation duration of more than 200 milliseconds to indicate article error recognition by
the reader and marked it as "correct". We marked an absence of a first fixation duration or a duration of less than 200 milliseconds as "incorrect" (see Table 4). Although
we were not interested in the informants' underlying reasons for article salience (an
informant's determination of which would be indicated by rereading), we included rereading as counts in our statistical assessment, i.e. how often an informant repeated
looking at an article error.
Chinese

[+definite]

[-definite]

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

[+specific]

99%

1%

96%

4%

[-specific]

92%

8%

96%

4%

Russian

[+definite]

[-definite]

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

[+specific]

100%

0%

99%

1%

[-specific]

89%

11%

99%

1%

Table 4: Eye-tracking results of the L1 Chinese and L1 Russian respondents

Similar to the corpus data, article omission occurred relatively infrequently (approximately in 2% of the cases; RQ 2c), and the majority of overuse errors occurred in
[+definite] [-specific] and [-definite] [+specific] contexts (RQ 2b), which is in line
with previous research (see Ko et al. 2009, 294; Ko et al. 2010, 237). Table 4 provides
an overview of the results, separated according to the informants' first language. Although the Russians make more mistakes in [+definite] [-specific] contexts than the
Chinese, they are overall more accurate in the use of grammatical forms.
In order to assess whether definiteness and specificity have a significant effect on article errors, we used repeated-measures ANOVA. As in Ko et al. (2009, 294) and Ko et
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al. (2010, 237), count of errors spotted was the dependent variable, definiteness and
specificity were the within-subjects variables. The ANOVA results (see Table 5) are
very similar to those reported by Ionin (2003, 145), Ko et al. (2009, 295), and Ko et al.
(2010, 238).
L1 – Chinese (N=24)

article errors

Definiteness

F(1, 23) = 46.98*

Specificity

F(1, 23) = 13.70*

Definiteness * Specificity

F(1, 23) = 36.11*

L1 – Russian (N=20)

article errors

Definiteness

F(1, 19) = 37.92*

Specificity

F(1, 19) = 8.25*

Definiteness * Specificity

F(1, 19) = 21.67*

Table 5: Effects of definiteness and specificity. NB: * p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Specificity and definiteness have significant effects on article usage for both first language groups, although only definiteness governs article usage in native varieties of
English. According to Ko et al. (2009, 295), the interaction between definiteness and
specificity is due to the greater difference in article use between [+specific] and [-specific] definites when compared to [+specific] and [-specific] indefinites (see Table 4).
These findings support the notion of the FH, as errors occur in contexts where definiteness and specificity are in conflict.
So as to investigate the effects of the social variables and the linguistic variables (RQ
3), we used logistic regression with mistake (error) as the binary dependent variable
(application value: yes). The fixed effects in the model were first language, gender, degree programme, definiteness, specificity and complexity. The random effects were informant and AOI.
The model with all respondents (ntokens=1,214, AIC=260) shows that the fixed effects
only explain 6% of the variation (R2fixed=0.06), and that first language is the only significant effect on article usage (see Table 6). The latter result supports the separation of
the two first language groups into separate analytical categories (see repeatedmeasures ANOVA). Statistically speaking, the Chinese respondents favour making
mistakes in 4% of 668 article tokens. This behaviour differs significantly from the
Russians, who disfavour making mistakes (2% of 546 tokens; p=0.04).
L1

p=0.04

factor

log odds

tokens

application value

cent. factor weight

Chinese

0.459

668

0.039

0.613

Russian

-0.459

546

0.018

0.387

Table 6: Logistic regression results for all respondents (n=44)
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If we look at the Russian informants in isolation, using the same predictors as in the
full model (except for the variable first language), we arrive at a model explaining
much more of the observed variation (ntokens=546, AIC=99.8, R2fixed=0.38). For the
Russian respondents, only specificity seems to have an effect on article usage
(p<0.001), as they favour making mistakes in 4% of 211 tokens in non-specific contexts (see Table 7).
factor

log odds

tokens

application value

cent. factor weight

non-specific

1.331

211

0.043

0.791

specific

-1.331

335

0.003

0.209

Table 7: Logistic regression results for Russian respondents (n=20)

The model for the Chinese informants shows that more than specificity (p<0.001) has
a significant effect on article usage (ntokens=668, AIC=212.7, R2fixed=0.22): degree programme (p<0.001) and sentence complexity (p<0.001). Explaining 22% of the observed variation, the model suggests that Chinese BA students favour making article
errors in complex sentences in non-specific contexts (see Table 8).
Russians seem to make fewer mistakes in article error recognition than Chinese, which
makes it plausible to assume that the Chinese are at an earlier stage of second-language English article system proficiency. This may mean that variables such as degree
programme and sentence complexity only exert a significant influence at lower levels
of English proficiency. At later stages, only specificity seems to be influential in article usage, until finally definiteness may govern article usage only.
factor

factor level

log odds

tokens

application value

cent. factor
weight

Programme

BA

0.432

277

0.058

0.606

MA

-0.432

391

0.026

0.394

complex

0.701

336

0.060

0.668

simple

-0.701

332

0.018

0.332

nonspecific

0.594

280

0.061

0.644

specific

-0.594

388

0.023

0.356

Complexity

Specificity

Table 8: Logistic regression results for Chinese respondents (n=24)

In summary, the quantitative analysis provides the following answers to our research
questions: we can partially reproduce the fluctuation patterns suggested by Hawkins et
al. (2006), Ionin (2003), Ko et al. (2009, 2010) and White (2008) with our eye-tracking data (RQ 1). Although we cannot confirm overuse of a in [+definite] and [+specific] contexts (RQ 2a), we find most of the overuse errors in [+definite] and [-specific]
contexts, which supports the predictions by the FH (RQ 2b). In case of [-definite] and
[+specific] contexts, we could not find support for the hypothesis. Overuse of zero article is generally low in our data (RQ 2c), which is in line with, for example, Snape et
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al. (2006). The social variable that significantly influences article usage in our data is
degree programme for the Chinese informants only (RQ 3).
5.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we hope to have shown that new digital methodologies help solve old
grammar problems, that older methodologies can be transferred into digital space (e.g.
online questionnaires) and that digital methodologies allow us to see new research
questions, analyses and interpretations that did not even turn up in traditional methodologies. In our special grammar problem of article usage, digital methodologies would
be particularly useful to expand the approaches that try to solve a very complex problem by a triangulation of corpus- and psycholinguistic methodologies. Of course, this
was only a pilot study, which has shown that further work is not only possible, but also
necessary because of weaknesses in the data and analysis: it is necessary to invite more
respondents to the study, because we can only extract relatively few data points from
the rather medium number of respondents we have included so far. It is interesting that
the dependent variable (duration in milliseconds) did not yield significant results and
we have to check whether this may be due to the fact that function words are usually
not read, unless they cause ungrammaticalities (Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia 2013,
215). Such limitations are, however, normal for empirical studies and no problem if
conclusions are drawn with the necessary caution.
In this context, we have to admit that the digitalisation in English philology does not
have to be equally invigorating in all sub-disciplines, but for empirically based studies
it is a (re-)turn to the data and an opportunity to draw new far-reaching conclusions
that were not possible before. This keeps our discipline young and vibrant and thus it
may convince even outsiders to include such a turn in their academic discourse and
perspective.
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PETER UHRIG (ERLANGEN-NUREMBERG)
NewsScape and the Distributed Little Red Hen Lab:
A Digital Infrastructure for the Large-Scale Analysis
of TV Broadcasts1

1.

Introduction

Up and until recently, the analysis of audiovisual media had to rely on relatively
small datasets due to the need to transcribe the spoken words and manually annotate
the images. With UCLA's NewsScape Library of Digital TV News,2 researchers now
have at their disposal a library of over 350,000 hours of TV news, most of which is
fully searchable via the subtitles broadcast with the shows, which amount to currently over 2 billion running words of text. In the Distributed Little Red Hen Lab (section 2), researchers world-wide collaborate to study multimodal communication with
this dataset. Section 3 of this chapter is devoted to the data, discussing the history of
the collection, current data collection methods and the data storage and formats
before presenting the process of turning the collection into a corpus for linguistic research. Section 4 shows various ways of analyzing the data depending on the scholar's
interest, with multi-purpose search engines as well as specialised search interfaces
for linguistic research or cultural-geographic queries. For the linguistic search engines, the various levels of annotation that can currently be queried will be discussed
briefly.
2.

The Distributed Little Red Hen Lab

The Distributed Little Red Hen Lab,3 founded by Mark Turner and Francis Steen, is a
global co-operative of researchers working mainly on multimodal communication and
is not owned by any individual institution. Rather, it connects scholars with different
resources, skills and theoretical backgrounds to address the challenging research questions of multimodal communication. While it is certainly centred around the News1

2
3

The author gratefully acknowledges the compute resources and support provided by the Erlangen Regional Computing Center (RRZE). The author also gratefully acknowledges the travel
grant from the Bayerisch-Kalifornische Hochschulzentrum (BaCaTeC) that supported two research visits to UCLA in 2015 and 2016. The author would furthermore like to take this opportunity to thank the Kompetenznetzwerk für Wissenschaftliches Höchstleistungsrechnen in Bayern (KONWIHR) for their generous funding.
See <http://newsscape.library.ucla.edu/> and <https://tvnews.sscnet.ucla.edu/public/> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
The name may appear eccentric, but there is a rationale behind it, as is outlined in the Q&A
section of the website: "Why is it called the "Distributed Little Red Hen Lab™"? Because we
are a worldwide, networked cooperative of self-reliant, closely-collaborating researchers contributing to each other and to future researchers. The Little Red Hen is an industrious character
in a folktale, always open to collaboration but able, willing, and proud to do any job herself, and
in good time. We have named our lab in her honor." <http://redhenlab.org> [last accessed 15
November 2017].
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Scape dataset, it is by no means limited to it. In fact, Red Hen brings together researchers interested in topics ranging from Roman sculpture to co-speech gesture,
from Linguistics to Geography to Computer Science. A discussion of the mutual benefits that arise from the interactions of these diverse groups can be found in Steen et al.
(2018). It is important to note that Red Hen explicitly does not regard itself as a service provider. Rather, researchers collaborate in a sort of gift economy that is based on
a sharing culture of annotations and research results with other Red Hens, which is in
fact expected of researchers joining the community. Red Hen is devoted to opensource software. It has taken part in the Google Summer of Code for three consecutive
years (2015-2017), a programme in which Google pays students to write codes for
open-source communities. In 2017, 10 students developed open-source software for
Red Hen, e.g. for controversy detection, for speaker diarisation or a prototype for a
multilingual corpus pipeline.4 Red Hen has been approved as a mentor organisation
again for 2018.
3.

The Data

Even though UCLA's NewsScape Library of Digital TV News consists mostly of USAmerican TV news (in a broad sense, i.e. including such shows as Late Show with David Letterman or The Oprah Winfrey Show), it is neither limited to American media
nor to the English language. Table 1 gives the number of hours and the number of
words that have been collected in the current digital collection (all figures were extracted in mid-November 2017). Table 2 gives a breakdown by the language of the
recording in early December 2017.5
Video
Video files
Duration in hours
Text
Caption files
OCR files6
TPT files
Words in caption files
Words in OCR files
Words in TPT files
Images
Thumbnail images

451,974
350,223
452,208
428,920
37,148
2.82 billion
981.54 million
440.38 million
126.08 million

Table 1: Statistics on the full collection, mid-November 2017

4
5
6

See <https://sites.google.com/site/distributedlittleredhen/summer-of-code/red-hen-lab---googlesummer-of-code-2017-report> [last accessed 15 November 2017] for details.
The number of words is lower in Table 2 than in Table 1 since the counts in Table 2 were done
on orthographic words of non-tokenised text.
See subsection 3.2 for a brief description of OCR (=optical character recognition) and TPT
(=transcript) files.
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Language
American English
Spanish
French
International
English
Persian
Norwegian
British English
Russian
German
Swedish
Portuguese
Danish
Dutch/Flemish
Czech
Polish
Arabic
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Duration
Words
298,004:48:10 2,089,518,746

Comment

15,104:47:23
11,425:36:07
8,271:55:02

78,075,367
8,222,300
35,646,649

5,103:04:54
3,241:49:55
2,313:59:54
1,905:47:52
1,362:15:13
1,017:41:15
873:31:57
866:47:26
565:56:41
413:47:34
262:57:42
148:51:14

0
7,466,801
14,545,895
6,511,767
6,381,895
1,661,240
4,897,107
4,628,942
4,363,813
2,956,235
1,672,483
0

about 60% Mexican Spanish
multiple varieties; many without captions
Al Jazeera, France 24, Deutsche Welle,
Russia Today, …
transmitted without captions
recordings from 2007, captions from 2012

recordings from 2011, captions from 2015

transmitted without captions

Table 2: Breakdown by language

Not all shows are broadcast with subtitles (or, to use the American terminology, closed
captions), but most of the English-language shows are, due to requirements imposed
on TV networks by legislators in the United States. Collecting the data and making it
available is governed mainly by Title 17 USC 108 (f) (3), a section in US copyright
law that grants special rights to libraries and archives collecting audiovisual news programs (see Farb and Grappone 2013 for a brief discussion).
3.1 Data Collection
Data collection for the archive was started in 1973 with recordings of the Watergate
hearings on magnetic tape. Subsequently, major US TV news plus the local Los Angeles market were recorded and archived up and until 2006. The tapes are still available
at UCLA and currently a project headed by Tim Groeling of UCLA's communication
department is underway to digitise the entire set of analog recordings back to 1973. So
far, roughly 7 years (2000-2006) have been digitised. While the captions in later years
are generally of high quality and should be usable for research, a preliminary analysis
of earlier recordings suggests that the quality is probably not good enough to allow for
further automatic annotation (e.g. PoS, syntax) or even reliable searches.
It was only through the transition to computer recordings that took place between January 2005 and December 2006 that the collection started to become available electronically. The recordings were still made from analogue TV broadcasts, so transmission
errors in the subtitles are common in the recordings but remain at manageable levels.
The quality of the captions as well as audio and video improved again with the shift to
digital recordings in December 2010.
Since 2012, a continually growing network of world-wide recording stations has been
established, including capture stations in Denmark, Brazil, Poland, Germany, Italy,
Spain and Egypt. Contrary to the situation in the United States, subtitles are often lim-
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ited to certain types of broadcasts (e.g. scripted news) or not available at all in these
locations, so using these recordings with a corpus-linguistic approach is more difficult.
Also, US captions are relatively true to the spoken word while subtitles in many other
countries can give not only shortened versions, but sometimes completely differentlyworded summaries, which again drastically reduces the usefulness for large-scale linguistic studies where the subtitles are used as an index to the audio-visual data. All in
all, roughly 150 shows per day are recorded in 2017, about 120 of which are in English
(mostly US-American English). The English language data forms the largest proportion of the collection and will be the focus in this chapter.
Data Storage and File Formats
Incoming recordings are processed in a pipeline that includes the creation of thumbnail
images, the extraction of closed captions from the signal, optical character recognition
(OCR) on screenshots (which are taken once per second) to capture on-screen text,
commercial detection, video and audio compression. In order to keep the storage requirements manageable, all recordings are compressed to roughly 240 MB per hour,
with substantial quality loss both in audio and in video. Nonetheless, the data remains
usable for research both on the auditory and the visual features of the recordings. At
the moment, there is also a legacy pipeline for linguistic annotation. The plan is to
render it fully obsolete when the pipeline discussed in the following section has been
thoroughly tested. The main reason for retiring the legacy pipeline is that many linguistic tools are thrown off track by the peculiarities of closed captions (predominantly
in upper case; sentence boundaries need special attention), so preprocessing as described below results in much greater accuracy of PoS tagging, lemmatisation and syntactic annotation.
Some news outlets, such as CNN, offer transcripts of their shows via their websites.
These are usually more accurate than the closed captions that are transmitted at broadcast time and may contain additional speaker identification, so they create added value
and are included in the collection as separate files with the extension TPT, when available. At the moment, these are used only in research on automatic speaker recognition
via their voice, but they may be used as part of the corpus in the future.
3.2 "Corpusification"
The process of making the archive usable as a multimodal corpus is part of an ongoing
research project and will be described in Uhrig (in prep.) in much greater detail. Here
it must suffice to briefly outline the steps that are available in a prototype system and
that are still subject to changes depending on an evaluation of their accuracy.
Some research projects rely on the availability of a stable corpus (as opposed to a
"monitor" corpus, whose composition can change on a daily basis with new input) for
the entire duration of the data collection phase. To accommodate for such needs, it is
planned to make available a new stable version of the corpus roughly once per year
and keep it online for at least three years.
a) Data Cleaning
In the original captions, it is quite common to find items such as "Reporter:" to identify the speaker or "[LAUGHTER]" for audio description. For corpus-linguistic pur-
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poses, these should be separated from the actual spoken text and be turned into metadata instead because they distort frequencies. For instance, in an uncleaned version of
the data, the word reporter is more than five times more frequent than the word water.
Of course it is to be expected that the word reporter is more frequent in news texts
than in a general language corpus, but after cleaning out most of the speaker-identification instances, its frequency plummeted by a factor of over 25. Based on a frequency list of commonly occurring patterns, a set of replacement rules were implemented, which led to a reduction of such non-spoken meta-information in the actual
text by roughly 95%. Similarly, captions often indicate turn boundaries (usually ">>")
or topic boundaries (usually ">>>"), which would be treated as words by many pieces
of software if they were left in and would then throw automatic annotation tools off
track. Again, these were turned into meta-information XML tags instead.
b) New Sentence Splitting
Sentence splitting is often regarded as a trivial problem and assumed to be straightforward, not worthy of attention.7 A standard algorithm is to look for full stops, question marks, exclamation marks and possibly colons followed by an upper-case character. Lists of abbreviations are used to stop the software from splitting expressions such
as "Lt. Col. Frank Slade" after Lt. and Col.. A new paragraph is usually also interpreted as a sentence boundary, so that headlines are not merged with the following
sentence. The following set of captions illustrates why the standard algorithm cannot
be fruitfully applied to US-American captions:
>> HOW CAN I HELP YOU?
>> I NEED LIKE A TOTAL MOMMY
MAKEOVER.
>> Reporter: THEY'RE SHELLING
OUT THOUSANDS TO HAVE DR.
SALZAUER WORK HIS MAGIC ON THEM.
Listing 1: Set of captions from NewsScape (2017-03-31_0737_US_KABC_Nightline.txt)

As can be seen in Listing 1, US-American captions are traditionally transmitted in upper case (except for some meta-information and the captions for commercials), even
though it has been technically possible to transmit lower-case letters for many years.
Also, lines are limited in length to 32 characters, so mid-sentence line breaks are very
common. A highly specialised sentence splitter for this type of data was developed by
Proisl and Uhrig8 to address this issue. Since capitalisation information is not available, it works with abbreviations and checks whether the next word would still fit into
the line or not to determine whether the punctuation mark in question really marks a
sentence boundary.
c) Automatic Linguistic Annotation
The usefulness of a corpus for linguistic research is greatly improved by linguistic annotations (see Garside et al. (1997) for a slightly dated but still relevant overview).
Given the size of the collection, only fully automatic methods can be applied to the
7
8

There are of course notable exceptions such as Kiss and Strunk (2006), who try to resolve the
problem by re-interpreting abbreviations as very tightly-associated collocations between an abbreviated word and a full stop.
See <https://github.com/RedHenLab/sentence_splitting> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
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whole dataset, and whichever software is used has to be very robust. This is one of the
reasons why Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al. 2014) was chosen: It is a mature piece
of software that runs very reliably and contains the whole range of necessary tools
(PoS tagger, lemmatiser, dependency parser, Named-Entity-Recognition and some
more that are not currently used). Since the fact that the data is mainly in upper case
leads to a relatively high error rate with many tools for automatic annotation, a detailed evaluation of various models had to be carried out in order to determine the best
strategy for parsing the collection (reported in Uhrig (in prep.)). It turns out that the
best dependency parsing results can be obtained when the caseless tagger model included in Stanford CoreNLP is used, followed by Stanford's TrueCase Annotator (a
piece of software that guesses the original capitalisation of a word based on its position
in the sentence and the Part-of-Speech), followed by the Dependency Neural Network
parser (Chen and Manning 2014) included in CoreNLP.9 The output files are then converted to the vertical format that serves as input to the Corpus WorkBench (CWB;
Evert and Hardie 2011).
d) Forced Alignment of Audio
All closed captions in NewsScape come with exact timecodes indicating when each
line started and stopped being shown on screen. This is what enables us to find the
rough time in the video when a certain word was uttered. However, the subtitles usually lag behind, sometimes considerably – particularly if they need to be created on-thefly in live TV shows. Forced alignment is the process by which a computer programme that is provided with an audio file and a transcript of that audio file will try to
align the two, i.e. produce a textual output that gives the exact start and end times of
each word in the audio file. In the NewsScape project, the software that is currently
used for this purpose is Gentle,10 which gives timing information not only for words,
but for each of the word's phonemes. Thus with some automatic conversion from
Gentle's output, we can create a corpus file with time codes, transcriptions and segment lengths as given in Table 3.
It becomes immediately obvious that the phonemic transcription Gentle provides differs
in several aspects from the one adopted by the current editions of the major pronunciation dictionaries (Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary [EPD18] and Longman Pronunciation Dictionary [LPD3]), because it is based on a version of the machinereadable Carnegie Mellon University Pronouncing Dictionary (CMUDict),11 which was
developed primarily with North American English in mind. For instance, there is no distinction between /ʌ/ and /ə/, which are only treated as differing in stress, but not in vowel
quality.12 However, Gentle does not output stress information, so it is impossible to use
some sort of automatic conversion from /ʌ/ to /ə/ in unstressed syllables.
9
10
11
12

Interestingly, the caseless parser model included in CoreNLP, which is only available for a legacy parser, performs considerably less well than the pipeline outlined above with TrueCased
text and a more modern cased parser.
See <http://lowerquality.com/gentle> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
See <http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
CMUDict's website gives a list of "39 phonemes, not counting varia due to lexical stress. This phoneme (or more accurately, phone) set is based on the ARPAbet symbol set developed for speech
recognition uses" (<http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict> [last accessed 15 January
2018]). The authors do not elaborate on the reasons for their design decisions, but even though the
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word

start

end

phonemes

durations of phonemes

The
worst
international
sports
story
,
the
bribery
investigation
surrounding
FIFA
,
the
World
Soccer
Organization

2670.96
2671.14
2671.63
2672.60
2672.98

2671.14
2671.60
2672.60
2672.97
2673.53

|ð|ʌ|
|w|ɝ|s|t|
|ɪ|n|t|ɝ|n|æ|ʃ|ʌ|n|ʌ|l|
|s|p|ɔ|ɹ|t|s|
|s|t|ɔ|ɹ|i|

|0.07|0.11|
|0.19|0.12|0.06|0.09|
|0.12|0.06|0.06|0.1|0.16|0.17|0.09|0.01|0.08|0.03|0.09|
|0.08|0.07|0.11|0.04|0.06|0.01|
|0.06|0.08|0.12|0.11|0.18|

2673.66
2673.81
2674.41
2675.12
2675.72

2673.81
2674.41
2675.12
2675.67
2675.73

|ð|ʌ|
|b|ɹ|aɪ|b|ɝ|i|
|ɪ|n|v|ɛ|s|t|ʌ|ɡ|eɪ|ʃ|ʌ|n|
|s|ɝ|aʊ|n|d|ɪ|ŋ|
|NA|

|0.09|0.06|
|0.13|0.13|0.11|0.09|0.09|0.05|
|0.04|0.05|0.06|0.07|0.04|0.06|0.04|0.08|0.08|0.08|0.04|0.07|
|0.1|0.1|0.09|0.03|0.06|0.05|0.12|
|0.01|

2676.18
2676.29
2676.65
2677.9

2676.29
2676.65
2677.9
2677.95

|ð|ʌ|
|w|ɝ|l|d|
|s|ɑ|k|ɝ|
|ɔ|ɹ|ɡ|ʌ|n|ʌ|z|eɪ|ʃ|ʌ|n|

|0.06|0.05|
|0.12|0.11|0.04|0.09|
|0.17|0.13|0.11|0.03|
|0.12|0.05|0.05|0.05|0.05|0.07|0.08|0.14|0.13|0.05|0.07|

Table 3: Simplified forced alignment annotations of one sentence in a corpus file

On average, Gentle claims to be able to align over 90% of all words in the NewsScape
corpus, but as we can see in the example above, where FIFA was apparently aligned
with a length of 0.01 seconds even though it is not in Gentle's dictionary (and thus was
not transcribed), some alignments are dubious. It is possible to switch Gentle to a more
conservative mode to reduce the number of false positives, but of course this is likely
to reduce the number of correct alignments, too. For the future, a quantitative evaluation is planned to determine the best strategy for forced alignment. Also, for a future
Google Summer of Code, it is planned to offer one project on the improvement of the
forced alignment with the help of additional lexicographic resources. The next step in
audio processing is going to be the automatic annotation (and, of course, the manual
evaluation) of intonation, for which there are readily available solutions as well, for
instance to annotate according to the INTSINT transcription system (Hirst et al. 2000).
e) Visual Annotation
As a multimodal resource, NewsScape has of course attracted the attention of researchers working on co-speech gesture (see e.g. Steen and Turner 2013; Zima 2014;
Pagán Cánovas and Valenzuela 2016). However, research on this large dataset is hampered by the fact that in media recordings, the features one is looking for (e.g. hand
movements) are often not visible on the screen. For instance, the CREATIME group,13
who have been working extensively with the NewsScape dataset, found that they have
to discard nearly 85% of the hits they find with their linguistic queries after looking at
the relevant position in the video. The main reasons for this are the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)

13

Voice-over (no speaker on screen): 33.64%
No hands visible: 35.37%
Hands not moving: 9.3%
Unrelated gesture (beat gestures, etc.): 5.45%
(all figures from Valenzuela et al. (submitted))
website claims that the dictionary transcriptions are not exactly phonemic, no allophonic variants
such as clear and dark /l/ or aspirated and non-aspirated voiceless plosives are provided.
See <https://sites.google.com/site/creatimeproject/> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
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To address this issue, a computer vision system was created by Red Hen collaborators
(Turchyn et al. 2018) for the automatic recognition of various visual features such as
whether there is a person on screen, whether the speaker is on the screen (basically adding lip movement to the person on screen), whether the hands are moving, how the head
is moving (horizontally, vertically) and whether the shoulders are moving. The output of
this system is an EAF file to be used with the ELAN software14 (Wittenburg et al. 2009),
which has become a quasi-standard in the qualitative multimodal research community.
With the help of a specially crafted converter, the content of these files can then be integrated into the corpus files. A preliminary manual evaluation of the system shows mixed
results, with precision in excess of 95% on the detection of faces but less than 50% on
the detection of moving hands, which is in line with the results reported by Turchyn et
al. (2018), where precision ranges between roughly 30% and 80% for hand motion, depending on the type of video. Despite these relatively low scores the tool is still useful
for reducing the number of videos that need to be inspected manually compared to no
annotation at all, but using it is currently only a promising approach for the study of
highly frequent phenomena, where the results would have to be thinned anyway, due to
the relatively low recall values reported between roughly 17% and 30%. Currently a
project is underway at FAU Erlangen-Nuremberg to implement a gesture recognition
pipeline based on Turchyn's tool and to annotate the entire dataset on the local High-Performance-Computing infrastructure. Further systems for detecting aspects of the videos
have been developed in the realm of Red Hen, but still need to be integrated into the
corpus processing pipeline, see for instance the recognition of the facial traits of a person that is discussed by Joo et al. (2017, 359-360).
4.

How to Analyse the Data

If played non-stop, the videos currently in the collection would run for 40 years. In
addition, the archive grows faster than one could watch since it ingests multiple channels at the same time. Accordingly, the data is so vast that if a phenomenon is not in
there, it cannot be very central to the media language experience of the average American English speaker. Of course, since TV language is a special register of its own, this
should never be equated with language experience as such, qualitatively. In quantitative terms, even the 2 billion word sample that is currently used as a corpus corresponds to something between 80 and 200 years of the language exposure of a native
speaker (depending on whether one prefers to trust the estimate by Dąbrowska (2004,
19) or the one by Aston and Burnard (1998, 28)).
With data at this scale, it is crucial to be able to find what one is looking for without
having to look at too much irrelevant data, simply because there usually is a lot of the
latter. Since NewsScape is a general-purpose archive it is desirable to offer multiple
access routes for various types of research questions. These routes will be presented
briefly in this section.
4.1 Content-Based Search Engines
This section describes the status in late 2017. Red Hen is a very active research community and new ways to analyse the NewsScape dataset are bound to emerge. For in14

See <https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
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stance, Red Hen is currently collaborating with the team that develops the visual
search engine vitrivr (Rossetto et al. 2016), which permits sketch-based searches.
4.1.1 Imageflow: Visual Inspection
In the Imageflow web interface every show is displayed as a block of thumbnails that
are created every 10 seconds. This is particular useful for people interested in the coverage of a specific event since these are likely to be presented with the same or similar
footage across networks. Additionally, scholars studying visual communication can
more easily identify large-scale visual patterns, e.g. the distribution of commercials or
the use of outdoor vs. studio scenes. Given that humans can process massive amounts
of information in parallel through vision, the interface helps users to gain an overview
by rapidly paging through hours and hours of shows.
4.1.2 Edge: Text-Based Search
The text-based search called Edge is similar to general-purpose Internet search engines
in that it will find matching documents for a search term entered into a search field, in
our example the word serendipitous.
The results screen will start the video roughly 10 seconds before the match when one
of the thumbnails on the left-hand side is clicked (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Results page of the Edge search engine

There is an advanced search, which lets the user exclude words or specify a set of
words that have to occur in the document including alternatives and which also allows
for restrictions on date/time, network and series, but no linguistic annotations can be
queried. For studies of media coverage of certain events, e.g. a mass shooting or an
inauguration ceremony, this interface is the perfect match because it is easy to use and
sufficiently powerful.
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4.1.3 Edge2: Multi-Criterial Search
Edge2, the next generation search engine at UCLA offers a wider range of criteria and
a very powerful query builder. It allows users to query all levels of annotation simultaneously and to connect search criteria via logical operators and proximity restricttions. One major drawback is that the search over various levels of linguistic annotation is always performed at sentence resolution, so a search of an adjective that is part
of an expression instantiating the TIME frame will deliver many false positive results
simply because it will find all sentences in which both an adjective and the frame
TIME are used. The example in Fig. 2 shows a proximity query between the word give
and the word damn within 5 words of one another.

Fig. 2: Query builder of the Edge2 search engine
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Another major drawback of the Edge2 search engine from a corpus linguist's point of
view is that the results display is far from a KWIC concordance:

Fig. 3: Results page of the Edge2 search engine

As shown in Fig. 3, the results page consists of a list of relevant documents. One has to
click to see each document. And in the case of the proximity query shown in Fig. 2,
both words are highlighted independently in the results, even if they do not occur
within five words.
To sum up, this interface is useful for proximity queries as well as detailed searches of
the metadata and annotations, but is limited in the combinations of search criteria below the sentence level. The results display is cumbersome to use for corpus-linguistic
applications, where typically the researcher needs to be able to skim-read many lines
of hits in relatively little time and needs to be able to sort by left or right context. In its
current version (November 2017), Edge2 still is based on the legacy NLP pipeline with
a higher error rate in the linguistic annotations. It is expected to migrate to the new
pipeline in the course of 2018.
4.1.4 NewsSCOPE: Geo-Information System
A completely different approach to searching the NewsScape dataset is offered by the
NewsSCOPE interface15 created by Peter Broadwell of the UCLA library, which is
based on the GisGraphy Geo-Information System.16 It visualises references to place
names in the corpus on an interactive map with the time axis on a slider. A range of
options are available, so the granularity (week, month, year) can be set as well as filters on channels and a frequency threshold. On its own, the interface gives an indica15
16

See <http://newsscape.library.ucla.edu/public/newsscope> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
See <http://www.gisgraphy.com/> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
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tion where in the world (or, if zoomed in, where in the US, where in Europe, …)
newsworthy events take place, for instance political crises or major sports events. By
clicking on any place on the map, the user can display two links at the bottom of the
page. One leads to an internal search engine that is only available on the UCLA campus and does not offer filtering by network. The other leads to CQPweb, the corpus
manager software briefly described in the next section, where all instances of the place
name in question that were found on the selected networks in the time period given are
displayed.17 CQPweb can then be used to sort, filter, further analyse and annotate or to
download the results.

Fig. 4: The NewsSCOPE geographical visualisation and search

Possibly, this interface would offer a good starting point for research in cultural geography. In fact, it should be possible to use the archive for studies along the lines of
the one by Brailich et al. (2008) on the representation of the suburbs of large cities in
various countries in public discourse.
4.2 Linguistic Searches via Corpus Interfaces
The results of the 'corpusification' process described in section 3.3 above have to be
fed into a corpus manager software to allow for easy-to-use web-based access for linguistic research. For this purpose, Red Hen offers CQPweb (Hardie 2012) as the pri17

At the moment, CQPweb only works on the word level for this type of query, which will lead to
problems where place names are common words or the name of a famous person (e.g. Paris Hilton vs. Paris, France). In a future release of the corpus, this issue will be addressed so that links
can directly use the results of the Named Entity Recognition.
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mary corpus interface due to its wide range of features and its customisability. Another
advantage of CQPweb is that it was originally designed as a general-purpose clone of
the popular BNCweb interface (Hoffmann and Evert 2006) to the British National
Corpus, which is widely used in the corpus-linguistic community. Thus, many linguists feel immediately 'at home' in CQPweb and can use it intuitively, and if they do
not, they can consult Hoffmann et al. (2008) for practical instructions on using
BNCweb in linguistic research, most of which are also directly applicable to CQPweb.
For grammatical searches, specialised software is used (see subsection 4.2.2 below).
The following subsections will describe briefly what can be searched already and what
is planned for the future.
4.2.1 Word, PoS, Lemma and Other Standard Search Features
The most common queries in linguistic research are arguably queries for words and
lemmas, possibly restricted by Part of Speech (PoS). All of these can be easily combined in a single query in CQPweb, so besides simple lemma queries such as {surprise/V} for all word forms of the verb surprise, more advanced lexico-grammatical
patterns can be devised. CQPweb also offers a wealth of post-query options: a frequency breakdown of the search results, collocation analysis, tables and charts of results' distribution across metadata categories, the manual classification of results. In
addition to the standard features, every result's line in the KWIC concordance (Fig. 5)
contains a link to the online video player of the Edge search engine that starts playing
10 seconds before the query result is uttered in the video, which allows researchers to
take into account the visual and spoken modalities to study intonation patterns or cospeech gesture, for instance.

Fig. 5: Keyword in Context (KWIC) concordance on the results page of CQPweb
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4.2.2 Search of Grammatical Structures with Treebank.info
CQPweb, however, currently lacks the ability to search for grammatical structures in
the dependency annotations of the NewsScape corpus.18 This is where the treebank.
info search engine19 (Uhrig and Proisl 2011; Proisl and Uhrig 2012) comes in, which
allows the user to construct a dependency-tree structure in a graphical user interface
and finds all sentences in which this subtree occurs. It is possible to add lexical restrictions to the tree and to exclude items, which makes it extraordinarily versatile. It is
an often-quoted truism that it is impossible to find elements in a corpus that are not
expressed. With syntactically parsed corpora, however, this becomes feasible. Thus,
for instance, it is possible to explicitly search for relative clauses and exclude sentences that contain a relative pronoun in order to find constructions of the type a girl I
knew. Also, treebank.info permits a search for collexemes in a collostruction as defined by Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003).
4.2.3 Searching the Audiovisual Annotations
In principle, any kind of annotation on the word level can be queried with CQPweb. In
fact, a query by phoneme would already be possible at the moment. However, given
the issues with the phonemic transcription discussed in section 3.3, researchers would
most likely give up on it very soon. Further research and engineering is needed to create a user-friendly solution for querying by sound/phoneme.
Visual features (e.g. speaker on screen, head moving vertically) can now be queried in
textual form in a prototype system that is scheduled to enter production mode in 2018.
So it is possible to look for a word or linguistic pattern accompanied by gesturing – as
long as the automatic annotation identified the visual features correctly, of course.
5.

Conclusion

The aim of the present chapter was to give an overview of NewsScape and the Distributed Little Red Hen Lab as a digital infrastructure for the large-scale analysis of TV
broadcasts. The connotations of the term infrastructure as something stable and immobile however fail to capture the dynamic and vibrant research scene that has emerged
around the NewsScape collection in the context of Red Hen. In the same way as the
collection has been made easier-to-use for linguistic research by turning it into a corpus, someone else may decide to create something completely different out of it. One
of the main tenets of Red Hen is to not hide data behind annotations, so the primary
data is always available for inspection, and if existing annotations are unsuitable for a
given research question, everyone is free to create another annotation layer.
Thus, while the author of this chapter focuses on linguistic research questions, there is
no reason whatsoever why someone else should not use this general purpose collection
to study stereotypes in media from a social psychology point of view or the construction of a generic veteran identity across various TV networks from a cultural studies

18
19

While CQPweb allows to search for outgoing and incoming relations on words, it cannot guarantee that two words are connected by a relation.
See <https://treebank.info> [last accessed 15 January 2018].
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perspective. As long as they come with interesting research questions, all scholars are
welcome in the Red Hen community!
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1.

Defining Economic Criticism

What is economic criticism, and what is its value for literary and cultural studies? As a
starting point, we propose a general definition, according to which economic criticism
explores the interrelations between literature, culture and the economy, as well as
those between literary studies, cultural studies and economics. Due to the numerous
and historically variable interrelations, economic criticism encompasses a range of
research questions, subject matters and methodologies, making it a field of study that
is stimulating, but also – as most economic critics readily admit – difficult to chart.
Economic criticism (i) analyses how the economy and what is seen as its constitutive
elements (e.g. money, consumption, economic agents) are represented in literature,
film, visual arts, etc.; (ii) studies non-fiction about the economy (e.g. the foundational
texts of classical political economy or Marxism) as primary literature; (iii) scrutinises
activities and phenomena associated with the economy (e.g. shopping, work, class)
with methodologies of cultural and literary studies; (iv) investigates how economic
frameworks influence the creation of literary and cultural products as well as the production of knowledge in academic disciplines; (v) explores points of convergence between terms, concepts and methods of economics, literary and cultural studies (e.g.
circulation, representation, value, utility).
As this preliminary and incomplete list implies, economic criticism presupposes an
idea of what the economy and economics, literature and culture as well as literary and
cultural studies are. In Great Britain, economic criticism arguably came to the fore in
the nineteenth century, shortly after these distinct realms of knowledge emerged from
the disciplinary disaggregation that occurred around 1800. From this viewpoint, texts
such as John Ruskin's Unto This Last: Four Essays on the First Principles of Political
Economy (1862), but also Marxism – in the shape of Karl Marx's and Friedrich
Engels's works and, in the twentieth century, a specific form of literary and cultural
enquiry – constitute examples of economic criticism. In fact, the case of Marxism
points to one of the many difficulties in defining economic criticism. Depending on the
research question, particular texts can function both as objects of study and as purveyors of critical terms and methods in an economically informed investigation. In this
context, it also needs to be stressed that economic criticism is not synonymous with
Marxist analysis; the latter is but one theory within the former. As the substantial body
of research shows, including the chapters in this section, economic criticism allows for
a much broader field of inquiries and approaches. However, and this is one of the major challenges in this field today, they have not been systematised to a degree that
would warrant the identification of specific methodologies that constitute the eco-
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nomic criticism and/or its distinct variants. It is indeed a paradox that although economic criticism has been practised in different guises at least since modern economics
took shape, and although it has seen many phases and developments, it is not defined
by an authoritative body of texts and methods, but remains a process in the making. As
Iuditha Balint notes in her introduction to the German collection of essays entitled Literarische Ökonomik: "Es gibt keine homogene literaturwissenschaftliche Theorie oder
Methode, die sich als 'Literarische Ökonomik' bezeichnet" (2014, 14).1 The recently
reawakened research interest in economic criticism has not yet met this challenge,
which is already signalled by the many terms that are currently on offer to describe the
diverse, partially overlapping, academic projects, e.g. literary economics, economic
humanities, cultural economics or economic cultural studies.
While these terminological, theoretical and methodological difficulties cannot be resolved here, this section of the Anglistentag contributes to the discussions about the
state of the art and the value of economic criticism(s) today. Across the Germanspeaking Anglistik, various scholars pursue substantial research projects at the interface of literature, culture and economics. The following chapters take as their premise
that rather than merely juxtaposing scholarly pursuits, the combination of economics
with literary and cultural studies promises to produce new forms of insight and knowledge. Questions of participation, of inclusion and exclusion, of the (literary) marketplace, of (global) imbalances in the distribution of wealth and power are relevant for
all disciplines involved in economic criticism and form major routes into an economically informed analysis of language, literature and culture.
2.

The 'Return' of the Economic in Culture, Literature and Research

Cultural and literary studies have slightly different, albeit mutually enriching, histories
of engaging with the economy. In cultural studies, the approach has a long tradition
and forms a fundamental part of the discipline, not least because the founders of British cultural studies were influenced by Marxism and cultural materialism; from the
outset, they paid attention to economic factors such as class and consumption. As
Richard Maxwell points out, political economy has had an impact on cultural studies
not only as subject matter, but also by stimulating the growth of a set of theoretical
propositions shaped by Marxism, Mercantilism and Liberalism (2001, 117). It is a
commonplace of the discipline that "cultural politics does not remain entirely within
culture but is ultimately connected with questions of economics, institutions, governments, the distribution of resources, values and power" (Grossberg in Wright 2001,
1

Balint then proposes the following definition: "[D]ie literarische Ökonomik [wird] als Methode
begriffen, die folgende Dimensionen aufweist: erstens die Analyse der literarischen Darstellung
der Ökonomie als gesellschaftliche Sphäre, zweitens die Interpretation der Ökonomie als Metapher, drittens die Erforschung des literarischen Wissens über Theorien und Modelle der Ökonomik, viertens die Untersuchung ökonomischer und quasi-ökonomischer Texte hinsichtlich ihrer
Literarizität, und fünftens die Erweiterung und Berichtigung wirtschaftswissenschaftlicher Theorien und Modelle mithilfe literaturwissenschaftlicher Methoden und Theorien" (2014, 14-15).
This definition centres on the relationships between the economy, economics and literature, but
does not take culture and cultural studies into consideration. In Germany, the form of economic
criticism represented by Balint's and Zilles's volume seems to be more recent than in the US or
UK. German research in this area will soon be complemented by the Handbuch Literatur und
Ökonomie, edited by Joseph Vogl and Burkhardt Wolf, and scheduled to appear in 2018.
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149). Arguably, then, for many cultural scholars, engaging with the economy – though
not necessarily with economics – is part of their academic training and routine.
With literary studies, the case is different insofar as economically informed research is
not constitutive of the discipline's methodologies. Nonetheless, in English literary
studies, the penchant towards economic readings has been pronounced due to the correlation between the rise of the novel, political economy and capitalism in eighteenthand nineteenth-century Britain.2 Moreover, a ground-breaking, cross-disciplinary field
that specifically investigates the contact points of literature and economics emerged in
the late 1990s: the new economic criticism. One of its founding texts, The New Economic Criticism: Studies at the Intersection of Literature and Economics (1999), edited
by Martha Woodmansee and Mark Osteen, exposes both benefits and challenges of
such a comparative approach. The new economic criticism, the editors write, considers
economics and literary studies "a monitor or counterpractice that will expose the
weakness, blind spots, and biases of the other" (Osteen and Woodmansee 1999, 12).
The volume, which has remained an influential reference text for critics up to this day,
includes contributions by scholars of English, but also by a few economists.
Why did the 1990s witness a renewed interest in economic criticism? Osteen and
Woodmansee provide several reasons for the increasing prominence and growing critical corpus. From the perspective of literary theory, the new economic criticism can be
read as a response to and turn away from predominantly text-oriented approaches to
literature:
Within literary studies, the critical pendulum has decidedly swung back toward historicist methods and away from deconstruction, semiotics, and the other formalist approaches that prevailed
in the 1970s and early 1980s. Historicist and culturally aware literary critics have therefore
sought new approaches derived from the methods and texts of other fields, one of which is economics. (ibid., 3-4)

Consequently, the new economic criticism paid attention to the wider economic, social
and political contexts of literature. But besides signalling a methodological reorientation within the discipline of literary studies itself, the new economic criticism was also
a response to economic developments beyond academia, notably the rise of neoliberalism in the USA. Osteen and Woodmansee explain in their introduction that "the political economy of the 1980s thrust economics and its discussions of interest rates, stock
market speculation, takeovers, leveraged buyouts, and so on, into the public attention
as never before since the 1930s" (ibid., 4).
2

Mary Poovey's and Silvana Colella's research has been particularly formative here. See, for
example, Poovey's The Financial System in Nineteenth-Century Britain (2003) and Genres of
the Credit Economy: Mediating Value in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Britain (2008) or
Colella's Economia e Letteratura. Intersezioni Discorsive Nella Cultura Inglese di Primo Ottocento (1999) and Charlotte Riddell's City Novels and Victorian Business: Narrating Capitalism
(2016). Incidentally, our own second-book projects also focus on economic issues in eighteenthand nineteenth-century British literature and culture: foregrounding gender, Joanna Rostek
looks into women's contributions to economic thought in England during the 'birth' of modern
economics around 1800. Nora Pleßke studies colonial objects in the context of exchange, display and literary representation in order to scrutinise the materiality of Britain's Empire mentality during the long nineteenth century. Ellen Grünkemeier investigates in what ways the working classes appropriated dominant, middle-class, industrial-capitalist conceptions of time and
space in mid-nineteenth-century England.
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This observation helps explain why today, scholars of literature and culture have again
turned their attention to economic criticism. In view of the omnipresence (and emergent crisis) of neoliberalism, and in view of globalisation, digitalisation and automation, all of which create new challenges for political economies, the pre-eminence of
economic frameworks in public debates has made the economy a prominent subject
matter for authors, filmmakers and artists as well as for scholars of English. Especially
the 2007/ 2008 financial crisis has brought economics to the close and often uncomfortable attention of the public, be it with regard to financial speculation, consumer
culture or austerity politics. In British fiction, its repercussions have become evident in
the new genre of "Crunch Lit" (Shaw 2014, 44; Shaw 2015). These 'recession writings'
– such as Sebastian Faulk's novel A Week in December (2009) or John Lanchester's
Capital (2012) – show an emerging critical awareness of the causes and consequences
of the financial crash and global capitalism (Shaw 2015, 8; Rostek 2018). The financial world has also been represented on screen, e.g. in Martin Scorsese's The Wolf of
Wall Street (2013) or Adam McKay's The Big Short (2015), i.e. Hollywood adaptations of non-fiction books by the stockbroker Jordan Belfort and the financial journalist Michael Lewis respectively. Some of these evaluations of the state of late capitalism hark back to debates of the nineteenth century and draw on the traditions shaped
by Jane Austen, Charles Dickens, Anthony Trollope and others, all of whom represent
money, finance and economics as central to their plots and character designs.
Economic concerns have resurfaced not only in fiction, but also in secondary literature, as an increasing number of scholars of English have turned their attention to
questions of the economy. One field of interest are fictions and cultures of money, as
the following publications indicate: Nicky Marsh's Money, Speculation and Finance in
Contemporary British Fiction (2007), Isabel Capeloa Gil and Helena Gonçalves da
Silva's The Cultural Life of Money (2015) and Susanne Peters's collection Geld: Interdisziplinäre Sichtweisen (2017). In a TLS review, David Throsby, editor of The
Handbook of the Economics of Art and Culture (2006), points out that recent scholarship also approaches Shakespeare from the vantage points of economic theory, business corporation and cultural capital (2016).3 A major publication, The Routledge
Companion to Literature and Economics, edited by Michelle Chihara and Matt Seybold, is scheduled to appear in autumn 2018. Moreover, calls for papers, conference
and panel titles of the past five years frequently contain keywords such as 'finance',
'economies', 'marketplace', 'exchange', 'commerce', 'commodity' or 'consumption', all
of which suggest an increasingly cross-disciplinary focus as well as an enhanced use
of economic metaphors and paradigms.4 With its focus on exchange, trade and con3

4

Throsby's reference texts are: David Hawkes's Shakespeare and Economic Theory (2015), John
O'Brian's Literature Incorporated: The Cultural Unconscious of the Business Corporation
1650-1850 (2015) and the collected volume on Shakespeare's Cultural Capital: His Economic
Impact from the Sixteenth to the Twenty-First Century (2016), edited by Dominic Shellard and
Shiobhan Keenan. For an evaluation of economic criticism published in 2016, see Crosthwaite,
Knight and Marsh 2017.
See, for example: "The Economies of Collections and the Value of Things" (Gotha, Germany
2013); "Credit, Money and the Market" (University of Oxford, UK 2013); "Travel in the Marketplace" (University of Bangor, UK 2014); "Getting & Spending: European Literature & Economics in the Long Nineteenth Century" (KU Leuven, Belgium 2014); "Uncommon Wealths:
Riches and Realities" (University of Innsbruck, Austria 2014); "Women, Money and Markets
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sumption, the material turn in literary and cultural studies can likewise be read alongside the central concerns of economic criticism. The publishing industry has duly reacted to the surge of economically informed literary and cultural analysis, as is evident
in Palgrave's new book series Studies in Literature, Culture, and Economics and Peter
Lang's newly-established series Literature – Culture – Economy. The outpouring of
mainstream publications engaging with economic issues equally pays tribute to this
trend. In the bestselling book Economics of Good and Evil (first published in English
in 2011), the Czech economist Tomáš Sedláček takes issue with the conception of
economics as a supposedly unbiased mathematical enquiry; instead, he studies economics as an amalgamation of normative narratives closely connected to history, philosophy, religion and literature.
Besides being an effect of neoliberalism, the persistent preoccupation with economic
concerns in society, literature, culture and scholarship is also linked to financialisation
and the new economy. As economist Louis Philippe Rochon states, "the replacement
of industrial or production capitalism by a more predatory form of financial capitalism
[…] has not only transformed the way the markets work, but carries with it important
political, cultural and economic consequences" (2012, 167). While financial systems
(including financial markets, institutions and elites) shape and potentially even dominate society, today's information economy also leads to significant structural transformations (Power and Scott 2004, 4). Thus, cultural economists consider the rapidly
growing cultural and creative industries to be a major source of economic growth
(ibid., 8-10) and the new knowledge-based economy noticeably impacts the way in
which knowledge is 'gained' and 'distributed'.
The changes in producing and circulating knowledge in turn affect the ways in which
academics engage in research and teaching. Academia today is subject to a particular
form of economisation, which has evident consequences for the kind of questions we
ask, the methods we choose to answer them and the channels we select to present our
results. A recent issue of the Zeitschrift für Kulturwissenschaften, which is tellingly
entitled Der Preis der Wissenschaft, criticises this trend:
[I]n der gegenwärtig zu beobachtenden Diskussion um die Qualität der Wissensproduktion und
gesellschaftliche Verwertbarkeit wird das Ökonomische auf neue Weise explizit und thematisch. Es betrifft jetzt nicht mehr nur die Korrespondenz und Interaktion zwischen Wissensproduktion und privat- bzw. staatswirtschaftlichen Sphären, sondern die Art und Weise wie
Wissenschaft organisiert werden soll selbst. Die Einführung von New Public ManagementSystemen in Universitätsverwaltungen verweist darauf, dass der wissenschaftliche Ertrag und
die Nützlichkeit akademischer Institutionen im Sinne wirtschaftlich zu führender Unternehmen
bewertet werden. (Audehm et al. 2015, 11)

Similarly, in their introduction to New Cultural Studies, Gary Hall and Clare Birchall
describe the effects of "the marketisation of the university" (2006, 7), which turns students, lecturers and researchers into "cultural entrepreneurs" and puts "emphasis on
productivity, efficiency, league tables, [and] measurable 'outputs'" (ibid., 9). Hall and
Birchall deplore that this mindset has led to a devaluation of theory and to the rise of
narrowly utilitarian attitudes, with cultural studies focusing on "more politically or
instrumentally 'useful' modes of research and analysis, such as those associated with
(1750-1850)" (King's College London, UK 2017); "Debt in History" (University of Toronto
Scarborough, Canada 2018).
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sociology, social policy and political economy" (ibid., 1). The marketisation of academia also affects the publishing industry – and hence the demands placed on academic authors – by aiming at easily accessible introductions, readers and handbooks
that appeal to a large student market (ibid., 10). While we, as organisers of the section
on economic criticism, acknowledge our own (unavoidable) complicity in these developments, we propose that research at the intersections of critical theory, economics
and politics in cultural and literary studies provides innovative and timely contributions to pressing issues that shape our work and life.
3.

Overview of the Section

To expand the mutually enriching relationships between economics, literary and cultural studies, we invited Martha Woodmansee, a pioneering figure in cross-disciplinary
economic criticism, as a keynote speaker. Woodmansee has published widely on the
economic and legal conditions of authorship. As early as in 1984, she identified a
major lacuna in research, namely the
interplay between legal, economic, and social questions on the one hand and philosophical and
esthetic ones on the other. The problem of how these two levels of discourse – the legal-economic and the esthetic – interact is one that historians of criticism have barely explored. This is
unfortunate because it is precisely in the interplay of the two levels that critical concepts and
principles as fundamental as that of authorship achieved their modern form. (1984, 440)

With her lecture on "The Business of Authorship: Richardson and Rowling", delivered
at the Anglistentag 2017, Woodmansee continued to examine the interrelation between
authorship and the economy which, she argued, has yet to receive the attention it deserves in literary and cultural studies.5 Reading Samuel Richardson's anonymously
published best-selling novel Pamela: Or, Virtue Rewarded (1740) against the relatively porous legal protection of 'authorship' in the eighteenth century, she traced how
Pamela gave rise to numerous rewritings, ranging from unauthorised reprintings,
translations and abridgments to sequels, paintings and stage adaptations, including
Henry Fielding's parody Shamela (1741) as the most enduring case of all of this fan
activity. Woodmansee then compared the case of Richardson to the literary franchise
of Harry Potter (1997-2007). The latter works along similar lines in that it has stimulated creative reactions by the huge community of Harry Potter fans; but it also differs, because, with a growing body of intellectual property law in place, J.K. Rowling
has been able to retain control of both her own narrative and the fan writing. Practising
authorship as a business, she and her publisher can uphold and perpetuate the Harry
Potter market, even if this requires intermittent litigation. By means of these two case
studies, which took into account the texts' historical, legal and economic backgrounds,
Woodmansee made a case for the relevance of contextual approaches in economic
criticism.
Our call for papers addressed a range of issues within three major strands of enquiry.
We invited historical and contemporary case studies investigating representations of
5

See, among others, Martha Woodmansee's The Author, Art, and the Market: Rereading the History of Aesthetics (1994); Martha Woodmansee's and Peter Jaszi's collection The Construction
of Authorship: Textual Approaches in Law and Literature (1994); and the volume Making and
Unmaking Intellectual Property: Creative Production in Legal and Cultural Perspective (2011),
edited by Mario Biagioli, Peter Jaszi and Martha Woodmansee.
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economic phenomena and activities (e.g. labour, class, trade, money, finance, consumption) in various media. Within this strand, we also looked for assessments of the
'literariness' of selected economic texts as well as studies on the production, distribution and consumption of literary and cultural products in the (global) marketplace.
Secondly, we asked for contributions on methodological and theoretical concerns: for
instance, on the (historical) relevance of economic criticism; on particular theoretical
approaches (e.g. Marxism, cultural materialism, feminist economics, economic geography) in terms of their 'value' for literary and cultural analyses; or on intersections of
economic concerns with gender and race. Thirdly, we welcomed explorations of the
economic dimensions of literary and cultural studies which scrutinise the influence of
economic factors on teaching and research or reflect on the economisation of academic
practice in the past and today.
The section covers all of these angles, not least because many scholars with a pronounced research focus in the area of economic criticism responded to our call for papers with thematically and methodologically astute and thought-provoking abstracts.
In the end, we selected proposals that not only work very well by themselves, but also
relate to each other, thereby adding a new dimension to the debate. Cutting across different epochs from the eighteenth century to the present, the selected chapters investigate a range of primary materials, including poetry, drama, novels, film, essays and
economic texts. The contributions address well-known figures, such as Adam Smith or
Harriet Martineau, but they also move beyond established terrain, providing critical
reflections on both their economic subject matter and methodologies. The five chapters
are arranged chronologically, according to their primary material.
Natalie Roxburgh appropriates E.P. Thompson's concept of the 'moral economy' as a
heuristic to study two works from the 1780s: Frances Burney's novel Cecilia, or Memoirs of an Heiress (1782) and William Cowper's poem The Task (1785). Exploring
literary conceptualisations of the 'common good', she argues that 'moral economy'
helps to de-naturalise received notions of what constitutes the economy. Benjamin
Kohlmann reads Adam Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) and Harriet Martineau's Illustrations of Political Economy (1832-1834) alongside each other. He challenges conventional scholarship when he argues that Smith and Martineau advocate
not only the pursuit of economic self-interest but also 'cognitive sympathy' which is
based on a thorough understanding of the larger economic system. Barbara Straumann
traces the figure of the financier in the literary and cultural imaginary and analyses the
ambiguous character conceptions of bankers in Anthony Trollope's novel The Way We
Live Now (1875) and Martin Scorsese's film The Wolf of Wall Street (2013). She exposes the ambivalence of these representations which cast financiers as simultaneously
villainous and fascinating. Dorothee Birke focuses on contemporary drama and explores the economisation of domestic space in Alan Bennett's The Lady in the Van
(1999) and Sh!t Theatre's Letters to Windsor House (2016). By addressing the stratification of the London housing market, both plays represent the putatively intimate
realm of the home as a site of social and economic conflicts. Birke contends that
drama, as a performative and spatially bound genre, is particularly suitable for the investigation of such spatio-economic concerns. Melissa Kennedy provides a (self-)reflective and politically engaged investigation of 'imaginary economics'. Taking recent
shifts in the philosophy of economics as her point of departure, Kennedy assesses
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ways in which scholars, especially those affiliated with literary, cultural and postcolonial studies, can imagine (utopian) alternatives to neoliberal capitalism that allow for
more equal and ecologically sustainable societies.
Evaluating and shaping the current state of economic criticism, the chapters and debates in our panel point to several central issues and concerns. As an interdisciplinary
endeavour, economic criticism makes us – as scholars with a background in literary
and cultural studies – particularly aware of new perspectives on the subject matter and
of the specificities inherent in our methodologies of research and teaching. While focusing on objects of study not unlike those of economics, our training and expertise in
English studies enables us to pay close attention to the poetics and politics of (literary)
form. Especially the genre conventions of non-fiction, fiction, realism and speculative
fiction are of prominent concern to the chapters of this section. Established analytical
categories such as class, gender and race also add to our critical investigation of different economic mentalities. In so doing, we can analyse phenomena like the economy,
capitalism and neoliberalism in their cultural complexity and historical variety. Economic criticism can also initiate methodological approaches that pay heed to political,
ethical and self-reflective dimensions of scholarly enquiry. In sum, then, our panel illustrates that economic criticism clearly is of 'value' for addressing literary, cultural
and social concerns of the past and present. Systematising the various approaches that
have constituted the field of economic criticism therefore remains a productive and
promising endeavour.
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NATALIE ROXBURGH (SIEGEN)
Rethinking 'Moral Economy' through Recent Economic Criticism

What is the value of reading literary texts through economic frameworks? This question has a much larger resonance than it did ten years ago. On the one hand, the 2008
financial crisis and its aftermath have made it more pressing for scholars to address
questions about structural inequality and the endurance of liberal democracy. On the
other hand, it is becoming increasingly evident that financialisation, or the increasing
encroachment of finance on all aspects of daily life, has become an inexorable part of
contemporary culture (especially in the post-welfare-state Anglophone realm).
In what follows, I will argue that literary scholars are in a unique position to produce
publicly salient knowledge about economics. In doing so, I will evoke a concept made
famous by historian E.P. Thompson in the 1970s but that has returned to scholarly discourse more recently: the 'moral economy'. I will relate this term to recent economic
criticism and then offer a reading of two works from the 1780s: Frances Burney's
novel Cecilia, or Memoirs of an Heiress (1782) and William Cowper's six-volume
poem The Task (1785). These texts were written in the wake of the financial revolution
in the late seventeenth century, but before the ascendance of liberal democracy in the
late eighteenth century around the time of the French Revolution.
1.

Moral Economy

By the term 'moral economy', E.P. Thompson means a customary society based on
traditional ties and social obligations as opposed to market values from liberal political-economic discourses. In "The Moral Economy of the English Crowd in the Eighteenth Century", published in Past and Present in 1971, Thompson analyses what motivated and allowed for organised rioting in the eighteenth century, and he responds to
what he perceives as a historiographical problem of reading the past. Because they
dwelled in the premises of liberal economic theory, twentieth-century historians assumed that rioters were driven by irrational and emotional urges from hunger and deprivation. Rather, Thompson argues, these people assembled based on a collective ethic
and legitimating belief: the conviction that allowing commodities to be governed by an
abstract system of supply and demand was fundamentally unfair. The rioters organised
in opposition to the idea that "[t]he natural operation of supply and demand in the free
market would maximize the satisfaction of all parties and establish the common good"
(Thompson 1971, 90). Thompson wrote:
It is possible to detect in almost every eighteenth-century crowd action some legitimising notion. By the notion of legitimation I mean that the men and women in the crowd were informed
by the belief that they were defending traditional rights or customs; and, in general, that they
were supported by the wider consensus of the community. (ibid., 78)

From the perspective of the rioters, political economy was seen to serve a common
good exclusively for a new elite that did not include them, and they did not believe the
notion that a system of supply and demand had anything to do with their interests. If
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we follow Thompson's argument, the moral economy of the rioters was as consensusforming as political economy, but it came from a different framework – in this case, a
Christian and patriarchal one. In what follows, I will use the term 'moral economy' as a
heuristic for registering a consensus-producing system of beliefs that has the capacity
to unify and mobilise collectives.
In the nineteenth century, the liberal democratic model of the common good, defined
as an aggregate of individual economic interests within a system of supply and demand, would win over most detractors. Today, we call this system simply 'the economy'. Exceptions and holdouts would nonetheless persist – such as Thomas Carlyle in
the nineteenth century, Communist regimes in the twentieth century and right-wing
authoritarian thinkers in the twentieth and twenty-first. A key question is whether
scholars should ignore, efface or send to the dustbin of 'unreason' evidence of a moral
economy that competes with or challenges the liberal democratic one or whether they
should seek to better understand it.
Examining the present-day intellectual landscape regarding this topic, there are substantial reasons to pursue the latter. For example, economic sociologist Wolfgang
Streeck uses the term 'moral economy' seven times in his recent monograph titled How
Will Capitalism End? (2016). Streeck's concern is that regulatory institutions have collapsed, and there is no longer a political agency authoritative enough, capable enough
and willing to regulate the markets. This will result in increasing inequality and increasing civil unrest, the rise of oligarchical governments in the West, a shrinking public sphere and institutional corruption writ large. Streeck discusses capitalism as a polity "driven by a fundamental tension between a moral economy vested in capitalist
society, and an economic economy vested in its economy – the latter […] being ultimately a moral economy as well, namely that of the owners of capital" (2016, 204). He
goes on to argue that "[a]s a social system capitalist democracy is ruled by two diverging sets of normative principles, social justice on the one hand and market justice on
the other, the former vested in the society's moral economy and the latter residing in
what may be called its economic economy" (ibid., 213).1 Streeck's analysis, written
well before what many perceived as the supporting evidence that would come in the
form of Brexit and Trump, which revealed the current fragility of democratic institutions, comes with a call to adapt new models for understanding the social impact of the
economy – and the way this correlates with attitudes towards institutions – as soon as
possible. Such a call for better scholarship should take on board competing moral
economies, a task which could readily be carried out by scholars working at the interstices of literature and economics.
2.

Recent Economic Criticism

The question of the value of economic criticism has resonances that touch on the state
of literary and cultural studies as well as the state of the progress of public knowledge.
The field of economics has had its own crisis in recent years. Chicago School models
1

When Streeck uses the term 'economic economy', he is creating a concept to allow for the fact that
what we now call simply 'the economy' is one of many moral economies, and it came into being at
some point. Mary Poovey (2008) uses the term 'credit economy' to discuss the emergence of this
economy, as it is grounded in public credit and the proliferation of paper credit instruments. To
simplify matters, I will use the term 'liberal economy' to encompass both of these definitions.
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of economic growth have been called into question, for example by economists such as
Thomas Piketty in his Capital in the Twenty-First Century (2013) or Kate Raworth in
her book Doughnut Economics (2017), not to mention the proliferation of work in
neighbouring fields such as Finance Studies. This diversity of critical rethinking of
mainstream economic models has made it increasingly difficult for literary and cultural studies scholars to rely on a fixed set of experts in order to pursue interdisciplinary exchange. Does the scholar follow a heterodox or an orthodox model? Does she
use a contemporary framework for analysing the past, or does she try to historicise?
Yet interdisciplinary exchange might very well be the answer. When the new economic criticism began to take shape in the 1990s, there was already a well-established
sentiment that literary scholars could produce new knowledge about economics, and
also that paying attention to economic concerns could enliven literary criticism, which
has been in doubt about its own value since the Culture Wars. Mark Osteen and Martha Woodmansee's introduction to The New Economic Criticism (1999) argues that
economic criticism has the capacity to consider each discipline, literature and economics, as "a monitor or counterpractice that will expose the weakness, blind spots, and
biases of the other" (1999, 12).2 Perhaps, from the point of view of those working in
the field of economics in the 1990s, this would have read as a radical statement. Perhaps it still does. But it is worth considering that even Piketty devotes an entire chapter
to discussing the social meaning of wealth next to the rise of meritocracy (as a form of
justified inequality) in the works of Jane Austen and Honoré de Balzac. He writes:
Interestingly, nineteenth-century novelists were not content simply to describe precisely the income and wealth hierarchies that existed in their time. They often give a very concrete and intimate account of how people lived and what different levels of income meant in terms of the realities of everyday life. Sometimes they went along with a certain justification of extreme inequality
of wealth, in the sense that one can read between the lines an argument that without such inequality it would have been impossible for a very small elite to concern themselves with something
other than subsistence: extreme inequality is almost a condition of civilization. (2013, 415)

Piketty is honing in on something that literary critics know very well: that a given
work of literature is usually made up of more than one voice or perspective – and
through reading attentively, one gets a more complex picture of the attitudes that underlie economic dispensation and social practice.
Piketty suggests that literary texts represent economic values in their complexity better
than non-literary ones: quantitative mechanisms like money are often positioned next
to or in tension with qualitative notions of value and deservedness, and therefore we
see a system of allocated goods and resources next to attitudes toward a given dispensation. This is especially visible in the eighteenth century, in which barter, charity and
gift economies are often represented in literature.
Criticism on the novel has registered the development of the liberal economy as such.
In 1957, Ian Watt argued that the novel is a particularly individualist and bourgeois
form of cultural production, and critics have found ways to add to and augment this
thesis ever since. For example, James Thompson's 1996 Models of Value argues that
the eighteenth-century novel is a medium for staging different ways of producing
competing notions of value through its explicit engagement with political economy.
2

See also the introduction to this section by Ellen Grünkemeier, Nora Pleßke and Joanna Rostek
in this volume.
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More recent economic criticism has covered other genres, arguing that there is a key
transition that happens between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Mary Poovey's
Genres of the Credit Economy (2008) discusses the separation of economics and literature as distinct forms of writing in the nineteenth century, and argues that economic
texts such as paper money become naturalised as value over the course of the century,
while literary texts evaluate value. Dwight Codr's recent Raving at Usurers (2016)
analyses anti-finance attitudes at the beginning of the eighteenth century and also examines a variety of literary forms that, he says, rely on religious notions for advocating
competing systems of value. I have discussed elsewhere the way a new credit system –
mediated by the Parliament-backed Bank of England established in 1694 – transforms
collective value from economic to financial concerns, gradually demanding more and
more subjects required to be financial actors (Roxburgh 2016).
Scholars agree that literary works register and also help to produce a brave new economic world in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. New technologies and cultural
practices transform value at the collective level, but only in steps, and with certain
communities resisting all the while. Attitudes about liberal political economy were not
uniform; illiberal voices could be correlated to different statuses and interest groups.
What I am suggesting is that we turn one eye to the context and another to formal and
aesthetic aspects in a way Rita Felski proposes: of thinking of the literary text as a Latourian quasi-object that produces values in the process of evaluating values, dissolving the artificial gap between history and text (Felski 2011). Texts are, in this reading, actors with a sort of agency.
3.

Readings: Frances Burney's Cecilia (1782) and William Cowper's
The Task (1785)

There are many ways to undertake economic criticism. In what follows, I hope to illuminate how 'moral economy' as a heuristic might provide new readings of Frances
Burney's Cecilia, or Memoirs of an Heiress and William Cowper's The Task. Both of
these texts point to the development of the economy as such while also demonstrating
how competing moral economies can be contrasted. While eighteenth-century novels
tend to emphasise the plight of an individual, pastoral poetry looks to the countryside
as an alternative to what is perceived as corruption in the city.
Let us first reflect on Frances Burney's Cecilia, or Memoirs of an Heiress, a novel that
has already received much critical attention in this interdisciplinary field, not least because Burney is credited with inventing the word shopping, a term she used pejoratively. The novel is often read as a conservative critique of the effects of luxury and
consumerism, and it harks to a Christian patriarchalist moral economy through its emphasis on charity and gift-giving. Leaving the safety of the countryside, the eponymous protagonist sets off for London and mixes with people of fashion in order to get
acquainted with her three guardians who inhabit very different moral economies.
There is a miser (Briggs), a debtor (Harrel) and an aristocrat (Delvile), all of whom
have the shared responsibility of managing Cecilia's fortune until she comes of age.
Briggs, the miser, takes pleasure in managing Cecilia's money to the degree that his
own home is drab and unpleasant. Harrel is enamoured of credit and of living beyond
his means, keeping up appearances in a fashionable society. Delvile places importance
on neither money nor credit and only attaches value to the family name, which dates
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back to the Normans. These three figures are characterised as extremes: they represent
three legitimising theories of social dispensation based on different interests operating
through their own logic. In some contexts, money management might imply being a
good steward of the household, but in Briggs's case, it is so extreme that it exemplifies
greed. Credit evokes new money and can be aligned with what was perceived by conservatives to be a form of corruption. Land harkens to the older patriarchal order in
which property is inherited rather than earned.
Piketty would probably enjoy this novel because it explores what money, credit and
land did for people in social terms. But what literature scholars would note is the innovations in narrative form that are characteristic of the modern novel. The novel employs a heterodiegetic narrator, and Cecilia herself is the primary focaliser. However,
focalisation shifts in key places to give the reader insights into the internal logic of
these key perspectives. This means, from each character's perspective, his actions
make sense – there is, in other words, a notion of legitimacy to the moral economy
within which each operates. At the end of the 940 pages, Cecilia chooses Delvile after
a bout of madness, in which she finds herself caught between the perspectives of her
three guardians. Cynthia Klekar (2005), Catherine Keohane (2001) and Catherine Gallagher (1994), writing about gift economy, have all argued in various ways that Cecilia
comes back to reason by realising that the inheritance is not hers to begin with because
she herself is actually property, a gift in the patriarchal system that has to be accommodated to the financial one. Marrying Delvile is the way out of the three conflicting
moral economies, but she is only able to embrace this path by accepting her place as
property, now looking more like financial capital than a simple gift.
Reading Cecilia through the concept of 'moral economy' helps to register an intersection between emergent liberalism and the emergence of patriarchy (as distinct from
patriarchalism). While patriarchalism is a philosophy originating in the seventeenth
century that uses an analogy between the king and his domain and a man and his
household, patriarchy is a more modern notion in which power works in such a way
that men tend to exploit or oppress women. As Meghan Jordan has suggested, a careful
reading of Cecilia shows that it is a dark indictment of the times: financial pressures –
the liberal economy's trumping of other moral economies – leads to oppression of
women (2013, 559-560). One way of putting this in terms of feminist scholarship
might be: patriarchalism plus financial subjectivity equals patriarchy. In this reading of
the novel, it is the force of finance that turns a system in which men are in charge into
one in which men structurally oppress women. The type of conservative feminism endorsed by Cecilia might be said to be one in which certain communities try to return to
a moral economy that served a common good defined in terms of landed interests
while recognising that combining moral economies entails a new form of disciplinary
power with specific repercussions for women. The novel thus negotiates these conflicting moral economies through a diversity of perspectives.
Moral economies are represented differently in poetry, as the formal constraints are
also quite different. In particular, perspective tends to be more stable than in the novel.
Because I want to stay in the same decade for reasons of effective historicism, I will
examine William Cowper's The Task in order to draw out my reading of moral economies across genres. So far, there has been little economic criticism of this six-volume
poem. The Task is known for being influential on the Romantics, namely on William
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Wordsworth's The Prelude (Priestman 1983, 1). It is therefore fruitful to revisit it
through the 'moral economy' heuristic, since for critics like Martha Woodmansee (1984)
and also Scott Hess (2005) Romanticism is linked to the development of professional
authorship in the literary marketplace. In this case, 'moral economy' would help us provide a reading that could link economic criticism to research on the literary marketplace.
Beginning in medias res, the speaker just so happens to come across the main object of
his contemplations: a sofa. He addresses the commodity in mock-Miltonic terms: "I
SING the SOFA. I who lately sang / Truth, Hope and Charity" (Cowper 1785, I.1-2).
Putting random commodities on par with philosophical concepts, the poem trails from
one object or concept to the next in a seemingly random or disinterested manner,
bound only to the formal constraints of blank verse. The speaker places the sofa in the
context of different approaches to economy, thereby personifying Necessity, Convenience and Luxury. These lines can be used to trace the speaker's meandering ruminations, as they govern his interpretation of the people and places he comes across over
the course of the six volumes. The speaker seeks the ease and simplicity of necessity,
but finds convenience and luxury (markers of the new liberal economy) everywhere.
One of the traditions upon which the poem draws is the georgic. The reader therefore
expects to find a city/country split stemming from classical antiquity, in which the
country is a paragon of virtue and the city is the bastion of corruptness. Asking himself
a rhetorical question regarding the nature of the city, the speaker ruminates thus:
In London. Where her implements exact,
With which she calculates, computes, and scans
All distance, motion, magnitude, and now
Measures an atom, and now girds a world?
In London. Where has commerce such a mart,
So rich, so thronged, so drained, and so supplied,
As London, opulent, enlarged, and still
Increasing London? […] (ibid., I.715-722)

As Nora Pleßke has pointed out, this passage critiques urban overgrowth as much as it
does mass entertainment and commercialisation (2018, 217). Here, I would also emphasise the way science and economics are conflated. Furthermore, this passage is replete with adjectives derived from verbs, implying that effects of the liberal economy –
linked to growth – have already happened. Later, in Book III, the speaker returns to
London, suggesting that its economy has absorbed all others:
Ambition, avarice, penury incurred
By endless riot, vanity, the lust
Of pleasure and variety, despatch,
As duly as the swallows disappear,
The world of wandering knights and squires to town;
London engulfs them all. The shark is there,
And the shark's prey; the spendthrift, and the leech
That sucks him. (Cowper 1785, III.811-818)

In this passage, not only is nature gone, but so are old values, symbolised by knights
and squires. The productive metropolis seems to be bursting at the seams, sucking all
into its growth vortex, including the knights and squires of the older order.
The poem contains famous lines, settling on the georgic mode thus: "God made the
country, and man made the town" (ibid., I.7149). While it may be the case that the
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simple necessities of rural life temporarily restore the speaker's mood, not everything
about the country is idyllic (Priestman 1983, 2). He goes to the countryside and seeks a
feeling of ease in the vagabonds and gypsies, but he never finds it. Indeed, in the city
and the country alike, the speaker finds a mix of things: Necessity, Convenience and
Luxury. By focusing on the way these concepts may be linked to a moral economy, the
reader can gain further insights into what both Dustin Griffin (1990) and Sarah Houghton-Walker (2008) have described as Cowper's fundamental inconsistency and ambivalence in his search for innocent amusement, his attempt to find a mode uncorrupted by
the system that has resulted in the sofa upon which he sits. The tension between the
economy predicated on growth and luxury and a moral economy based on simple necessity results in a struggle to create a space above the economy. This is the task that is left
purposively unfulfilled, and one observes here an authorial gesture characteristic of Romanticism: Cowper, in the end, positions himself 'above' a marketplace – a literary marketplace – in which authors seek symbolic capital as opposed to mere financial returns.
4.

Conclusion

From textual analysis of Cecilia and The Task, one sees that the economy as such is not
yet taken as a given. Rather, it is rife with tensions, partly owing to the expression of
other moral economies. These tensions can be seen in the development of literary genres
in the period. Indeed, 'moral economy' might be a useful heuristic for rethinking pastoral
poetry, and also for registering developments in novels by Henry Fielding, Tobias
Smollett, Jane Austen and Charles Dickens. Tracing similar tensions in works by these
authors might shed new light on what is at stake in the rise of liberalism as such.
In the 1780s, many detractors of the liberal economy were landed interests in the process
of losing their social privilege through the ascendancy of finance. In the present moment,
the strictest adherents of the liberal economy are those who voted against big government
for political actors promising to minimise extra-economic agents: those who say there is
no such thing as society, only economy. Given this difference, the term 'moral economy'
clearly requires both historical context and attention to perspective – and the formal techniques that allow us to differentiate perspectives – in order to be useful as a heuristic.
Within the field of literary studies, 'moral economy' might help us to account for certain turns in literary history as well as aesthetic practice, such as those hinted at above.
In terms of producing public knowledge, the concept might help us to collectively rethink the relationship between systems of value and conceptions of the common good.
A decade ago, we might have thought that the tensions produced by the financial revolution are long over with, and that institutions have progressed to a point where these
concerns no longer matter. I am not sure that all of us believe this now.
Perhaps we have hesitated to acknowledge such a concept because exposing it as such
seems to suggest that other consensus-building mechanisms are just as legitimate as
the liberal democratic one. This need not be the conclusion to draw. What has not yet
been made explicit is that this way of reading suggests we should try to hang onto liberal democracy and regulated capitalism as institutions that serve the common good
better than, say, autocracy or neoliberal technocracy. Like Piketty, I think the public
value of economic criticism is in protecting capitalism and democracy from their own
shortcomings, failures or corruptions by better understanding how humans collectively
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construct value in the first place. Human beings made these institutions, and we need
to keep re-making them, updating our understanding of the common good as we go
along. This exercise of posing the question 'what is the common good?' is one undertaken in the literary past and present.
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BENJAMIN KOHLMANN (FREIBURG)
Cognitive Sympathy and the Laissez-Faire Economy:
Adam Smith and Harriet Martineau

1.

Introduction

Harriet Martineau, the important early nineteenth-century populariser of political economy, is often depicted as a naïve adherent of the ideology of laissez-faire. According
to this view, Martineau believed in what the economist Frank Trentmann has called
"the prophecy of laissez-faire" (1996, 224), the idea that the individual pursuit of
wealth and financial profit will redound to the public good. In a related vein, Martineau is sometimes seen to provide a characterology of market-mediated behaviour to
complement her more narrowly scientific faith in the predictions of political economy.1 On this account, the twenty-five stories that make up Martineau's Illustrations of
Political Economy (1832-1834) stress the ethical benefits of participation in 'free' markets. This idea – known as the doux commerce thesis – had been influentially articulated in Adam Smith's Lectures on Jurisprudence (1762-1763).2 In his Lectures, Smith
notes the tendency of free markets to release individuals from the familial and social
bonds which constrain them: "Nothing tends so much to corrupt and enervate and debase the mind as dependency and nothing gives such noble and generous notions of
probity as freedom and independency" (Smith 1982, 333). Assessments of Martineau
as a champion of laissez-faire and as a proponent of laissez-faire's moral benefits have
been reaffirmed in recent studies which argue that Martineau, taking her cue from
Smith, celebrated the independence of economic agents whose activities are guided
towards collective fruition by the invisible hand of the market.3
In what follows, I want to complicate this view of Smith and Martineau. While it is
true that Smith advocated the pursuit of economic self-interest because it tended to
contribute to the social interest, he remained keenly attuned to the potential noncongruence of self-interested economic behaviour and the common good. Smith's emphasis on self-interested behaviour in Wealth of Nations (1776) could also seem problematic, because he had previously insisted, in The Theory of Moral Sentiments
(1759), that "mankind" was "naturally sympathetic" (TMS I.i.36).4 Would the legitimation of economic self-interest undermine the moral system which Smith had outlined
in The Theory of Moral Sentiments and which rested on the other-regarding virtues of
1
2
3
4

For scholarship which affirms these and related positions see, for example, Peterson 1990,
Freedgood 1995, 43, and Çelikkol 2011, 66.
According to the doux commerce thesis, gentle manners, cordiality and reciprocal respect are
the natural result of the free pursuit of self-interest by all. For helpful overviews, see Hirschman
1977, 56-63, and Asbach 2014, 13-37.
See, for example, Watson 2005, 48. For an account that links Martineau's economic optimism to
her religious beliefs, see James 2010, 74-87.
For the sake of easier reference, Smith (1904) will be referred to parenthetically as WN and
Smith (1790) as TMS throughout this chapter.
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sympathy and benevolence? This chapter contends that Smith – along with the literary
tradition he influenced, represented here by Martineau – was aware of the potentially
corrosive effects which capitalist self-interest might have on traditional moral systems.
Smith responded to this conflict by calling for a new form of sympathy that built on
the systemic knowledge generated by political economy itself. The type of sympathy
which Smith envisioned in Theory of Moral Sentiments did not rely primarily on intuitive or vicarious fellow-feeling. Rather, it depended on a sophisticated knowledge of
the workings of the economy: it involved a cognitive component capable of distributing sympathy – and of assigning moral blame or praise – according to the position of
individual agents in the economic system. As I suggest here, Smith recognised that the
spatial proximity ordinarily required for acts of sympathetic identification was becoming elusive in a sprawling and increasingly globalised economic system. In this context, he hoped that knowledge of the economic system would help to bridge the gaps
opened up by an economy that exploded the boundaries of organic and historically
grown communities.
Smith's re-articulation of sympathy – as a cognitive rather than purely affective or vicarious capacity – is echoed in Martineau's Illustrations of Political Economy. This
chapter argues that Martineau, like Smith, was aware of the continuing need for moral
judgement and sympathy in a vast networked economy. In particular, Martineau feared
that economic growth would make societies more complex without generating real
social cohesion. As the best-known nineteenth-century populariser of economic knowledge in Britain, Martineau hoped that a better understanding of the laws of political
economy would reinvigorate moral judgement and help to guide humans in their exercise of basic virtues, such as benevolence. My discussion of Martineau will centre on
what I call cognitive sympathy. The next section will offer a brief exposition of Smith's
reflections on the limits of affective sympathy in order to provide a better grasp of
Martineau's literary engagement with this Smithian idea.
2.

Adam Smith and Cognitive Sympathy

Economic and social historians sometimes use the phrase "the great disembedding"
(Taylor 2007, 146-158) to describe the set of processes whereby historically-grown
systems of religious belief and morality were uprooted in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, only to be replaced by more fluid and atomistic models of human relationships.5 "In the new economic theory," E.P. Thompson remarked in a classic statement
of this position, "questions as to the moral probity of marketing do not enter, unless as
preamble and peroration" (1971, 90). This line of argument also resonates with Michel
Foucault's influential observation that the rise of political economy – from the French
physiocrats and Adam Smith onwards – led to a privileging of scientific truth at the
expense of more specifically moral concerns (Foucault 2014).
Contrary to what these assessments suggest, Smith was sceptical regarding the total
disembedding of human relationships from traditional moral and social contexts. In
various works from across his career, Smith noted the dangers of such a disembedding.
In Theory of Moral Sentiments, for example, he explains that economic self-interest
5

Taylor derives the idea of "the great disembedding" in part from Karl Polanyi's classical account
The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time (1944).
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can deteriorate into "selfishness and rapacity": the rich, he notes, seek only "the gratification of their own vain and insatiable desire" (TMS IV.i.10). In Lectures on Jurisprudence, which I previously mentioned for its approving remarks about free-market
agency, Smith's moral condemnation of economic selfishness is even more damning:
the individual who is out to maximise his own wealth is "a monster who destroys what
might afford subsistence for a vast number of the human species […] a pest to society,
as a monster, a great fish who devours up all the lesser ones" (1982, 194). As one
might expect, Smith's critique is more muted in Wealth of Nations, but here, too, he
warns that the narrowly economic dictates of self-interest can give rise to "a base and
selfish disposition" (WN II.iii.42). Even the division of labour, famously praised as the
major boon and motor of economic modernity in Book I of Wealth of Nations, threatened that "all the nobler parts of the human character may be, in a great measure,
obliterated and extinguished in the great body of the people" (ibid., V.i.179).
Underlying Smith's criticism is the fear that participation in the economy will diminish
our capacity for moral judgement. Smith points out in Theory of Moral Sentiments that
the complex socio-economic networks of modern societies make acts of sympathetic
identification increasingly difficult. Members of modern societies typically lack the
spatial proximity and situational knowledge that are necessary for acts of sympathy to
take place. Accordingly, "they feel so little for another, with whom they have no particular connexion, in comparison of what they feel for themselves" (TMS II.ii.18).6 Put
briefly, the question raised by Smith's writings is the following: could the model of
sympathy outlined in Theory of Moral Sentiments, based as it was on the spatial proximity of involved agents, be translated into the more sprawling systemic terms of The
Wealth of Nations? Or, to phrase this differently: what does it mean for 'sympathy' to
be mediated through a complex socio-economic system that appears to negate the very
precondition of sympathy, namely, spatial proximity?
It is not immediately clear which (if, indeed, any) solutions Smith envisioned for this
dilemma. It is obvious, at least, that Smith did not advocate a return to the idea of an
innate moral sense that had been advocated by Francis Hutcheson and other eighteenth-century moral philosophers. Smith roundly dismissed their speculations about
the power of "spontaneous and natural sympathy" as the work of "whining and melancholy moralists" who yearned for the organic social ties of pre-modern times (ibid.,
III.iii.9). If Smith's own solutions remain vague, Martineau's tales indicate that Smith's
political economy could be put at the service of moral judgement. More specifically,
Martineau thought that the systemic knowledge that is generated by political economy
can enrich moral judgement by adding to it a crucial cognitive component: Martineau,
we could say, attempted to co-opt political economy into the point of view of Smith's
famous 'impartial spectator'.
Smith had first introduced the idea of the impartial spectator in his Theory of Moral
Sentiments. According to Smith, the impartial spectator serves as an internalised, regulative idea which directs our judgement of a particular situation and which guides us in
deciding when we should feel sympathy towards an afflicted person. Smith's impartial
6

Fonna Forman-Barzilai has suggested a more expansive understanding of the spaces in which
Smithian sympathy can successfully operate. According to her, Smith's view of such spaces can
be stretched to include "physical", "affective" and "historical" environments (Forman-Barzilai
2005, 197; see also Heath 1995).
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spectator has a comprehensive knowledge of the situation at hand and is unbiased towards all of the parties involved. However, the scope of the impartial spectator's
judgement is crucially limited to scenes that are spatially close (or immediately present) to the observer. By contrast, Martineau believed that political economy could
provide the basis for acts of sympathy that possessed a potentially wider scope and that
were accordingly more adequate to modernising societies. In what follows, I want to
show that cognitive sympathy operates within Martineau's stories, at their diegetic
level, but that Martineau also hoped to teach basic habits of cognitive sympathy to her
readers.
3.

"Impartial Benevolence": Expansive Sympathy in Martineau's
Illustrations of Political Economy

In order to understand the deeper moral and narrative tensions which Martineau grapples with in her fiction, we need only recall the tremendous optimism about the laissez-faire economy which we find in the work of many of Martineau's contemporaries.
For example, the Reverend Thomas Chalmers, one of Smith's most important early
Victorian disciples, observed in 1833 (at the same time that Martineau's Illustrations of
Political Economy were being published): "The philosophy of free trade is grounded
on the principle that society is most enriched or best served, when commerce is left to
its own spontaneous evolutions" (1833, 33). Such enthusiasm about the economic
benefits of laissez-faire went hand in hand with stronger claims about the positive
moral effects of the free market. Another populariser of political economy, the nonconformist journalist and newspaper editor Edward Baines, declared in 1830 that he
would
show the benefits and blessings of Commerce, not merely in supplying the wants of men, and
enriching a state, but more particularly in its Moral Influence upon mankind – in its tendency to
promote pacific and friendly relations among the nations of the world. (1830, 6)

The title of Baines's pamphlet (On the Moral Influence of Free Trade, and Its Effects
on the Prosperity of Nations) reads like an awkward conflation of Smith's Theory of
Moral Sentiments and The Wealth of Nations, and it clearly indexes Baines's ambition
– shared by Martineau – to address the problem of sympathy in the context of an expanding national and global economy (ibid., 6). Chalmers and Baines agree that free
trade will by itself produce a new ethos: a spirit of hardiness, self-reliance and independence. What is crucially lacking from Chalmers's and Baines's texts is Smith's
analysis that private interests are often at odds with the common good, that they can
fail to redound to the public interest and that free economic agency has the ability to
corrupt character.
Martineau is, in these respects, a much better reader of Smith, and she is more attuned
to the moments of doubt and hesitation that pervade Smith's writings on political
economy. Martineau's assessments of capitalism's morally debilitating effects recall
the analogous passages in Smith that I quoted earlier: "Dreadful!", laments Alfred, the
protagonist of Martineau's early story "Demerara", "[d]readful that human beings
should rate their own value according to the depth of another man's purse! They seem,
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too, to have no idea of disinterested kindness" (D 32).7 Again and again, Martineau's
stories raise the question as to what kind of morality can (and should) obtain under the
conditions of the free market. In "Homes Abroad", one of the last stories to be included in Illustrations of Political Economy, Martineau insists that even market-mediated actions need to be answerable to higher standards of "benevolence and integrity"
because "these things, with outward plenty, make happiness". Only "outward plenty"
combined with moral "benevolence and integrity", Martineau adds, will constitute
"true citizenship" (HA 122).
In order to shed light on Martineau's searching engagement with questions of affective
and cognitive sympathy, I will now turn in some detail to the story "For Each and for
All", published in Illustrations in 1834. The story revolves centrally around Lord and
Lady "F" who have recently married and who are now returning to the family's ancestral seat. To the horror of the local high society, Letitia (Lady F) turns out to be a former actress, and it also becomes known that she was formerly courted by Mr Waldie, a
businessman and professional speculator. Martineau's tale clearly endorses Letitia's
choice of husband, and the story variously condemns the financial speculation of Letitia's erstwhile suitor.
When we first encounter speculation at the beginning of the story, the term is used to
describe the gossip that is spreading across the town like a wildfire following Lord and
Lady F's return:
Information [about their return] was circulated in various forms of words, all bearing a relation
to what lady F had been before she was lady F. [Some], who had told lord F that he was a lucky
fellow to have won such a glorious creature, speculated, notwithstanding, on the awkwardnesses
and difficulties which must hourly arise from the choice of one so far below him in rank. […]
A solitary voice here and there reminded the speculators how it was that lady F had adopted
[the] profession [of actress], and asked whether the connexion would have been thought very
preposterous if she had been known only as the highly educated daughter of an eminent merchant […]. (EA 1)

Martineau's language shows how completely social life is permeated by the language
and logic of commercial exchange. As rumours regarding Lady F's supposedly immoral life multiply, the truth-value of the information that is being "circulated" diminishes as a result of the excessive "speculations" of the rumour-mongers. Such a depreciation of truth-value, Martineau suggests, is caused by individual agents who are motivated by a desire to outdo everybody else in the game of verbal barter and exchange:
who seek to increase their own social esteem by artificially inflating the truth content
of the information that is being exchanged. Speculation of this sort is revealed to be a
game of social prestige, pursued exclusively with an eye to one's own reputation and
symbolic capital.
At the centre of Martineau's condemnation of financial speculation is Letitia's former
suitor, Mr Waldie. Letitia rejected Waldie's proposal on moral grounds because she
had "no confidence in the steadiness of his principles and conduct. His impulses were
generous, but fitful" (ibid., 18). The effects on Waldie's character of his unbridled
capitalist activities have been devastating. Unlike the hard-working labourers that
7

In order to facilitate reading, parenthetical references to Harriet Martineau's stories will give the
initial letters of the words in the story's title, followed by the page number.
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populate Illustrations, Waldie is neither "wise" nor "manly" (ibid., 89, 108). His "restless ambition" in financial matters, Martineau writes, has produced a "rashness of conduct" and a "fickleness" (ibid., 19) that will finally contribute to his financial and social downfall later in the story.
While Waldie is busy bringing about his own financial ruin, Lord and Lady F spend
their time studying political economy in the hope of helping the town to flourish. They
instinctively grasp that speculation is driven by an excess of self-interest that completely disregards the rights and needs of others. The common good, they conclude,
will be best served by "the diffusion of intelligence" (ibid., 43), that is, by a popularisation of political economy. This "diffusion of intelligence" will equip economic
agents with knowledge that allows them to look beyond the dictates of mere selfishness and to see their own economic actions as part of a larger economic system whose
goal is the maximisation of the public good. Such habits of analytic abstraction will
reveal the true meaning of
[…] the rule 'for each and for all' showing that there is actual co-operation wherever individual
interests are righteously pursued, since the general interest is made up of individual interests. [It
would show] that justice requires the individual appropriation of the fruits of individual effort.
(ibid., 126)

The distinction between mere selfishness and enlightened self-interest is supported by
the same kind of economic knowledge that Martineau was hoping to spread through
her Illustrations of Political Economy. Indeed, it seems that one goal of Martineau's
Illustrations was to instil in her readers precisely such habits of abstraction, the ability
to see that each economic agent forms part of an infinitely more complex socio-economic whole, to see that economic action needs to be shaped in such a way that it increases the public good.
The understanding of the economic system attained by Lord and Lady F also guides
them in their dealings with Mr Waldie. Towards the end of the story, Letitia decides to
help her former suitor, who has fallen on hard times after his financial business has
collapsed. The story makes clear that Letitia is not motivated by philanthropic whimsy
(or by some kind of innate Hutchesonian moral sense), but by a recognition that society is best served if Waldie's savvy business acumen is directed into socially beneficial
channels.8 Her decision to help the repentant Waldie is guided by what Martineau calls
"impartial benevolence" (MMF 124) in her concluding "Moral of Many Fables".9 Leti8

9

Other stories in Illustrations likewise suggest the power of political economy to overcome social division. In "The Loom and the Lugger", the French merchant Monsieur Gaubion informs
another trader: "A few days ago I thought I could hardly forgive my opponents; but now I am
disposed to wait and see the effects of a natural co-operation of interests. […] We will repent
our mutual offences; – I my precipitancy, and you your misapprehension. Yes; I will stay, and
in our brotherhood as individuals discern the future brotherhood of our respective nations." (LL
142)
To the best of my knowledge, the only previous occurrence of the phrase "impartial benevolence" in Martineau's oeuvre comes in one of her Unitarian prize essays, where she uses it to describe the perfectly just and flawless beneficence of "the Almighty" (PE 134). At least one critic
has noted that, "[p]ersonally, Martineau needed [economic] theory to fill the intellectual gap left
by the loss of religious faith" (Peterson 1990, 182). In the 1850s, Comteanism began to take the
place of political economy as Martineau's ersatz faith. On Martineau's translation of The Positive Philosophy of Auguste Comte (1853), see Scholl 2012 and Hoecker-Drysdsale 2003.
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tia's impartial benevolence is based not just on pity or fellow-feeling for her former
suitor (although these are clearly involved as well); rather, her judgement is grounded
in a sound understanding of the workings of political economy. Letitia's decision to
help Waldie can thus help to clarify the structure of cognitive sympathy that underlies
so many of Martineau's stories: for Martineau (as for Smith), sympathy and emotion
are not the same; indeed, it would be more accurate to say that for Martineau sympathy
begins before feeling, that feeling is preceded and supplemented by the systemic
knowledge provided by political economy. What was required, Martineau pointed out
in an essay written in 1831, was an economic knowledge that would enable a "truly
effectual benevolence" (1836, 279). The title of this essay, "On the Duty of Studying
Political Economy", suggests that the way towards a socially "effectual benevolence"
is the sort of accumulation of economic knowledge undertaken by Lord and Lady F.
Without proper theoretical foundation, any attempt to install a fair and "benevolent"
social system is doomed to revert to the status of mere philanthropy: "Our benevolence
towards the helpless, and our interest in personal morality," Martineau noted damningly in her autobiography, "have grown into a sort of public pursuit" (2007, 639).10
Such random acts of charity, she added in the tale "Cousin Marshall", amounted to an
"arbitrary distribution of the necessaries of life, […] whether in the form of private
almsgiving or public charitable institutions" that was "injurious to society" (CM 130).
4.

Realism and Abstraction: Cognitive Sympathy as Literary Style

"For Each and for All" highlights the pathologies of economic agency and the exercise
of cognitive sympathy at the diegetic level of the story itself. However, as I suggested
towards the beginning of this chapter, Martineau's efforts to think through the relationship of sympathy and political economy in the medium of fiction should also prompt
us to reflect more generally on the function of narrative in Illustrations of Political
Economy and its intended effect on Martineau's readers.
Martineau's story "A Tale of the Tyne" can help us address these questions. Set in the
years following the Napoleonic Wars, it relates the story of an impoverished family
who live in a ramshackle house near the urban hub of Newcastle. The family is shaken
by a series of seemingly disconnected events. The story begins as the family's young
daughter, Effie, discovers that her father, an unemployed ferryman, has gone missing;
at a later point, Effie's older brother, the rope-maker Adam, is unable to marry his
childhood sweetheart because he cannot find employment; and, finally, one of the
story's subplots revolves around Effie's young brother Tim, who is blinded in an accident while working in a quarry near a coal pit. At first sight, these incidents look like
the staple ingredients of an early industrial novel such as Frances Trollope's Michael
Armstrong (1840), and Martineau could easily have exploited these ingredients for sentimental effect. To put it another way: "A Tale of the Tyne" could without difficulty
have been written in the genre Thomas Laqueur has called "humanitarian narrative"
(1989, 178). This eighteenth-century and early-nineteenth-century narrative mode,
writes Laqueur, "relies on detail as the sign of truth. It relies on the personal body not
only as the locus of pain but also as the common bond between those who suffer and
those who would help" (ibid.). As Laqueur points out, the painstaking attention to physi10

Martineau had composed her autobiography in the 1850s, but it was only published after her
death in 1876.
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cal detail we find in humanitarian narratives around 1800 fed into the realist novel's
concern with exact, verisimilar description. Martineau, however, refuses to partake in
extended descriptions of Tim's and Effie's emotional and physical suffering. The point
of her story is a different one. Instead of inviting us to engage in acts of affective immersion, Martineau asks us to take a step back from the narrative so that we can recognise
the larger economic determinants that connect the narrative's traumatic events.11
Page by page, Martineau reveals that these apparent accidents point to deeper flaws in
Britain's economic system: Effie's father has been out of employment for so long that
he has become an easy victim of impressment by the Navy and has been forced to
serve in degrading conditions on a man-of-war; Adam cannot find employment because British apprenticeship laws forbid him to learn a new trade in which jobs are
available; and finally, we discover that little Tim lost his eyesight because he had to
take on a hazardous and ill-paid job that involved handling hot coals at the coal pit. In
all three cases, Martineau asks her readers to rearticulate their initial (vicarious, affective) sympathy in terms of a more abstract recognition of the vaster systemic relations
that make these localised cases of physical suffering and mental anguish possible. We
can clarify this cognitive mode of sympathy by returning briefly to Smith's Theory of
Moral Sentiments. There, Smith points out the limits of a merely vicarious sympathy:
Violent hunger, for example, though upon many occasions not only natural, but unavoidable, is
always indecent. […] We can sympathize with the distress which excessive hunger occasions
when we read the description of a journal of a siege, or of a sea voyage. We imagine ourselves
in the situation of the sufferers, and thence readily conceive the grief, the fear and consternation,
which must necessarily distract them. We feel, ourselves, some degree of those passions, and
therefore sympathize with them: but as we do not grow hungry by reading the description, we
cannot properly, even in this case, be said to sympathize with their hunger. (TMS I.ii.3)

While Smith hastens to add that we feel "some degree of sympathy even with hunger",
the passage clearly indicates that affective immersion alone – a vicarious sympathy
that does not include an element of cognitive labour and systemic perception on the
part of the reader – is simply not enough. Following Smith, Martineau does not rely on
the overwhelming affective force of isolated depictions of human suffering. Instead,
her stories suggest that the "situation of the sufferers" is itself embedded in, and symptomatic of, a larger socio-economic "situation".
Martineau's Illustrations of Political Economy are generic hybrids, didactic mininovels which invite readers to engage in a dialectic of (novelistic, affective) immersion
and (cognitive, systemic) abstraction. They reveal the economy as the hidden structural cause of scenes of suffering: they gravitate towards moments of systemic analysis
which extend beyond the diegetic level of the stories and which are designed to teach
Martineau's readers the basic habit of cognitive sympathy.12 As such, Martineau's Illustrations of Political Economy can also be seen to point to an alternative genealogy
of literary realism: instead of relying on the power of 'realistic' detail, or on a particular
life story, to elicit the reader's sympathy and engage her moral judgement, Martineau's
stories indicate that 'realism' can be understood precisely as an attempt to come to
11
12

For a discussion of the conflicting affective investments of Martineau's stories, see Rostek 2014.
This basic narrative logic is further underlined by the structure of Illustrations of Political
Economy in which each story is followed by a discussion of the abstract political-economic
principles that have been 'illustrated' in the preceding story.
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terms with the limitations of such acts of sympathetic identification. On this reading,
the ultimate mimetic object of realist narratives is not the isolated particular, the local
or the unique, but the expanding web of economic relations under capitalism. Martineau's formal choices are significant because they remind us that what was for better
or worse 'unique' about the early nineteenth century was the growth of new and ever
more expansive forms of economic relations. But Martineau's formal choices should
also seem important to us because they capture a historical moment when the totality
of the economic process – what Marx called the "self-valorization and realization of
capital"13 – did not yet seem unknowable, and when its substantial flaws and defects
did not yet seem beyond human repair.
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BARBARA STRAUMANN (ZURICH)
Admired and Reviled: Figures of Finance Capitalism
in Martin Scorsese's The Wolf of Wall Street (2013)
and Anthony Trollope's The Way We Live Now (1875)

1.

Introduction

The cultural imagination revolving around stockbrokers and investment bankers
abounds with highly spectacular representations, especially if we consider contemporary culture with films and texts about finance capitalism as well as the Victorian
period with its financier novels. More often than not, these examples construct the
banker as a highly ambivalent figure who is both glamorous and outrageous. On the
one hand, the financier seems to possess the secret to extreme wealth, which is why he
is worshipped as a god-like figure. On the other hand, he is often depicted as a transgressive, even criminal character, as many texts and films put their focus on rogue
bankers.
One of the best-known examples of a rogue capitalist who is both unscrupulous and
charismatic is Gordon Gekko (played by Michael Douglas) in Oliver Stone's film Wall
Street (1987). Gekko's infamous "greed-is-good" speech (Wall Street 01:12:1801:15:30), in which he extols the virtues of excessive selfishness, has inscribed itself
into the cultural imaginary as a shorthand for a ruthless mentality that began to take
hold in the 1980s.1 Another example from the same year is Caryl Churchill's play Serious Money (1987). Exploring the effects of Margaret Thatcher's deregulation of the
London Stock Exchange, the play illustrates the cultural and social shifts as a younger
generation of far more aggressive traders replaces old-school stockbrokers and bankers. The only aim of these characters, who show no moral scruples whatsoever, is to
make a huge profit, no matter how great the collateral damage. Serious Money is conceived as a social satire on the culture of individualism, selfishness, greed, materialism, ambition, recklessness, aggression and competition promoted by neoliberal economic policies. Still, Churchill's highly successful play was applauded by critics of the
financial world and City traders alike (Müller 1990, 347; Naismith 2006, xxxi;
Howard 2009, 46). Indeed, the play seems deeply ambivalent about the world it represents: while it satirically exposes the violent aggression at the heart of the new brand
of high finance, it simultaneously revels in "the drive, energy and stylishness of the
young traders" (Howard 2009, 46). As in the case of Gordon Gekko, who combines
morally problematic pronouncements with a charismatic appeal, Churchill's aggressively self-obsessed traders evoke both a sense of revulsion and fascination in their
theatre audiences.
In this chapter, I will explore fictional representations of figures of finance capitalism
with regard to their self-fashioning, their public image and the reputation they enjoy in
1

On the cultural fascination of both seductive and villainous financial market manipulators in
Wall Street films, see McGoun 2010.
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their particular social contexts. My analysis will focus on Martin Scorsese's film The
Wolf of Wall Street (2013) and its protagonist Jordan Belfort, who represents one of
the most ambivalent figures of finance to have appeared on the cinematic screen in
recent years. In order to add historical depth to the discussion, I will read Scorsese's
contemporary film alongside Anthony Trollope's Victorian novel The Way We Live
Now (1875). Victorian fiction features a number of financier figures: Mr Merdle in
Charles Dickens's Little Dorrit (1857) and Bulstrode in George Eliot's Middlemarch
(1871-1872), for instance, occupy powerful social positions thanks to their financial
wealth until they are finally exposed as criminal business practitioners. My reasons for
concentrating on Anthony Trollope's novel, however, are the many resemblances that
connect its financier Augustus Melmotte to Scorsese's protagonist.
Like Gordon Gekko and the traders in Churchill's play, Scorsese's Jordan Belfort and
Trollope's Augustus Melmotte call forth admiration and revulsion, fascination and disgust. They stand for extreme wealth and operate as rogue figures in their business, using confidence tricks to take advantage of gullible individuals. The methods they deploy to manipulate others are remarkably similar although they operate in different
historio-cultural contexts. Reading Scorsese's film through the lens of Trollope's novel
allows us to retrace the continuities and shifts that we can observe between contemporary and Victorian imaginations of the financier. More specifically, we will see how
the excesses already at play in the Victorian text resurface in representations following
the deregulations of the financial world in the 1980s as well as how the type of moral
imagination characteristic of the Victorian novel is transformed by contemporary film.
2.

Figures of Finance Capitalism

Belief, trust, confidence and credit form a crucial aspect of the economic domain.
Scholars such as Marc Shell (1999), Mark Taylor (2004), Jochen Hörisch (2004,
2013), Stephen Mihm (2007) and Mary Poovey (2008) have emphasised that money
itself forms a powerful cultural sign system – a social and symbolic convention. This
is particularly the case once money is dematerialised, that is, once we no longer exchange coins which are supposed to have intrinsic value because of their precious
metal. Unless we believe in it, money loses its validity.
Yet faith is equally important in the world of finance capitalism. Financial structures
and processes grow ever more complex, and for most participants in the capitalist system, they remain largely obscure. Mary Poovey (2008) has demonstrated that, beginning in the nineteenth century, the economic discourse has developed more and more
into an expert discourse. Similarly, Paul Crosthwaite, Peter Knight and Nicky Marsh
have argued that finance has become "increasingly abstract and self-referential" due to
"the complexity of its operations that are virtually impossible for those on the outside
to envisage" (2014, 4). Elsewhere, Paul Crosthwaite has shown that as "a realm of intangible, insubstantial entities – entities which, moreover, often exist only to the extent
to which faith or belief is invested in them" (2011, 181) – financial markets are often
endowed with a supernatural, mystical or divine aura. Even among financial professionals, there are many representatives who, confronted by the complexity of high
finance, believe in supernatural forces (ibid., 183-186). Similarly, bankers are considered to have insight into the seemingly magic character of money, which is the reason
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why they are sometimes regarded as the head or prophet of a quasi-religious cult.2 Investment bankers and stockbrokers in particular appear to be able to create something
out of nothing in producing enormous financial wealth. It is their supposedly magical
money-making ability, reminiscent of alchemy, that endows them with their social
credit and charisma.
Literary and cinematic bankers and stockbrokers constitute compelling personifications. While the workings of finance tend to remain abstract – even opaque and arcane
– these figures of finance enable the production of concrete stories. Furthermore, these
stories render something invisible visible. This is particularly true in the case of the
rogue banker who, in his corrupt and criminal operations, transgresses and puts himself above the law. In literature and film, the criminality of the rogue banker has been
used to similar effect as financial crises, namely to reveal aspects of the financial system that tend to be hidden or overlooked.3 This can be an insight into the fundamental
belief system of money and finance as well as into how easily duped many participants
in the capitalist system are.4 Yet what can be brought to the fore is also the violence of
capitalism, namely its potential for causing social catastrophes. Finally, the figure of
the banker may serve to develop morality tales that highlight the greed and recklessness of individuals or suggest that the whole financial domain and/or society (and not
just the individual rogue banker) are morally corrupt. In other words, the rogue financier allows texts to pass a moral judgement on society. It is because he represents an
extreme version of us, as capitalist subjects, that he causes both identification and rejection.5
In the most general terms, figures of finance are used to articulate cultural anxieties
and preoccupations having to do with finance capitalism, its virtual character, but also
its material effects and consequences. Yet what happens to individual examples of
rogue bankers? How is the character of the financier treated in the diegesis but also by
the text as a whole? Is he ultimately pardoned or abjected, given his transgression and
excess? Is he judged morally and if so, what is the moral judgement passed on him?
These are the key questions that I want to address in my cross-reading of Scorsese's
film and Trollope's novel.
2

3
4
5

See again Crosthwaite: "In the mainstream media, the architects of the latest financial innovations are routinely described, with a mixture of admiration and suspicion, as 'magicians,' 'conjurors,' 'sorcerers,' 'wizards,' 'seers,' 'sages,' 'prophets,' 'witch doctors,' 'high priests,' and, indeed,
nothing less than quasi-divine 'masters of the universe'" (2011, 181).
Note also Jeff Kinkle and Alberto Toscano, who argue that "it is precisely in crises that the interruption of normal service, and its impact on everyday life as well as on the symbols of wealth
and power, makes the abstract concrete, the invisible visible" (2011, 40).
It is because they believe in the possibility of attaining wealth that they render themselves vulnerable to the manipulation of the rogue banker.
I deliberately use the pronoun 'he' because most fictional representations focus on male figures
of finance. Exceptions include Margaret Oliphant's novel Hester (1883), in which Catherine
Vernon heads a family bank, and J.C. Chandor's film Margin Call (2011), in which Demi
Moore plays a risk analyst at an investment bank on Wall Street in 2008. Caryl Churchill's play
Serious Money features several women who work in finance and who are just as ruthless and
aggressive as their male colleagues. In Martin Scorsese's The Wolf of Wall Street, the minor
character of Kimmie Belzer represents one of only very few female stockbrokers to be found in
the hyper-masculine environment of Jordan Belfort's company.
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Jordan Belfort in The Wolf of Wall Street: "it is all a fugazi"

Martin Scorsese's The Wolf of Wall Street is based on the real-life economic memoir of
Jordan Belfort, a former US-American stockbroker who was found guilty of stockmarket manipulations, security fraud and money laundering in the 1990s. Like the real
stockbroker, whose firm Stratton Oakmont was permanently shut down by the authorities in 1996 and who published his memoir in 2007, the film's protagonist runs a
fraudulent scheme and leads a life of extravagant wealth and vulgar excess.
A key scene early in the film (WWS 00:07:39-00:13:22) illustrates the initial corruption of Jordan Belfort's character.6 On his first day on Wall Street, Belfort (Leonardo
DiCaprio) has lunch with his boss Mr Hanna (Matthew McConaughey). Positioned by
the plot as a corrupting influence, Hanna not only prescribes relaxation through drugs
and sex, but also explains the money-making strategy that will later inspire Belfort's
own financial scams and make his career as a rogue stockbroker. When Belfort expresses how excited he is to be part of the firm because of its clients, Hanna interrupts
him by responding "fuck the clients". His "only responsibility", he is told, is to make
money for himself, to "move the money from [his] clients' pocket into [his] pocket".
The "number one rule of Wall Street", according to Hanna, is the fact that no one
knows what is going to happen on the stock-market, "least of all stockbrokers". Instead, the crucial insight in this rite-de-passage scene is the fact that "it is all a fugazi":
the workings of the financial market, which practically no one understands, but also
the wealth of the clients, which only ever exists "on paper", are all fake.7 Indeed, the
selling practice outlined by Hanna highlights the dematerialised and thus virtual character of money. It ensures that the value of the stock is never actualised, because as
soon as investors turn a profit, the stockbroker comes up with "another brilliant idea"
and persuades them to reinvest their profit instead of cashing in their money (which
would "make it real"). In so doing, the stockbroker creates a structure of addiction in
his clients, who keep reinvesting to increase their assets. While the clients, then, never
realise their profit and thus never see their money, the stockbroker takes "cold hard
cash" by pocketing his commission for each reinvestment.
The "fugazi" approach advocated by Hanna shapes Belfort's entire career. Because he
loses his job on Wall Street on Black Monday in 1987, Belfort joins a shady company
selling so-called penny stocks, i.e. unregulated stocks which benefit primarily the stockbroker.8 Belfort instantly becomes a highly successful salesman who masterfully manoeuvres his clients into buying what makes him rich. Having founded a company of his
own, Belfort teaches his employees verbal tricks so that they can target America's
wealthiest one per cent by winning their confidence and trust. The American business
magazine Forbes publishes a scathing article portraying Belfort and his dubious practices. Regarding the "Wolf of Wall Street" as "a superstar" (WWS 00:38:44-00:38:45,
00:39:28-00:39:29), numerous applicants want to work for him despite, or rather be6
7

8

References to Scorsese's film (2013) will be abbreviated as WWS.
As also discussed in the film scene, the slang expression "fugazi" means "fake, artificial, false"
(Green 2010, 290). Or, as Hanna explains further: "It's a whazy, it's a woozy, it's fairy dust. It
doesn't exist. It's never landed. It is no matter. It's not on the elemental chart. It's not fucking
real" (WWS 00:09:41-00:09:50).
In the film, we learn that instead of the usual one per cent, penny stocks come with a fifty per
cent commission for the stockbroker (WWS 00:18:31-00:18:40).
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cause of, the bad publicity. The prospective employees, who aspire to live like the celebrity capitalist, believe that he will make them rich, and indeed this is the promise that he
keeps repeating in the frequent motivational speeches for his staff. They, in turn, celebrate him as a quasi-prophet, not because he actually understands the stock-market, but
because he manipulates it in a cynical way. By working for him, they willingly participate in his fraud scheme and admire him for this very transgression of the law, which is
underscored by their wildly enthusiastic responses to his speeches.
What is crucial to the dynamic of the film is the interplay between the virtual and the
material already described by Hanna in the scene mentioned above (WWS 00:09:2200:10:38). In contrast to the clients, whom we never see in the film and who never receive any real money, Belfort is shown to indulge in the very material excess generated by his confidence tricks. As well as cultivating a vulgar lifestyle of conspicuous
consumption, he represents what Georges Bataille (1991) would describe as an economy of waste and expenditure. In one scene, Belfort literally disposes of a one hundred-dollar bill he has just used to consume cocaine in a wastepaper basket, shown in
close-up, already full of crumpled banknotes (WWS 00:04:43). Then again, he tosses
banknotes, which he calls "fun coupons", at FBI agents (ibid., 01:33:31-01:33:42) or
throws away expensive objects: lobsters at the incorruptible FBI agents (ibid.,
01:33:21-01:33:25) and a $40,000 gold watch into the crowd of his devoted broker
employees (ibid., 01:20:03-01:20:10). Moreover, Belfort's outrageous behaviour
stands for "unlimited enjoyment" (Bronfen 2017, 171) beyond any form of symbolic
regulation. Time and again, he transforms the trading floor and other venues into sites
of riotous parties and obscene sex orgies (Fig. 1). Often these scenes include high
angle shots showing how entire crowds of admirers fanatically follow his example of
extreme enjoyment. Large parts of the three-hour film illustrate the excess of his escapades by means of its editing, namely by presenting one scene of debauchery after another – and thus by following a serial logic that itself performs excess.

Fig. 1: Excessive partying on the trading floor (WWS 00:38:06)

Belfort has material addictions: to money, sex and drugs. Yet he is just as much addicted to selling. Following Hanna's advice, he creates an insatiable hunger in his clients and trains his employees in using the same selling techniques. In so doing, he controls clients and employees alike. Whether he sells penny stocks to clients in the early
stages of his career or addresses his employees at Stratton Oakmont, his diegetic audiences trust him because they believe that he understands their needs and desires. In
many scenes, we see him surrounded by or speaking to crowds (Figs. 2 and 3). The
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fact that he has a huge following underlines how successful he is in his rhetorical and
psychological trickery.

Fig. 2: Belfort surrounded by applicants who want to work for him (WWS 00:39:22)

Fig. 3: Belfort delivering one of his motivational speeches (WWS 00:35:43)

Fig. 4: Belfort breaking the fourth wall and addressing us as spectators (WWS 01:03:53)

Yet Belfort also seduces us as spectators, especially, but not only, through his eloquent
voice-over commentary, telling us retrospectively about his transgressions on Wall
Street. In several scenes, Leonardo DiCaprio looks directly into the camera as if he
were addressing us personally in order to take us into his confidence (Fig. 4). Breaking
the fourth wall like other eloquent villains,9 he attempts to connect with us, wanting us
to side – perhaps even identify – with him. While most spectators will probably be
9

See, for instance, Shakespeare's Richard III at the opening of the play or Frank Underwood in
the TV series House of Cards (2013-2018), who time and again speaks directly to the spectators.
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repulsed by Belfort's bawdy excess and misogynist behaviour, it is difficult not to get
hooked on and thus become implicated in his rhetorical power, which is further nourished by the charisma of the film star DiCaprio. The figure of Belfort demonstrates
that it is our sheer belief that holds the cultural sign system of finance together, and yet
the manipulator of words and fiction continues to exert a powerful spell.
4.

Augustus Melmotte in The Way We Live Now:
"his breath was taken for money"

If we read Trollope's late-Victorian novel through the lens of Scorsese's contemporary
film, we notice a number of parallels between their rogue financiers, notably their selffashioning as self-made men, their conspicuous consumption as well as their conception
of finance as a confidence game. Like Belfort, Melmotte is worshipped as "a man of
wealth, power, and genius" (Trollope 2012, 451) in a society heavily invested in the idea
of making serious money. Trollope's narrator affirms: "It seemed that there was but one
virtue in the world, commercial enterprise, and that Melmotte was its prophet" (ibid.,
377).
Melmotte's background and the origin of his economic prosperity are mysterious and
obscure. According to society's speculations, he is said to have made his fortune in
France, to have built a railway across Russia, to have provisioned the Confederates in
the American Civil War, and, at one point, to have bought up all the available iron in
England (ibid., 28). Mixed into the rumours about Melmotte's greatness are also suspicions that his wealth may be based on fraudulent practices:
He could make or mar any company by buying or selling stock, and could make money dear or
cheap as he pleased. All of this was said of him in his praise, but it was also said that he was regarded in Paris as the most gigantic swindler that had ever lived […]. (ibid.)

However, as in the case of Belfort's employees, Melmotte's swindling does not diminish his near-universal admiration. Within the diegesis, he is admired simply for his
extreme wealth, which he is believed to have created by means of his miraculous
money-making powers: "Altogether the mystery was rather pleasant as the money was
certain. Of the certainty of money in daily use there could be no doubt" (ibid., 30). It is
because Melmotte spends vast amounts that he is deemed to be synonymous with
money; indeed, he is thought to literally exude wealth: "money was the very breath of
Melmotte's nostrils, and therefore his breath was taken for money" (ibid., 298).
Melmotte is celebrated as an economic saviour in a social context in which the old establishment, namely the English aristocracy, is exhausted and depleted. The novel's
aristocratic families used to represent wealth based on landownership, but because of
their mismanagement and the gambling of their sons, they are in desperate need of
cash. This is why they are willing to sell Melmotte's social respectability in exchange
for ready money (Weiss 1986, 165), even though the nouveau riche financier represents the very opposite of their aristocratic class affiliation, namely a social paradigm
that is defined by international capital, new money as well as by what they perceive as
vulgar tastes, the arrogant courage and the reckless energy of the self-made man.
Like Belfort, Melmotte indulges in ostentatious displays of conspicuous consumption,
albeit without the sex and drugs: he gives "two dinner parties every day, one at two
o'clock called lunch, and the other at eight" (Trollope 2012, 30) and hosts a ball for
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which he is rumoured to have spent 60,000 pounds on transforming his house in elegant Grosvenor Square into a space of theatrical illusions (ibid., 30-31). In his home,
there are "no books, nothing but gold and grandeur, pomatum, powder and pride"
(ibid., 271). Reaching the height of his social power and running as a candidate for
Parliament, Melmotte even holds a dinner for the Emperor of China to which he invites the entire social and political elite (ibid., 300-302).
Certain characters in the novel consider Melmotte a "bloated swindler", a "vile City
ruffian" (ibid., 203) and "a hollow vulgar fraud from beginning to end" (ibid., 476).
Yet hardly any of the other characters question his extravagant wealth and expenditure
as they are all too willing to accept appearances for reality. However, as in the case of
Belfort, his wealth and capability to accumulate money are from the beginning all
based on fraud. Put differently, Melmotte's financial dealings are backed by pure simulations similar to Belfort's "fugazi" approach to finance capitalism.
Historio-culturally, the late Victorian banker stands for a shift in which wealth based
on land and gold is displaced by paper abstractions – or in the case of Trollope's financier by mere words, which, moreover, will turn out to be false promises (Weiss 1986,
161-162). As board director of the British branch of a railway company, Melmotte
markets and manipulates shares for the South Central Pacific and Mexican Railway,
which the company claims to build between Salt Lake City and Vera Cruz. The railway is total make-believe, "a hoax from beginning to end – it exists only in the handsome brochures put out by the speculators" (ibid., 161), and Melmotte never gives any
receipts to the buyers who "were contented to buy their shares and to pay their money,
simply on Melmotte's words" (Trollope 2012, 297). As in the case of Melmotte's supposedly fabulous personal wealth, nobody asks the question whether the shares and
promises are underpinned by any material substance. This is underlined by a remark
made by Lady Carbury, one of the desperate aristocrats: "If a thing can be made great
and beneficent, a boon to humanity, simply by creating a belief in it, does not a man
become a benefactor to his race by creating that belief? […] One cannot measure such
men by the ordinary rule" (ibid., 255-256).
In fact, the characters in the novel appear to be charmed by these transactions which
are backed up by their sheer belief in the financier, who collects their money and property in exchange for nothing but his words:
It was part of the charm of all dealings with this great man that no ready money seemed ever to
be necessary for anything. Great purchases were made and great transactions apparently completed without the signing even of a cheque. […] As for many years past we have exchanged
paper instead of actual money for our commodities, so now it seemed that, under the new Melmotte regime, an exchange of words was to suffice. (ibid., 387)

Melmotte himself is well aware of the fact that his financial confidence game depends
on his reputation, that is, on the other characters trusting him on the basis of his assumed economic power. At the same time, he fully understands that social credit can
be just as volatile as financial credit. The financier describes the ephemeral character
of credit in the following way:
Gentlemen who don't know the nature of credit, how strong it is – as the air – to buoy you up;
how slight it is – as a mere vapour – when roughly touched, can do an amount of mischief of
which they themselves don't in the least understand the extent! (ibid., 348)
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At the height of his social influence, Melmotte is elected as a Member of Parliament,
which underlines how successful he is at constructing his social credibility in the eyes
of the British public. However, public opinion soon starts turning against him as people lose trust in his self-fashioning. Rumour and gossip have bolstered his social authority so far, but now they precipitate his downfall. Melmotte himself observes: "It
isn't what I've lost that will crush me, but what men will say that I've lost" (ibid., 700).
Here we can note crucial differences in the character design of Belfort and Melmotte.
Reaching a situation in which he needs to pay very substantial sums of actual money
(instead of making promises with words alone), Melmotte finds himself unable to raise
cash in time. In contrast to the late-capitalist Belfort, who never stops operating in a
world of mere words, promises and manipulations, the Victorian speculator sees the
material world catch up with him. Melmotte comes to realise that his "insane ambition" (ibid., 702) has led him to act imprudently. Yet when he poisons himself, he does
so without repenting his fraudulent duplicity.
Once Melmotte's social credit is in question, British society abjects the rogue financier.
Not only is he 'othered' as an interloper and foreigner of undefined European, IrishAmerican or perhaps Jewish origin.10 But, all of a sudden, everyone takes great pleasure
in imagining and gossiping about the shocking extent of his fraud. The narrator describes how everyone savours the scandal of Melmotte's downfall with obvious relish:
When such rumours are spread abroad, they are always believed. There is an excitement and a
pleasure in believing them. […] In this case nobody really loved Melmotte and everybody did
believe. It was so probable that such a man should have done something horrible! It was only
hoped that the fraud might be great and horrible enough. (ibid., 529)

While the general public rejects Melmotte, the text emphasises how many are implicated in the crimes of the swindler. Their complicity lies in their own greed and their
belief in Melmotte as their financial saviour, although they have known Melmotte to
be a fraud all along. Moreover, many of the other characters themselves operate along
principles that resemble Melmotte's.11
Towards the end of the novel, most of the adventurous and/or reckless characters associated with Melmotte are sent off to North America or continental Europe. The text
10

11

On the 'othering' of Trollope's stock-market villain, see Tamara Wagner (2008, 2010). Wagner
notes that in Victorian novels, anxieties about finance capitalism are often represented by the foreignness of swindlers, which makes it possible to expose them as intruders: "Just as the instability
associated with speculation is conveniently embodied by an international man of mystery in the
worst sense", Wagner writes about The Way We Live Now, "it can also be exorcised just as easily
by his self-destruction" (2008, 21). Moreover, she explores how, in Victorian fiction, North America functions "as both a source of and a place of exile for swindlers" (2010, 196). See also Barbara
Weiss on the anti-Semitic stereotypes in Trollope's novel (1986, 167-168).
The young aristocrat Sir Felix Carbury, for instance, has gambled away almost the entire family
fortune. In order to keep gambling, he circulates IOUs which he never repays with actual
money. Similarly, his mother, Lady Carbury, who faces financial ruin due to her son's gambling,
reinvents herself as a hack writer and composes novels of dubious aesthetic value for purely materialistic reasons. Like Melmotte and Sir Felix, Lady Carbury produces fiction in order to dupe
others. See Patrick Brantlinger: "Can Melmotte's […] promotions of imaginary railroads and industries […] be distinguished ethically or epistemologically from Felix's more trivial but no less
corrupt penning of IOUs, or from his mother's penning of imaginary stories for strictly mercenary motives?" (1996, 167).
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thus reaffirms traditionally aristocratic English values along with solid property (Weiss
1986, 170; Gagnier 2000, 73). This becomes clear in the idyllic pastoral that the novel
presents as its final tableau: the somewhat priggish English gentleman Sir Roger Carbury, who has no offspring of his own, makes the deserving Hetta Carbury – instead of
her gambling, and thus irresponsible, brother Felix – the heir of the Carbury country
house and estate. Having focused on a scenario in which the old aristocratic order is
undermined and broken up by modern international capital, Trollope's financier novel
paradoxically returns to the literary tradition of the inheritance plot, albeit without
commenting on its economic viability in a modern capitalist world.
5.

Moral Imagination

Trollope's The Way We Live Now is typical of the moral imagination of nineteenthcentury financier novels, which invariably require the eventual unmasking of the duplicitous banker (James 1991, 255).12 Victorian fiction often depicts the financial failure of the dishonest banker as "a general social apocalypse" (Weiss 1986, 150) which
not only ruins a great number of people but also reveals a fundamental moral bankruptcy. It is no accident that Trollope's social satire should be called The Way We Live
Now. The title underlines that all of society is included in the pronoun "we" as well as
implicated in the ways of this society at the present moment ("now"). As is the case in
other Victorian novels, the fraudulent banker both personifies and exploits a more
general greed (our greed) and, in so doing, exposes a corrupt society. As mentioned
above, Melmotte does not repent before committing suicide. It also remains unclear
whether any of the other characters in Trollope's bitter satire undergo any kind of
moral recognition. What is certain, however, is the fact that greed is punished by the
plot and character design of the text, which clearly affirms its moral stance and values.
While according to his autobiography, Trollope's late Victorian novel responds to what
he calls "the commercial profligacy of the age" (Trollope 1946, 307), the moral imagination in Scorsese's film is far more elusive and ambiguous. Belfort cannot give up his
criminal confidence game even as the law is catching up with him. He does not know
when to stop and instead needs to satisfy his addiction to selling manipulated stocks to
manipulated clients. In the end, he loses his family and house and is convicted. Yet, in
prison, it becomes clear that the rich are privileged even as sentenced criminals: reminiscent of the debtors' prisons of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries which offered
different arrangements to people of different economic means, Belfort finds himself in
an establishment that resembles a country club rather than a penal institution (WWS
02:43:52-02:44:20).
Even more important is the fact that the prison term has no moral consequences for the
protagonist. He regrets none of his confidence games – neither his fraudulent business
practice nor agreeing to a deal with the FBI and shortening his prison term by giving
up all his trusting business partners and friends. Indeed, Belfort shows no remorse and
no repentance – quite the opposite. After his release, he goes back to what he has al12

Harold James argues that in financier novels of the long nineteenth century, the "unmasking of
the financier is a necessary ingredient" (1991, 255). In addition to Trollope's The Way We Live
Now, James also discusses Friedrich Spielhagen's Sturmflut (1877) and Theodore Dreiser's The
Financier, which "was published in 1912, but looks back to the same financial upheaval that
had inspired Spielhagen and Trollope, the boom and bust of the 1870s" (ibid., 254).
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ways done – namely to selling. In the final scene of the film (which incidentally also
features a cameo appearance of the real Jordan Belfort), we see the protagonist give a
sales psychology seminar, schooling an enthusiastic audience in his selling techniques
(WWS 02:44:21-02:45:99). They admire and cheer him, fascinated as ever by the fantasy of success that he continues to embody. In other words, Belfort and his admiring
fans have not changed in any way. Despite his prison sentence, his 'brand' has not suffered. On the contrary, he uses his name as a selling point and offers seminars to an
audience eager to pay in order to be trained by the former fraudulent financier.13
But how is Belfort judged by the film? How does he fare in comparison with Melmotte? The different ways in which the film and the novel treat their figures of finance
suggest a different moral imagination, which reflects both their different historical
contexts and their different narrative strategies. In contrast to Trollope's novel, where
the behaviour of the characters is frequently evaluated and judged by the narrator,
Scorsese's film presents Belfort's narrative without any instance that comments on his
limited point of view. As spectators we can easily observe that the rhetoric of Belfort's
voice-over commentary is not only self-aggrandising but also unreliable; however, his
narrative is all we have. In contrast to Trollope's novel, there are no formal distancing
devices which would introduce a different perspective (Bronfen 2017, 171). This is
one of the reasons why the film and its protagonist remain profoundly ambiguous. The
decision is ultimately ours whether we morally condemn Belfort for his crass behaviour, his criminal greed, his obscene debauchery and blatant misogyny, and/or whether
we take pleasure in the seductions of the charismatic schemer, who tricks everyone,
including us. The Wolf of Wall Street refers to the deregulated excesses thought to be
typical of the 1980s, but the film was made after the most recent financial crisis. This
suggests that the transgressions of its rogue stockbroker remain fascinating and repulsive to this day.
It is worth noting that other post-crisis examples follow a far more unambiguous trajectory by proposing a potential moral transformation of their figures of finance.
Oliver Stone's sequel Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps (2010) and John Lanchester's
novel Capital (2012), for instance, both hark back to the moral imagination of Victorian financier novels, while at the same time giving their characters a second chance.
Once again, the banker is used as a figure of personification; only this time, he personifies not just greed but also potential change. Importantly, however, the change
these texts envision occurs not at a systemic level. Instead, the texts tell personal narratives about individual transformations which find their resolutions in the private sphere
of the family. In Stone's film, the notorious Gordon Gekko morally redeems himself by
becoming a more responsible individual, which allows him to be reunited with his
daughter. In Lanchester's novel, we witness, among other things, the moral recognition
and transformation of the City banker Roger Yount, who has literally been counting on
a huge bonus to finance his family's extravagant expenses. Roger not only fails to get
the expected bonus, but also loses his job in September 2008 since he has failed to notice his deputy's criminal embezzlement. Eventually, the Yount family have to move
out of their expensive house in London, which they can no longer afford, and instead
13

Note that in this scene (WWS 2:44:36-2:44:52), the diegetic audience visually duplicates the
cinema audience, thus raising the question whether we as viewers support Belfort as well. I am
grateful to Joanna Rostek for this observation.
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relocate to their holiday home in the countryside, where presumably they will lead a
life with "less greed, fewer commodities" and "more family" (Kinkle and Toscano
2011, 45).14
The literary and cinematic examples discussed in this chapter all highlight a deep ambivalence in the contemporary imagination of finance capitalism. The texts and films
show different attitudes, deploy different strategies and find different resolutions in
their representations. Sometimes the moral judgement passed on the transgressions of
the rogue financier, but also on a more general greed, is clear and quite explicit, as is
the case in Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps, Capital and The Way We Live Now. In
other examples, including Serious Money, Wall Street and The Wolf of Wall Street, the
moral imagination remains much more elusive and the glamorous charisma of the
rogue financier far more pronounced. However, the fact that Scorsese's film never
comes down on any one side and hence refuses closure does not let us off the hook as
spectators and participants in a capitalist system. Indeed, the film's ambiguity invites
us to reflect on the significance of the fact that even after the most recent financial crisis, the rogue financier still remains a both fascinating and disturbing figure in the contemporary cultural imagination.
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DOROTHEE BIRKE (AARHUS)
Economies of Space: The Value of Home
in Contemporary British Theatre

1.

Introduction

On 14 June 2017, 71 people were killed and many injured as they were trapped in their
flats in the council housing building Grenfell Tower in London Kensington. The Grenfell fire was one of the deadliest in mainland Britain since the beginning of the twentieth century. However, its status as an iconic media event derives from the fact that it
has been regarded as encapsulating some of the central ongoing political and economic
debates in post-Brexit Britain. The Independent, for example, wrote that the tower's
"charred hulk has become a cypher for all the ills that afflict London" (Dejevsky
2017), while The Guardian called the disaster "the terrible price of Britain's inequality" (Hanley 2017). Where another London disaster of the last few years, the riots of
2011, was mainly evoked by Conservatives to mobilise fears about 'Broken Britain'
and a violent underclass abusing the welfare state (Kirkup et al. 2011), the Grenfell
fire has become an important reference point for the Left. It was presented as confirming several beliefs about the interplay of economics, politics and class in contemporary
Britain. First, the findings that cheap materials were used in the façade of the social
housing block and that the underfunding of the fire brigade had cost valuable time in
saving lives, linked the Grenfell case to the dialling down of the welfare state since the
Thatcher era and especially the Tory austerity regime from 2010 onwards. Second, its
aftermath was taken to confirm the view (most prominently laid out in Owen Jones's
2011 Chavs: The Demonization of the Working Class) that British media and politicians have systematically been ignoring and vilifying the working class – an attitude
that left-wing commentators found perpetuated in Theresa May's awkward and standoffish visit to the site (Pasha-Robinson 2017). Third, the impression of an increasing
social stratification was reflected by the geographic location of the council tower block
in Kensington, where one can also find some of the most coveted and expensive innercity properties. The leader of the Labour party, Jeremy Corbyn, pinpointed this proximity as symbolic of larger patterns of inequality when he labelled the condition of
Kensington "a tale of two cities" (Corbyn 2017) and suggested requisitioning some of
the empty luxury flats in the area to house the victims of the disaster. Meanwhile,
members of activist groups, such as the "Radical Housing Network", have anticipated
that the fire might be used as a convenient excuse for moving working-class people out
of the borough to make room for more high-end property development – a process protesters characterised as "social cleansing" and "displacement" (Dejevsky 2017).
The image of the burning Grenfell tower effectively condenses the way in which the
supposedly 'private' space of home is both an arena and a contested resource in the
political and economic conflicts that frame these debates. The concept of 'home' has
great affective resonance in being conventionally understood as a depoliticised sphere
"in which we can truly be ourselves and display and nurture our being, […] in which,
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above all, we may experience centredness, identity, and security" (Porteous and Smith
2001, 3). At the same time, the material reality of the housing market is where many
people are directly and existentially confronted with the financial crisis, the shrinking
of the welfare state and social inequality. In this chapter, I want to discuss how the
(partly conflicting) intersections between different aspects of the value of home – its
material and immaterial worth as well as its function as a yardstick for moral standards
– are represented in contemporary British plays dealing with the crisis of social housing and the welfare state. As proposed by Mark Osteen and Martha Woodmansee in
the introduction to their volume on the new economic criticism (1999, 35-38), I will
link three approaches to the economics of literary texts: the interest in the social and
economic contexts of a work's production, the formalist attention to a text's intratextual
economies, in particular the interactions of the characters, and the consideration of the
economies of reception, i.e. the dynamics of a work's circulation and consumption. I
argue that because of its particular status as a spatial art, the theatre is an especially
interesting medium for addressing the value of home in an economic, a moral and an
aesthetic sense. The two plays I am going to discuss, Alan Bennett's The Lady in the
Van (1999) and Sh!t Theatre's Letters to Windsor House (2016), share a common
theme: they are about the London housing market and dramatise the process of gentrification, in which working-class inhabitants of an inner-city neighbourhood are replaced by more affluent ones and prices of property rise.
My discussion of the plays takes some inspiration from the work of one of the most
established but also controversial voices in economic criticism, namely Walter Benn
Michaels, in particular his newest book The Beauty of a Social Problem (2015).
Michaels looks at art that addresses what he sees as the predominant political problem
of our time, i.e. an increase in social inequality.1 At the same time, he provocatively
attacks a wide-spread idea about the impact of art, namely the notion that its political
potential lies in its ability to solicit sympathy for the victims of social inequality.
Michaels argues that such sympathy is actually irrelevant or even counterproductive,
because the material problem of a widening economic gap between the classes is not
fundamentally affected by attitudes towards the poor. In this sense, he insists, class is
different from race or gender, since "white is not better than black, but rich is definitely better than poor" (2006, 10). Michaels explores another way of addressing inequality: the works he is interested in invite a consideration of "the structure that
makes the [social] problem" rather than prompting the recipient to "feel the pathos of
the suffering produced by the problem" (2015, 39). In his readings, mainly of photographs, he focuses on how aesthetic form and structure render a "vision of the structures that produce both the policies we've got and the desire for alternatives to them"
(ibid., 165).
I disagree with Michaels insofar as I do not see the interests in identity politics and in
political structure as necessarily conflicting. Nonetheless, there is a tendency in both
contemporary politically invested plays and criticism of these plays to foreground the
1

In The Trouble with Diversity: How We Learned to Love Identity and Ignore Inequality,
Michaels put forward the unpopular opinion that in focussing on diversity as a social problem,
liberals condone inequality: "for thirty years, while the gap between the rich and the poor has
grown larger, we've been urged to respect people's identities – as if the problem of poverty
would be solved if we just appreciated the poor" (2006, 7).
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question of identity politics.2 Michaels's work is a timely reminder to look beyond issues of affect. Another very inspiring aspect is his interest in form – the way of patterning, shaping, arranging different elements – as itself politically relevant. This topic
has so far especially been discussed in relation to the aesthetics of realism (e.g.
Jameson 2013; Shonkwiler and La Berge 2014), but has recently also been taken up in
a more general way by Caroline Levine, who uses the concept of "affordance of form"
(2015, 6) to describe the specific potential of different modes of patterning to describe
varying types of experience. Following Michaels and Levine, I will focus on the political economics of 'form,' in the sense of both the structures or patterns within a particular play as well as the genre-specific modes of coordinating the relations between
production, content and consumption of theatre productions. I am going to demonstrate in what ways the two plays render an image and a criticism of the social structures we often take for granted. Moreover, I will show that a feature that might appear
to make the shows less political, namely their self-reflection on their status as works of
art, in fact contributes to their political potential.
2.

The Implications of Gentrification: The Lady in the Van

Alan Bennett's The Lady in the Van was a big success at the London West End in 1999
and has since been produced in multiple venues.3 It can well be perceived as an early
examination of the mounting housing crisis, even though the play is not preoccupied
with socio-political structure in an immediately obvious way. In fact, its main tendency seems to be to put forward the kind of identity politics criticised as ineffective
by Michaels. The title character, the 'lady in the van', is Miss Shepherd, a woman in
her mid-sixties, who has no fixed abode and roams the streets of early 1970s Camden
in her van. The individualisation of this homeless character is a central element of the
play. She is portrayed as highly eccentric, stubborn, proud and resilient. The nobility
that the title attributes to the character was in the original production amplified by the
casting of Maggie Smith, one of Britain's most prominent theatre and film actresses,
who had been made a Dame by Queen Elizabeth II in 1990. Nonetheless, I want to
argue that the formal choices of the play are not exclusively or even mainly designed
to elicit sympathy for this character, but to foreground inequality as a pervasive factor
of everyday reality.
This is especially clear if one compares the play to the film version directed by Nicholas Hytner (also starring Maggie Smith), which was released in November 2015. The
film is framed very differently from the play. It starts with a flashback scene from
Miss Shepherd's past, in which she is involved in a car crash that kills a young motorcyclist. The sequence suggests that this is a key event that can offer a psychological
explanation of why she lost control over her life and ultimately ended up on the street.
In this way, the film from the start represents homelessness as an exceptional state and
an individual problem, caused by bad luck and mental vulnerability. Although the car
accident is also mentioned at some point in the play (Bennett 2000, 81), here the dif2
3

I myself have just done so in an article on Nadia Fall's verbatim play Home (2015), entitled
"The 'Underclass' Talks Back" (2017).
UK venues include the West Yorkshire playhouse in Leeds (2002), the Hull Truck theatre and
Tour (2011-2012), the Pitlochry Festival Theatre (2015), the People's Theatre in Newcastle
(2016) and the Theatre Royal Bath (2017).
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ference in emphasis serves to portray homelessness as a social mechanism rather than
a personal failure. The play does not start with Miss Shepherd's backstory, but first
focuses on the other main character, who is none other than the playwright Alan Bennett himself, or rather Bennett as played by an actor. In fact, the protagonist of the play
is not Miss Shepherd, but Bennett: the play centres on him and his decision to let the
homeless woman park her van in his front yard and live there over a period of 15 years
(the play is based on events from Bennett's real life). At the beginning of this period,
Bennett has just bought a house in Camden. He is on his way up the social ladder,
from growing up in a working-class family in Northern England to being a successful
playwright in the London theatre scene. For the late 1990s audience, it is obvious that
Bennett in the play is actually a participant in the early stages of the gentrification of
Camden.4 By contrast, Miss Shepherd, as signalled by her genteel speech patterns and
her virtuosity as a piano player (ibid., 6, 77), comes from a middle-class background.
Their different trajectories mark Bennett and Shepherd as representatives of, respectively, upward and downward mobility.
This symmetrical pattern in the characterisation is spatialised in the set-up of the stage,
as it is called for in the stage directions. The mise-en-scène represents the interior of
Bennett's living room with his writing desk in direct juxtaposition with Shepherd's
van. These two simultaneously present home spaces are contrasted in the degree of
comfort, security and privacy they can offer – the van is, for example, the site of random police inspections as well as hooligan attacks (ibid., 20-21). But they are also
shown to be involved in an ongoing process of renegotiation: Shepherd throughout the
play tries to get more or better space for her van and things, she tries to get into the
house to use the bathroom etc., while Bennett tries, more or less successfully, to resist
these incursions on his privacy. Shepherd appears alternately as an intruder and as an
outcast. In turn, the audience is invited to consider the contradictory implications of
Bennett's actions. Is his ceding of space simply a generous act of sharing? Or should
we pay more attention to the ways in which he tries to keep both himself and Shepherd
in their places, and to the fact that he actually does? But then, has he not already done
much more than could be expected, and would anything more not be an unreasonable
encroachment of his property and independence? He is characterised as more generous
than his neighbours, who grumble about the presence of the van in front of their properties (ibid., 14). The play does not propose any answers to these uncomfortable questions. Rather, I would argue that the autobiographical grounding of the story contributes to the impression that the members of the audience are being called upon to reflect on their own implication in social inequality – how we profit from it, what we
could do about it, what the consequences of doing something would be and so on. Materialised in the negotiation of home spaces, inequality is made tangible as a social reality in which everybody has a stake, and in which everybody is in some way, willingly or unwillingly, involved.
The focus on Bennett as the protagonist also has a further important function in the
play. It serves to reflect on the relation of the theatre to the real-life experiences that
are represented. This is foregrounded by the fact that Bennett appears as a double
4

The dialogue emphasises his position as somebody who will profit from the steep rise in property value: "such a shame you've had to come in at the top of the market" (9), quips one of his
neighbours about the in hindsight unbelievably low sum of £11,500.
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character on the stage, i.e. is played by two actors. One is Bennett the protagonist, who
interacts with Shepherd and others; the other is Bennett the playwright, who comments
on these interactions. In their dialogue, the two characters argue about the motivation
behind allowing the lady and her van into the front yard:
A Bennett: I just thought you wanted something to write about.
A Bennett 2: I never wanted to write about her. […] Her coming into the garden was a question
of will. It was what she wanted all along and you found it easier to say yes than no.
A Bennett: People could say that was kind.
A Bennett 2: Kind is so tame. Come on, help me. Couldn't it be anger? Social conscience?
Guilt! (ibid., 28)

Again, the play does not resolve the question of how one might evaluate the relation
between the acts represented on stage and the acts involved in producing them in the
theatre. Yet it invites thinking about the spatial politics of the theatre: to what extent is
the inequality registered by the play reproduced by offering the homeless lady as entertainment, in a play created by one of England's most successful playwrights for the
London West End mainstream stage and presumably attended mainly by a well-to-do
middle-class audience? One's answer to this question will partly depend on whether
one encounters the play in this original West End production or in one of the many
community and amateur productions that have proliferated especially in the last few
years. Part of the political potential of this play can be attributed to the fact that because of its limited number of characters and comparatively simple mise-en-scène, it
lends itself well to smaller-scale production and to touring, as for example by the Hull
Truck Theatre and Tour in 2011 and 2012, which brought the play to small towns, especially in Northern England. Its amenability to the dimensions of community theatre
fits well with the play's increasing topicality since the financial crisis and the austerity
politics of the Cameron government, which gave new urgency to the issues of social
housing and the financialisation of domestic space.
3.

Situating 'Generation Rent': Letters to Windsor House

The spatial staging of the economics of home in The Lady in the Van can usefully be
compared to the ways in which a very recent play, Sh!t Theatre's Letters to Windsor
House, responds to the housing situation in London. The show, written and performed
by a two-women group, was very successful at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe in 2016.
In some ways, it is as far away as one can get from Bennett's well-made West End production. The play is an intimate performance piece, in which the two women, Louise
Mothersole and Rebecca Biscuit, sing, dance, improvise chats with the audience and
throughout the play accompany their dialogue with a media show featuring slides and
videos. Like Bennett, they use autobiographical references and thus connect a very
personal account of their own home life with the larger story of the London property
market.
On a stage that is a stylised version of their rather cramped and messy living room,
they tell the story of sharing a council-house flat in Hackney. The stigma attached to
the council-house estate in the British cultural imaginary as the territory of a disparaged class of "chavs" (Jones 2011) is addressed right at the outset of the play, where
the two young women introduce their home with the help of slides:
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B. (into mics): We live in Windsor House. [accompanied by a slide showing Windsor Castle]
L.: Not that Windsor House, this Windsor House. [slide showing the run-down housing estate]
(Sh!t Theatre 2017, 19-20)

The stratification of the housing market is omnipresent in the show. It is, for example,
explicitly evoked by the description of the geographical location, which is visualised
on a slide showing a Google Maps image: across the street from the council house,
there is a development of luxury apartments, "Woodberry Park". Right next to it live
the "new neighbours", a group of homeless people who "moved in recently on a 3 metre patch of concrete … in front of Buckingham House, between a UKIP billboard
and the tube station" (ibid., 45). Jeremy Corbyn's "tale of two cities" is prefigured
here, including the interpretation that the elevation of people on one end of the social
scale is causally connected to the decline of those on the other end. The displacement
of the homeless people, the play suggests, is the inevitable result of the catastrophic
development in London housing policies and the privatisation of public space for the
sake of profit. The cynicism behind this type of 'urban development' is highlighted by
the inclusion of an advertisement for the (real-life) luxury apartment building in the
multimedia show:
[Male voiceover]: There's really something for everyone at Woodberry Park, so many different
types of accommodation, and the whole idea is about people coming together as a community, so it caters to the full range of people from different backgrounds. The Woodberry
community is an exciting and dynamic community, the area's being regenerated so you get
new people moving in, you can see change here day after day, you can see what Berkeley
Homes has achieved here. It's a beautiful little oasis, really, within the area. (ibid., 41)

The advertising rhetoric of the 'diverse community' quite obviously only thinly veils
the message that a major selling point is the exclusion of socially 'undesirable elements', such as the inhabitants of the old council-housing block. The theme is taken up
again in a later scene in which a video of Mothersole and Biscuit "viewing Woodberry
Park, posing as an eccentric lesbian couple from Cambridge" is accompanied by their
on-stage "building the walls of a small shelter out of cardboard boxes" (ibid., 60). This
juxtaposition can be understood as a carnivalesque statement, suggesting that their actual status is aligned with that of the people excluded from the luxury estate. This interpretation also fits with the fact that the sympathies in the show clearly lie with the
disenfranchised 'new neighbours', whose fate represents a worst-case scenario for
those dependent on the increasingly pared-down welfare state.
The plot of Letters to Windsor House – as far as there is one – also seems to be designed to express sympathy for and claim kinship with the people on the lower end of
the social spectrum. The play's title refers to letters that keep arriving at the flat, addressed to no fewer than ten former tenants. Mothersole and Biscuit decide to open
this mail to find out more about the addressees. This could be a launching point for a
collection of sentimental portraits, but instead the stories Mothersole and Biscuit concoct with the help of extensive internet searches are hilarious and ludicrous fantasies,
funny because they are clearly made up from small pieces of information, like bills
and catalogues. Letters to Windsor House thus does not evoke successful communication, let alone solidarity between or mobilisation of members of the so-called 'Generation Rent'. The letters are junk, not signs of anybody's personal connection, but just
companies and institutions trying to make money, and, in any case, they never reach
their addressees. It is the absence of contact and community that the show represents
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as the typical condition of the tenants in these apartments. This is also expressed in the
form: the episodic structure of the show, which dedicates different 'numbers' to the
various former tenants (featuring songs as well as slide shows), can be regarded as a
formal response to the problem of inequality as leading to the deterioration of community structures.
The issue of class alliance and identification also turns out to be more complicated
insofar as the show raises the question of where Mothersole and Biscuit themselves
should be placed on the social spectrum. On the one hand, as Jen Harvie writes in her
introduction to the published script, the show does present the difficulties of their
home life as physical and very personal evidence of the "qualitatively human costs" of
the housing crisis: "how it infantilises people, paralyses them, denies independence
and growth, and strains the bonds of friendship" (2017, 14). On the other hand, the
play also acknowledges that the two young artists are relatively privileged. In a twist at
the end of the show, the two protagonists find out that one of the former tenants they
have been researching is the person who has been posing as their landlord. It also turns
out that he does not actually own the flat, but has himself rented it from the council
and is now illegally renting it out for a steep price. Mothersole and Biscuit call the
council to report on him, but when it becomes clear that nobody is very interested in
the problem, they are not eager to do anything that will jeopardise their own housing.
This poses the question of whether they should be seen as victims of a scam or actually
as complicit in the demolition of the welfare state. Like The Lady in the Van, then, the
play touches upon issues of privilege and implication in pervasive structures of inequality.
In contrast to Bennett's play, however, this show – to a certain extent – represents the
theatre itself as a kind of utopian space, one that might serve to restore possibilities of
personal development as well as communication. This impression of the theatre as
utopian is closely bound to the specific aesthetics of the play as an autobiographical
performance piece. One of the most striking aspects is how personal the show feels, as
the performers are recreating elements of their private lives. They show snapshots of
their kitchen ("looking bloody awful", Sh!t Theatre 2017, 20), bathroom ("also looking
shit", ibid., 20) and of themselves, sometimes together with friends. They read out
messages to each other that include intimate details. Moreover, the shows are staged as
conversations with the audience, with improvised bits where, for example, Mothersole
and Biscuit discuss with the spectators the ethics of opening the letters addressed to
other people (ibid., 28-29). In this way, the stage becomes an extended living room,
where the audience is invited to participate and connect.
Another central aspect of the show's form is its commitment to goofy imperfections
and improvisations, including grainy slides, disharmonious trombone playing and
jumping up and down on a sofa. Mothersole and Biscuit have explained that the name
of the company, Sh!t Theatre, comes from the idea that "performance theatre is just
shit theatre" and that they reject the "idea of virtuosity" (Bano 2016) in favour of embracing failure. I read this as a critique of the commodity value of theatre. In their
small-scale performances, Sh!t Theatre stage the quest for a space of their own as a
social as well as an artistic problem. Letters to Windsor House reflects how conscious
they are of their own precarious positions as independent artists as well as of their
privileges. It foregrounds the ambivalence of their social position as aspiring theatre
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practitioners in a creative landscape that increasingly casts artists as what has come to
be called 'artrepreneurs', a new type Harvie critically describes as "marked by independence and the ability to take initiative, take risks, self-start, think laterally, problem-solve, innovate ideas and practices, be productive, effect impact and realize or at
least stimulate financial profits" (2013, 62). Artistic success, in this model, is never
completely separable from the logic of the marketplace that the play sets out to criticise and find an alternative to.
4.

Conclusion

Through their content and their formal choices, The Lady in the Van and Letters to
Windsor House foreground the intimate, interior, personal character of home, while at
the same time staging it as a site of constant social negotiation. I have traced the plays'
grappling with the value of space on four different levels:
(1) On the level of the content, they address the financialisation of home (Leyda
2016). The domestic sphere is represented as part of a dynamic property market,
which entails spatial movement as well as upward and downward mobility.
(2) On the level of the spatial setting and the interactions that define it, the determination of the value of home is characterised as relational, or even antagonistic: the
dynamics of spatial and social mobility create accumulation of property as well as
precarity and displacement.
(3) The prominent use of autobiographical elements calls attention to the fact that
everybody is implicated in this process of social differentiation and allows Bennett
as well as Mothersole and Biscuit to reflect on their own status, on their privileges
and anxieties.
(4) The autobiographical and meta-theatrical elements moreover pose the question of
the value of the theatre – its economic value as a commodity, but also its social
value as an alternative space that allows practitioners and audience to explore and
critique their positions.
By virtue of their highly personal explorations of home, then, the plays are both political and self-reflexive. The perspective of economic criticism helps to see how acutely
they are attuned to the economic transactions that structure our everyday experience of
space, an awareness that extends to an exploration of the socio-economic implications
of theatre-going as a medial practice.
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MELISSA KENNEDY (PASSAU AND VIENNA)
Imaginary Economics: Alternative Ways of Thinking
Literary Studies and the Economy

1.

Introducing Imaginary Economics

In Aotearoa-New Zealand, as elsewhere in the world, the 2008 global financial crisis
and ensuing critique of the global political economy shifted focus away from cultural
identity and onto socio-economic inequality. While the cultural politics of identity
from the 1980s enabled the indigenous Maori to fight for a cultural and linguistic renaissance and national biculturalism, these political, social and cultural achievements
did not coincide with economic improvement. Since the 1980s, the number of poor
New Zealanders has doubled; the nation has the highest rate of youth suicide in the
developed world (UNICEF 2017, 22), and with 300,000 children living in poverty,
often in overcrowded, unsanitary housing, infectious diseases thought eradicated in the
mid-twentieth century, like whooping cough and rheumatic fever, have returned
(Ainge Roy 2016). In all of these statistics, the indigenous Maori are disproportionately affected. Not only are Maori overrepresented in poverty measures, the gap between Maori and Pakeha (white New Zealanders) has widened in almost all social indicators for which data has been collected since the 1980s (Poata-Smith 2013, 157).
Maori unemployment is three times higher than for Pakeha; Maori life expectancy is
eight years lower than for Pakeha, with double the incidence of obesity, heavy smoking and drinking; Maori child poverty, at thirty-four percent, is more than double that
of white children (Simpson et al., 2014). The cultural equality loudly proclaimed in the
national narrative of biculturalism has run in parallel with growing factors of social
and economic inequality that have been almost wholly ignored in public discourse.
Indeed, the terms and parameters of the identity politics of difference have masked the
insidious effects of that other national sea-change of the 1980s, the irruption of freemarket neoliberalism.
The way in which both mainstream media and academic discussions of Maori culture
systematically ignore this key social, economic and political fact of Maori underachievement inspired my recent monograph Narratives of Inequality: Postcolonial
Literary Economics (2017). It analyses systemic structures of capitalist inequality that
repeat across time and space, in colonial, neocolonial and neoliberal eras, offering a
longue durée overview of how many postcolonial writers explore in their fiction the
ways in which the colonial past has created the postcolonial present. Collapsing the
usual approach of literary criticism, which tends to stay within closely defined bounds
of period, genre, national literature or individual writers, Narratives of Inequality offers a global history, which reveals repeating patterns of unfair labour conditions, land
dispossession and the emotional and behavioural stresses these entail. From the imposition of capitalism in the colonies to today's ongoing poverty, the same marginalised
groups – indigenous, minorities, blacks, women and children – remain the losers of
global neoliberalism. By shifting the analytical lens from cultural to economic con-
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cerns, the ongoing marginalisation of Maori is revealed to be a deeply materialist
rather than culturalist question and problem.
While it was immensely satisfying to be able to identify the history of capitalism,
long-wave economic structures and a grasp of colonialism as an economically-motivated global system, revealing such systemic inequality and injustice only adds to my
frustration of seeing no way out of its never-ending repetition. The sequel to a book on
Postcolonial Economics ought to be Postcolonial Alternatives, but the large majority
of Maori, and indeed more broadly postcolonial fiction, while offering excoriating critiques of inequality, rarely imagines ways out of the neoliberal world order to which,
as Margaret Thatcher infamously claimed, "there is no alternative" (qtd. in Kennedy
2017, 188). This lack of imagination – the inability to think of constructive ways to
circumvent or create alternatives to neoliberal values – underpins my idea of 'imaginary economics': a project that aims to sketch out where fiction and economics intersect with the personal imagination and the socio-cultural imaginary that forms each of
us as citizens and subjects.
By 'imaginary', I neither mean a Lacanian psychoanalysis aiming to separate out the
symbolic and real, nor, following Fredric Jameson on what he calls "the attempt to
imagine capitalism by way of imagining the end of the world" (2003, 76), a reading of
utopian, fantasy and science-fiction. 'Imaginary economics' is more akin to Benedict
Anderson's "imagined communities" (Anderson 1991), in the sense of ideological
foundations of global capitalism that underpin the nation-state and the apparatuses that
uphold its legitimacy despite clear contradictions, falsehoods and failures. Where
Anderson exposes how the project of nation-building is based on apparatuses that
imagine community, neoliberalism might be considered for the ways in which the
state, the corporate sector and financial industries are enabled and empowered by the
economic narratives they construct and control. Mostly though, at this early stage of
my present project, I want to hold these two words together in tension – to explore the
ways in which economics and the imaginary confront and respond to the huge question
of how to imagine an alternative future to that of neoliberal capitalism, one which
might be more equal and more ecologically sustainable.
The term 'imaginary economics' also echoes concerns and perspectives broached by
Kurt Heinzelman's early text, The Economics of the Imagination (1980), and it takes as
given the terrain of new economic criticism that Mark Osteen and Martha Woodmansee identified in 1999:
[E]conomics provides a ready-made system of tropes and fictions about value, debt, money and
exchange that underpins not only its own practices and texts, but also literary discourses that are
less obviously economic. Economic criticism, in short, is predicated on the existence and disclosure of parallels and analogies between linguistic and economic systems. (1999, 14)

While for literary scholars this insistence on the mediated nature of cultural production
is common sense, it is hard to overstate just how contrary to mainstream economic
thought Osteen and Woodmansee's claims were in the late-1990s. This was at the
height of the economic discipline's love affair with mathematical models and big data,
at the very moment when Western society was utterly seduced by the new technologies of the internet, before the dot.com bubble bust of 2001; a time at which British
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown, triumphantly claimed to have solved the
cycle of booms and busts (Cameron 2002).
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The Financial Crisis and the Return of Subjectivity to Economics

The 2008 global financial crisis effectively reversed those trends in economic discourse. It further answered Osteen and Woodmansee's other questions, of what new
economic criticism aims to achieve and around what points its disparate interests are
going to converge. Following the financial crisis and ensuing ten years of bailouts,
sovereign debt, austerity and slow growth, the issues of inequality, the future of capitalism and the human side of economics have come to the fore as some of the most
pressing concerns of our contemporary era. This massive shift of interest is also registered in literary studies, as in other humanities and social sciences, away from the
identity politics and minority rights that marked the 1980s-to-2000s to focus instead on
materialist rather than cultural forms of inequality. In this era of materialist critique,
the challenge will be not to forget that the language of identity politics – marginalisation, discrimination and more broadly equality of human rights – is deeply connected
with the new economic focus of alienation and dispossession. One of the many questions for literary critics is which branch is going to engage in literary analyses of economic inequality. Postcolonial studies has swiftly moved into materialist critique, in
tandem with the related field of literary ecocriticism, which shares a concern to highlight the imbalance of geo-political power reflected in marginalisation, lack of recognition and rights and unbalanced distribution of material resources. The emergent field
of literary economics is also well-placed to establish a role, with the benefit that its
world-systems and world-literature remit means it is not narrowly attached to period,
genre or place.
The financial crisis engendered an outpouring of film and fiction, documentary and
popular economics books as well as mainstream media representation and discussion.
The narrativisation of the crisis, and of the neoliberal economy more generally, suggests a narrowing of the great gap between the humanities and the social sciences to
reveal common purposes and interpretative strategies. Since the crisis, the economics
discipline has been refocused, away from mathematical equations, computer simulations and big data, and back to its more historical, sociological and philosophical
raison d'être (Akerlof and Shiller 2009; Chang 2007; Piketty 2014; Sedláček 2011).
Several economists argue that Adam Smith's great contribution is not On the Wealth of
Nations (1776), often considered the founding text of modern economics, but his earlier Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759).1 Tomáš Sedláček reminds readers that the
word oikonomia, from the Greek for household management and agriculture, stems
from the intimate and basic form of human togetherness in the domestic arrangements
of the home (2011, 3). Even Nobel Prize-winning economists such as Joseph Stiglitz,
George Akerlof and Robert Shiller have written popular economics books advocating
a return to humanist economics. The book titles, such as The Price of Inequality: How
Today's Divided Society Endangers Our Future (Stiglitz 2012), The Great Divide: Unequal Societies and What We Can Do about Them (Stiglitz 2015) and Animal Spirits:
How Human Psychology Drives the Economy and Why It Matters for Global Capitalism (Akerlof and Shiller 2009) expressly draw in the reading public as agentive actors
to "our future" and how "we" can shape it. From other disciplinary perspectives, an1

For recent economic analyses of the importance of this earlier text, see, for example, Jeffrey
Sachs's 2017 lecture series, London School of Economics; Nigel Dodd, The Social Life of
Money (2014); Tomáš Sedláček, Economics of Good and Evil (2011).
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thropologists and sociologists have written on economic themes, most notably David
Graeber in Debt: The First 5,000 Years (2011) and Nigel Dodd in The Social Life of
Money (2014). Even novelists have contributed to public discussion of economic
themes by writing non-fiction, most renowned, perhaps, Margaret Atwood with Payback: Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth (2008) and John Lanchester with Whoops:
Why Everyone Owes Everyone and No One Can Pay (2010).
In the developed world, the amount of fiction, television and film that overtly tackles
economic subjects has also increased, with a particular surge in representations at either
end of the wealth spectrum, in portrayals of high-finance, the super-rich, and at the
other end of the scale, of precarity and poverty. Financial crisis fiction, which Katy
Shaw termed "crunch lit" (Shaw 2015), has exploded, with novels by well-known authors, including John Lanchester, Marina Lewycka, C.K. Stead and Sebastian Faulks,
indicating that writers feel compelled to participate in this increasingly mainstream registration of the power of the financial industry on material inequality. Hollywood and
mainstream TV, too, highlight the dual crimes of high finance and poverty in the
world's richest countries, in movies such as I, Daniel Blake (2016) and Born Equal
(2006), in televised series such as Billions (2016) and Follow the Money (2016), and in
the in-between fiction-reality of documentaries, memoirs, and reality TV of The Wolf
of Wall Street (2013), The Big Short (2015), Inequality for All (2013), The Apprentice
(UK 2005-; US 2004-2017), and The Real Housewives (2006-).
In the above texts and productions, economists and cultural creators both focus on human systems of circulation and exchange: of sociological and anthropological human
economies rather than the narrow definition of economics as concerned with finance
and markets. The fact that both economists and cultural creators have simultaneously
turned to analysing, interpreting and critiquing the symbolic, cultural, social and political iterations of economics makes a powerful argument that literature and economics
are not different disciplines, but intrinsically the same, just using different languages
and positing different theories, methods and models to interpret expressions of human
exchange and interaction.2 In their critiques of the unscrupulous wealthy figures who
control and profit from capitalist practices of investment, all these works contain a
sense of urgency in needing to address the future of capitalism. They are, however,
much more reticent about offering ideas on how to fix it. In this they are not alone.
Since 2008, social unrest, protest and dissent against the unsustainable and the unjust
is surely on the rise, but it is unclear what constructive new policies and practices people are demonstrating for: it is one thing to identify the problem, but quite another to
replace it with a solution. Here, I would argue, is where we need to use our imaginations as individuals and harness the cultural and social imaginary in order to think the
economy – the world – differently.
3.

Thinking Literary Studies and Economics Differently

Literary scholars must surely have a role to play in exploring the ways in which the
(individual) imagination and the (socio-cultural) imaginary interact in humanist formu2

This claim is anathema to the disciplinary divides that have heretofore construed economics as
an objective science and literary analysis as principally concerned with aesthetics and in some
way divorced from the real (see Kennedy 2017).
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lations of the economy – both in fiction and in the kind of popular non-fiction texts
from the social sciences cited above. Now, more than ever, literary critics and cultural
commentators as individuals and English departments as institutions, ought to engage
with issues of inequality to find a position for ourselves. Should we be the moral conscience of our otherwise commercialised times? Is the imaginary, everywhere co-opted
for monetarised consumerist and ideological ends, also worth fighting for to retain its
features of malleability, hope, revolution, subjectivity and thinking-outside-the-box?
Can we insist upon the primacy of human economies based on trust, solidarity and reciprocity as the foundation for a political economy aiming for individual and communal well-being? But this is exactly where my idea of postcolonial alternatives and
'imaginary economics' gets utterly stuck. Although I am supposed to be a specialist of
the imaginary, I am horrified to find that I am unable to think economics differently, to
imagine a different frame of value than the neoliberal order I was born into. The problem, however, is not personal but rather a feature of the neoliberal dogma of 'there is
no alternative' thinking that has enabled neoliberalism to grow into the global economic hegemony.
On the challenge of how the imaginary can bridge the gap with the real, geographer
David Harvey asks in Spaces of Hope:
[H]ow is it that we are so persuaded that 'there is no alternative'? Is it simply that we lack the
will, the courage, and the perspicacity to open up alternatives and actively pursue them? […]
We seem, as [Roberto] Unger [...] puts it, "torn between dreams that seem unrealizable and
prospects that hardly seem to matter." Is it really a choice between 'Dreamworks' or nothing?
(Harvey 2000, 155)

Certainly, the ridicule, scorn and mockery of anyone who dares to dream are as effective as heavy-handed tactics at discouraging any challenge to the so-called 'free' market (ibid., 154). Side-lining the humanities into a forgotten corner of the university,
with constant threat of review, budget cuts or even closure, has a similar effect of depressing any forward-thinking, future-orientated endeavour. Indeed, Harvey ends
Spaces of Hope with a damning critique of the neoliberal university in which most of
us literary critics work: "[t]he only kind of traditional scholarship tolerated," he goes
on, is "an obfuscating academicism specifically designed (or so it seemed) to take all
the pleasure out of learning and to prevent the formation or communication of significant ideas" (ibid., 274). Similarly, anthropologist David Graeber was inspired to write
his book Debt: The First 5,000 Years against a seeming "collapse of our collective
imaginations" in a neoliberal era of incredible technological progress that has, nonetheless, "[i]nstead of unleashing visions, […] made visionary politics of any sort impossible" (2014, 493-494). Against the common mainstream tendency to ridicule his
discipline as pesky and irrelevant, Graeber argues for the centrality of anthropology to
interventions in the economic debate, thanks to its empirical and theoretical, yet also
comparative and historical methodology: in his afterword to the 2014 edition, he reveals his hope and belief that his book might "actually influence public debate on issues that really mattered" (ibid., 393).3
3

In his afterword to the 2014 edition, Graeber claims some limited success in achieving his
book's overall aim to change economists' misunderstanding of the origin of money (2014, 396).
His argument for debt forgiveness was also taken up by various groups following his activist involvement in the Occupy New York movement (ibid., 397).
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It is curious that this defence of the imaginary comes from geography and political
science. Is it not us, literary and cultural analysts of the English departments, who
should be making these claims? It is to this concern that Rita Felski, in Uses of Literature (2008), claims that "our language of critique is far more sophisticated and substantial than our language of justification" (2008, 22). She asks, in effect, what we literary critics think our field of study has to offer. The backlash she received to challenging her discipline's foundational specialisation inspired her next book, The Limits
of Critique (2015), which further investigates what she deems the discipline's "legitimation crisis" (2015, 5). Although, of course not all readers will feel interpellated by
Felski's manifesto, her constant use of the inclusive pronouns "we", "our" and "us",
asks all literary critics to actively question the discipline's founding beliefs and objectives. These queries, in turn, lay the groundwork for a potential re-evaluation of English studies in the contemporary university, which is necessarily caught up in neoliberal and global values and considerations, differently played out in university systems
and departmental politics around the world.
Felski's argument forces us to engage with two opposing concepts of the imagination
and the role of the literary analyst that currently concern English departments. On the
one hand, the pressure to systematise and normalise neoliberalism under the logic of
'there is no alternative' has undermined the value of the humanities in the university.
Within a competitive, market-led logic, there is little use-value for humanist values, so
little market for teaching them. If, on the other hand, we see the imaginary as a common good that proliferates with use and becomes more abundant – as education,
knowledge and information could be and should be – then literary fiction and its
analysis are potentially powerful tools with which to condemn market-led ideology
and participate in building human-centred economies. For Felski, renewed meaning for
literary studies requires the discipline to become more positive and inclusive of the lay
reader and the reasons for which most people read. If literary studies can break out of
what she calls its "hermeneutics of suspicion" (2015, 2) we might just become aware
of, as she paraphrases Yves Citton, "the emergence of another regime of interpretation:
one that is willing to recognize the potential of literature and art to create new imaginaries rather than just to denounce mystifying illusions. The language of attachment,
passion, and inspiration is no longer taboo" (ibid., 187).
The remainder of this chapter takes up Felski's call to imagine and interpret anew by
exploring how critics of neoliberalism and proponents of postcapitalism engage their
imaginations in order to think of a non-neoliberal future. These economists' use of fiction and their own imaginations stimulates and inspires new ways of thinking that live
up to Felski's call to reach out to the reader by positively, without embarrassment, calling on the language of feelings, attachment and passion. The ways in which economists use the imaginary as tools with which to think of alternatives to market-led
global neoliberalism offer constructive ways toward the human-centred restructuring
of the political economy. They also suggest techniques of thinking outside the box
that, I think, we could also use in literary economic analysis and particularly in the
classroom.
By far the most common use of fiction in economic texts is to insert extracts from
novels, often historical, such as Jane Austen or Charles Dickens, to illustrate certain
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economics facts and tendencies. Thomas Piketty's use of Jane Austen in Capitalism in
the Twenty-First Century (2014) is typical:
In Sense and Sensibility, the kernel of the plot (financial as well as psychological) is established
in the first ten pages in the appalling dialogue between John Dashwood and his wife, Fanny.
John has just inherited the vast Norland estate, which brings in 4,000 pounds a year, or more
than 100 times the average income of the day (which was barely more than 30 pounds a year in
1800-1810). (2014, 413)

Rather than bring dry facts to life with historical case studies, Piketty draws from those
that might already be known to readers. This diagnostic use of fiction taps into a common language and set of references with a general readership: fiction is, after all, perhaps the most accessible, user-friendly, entertaining archive we have. Some critics of
the political economy go further, however, and write their own fiction. There is, indeed, a long history of such genre-crossing, with writers such as Charles Dickens,
Daniel Defoe, Victor Hugo and Benjamin Disraeli as vocal advocates on behalf of the
poor and disenfranchised in their fiction as in their politics and work. The trend also
features in postcolonial literature, with writers such as Vikas Swarup (Q&A, 2005),
Gautam Malkani (Londonstani, 2006), Mohsin Hamid (The Reluctant Fundamentalist,
2007), Aravind Adiga (The White Tiger, 2008) and Leila Aboulela (Minaret, 2005),
who were all trained in economics, finance, diplomacy, civil service or law.4
A much rarer usage of fiction to support economic arguments is for writers to slip into
fictional narrative mode within the serious non-fictional genre of a pop-economics
book. The Korean, University of Cambridge economic historian and development
economist Ha-Joon Chang opens his pop-economics book, Good Samaritans: The
Guilty Secrets of Rich Nations and the Threat to Global Prosperity (2007), with an
imaginary article for The Economist, set in June 2061. In his fake article, "Mozambique Takes on the Big Boys", Chang, in the guise of a journalist, writes of the stellar
success of a Mozambique alternative fuel giant company beating the US and Japan in
the car industry with their revolutionary hydrogen fuel cells. The story sounds rather
far-fetched considering the wealth, technology and industry gap between one of the
world's poorest countries and the wealthiest. Chang analyses his own fiction thus:
Mozambique may or may not succeed in living up to my fantasy. But what would your reaction
have been, had you been told in 1961, a century before the Mozambican dream, that South Korea would, in 40 years' time, be one of the world's leading exporters of mobile phones, a strictly
science-fiction product at that time? Hydrogen fuel cells do at least exist today. (2007, 2)

Chang's fantasy is, in fact, anchored in a past reality. He goes on to outline how his
seemingly ridiculous hopes for Mozambique were, indeed, achieved by Korea, often
touted as an economic 'miracle', turning the poorest country in the world into number
ten by nominal GDP today. Chang thereby begins his book by throwing readers offcourse, asking them to see the economic world they thought they knew somewhat differently. Beginning with fiction helps him forward his thesis, to expose as myths many
tenets underpinning global neoliberalism: 'free' market, 'equal' opportunity, upward
mobility and fairness are shown to be as much pipe-dreams as the idea of Mozambique
leading the world in hydrogen fuel cells.
4

Leila Aboulela has an M.Phil. from the London School of Economics; Gautam Malkani is a
journalist for the Financial Times, as was Aravind Adiga; Mohsin Hamid graduated from Harvard Law school and was a management consultant; Vikas Swarup is an Indian diplomat.
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While Chang deflates the hyperbola and utopian dreaming of his 'what if' scenario by
grounding it in a rigorous history of Korean development, Harvey, in Spaces of Hope,
riffs off literary fiction and utopian philosophy to literally dream his vision of a postcapitalist world. The text explores the history of utopian visions of urban geography as
a way to see past the strictures and failures of the neoliberal city, to try to imagine a
more equitable use of the city space. In this way, Harvey uses utopian ideas in urban
geography just as we in literary studies often analyse utopian ideas in fiction. In the
Appendix, however, Harvey changes mode away from the scholarly into a dream-like
reverie. He imagines the end of capitalism through a global financial crisis, followed
by a women-led revolution for a money-less world based on community well-being.
Harvey models his reverie, even in his bombastic language, on American writer Edward Bellamy's 1888 utopian science fiction novel Looking Backward, 2000-1888. He
takes Bellamy off the page, recreating the fictional scenario into his own personal
thought-experiment of the twenty-first century. This 'imagine if' technique of imagining yourself in a fictional scenario is a common rhetorical device, used in teaching,
book clubs and when engaging with children. It is almost never used in literary critique, however, nor in academic texts.
Just as Harvey's writing style is unfamiliar, so too is my own reaction to it. I find myself very uncomfortable as I read Harvey's utopian fantasy, as if he has dropped his
professional distance and invited me into a too-close personal space. I find myself
judging him: I am squeamish that a 70-year old professor fantasises about a society of
free sex. I brush aside as juvenile his anarchist leanings that sound like enthusiastic
Marxists of the 1960s. I completely ignore aspects of his idealistic world that are
sketched in impressionistic brush strokes rather than anchored in detail. My reaction is
telling. It shows how, as a reader of scholarly non-fiction, I do not expect a trusted
academic to drop into this intimate mode or to mix creativity with analysis. Even if I
may have indulged in the pleasure of thinking up imaginary futures in my spare time, I
would never have written it in my own critical and analytical work. My initial response to Harvey's offer of personal reflection is to mask my own discomfort by analysing, critiquing, weighing and judging his ideas in an almost wholly negative way.
Yet, I am ashamed that for all my training and all my pretending to profess the importance of the imaginary, I am not able to react in a more encouraging manner. In fact, I
never use my imagination, preferring rather to critique those who have a go. To critique rather than create allows me to protect my personal imagination and stand in its
place a carefully-crafted professional public persona as engaged analyst and critic.
What Harvey and indeed also Chang demonstrate, is that our critical interventions
might also require us to become, in essence, creators and writers as well as readers and
analysts. Their ability to create as well as to critique, and their breaking down of academic expectations of a private-public divide respond positively to Felski's charge to
"create new imaginaries rather than just to denounce mystifying illusions" (2015, 187).
4.

Some Preliminary Conclusions

While professional literary commentators tend to be highly critical of sketchy literary
analyses from non-experts, and rarely – outside of creative writing programmes – attempt to create fiction as a form of literary critique, Chang's and Harvey's attempts are
earnest attempts to respond to their own sense of urgency at needing to think a way out
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of the impasse neoliberalism has created. Their efforts to construct alternatives align
with George Monbiot's recent claim in the opening lines of Out of the Wreckage: A
New Politics for an Age of Crisis (2017) that "you cannot take away someone's story
without giving them a new one. It is not enough to challenge an old narrative, however
outdated and discredited it may be. Change happens only when you replace it with another" (2017, 1). Monbiot's strong claim supports Chang's and Harvey's attempts at
fiction in that they all argue a central role for the imagination in the search for a new
economic order that centres human rather than market exchange and interaction. From
this perspective, literature's unique foregrounding of the writer as principally informed
by personal and subjective imagination rather than the homo economicus model of the
objective, functional, rational man can be seen as its strength, rather than its weakness.
Literary scholars are thus well placed to further Monbiot's project of imagining how a
strengthening of community and the commons can challenge the neoliberal hegemony.
Scholars of English can interpret Monbiot's challenge to replace the narrative as a direct call for literary engagement. More directly, Piketty asks for our help as fellow
academics and as citizens. In the end of his mammoth achievement, Capitalism in the
Twenty-First Century, Piketty becomes quite aggressive in arguing that academics
should be seen as ordinary citizens, too, with a duty to impart their knowledge to as
large an audience as possible from a position of solidarity with the general public,
rather than an intellectual sense of superiority. Like Felski, he complains that
[i]t is all too easy for social scientists to remove themselves from public debate and political
confrontation and content themselves with the role of commentators on or demolishers of the
views and data of others. […] It is illusory, I believe, to think that the scholar and the citizen
live in separate moral universes. (2014, 574)

Directly criticising scholars of other social sciences for "abandoning the terrain" (ibid.,
575) of economic analysis and decisions to the specialists, he disapproves of the tendency familiar to literary critics to hide behind our disciplinary curtains:
[S]ocial scientists in other disciplines should not leave the study of economic facts to economists and must not flee in horror the minute a number rears its head, or content themselves with
saying that every statistic is a social construct, which of course is true but insufficient. At bottom, both responses are the same, because they abandon the terrain to others. (Piketty 2014,
575)

The way that Piketty drops his cool, calm, objective and distanced academic persona
to address readers and fellow scholars with such a direct plea is a radical departure
from the conventional academic tone of detached professionalism that we usually
strive for in our own discipline, too. However, if we respond to these passages with the
compassion due another human and with the solidarity due a fellow academic, then
surely an ethical reaction would be to respond with equalled commitment to Piketty's
belief that our discipline's contribution can help change the unequal economic conditions of the world at large.
In the spirit of thinking outside the box of disciplinary habit encouraged by Piketty,
Chang and Harvey, I would like to end by proposing ways in which a certain kind of
literary analysis that endeavours to respond to economic inequality from our disciplinary perspective can advocate, alongside social science fields, for the importance of
narrative to the public domain and in the service of a critique of neoliberalism: that
which I am calling 'imaginary economics'. This mode of literary analysis would fore-
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ground writers and readers as consumers of and believers in story, rather than the familiar academic mode as sceptical critics primed by years of learning and propped up
by theory. Imaginary economists would identify what the reading public knows and
enjoys about the fiction they read, rather than seek ever-new insights in order to publish something original that is currently demanded by academic publishing. Rather
than writing for obscure academic journals and conferences appealing only to other
literary specialists, literary economists would write pop-literary critique that aims to
engage with the widest public readership possible by tapping into the common references of shared narratives through which we – writer, reader and critic – make sense of
our shared world. Perhaps like Harvey and Chang, writers of imaginary economics
would go out on a limb and experiment with writing as much as reading; imagine new
scenarios, rather than critique the efforts of writers who have at least tried. Most importantly, imaginary economics aims to participate in activating the imagination and
promoting – indeed creating – the imaginary required to centre the human rather than
the market in the economies in which we all live.
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In popular culture and the arts, the 2010s have transnationally witnessed an increasing
visibility of fascinating but also challenging female heroes or heroes who resist binary
gender attributions:1 there is Wonder Woman in the eponymous graphic novels (since
1942) and the motion picture (2017) or Katniss Everdeen in the Hunger Games novel
series (2008-2010) and films (2012-2015); there are all female casts in remakes of
movie classics, such as Ghostbusters (2016) or Ocean's Eight (2018), the protagonists
George and Francesco in Ali Smith's How to Be Both (2014); and there is the Royal
Shakespeare Company's "Roaring Girls Season" (2014), for which the Company unearthed Renaissance plays centring on (heroic) female protagonists. The present section takes its cue from this fervent contemporary interest in strong females and the intriguing wealth of their depictions. Somewhat paradoxically, this current interest also
lays bare its historical opposite: the fact that (super-)heroines are now so strikingly
present in popular and high-brow literature as well as culture points to the ways in
which brave females have been marginalised in (earlier, but also present) cultural
imaginaries, art and literature.2 The same holds true for academic considerations of
'heroes' and 'heroism', which have also tended to pay less attention to 'sheroes'.
Both concepts – 'hero' and 'heroism' – include a variety of culturally and temporally
variable notions. The hero of the medieval epic (see Federow, Malcher and Münkler
2017) does not simply look different from the twenty-first-century representatives of
heroism (see Korte 2017); their concrete practices also diverge, as much as their fields
of action. Some are serving and visibly acting in war; others are political agents, working under cover; others again are everyday-life heroes, speaking up for minorities or
giving medical help and food to those in need. Also, the contexts in which those heroes are evaluated differ. There have been societies prone to worship (war) heroes,
such as the US at the beginning of the 'War on Terror', and so-called 'post-heroic' societies (see e.g. Scheipers 2014), which do not take a particularly strong interest in the
(concept of the) 'hero'. But although the characteristics of heroes vary, and even if their
reputation changes,3 there still appear to be some trans-historical and trans-culturally
1

2
3

The fascination of the 2010s with heroines is by no means restricted to Anglo-American contexts. Perhaps among the boldest explorations of female heroism are the Brazil Women Are Heroes street art project (2008) and documentary (2010, see <https://docubase.mit.edu/project/
women-are-heroes/> [last accessed 15 January 2018]) as well as the critically renowned dance
performance Sheroes (2017) at the Schauspiel Leipzig (see <https://www.schauspiel-leipzig.
de/spielplan/archiv/s/sheroes/> [last accessed 15 January 2018]).
For an overview of contemporary popular heroines see, for instance, Gladys Knight's Female
Action Heroes: A Guide to Women in Comics, Video Games, Film, and Television (2010).
For path-breaking insights into the figurations of 'heroisms' and 'heroes' as well as their cultural
assessment see the variegated publications of the Sonderforschungsbereich 948 "Helden –
Heroisierungen – Heroismen" (University of Freiburg).
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stable notions of heroes. They stand out among the rest of society and are admired for
this: they are usually morally superior (or they have to face an ethical conflict to begin
with and are morally reformed after some inter-personal struggle or difficulties with
society). They are brave, face challenges and overcome them. In all of this, they differ
from ordinary people in that they are and do the exceptional; they selflessly employ
their faculties for the benefit of others. And they are, more often than not: male.
The cultural invisibility of female heroes is to be understood as both a problem and a
challenge. It is a problem because the imbalance of power and visibility between the
genders in patriarchal cultures is transferred into the realm of the production, reception
and canonisation of art; it tends to distort the proportions of existing male as opposed
to female heroism. Children are made familiar with Gilgamesh, Heracles and King
Arthur at school. But where are the female equivalents, if there are any? Hollywood is
dominated by super-blockbusters that centre on male (super-)heroes, like Batman and
Spiderman, and uses female characters predominantly as attractive sidekicks, damsels
in distress or decorative trophies. P.D. James wrote detective fiction featuring a female
protagonist and, after her death, is just remembered for the novels featuring a male
private eye (see Wieland Schwanebeck's chapter in this section). The gaming industry
prefers to centre on male heroes and excludes female protagonists for economic reasons (see Philip Jacobi's chapter); these practices not only lay bare the financial interests of these industries, but also the hidden gender evaluations and preferences of their
consumers. The trope of the 'difficult, brawly housewife' is not just used to discredit
historical and literary female figures who could have become heroines in their own
right, but also employed to foreground the heroism of their husbands (see Wolfgang
Funk's chapter). And the history of whole genres, like the Western or the spy movie
(see Johannes Fehrle's and Stefanie Schäfer's chapters), is informed by the tacit assumption that the world can be ruled and saved by heroic white men only (which, incidentally, points not only to a gender but also to a race bias).
The marginalisation of heroines poses not only a problem, but also a challenge to literary and cultural history. This is the case firstly because the gender bias concerning
heroism is as difficult to tackle and disestablish in literary studies as in 'reality', and,
secondly, it is due to the fact that depictions of heroines tend to be strongly tied to and
informed by conventional representations of the default hero, the man. Looking into
any conventional dictionary reveals a gender bias, as 'hero' is defined as "someone,
especially a man, who has done something brave, new, or good, and who is therefore
greatly admired by a lot of people" (see Collins Dictionary 2018; emphasis added).
Against this backdrop, it is not particularly astonishing that heroines are often depicted
as 'women in men's shoes'. This fact is suggestive in itself: women who are brave, courageous and do extraordinary things, which heroes do per definition, seem only truly
'heroic' if they are 'masculinised'.
The depiction of such 'women in men's shoes', who literally wear male gear, can be
traced back to ancient representations of war goddesses, such as Minerva, medieval portrayals of women warriors like Joan of Arc and Renaissance interpretations of female
cross-dressers like Mary Frith, a woman wearing breeches, whom Thomas Dekker and
Thomas Middleton eternalised in their play The Roaring Girl (c.1607-1610). These
women, partly fictional and partly historical, are but a few examples of a great variety
of female heroes who have 'transgressed' into the most diverse masculine realms (e.g.
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geographical exploration, battle and ruling) and pursued ways of life that were culturally assigned to males. With their gear and their phallic props (e.g. pistol, a spear or
a pipe) they have to make up for the fact that, being a woman, they are the 'lesser' hero
(see e.g. Capeloa Gil 2005).
In a revisionary spirit and an attempt to open up the canon, this section focuses on the
'shero' in the literature and culture of the British Isles, the Commonwealth and beyond.
The term 'shero' used in its title accommodates the blend of male and female features
typical for female heroes. Combining 'she' and 'hero', this neologism both highlights
and problematises the fact that the representations of heroines and their meanings are
always somehow tied to a male default set-up (be it by strategies of imitation or contrast). This section thus intends to contribute to previous critical attempts to give the
heroine the critical space she deserves, revisiting both contemporary and historical
hegemonic ideas of 'heroes' and 'heroism', and challenging the gender stereotypes that
are – despite the diachronic presence of heroines in literature and culture – arguably
still very much linked to these characters.
The questions and aims of this section are inspired by a corpus of critical literature on
the subject of 'women in men's shoes', which is, in spite of the long and variegated history of the heroine, only just emerging. Recently, critics have started to theorise in intriguing ways how women appropriate and subvert hegemonic male practices, and how
these acts of appropriation and subversion are represented in literature and art (Böger
2000; Cameron 2009; Garber 1997). Since the year 2000, there have been lively debates on 'sheroes' (Richard 2004), 'women explorers' (Gilmartin 2007), 'viragos' (Meek
and Lawless 2005), 'women warriors' (Capeloa Gil 2005; Mainon and Ursini 2006),
'drag kings' (Schuster 2010) and even 'anti-heroines' (Lethbridge 2015). Irrespective of
their particular focus, these studies suggest that the topics of gender binaries, of norm
and deviation, of gender transgression and subversion, and of hegemonic power relations are as relevant as ever – especially when it comes to exploring, conceptualising
and discussing representations of sheroes.
The contributors to this section accordingly explore the heroine, her trans-national representations and the ways in which she has been assessed in criticism and culture diachronically and across different media and literary genres. They consider 'heroines' in
at least three different senses: as unconventional 'protagonists' of a novel or a poem
(Schwanebeck, Funk), as 'heroes' (Fehrle, Funk, Jacobi) and as 'action heroes' or 'superheroes' (Jacobi), who, like earlier versions of Lara Croft, sometimes display faculties
beyond the humanly possible. The contributors thus reflect and reframe the heroes of
their studies as, to adapt the dictionary quote above for our purposes, "someone, especially a [wo]man, who has done something brave, new, or good, and who is therefore
greatly admired by a lot of people".
Wolfgang Funk discusses Amy Levy's poetic masterstroke of writing back to a traditional image of Xanthippe, who, until now, has mostly been depicted as Socrates's
allegedly cantankerous wife, who distracted her husband from philosophising. In doing
so, Funk is contributing towards the canonisation of not just one, but two heroines.
Firstly, he analyses a revisionist representation of Xanthippe as a 'shero' regaining
power over her so far patriarchally determined life. In Levy's re-writing, Xanthippe
features as the valuable protagonist of a poetic work of art rather than as historical
'shrew' and mere sidekick to a heroic philosopher. And secondly, Funk returns Amy
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Levy as a skilled author to the attention of literary criticism, an author who until recently was scarcely regarded as part of the canon.
Wieland Schwanebeck takes us on a journey into the universe of P.D. James's Cordelia
Gray Mysteries. Looking at detective fiction, he considers a genre traditionally known
for its patriarchal, misogynist bias. In his contribution, Schwanebeck explores to what
extent a female protagonist changes the genre. How does the genre, on a meta-level,
implicitly reflect and question the use of a female private eye, and why and how has
literary history undercut female (and feminist) attempts at genre revision?
Johannes Fehrle looks at representations of 'sheroes' in the literatures of the Commonwealth, examining female heroes in the traditionally masculine space of the West.
Analysing two Canadian novels belonging to the genre of the Western, he poses the
question if heroines partake in a larger revision of the otherwise highly masculinised
and nationalist genre and, if so, to what extent. He also studies the entanglement of the
'heroic' with dress and embodiment, showing, against the backdrop of hypersexualised
representations of Western heroines, that the genre had been hypersexualised all along,
and asking to what extent the so far (hegemonic) homoerotic gaze has been replaced in
feminist genre revisions by a (subversive) heteroerotic one.
Stefanie Schäfer draws on the concept of cultural maroonage to pit the Blaxploitation
shero Cleopatra Jones against the epitome of secret agents in film, James Bond 007.
Reading the 007 movie Skyfall (2012) against the backdrop of the Cleopatra Jones
films Cleopatra Jones (1973) and Cleopatra Jones and the Casino of Gold (1975),
Stefanie Schäfer explores how the black female body undermines Bond's masculinity
by proposing a different kind of special agent narrative that goes against the grain of
conventional spy heroes.
Philip Jacobi, finally, enquires into the pressing problems generated by the gender bias
and practices of female discrimination in the international video game industry. Looking at the video game heroine, he not only problematises the representation and stereotyping of conventional video game heroines produced in a male-dominated game industry (both when it comes to producers and receivers), but also asks if there are
games that can be truly considered feminist and, if so, in which ways.
To conclude, all contributors to this section ask the question to what extent 'women in
men's shoes' highlight, transgress, undermine or perpetuate hegemonic gender boundaries as well as hierarchies. They examine which intra-textual constraints, such as
generic conventions, plot patterns, stock characters or hypersexualised looks, and
extra-textual realities, like gender stereotypes, publishing practices, recipient tastes,
economic aims and implicit power struggles either actualise or hinder the subversive
potential of the sheroes depicted. They ask if there is possibly a 'heroism' without masculinity and, if so, what this might look like. And they critically inquire if, how, and to
what extent the depiction of 'women in men's shoes' challenges and maybe even brings
down gender binaries or alternatively perpetuates and stabilises them.
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WOLFGANG FUNK (MAINZ)
The Philosopher's Wife: Amy Levy's Rewriting of Xanthippe

On 10 September 1889, a young woman of 28 ended her own life in the house of her
parents at 7 Endsleigh Gardens in Bloomsbury. Only a couple of weeks earlier, she
had corrected the proofs of her final volume of poetry, which was published posthumously as A London Plane Tree and other Verse (1889), a collection which Ana
Parejo Vadillo calls "one of the most inventive and vanguard collections of lyrical
poetry of the late nineteenth century" (2005, 1). The name of the poet was Amy Levy,
and her suicide marked the end of what on all accounts had been a very auspicious
literary career. Critically appreciated as a crucial link between Victorianism and Modernism, Levy's writing, name and reputation have, since the 1990s and, in particular,
since Melwyn New's formative edition of her work (1993), been rediscovered and
slowly but steadily been moved, possibly not into the limelight of late-Victorian scholarship, but at least into a decently lit corner. Linda Hunt Beckman, for instance, calls her
"one of England's most innovative poets and a pioneer in writing symbolist poetry in
English" (2005, 208), and Linda Hughes lists her among a number of female poets she
collectively labels "daughters of Daphne" and whom she sees as "initiates rather than
silenced victims of poetic tradition, who functioned as original, even originary voices,
yet whose work remains an insufficiently acknowledged source" (2006, 481). Levy's
work forms part of what Karen Weisman calls "the substantial writings of women authors forgotten by time but not, fortunately, by the archive" (2001, 59). Such latter-day
appreciation is mainly due to the fact that both Levy's life and her literary work have
come to be seen to embody some of the most pertinent issues of her time: from the
New-Woman critique of Victorian gender roles to a profound literary inquiry into her
own status as an Anglo-Jewish writer, she offers eloquent and informed reflections on
contemporary structures of feeling, in particular concerning exclusion and otherness.
Nine years before her suicide, one of the first manifestations of Levy's poetic talent
had appeared in the Dublin University Magazine – a long dramatic monologue titled
"Xantippe. A Fragment".1 In an obituary which Oscar Wilde wrote for Levy, he described the piece as "surely a most remarkable [poem] to be produced by a girl still at
school [which] is distinguished, as nearly all Miss Levy's work is, by the qualities of
sincerity, directness, and melancholy" (qtd. in New 1993, 1). In this poem Levy gives
a voice to one of the most ill-reputed characters of ancient history, the wife of Socrates, whose name had become a byword for female stroppiness and irascibility. With
this chapter I want to attempt, as it were, a double act of vindication: I will retrieve the
reputation of two silenced heroines from the suffocating and overbearing grip of canonical representation. First, I will make a case for Levy as one of the great unsung
heroines of late-Victorian life and letters, as she can be said to exemplify important
cultural and literary topics of her time. I will then turn to the woman whose reputation
1

Unlike Levy, modern convention spells the name of Socrates's wife as "Xanthippe". In this article, I will retain Levy's "Xantippe" when specifically referring to the character in her poem.
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Levy herself tried to rescue: Xanthippe. I will retrace some stations, from ancient
Greece to today, by which she gained her proverbial notoriety and then provide a
background for Levy's rewriting of the Xanthippe myth by relating it to earlier endeavours of correcting and justifying this image. In a further step, I will bring these
two unlikely heroines together in a reading of Levy's poem "Xantippe" and show how
the text shines a light not only on the injustices of history but also on the inequalities
and prejudices besetting Levy's own socio-political and cultural environment.
1.

No "Minor Poet": A Short Life of Amy Levy

Levy was born into a practising but apparently not overly devout Jewish family in
South London on 10 November 1861. She received a comprehensive education and
won an essay competition at the age of 13 with a piece on Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Aurora Leigh (see Olverson 2010, 112; Lake 2014, 244), a choice of subject
which already gives evidence of her interest in unusual female biographies. In 1879,
she became the first Jewish woman to enrol at Cambridge's Newnham College. In
1885, Levy moved to Bloomsbury with her family, apparently made the best of her
new abode's proximity to the British Museum and the British Library and became involved with a set of literary and cultural heavyweights (among others Olive Schreiner,
Mathilde Blind, Clementina Black, Beatrice Potter, Vernon Lee, Eleanor Marx and
Karl Pearson), who formed what amounts to a first Bloomsbury circle, which Christine
Pullen calls "the most avant-garde intellectual circle of her era" (2010, 13). Levy published three novels, three collections of poetry and a number of often very sharpsighted essays. All of her texts can be said to be reflective of her own biography insofar as they deal with questions of mainly failed identification and association with a
group commonly assumed to be outside the cultural mainstream of her day.2
Two aspects in particular tend to dominate critical evaluations of her work. First, her
role as an openly critical commentator on the state of the Anglo-Jewish community,
which is most evident in her novel Reuben Sachs (1888) as well as in several of her
prose essays, and which has occasionally even earned her a reputation of being antisemitic (see Scheinberg 1996; 2002; Beckman 1999; Devine 2011; Dwor 2015). Secondly, Levy is frequently cited as representative of the New Woman movement, and
as a proto-feminist even, who in her writing dismisses any traditional relegation of the
female to the private realm of quiet servitude, but who very much situates the women
in her texts in the very public world of economic enterprise. One striking example in
this regard is her first novel, The Romance of a Shop (1888), which chronicles the
story of four sisters who set up a photographic business after the death of their father
(and the subsequent loss of material security). As some of her lyrics seem to imply a
gender orientation we would today describe as lesbian, Levy's work, alongside that of
Michael Field and Mary Elisabeth Coleridge, is also frequently read as part of a deviant economy of desire, which of course further increases her status as being in opposition to the heteronormative Victorian mainstream (see Francis 1999; Hughes 2009;
Lake 2014). The patriarchal influence of this Victorian mindset is still noticeable as
late as the 1960s, when Hoxie Neale Fairchild blamed the insecurity and self-doubt
2

The rather detailed information we have about Levy's life comes courtesy of two excellent biographies, Beckman (2000), which includes transcripts of Levy's surviving letters, and Pullen
(2010).
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which often besets Levy's characters on the poet's alleged sexual disorientation by
roundly diagnosing that "Amy Levy desired to be loved by a man" (1962, 55).
In addition to these two principal critical dimensions, there are two more aspects
which mark Levy's work as extraordinary: she is one of the first writers, and especially
female writers, to embrace the French symbolist aesthetic of the metropolis as the primary topos and natural environment for the writer (see Parsons 2000, 86-99; Beckman
2005; Parejo Vadillo 2005). Her literary figures appropriate the city, which is usually
London, but can also be – as in the novel Miss Meredith (1889) – the rather more serene urban space of Pisa, either on foot or by availing themselves of means of public
transport, as in her delightful poem "Ballade of an Omnibus" (Levy 1993, 386-387).
Finally, Levy's work – both prose and poetry – frequently centres on figures who
grapple with their role as artists (see Bristow 1999; Weisman 2001; Parejo Vadillo
2017), figures who are always inquisitive and self-searching, often despairing and
even suicidal, but never lost for words. Her poem and essay on the Scottish poet James
Thomson, both of which are titled "A Minor Poet" (Levy 1993, 370-377; 501-509), are
often cited in this context. I will come back to Thomson below; before doing so, however, I will turn to another woman, one who arguably might have fared better had she
been neglected by posterity.
2.

X is for Xanthippe: How the Wife of Socrates Became a Shrew

Xanthippe's name is very much a household one, and its connotations are not flattering
to say the least. It has even made its way into the OED, which lists the word as referring to "an ill-tempered woman or wife, a shrew, a scold" ("Xantippe, n."). I will now
provide a short summary of the historical sources concerning Xanthippe and their genealogy through Western cultural history up to the point where Amy Levy can use her
as a peg on which to hang issues of female subordination and disenfranchisement.
Again, let us start with the basic facts, of which there are preciously few. Xanthippe,
whose name combines the Greek words for "yellow" or "blond" [xanthos] and "horse"
[hippos], was married to Socrates, very much the epitome of Greek wisdom and ethics
and, according to all available sources, extremely ungainly in aspect. From the meagre
body of ancient source material we can infer that she must have been considerably
younger than him. She bore him three sons and was present – and apparently prostrate
with grief – when her husband drained the by now clichéd cup of hemlock. This is
about the extent of things we know for sure about Xanthippe. That we think of her
today as the quintessence of female beastliness is the result of more than 2,000 years
of what today we might call spin, a mixture in any case of deliberate misinformation,
lurid sensationalism and metaphorical condensation.
While Plato, the most meticulous chronicler of Socrates's life and opinions, has nothing bad to say about Xanthippe, in Xenophon's Symposium, Antisthenes describes her
as "chalepotáte", literally "the most difficult" (Strobl 2013, 1036), which Victorian
scholar Henry Graham Dakyns translates as "the most shrewish" (Xenophon 1897, II,
17), thereby already demonstrating the historical burden conferred on Xanthippe by
the nineteenth century. Socrates's answer reveals one of the main reasons for Xanthippe's representation as a bit of a handful. The philosopher justifies his "choice of
wife" with the, in all senses of the word, philosophical rejoinder that "if I can tolerate
her spirit, I can with ease attach myself to every human being else" (Xenophon 1897,
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I, 18, 19).3 Socrates sees his wife as an object of exercise, as a means to the end of
promoting his own gregariousness and sociable deportment. From the start, Xanthippe
as a character and personality in her own right did not figure; rather, she was being
used as a foil on which her great husband could practice his own equanimity and poise
and in opposition to which his composure and strength of mind only shone all the
brighter.
Arguably, this contrastive logic also lies behind the notorious anecdotes with which
the relationship between Socrates and Xanthippe was embellished by subsequent writers like Aelian or Diogenes Laertius. Most lasting of these is the story of Xanthippe
emptying a pot of water over her husband's precious head in anger, an image which
has become a topos of its own in the history of art (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Xanthippe empties the chamber-pot over the head of Socrates.
Otto van Veen, Emblemata Horatiana (1607)

In an early appearance of Xanthippe in English literature, Chaucer's Wife of Bath substitutes this vessel with a chamber pot (see Chaucer 1996, 225), thus aggrandising the
offensiveness of her behaviour. Xanthippe's portrayal as the nagging and domineering
hot head to Socrates's long-suffering stoicism both catered for misogynistic vilifications of women's inferior intellect and at the same time allowed for a certain frivolity
and sexual frisson, as this early eighteenth-century engraving attests (Fig. 2):

3

It should not go unsaid that this exchange between Antisthenes and Socrates comes hard on the
heels of the latter's comment, evoked by the performance of a "dancing girl", that "woman's nature is nowise inferior to man's. All she wants is strength and judgment; and that should be an
encouragement to those of you who have wives, to teach them whatever you would have them
know as your associates" (Xenophon 1897, II, 12, 14-15).
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Fig. 2: John Smith, Xanthippe and Socrates (1681-1688)

Finally, a very practical reason for the catchiness and persistence of Xanthippe's infamy must be seen in the simple fact that her name begins with the rather uncommon
letter "X", as a consequence of which she has made it into all sorts of ABCs and
spelling alphabets (see for example Fig. 3).4

Fig. 3: George Cruikshank, A Comic Alphabet (1836)
4

In the official German spelling alphabet, which even has its own DIN-Norm, Xanthippe retains
her place, while the English version has replaced her with the word "X-Ray" from 1959 onwards.
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All of the above reasons combine to transform the image of Xanthippe from a few
neutral mentions in the ancient sources into an emblem of unruly, impassionate and
obstreperous female behaviour. Her iconicity even translates into other academic
fields. Harking back to Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew, where Petruchio describes Kate as being "as curst and shrewd/As Socrates' Xanthippe or a worse" (1.2.6970), biologists have named a subspecies of shrew after her (Crocidura Xanthippe) as
well as a type of mite (Xanthippe Clavisetosa). Disproving once and for all any suspicion that biologists might lack both a sense of humour and any intimate knowledge of
classical antiquity, this particular variant of mite can be found predominantly on a species of palm tree with the Latin name Socratea. And finally, proof that Xanthippe is a
name as familiar in the world of scholars, mites and shrews as it is in popular culture
comes in the bad-tempered form of Xanthippe Voorhees from Netflix's series Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt (2015-present).
3.

Rewriting Xanthippe

The hero in the traditional story is of course always Socrates, even though his heroism is
not of the swash-buckling and rabble-rousing variety. Akin to Jesus, Mahatma Gandhi
or Eeyore from Winnie-the-Pooh, he is heroic rather in his suffering and levelheadedness and in the moral sovereignty that derives from this. In this context, Xanthippe's
fury and insubordination merely serve to highlight his own intrepid imperturbability;
Wolfgang Strobl describes her as a lurid contrastive figure – a figure which highlights
the intellectual superiority and forbearance of the great philosopher (2013, 1035).5
There is, however, another line of tradition, one which tries to rectify or rewrite the
story of Xanthippe and Socrates and which questions the common attributions of hero
and villainess.
Before I will read Levy's poem as part of this tradition, let me just briefly mention the
most significant of these attempts. Only 20 years after Chaucer had Xanthippe shower
her husband with urine, Christine de Pizan included her in the astonishing Book of the
City of Women, originally written in 1415 and very much the founding document of
attempts to revise the patriarchal canon. In this brief sketch, Pizan very dexterously reinterprets the classical sources in order to offer a possible justification for Xanthippe's
conduct, which, she implies, could very well originate in a feeling of being neglected
by a much older husband "who spent more time poring over his book than buying his
wife little treats and presents" (1999, 119). Pizan also manages to put a positive spin
on the old chestnut of the spilled water. In her version of the story, Xanthippe wrests
the fatal cup of hemlock from Socrates's hand, thereby tipping out its contents. With
this literal sleight of hand, Pizan turns Xanthippe from the grieving widow-to-be of the
source texts into a veritable action heroine, the only one, as it were, to rage against the
dying of her husband's light.
Until the eighteenth century, Pizan's was the only real attempt to rehabilitate Xanthippe. Only in the wake of the Enlightenment did writers such as Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing (in Der junge Gelehrte, 1747) and Christoph Martin Wieland (in the epilogue
to his translation of Xenophon) voice doubts about the veracity of the traditional ac5

Strobl views Xanthippe as "eine grelle Kontrastfigur, welche die intellektuelle Überlegenheit
und Duldsamkeit des großen Philosophen unter Beweis stellen soll" (2013, 1035).
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count. My focus in the following will be on two texts from the mid-nineteenth century,
which directly feed into Levy's treatment of the story. The first one is also of German
origin, and as Levy was very much interested in German thought and spoke the language fluently, it cannot be ruled out that she knew this source. It is the essay "Zur
Ehrenrettung der Xanthippe" (1850) by the then highly esteemed philosopher and
theologian Eduard Zeller. With delightful irony, Zeller updates Pizan's principal argument for Victorian Britain. Referring to the difference in age between the two spouses,
he quips: "Möglich immerhin, dass auch dieser Umstand zu der unerfreulichen Gestaltung ihres häuslichen Lebens beitrug" (1850, 53). Adding to Pizan's case, Zeller introduces an economic dimension to his rehabilitation of Xanthippe, when he suggests that
part of her irascibility might be due to the fact that "Monsieur le Philosophe" sees it as
beneath himself to actually work and provide for his family. This culminates in this
wonderful conclusion: "[W]ir werden dem schönen Geschlecht durch die Annahme
nicht zu nahe treten, dass auch noch heute der Friede manches Hauses empfindlich
gestört würde, wenn der Hausherr den lieben langen Tag statt [in] der Kanzlei oder der
Werkstatt auf den Straßen und öffentlichen Plätzen zubrächte, um sich als freiwilliger
Seelsorger seiner Bekannten anzunehmen, während Weib und Kinder zu Hause mit
Entbehrungen jeder Art zu kämpfen hätten" (ibid., 59).
A very similar argument is put forward by James Thomson in a piece titled "A Word
for Xantippe" (1866). In this case, it can be safely assumed that Levy knew the text,
as Thomson is one of her literary heroes and subject, as I mentioned earlier, of her
own writing. Thomson translates Zeller's argument and his witty turn of phrase into
English, claiming that "in our age and country, however, Xantippe would be obliged
to go to the workhouse, and the parish authorities would prosecute her husband for
not supporting her and his family" (1866, 226). Although both Zeller's and Thomson's attempts at rescuing Xanthippe's reputation are honourable and demonstrate a
laudable propensity to side with history's underdog, they can by no means be considered as feminist rewritings, since both ground their argument very decidedly in a traditionally gendered ideology of separate spheres and women as the 'fair sex' (as
Zeller writes). It remains for Amy Levy to be the first to employ Xanthippe's story as
a vehicle for a comprehensive critique of contemporary social conventions and patriarchal structures.
4.

Issues of the Past Are Issues of the Present

"Xantippe. A Fragment" (Levy 1993, 357-365) appears in the form of a dramatic
monologue, a genre which is generally considered as one of the predominant genres
within Victorian poetry and which is usually associated with such stalwarts of the literary canon as Tennyson and Robert Browning. In its curious mixture of intimacy and
detachedness, however, this particular form can also provide female poets with a creative space in which to find their own voice and at the same time present this struggle
as an aesthetic experience, as Danielle Kennedy argues (2011, 2; see also Scheinberg
1997; Weisman 2001). Beckman sees Levy's use of the dramatic monologue as fundamentally different from the canonical male routines, as she "sympathizes with her
female speakers rather than framing them with irony or otherwise creating authorial
distance" (2000, 102). In Levy's case, staging a story, which is at once comfortably set
far off in the ancient past and safely established in common lore, provides her with the
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leverage to address in particular issues of gender roles and participation. In her essay
"Women and Club Life" (Levy 1993, 532-538), published in the first issue of Wilde's
Woman's World in 1888, which Melvyn New calls "Levy's clearest look at female
cynicism" (1993, 20), she espouses the need for such active involvement in current
affairs: "We are in England, not in Utopia; it is the nineteenth century, and not the
Golden Age; the land is not flowing with milk and honey; those commodities can only
be obtained by strenuous and competitive effort" (Levy 1993, 537). In this context of
an almost Darwinian struggle between the sexes, Levy's choice of Xanthippe as the
speaking subject of her dramatic monologue is, in Linda Hughes's words, "not only a
brilliant poetic choice of a mouthpiece perfectly suited to distil issues of social justice
and feminism but also a performative act in the sense of a self-conscious rehearsal of
and claim to the role of learned woman" (2009, 260).
The poem, which Edward Wagenknecht calls "Amy Levy's principal feminist document" (1983, 75), opens and closes with images of darkness and light. In the first line,
the speaker comes to in the wee hours before dawn, possibly after a failed suicide attempt but at any rate rather surprised by her reawakening: "What, have I waked again?
I never thought/To see the rosy dawn, or ev'n this grey,/Dull, solemn stillness, ere the
dawn has come" (Levy 1993, ll. 1-3). The darkness surrounding her is representative
of the general mood of Xantippe in the final stages of her life: "The lamp burns low;
low burns the lamp of life" (ibid., l. 4). In view of her imminent death, she gathers her
"maids" (ibid., l. 8) round her and then proceeds to deliver to this silent audience an
account of her life, an attempt to come to terms with it, now that "all should be at
peace" (ibid., l. 11). Levy elegantly hints at Xanthippe's customary ill temper, when
she quotes "Oft have I chiden, yet I would not chide/In this last hour" (ibid., ll. 10-11).
Reviewing her life, the speaker recalls "the joy/Which sprang ecstatic in my maiden
breast" (ibid., ll. 28-29) at the opportunities on offer to her young self. Unfazed by
both "the merry mockeries/Of other maidens" and "the sharp voices, bidding me return/To maiden labour" (ibid., ll. 33-36), she aims for no less than the truth about
Heaven and Earth: "My soul which yearned for knowledge, for a tongue/That should
proclaim the stately mysteries/Of this fair world, and of the holy gods?" (ibid., ll. 3739). Xantippe's Faustian thirst for knowledge meets, however, with little approval and
is condemned as unwomanly and even sinful, a verdict which she ostensibly accepts
and even conveys to her maids – "such are not woman's thoughts" (ibid., l. 44), not,
however, without murmuring the rather substantial theological objection as to why
"the gods who fashion us/Have given us such promptings" (ibid., ll. 45-46) in the first
place.
So, no purposeless pursuit of eternal truths for Xantippe. Instead, she follows what
Levy in her short story "Wise in Her Generation" (Levy 1993, 486-497) describes as
"the only one way of success open to a woman: the way of marriage" (ibid., 493). Accordingly, Xantippe is incorporated into a decidedly patriarchal family ideology, as
"my father told me all/That I should wed me with great Socrates" (ibid., ll. 73-74).
Still, even this cloud seems to have a silver lining to it. Although any "maiden image
of a future love,/Where perfect body matched the perfect soul" (ibid., ll. 76-77) is
comprehensively dashed by her husband's infamous ugliness, Xantippe envisions this
match as at least fulfilling her erstwhile desire for knowledge:
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I, guided by his wisdom and his love,
Led by his words, and counselled by his care,
Should lift the shrouding veil from things which be,
And at the flowing fountain of his soul
Refresh my thirsting spirit (ibid., ll. 88-92)

But again, this is not to be. As things turn out, Socrates is not only incapable of satisfying the bodily desires of his young wife (the reason that Zeller and Thomson had earlier
suggested to explain their matrimonial discontent); he is also unable or unwilling to fulfil her intellectual aspirations: "Pregnant with noble theories and great thoughts," the
great philosopher, "Deigned not to stoop to touch so slight a thing/As the fine fabric of a
woman's brain" (ibid., ll. 117-119). Disappointed on all accounts, Xantippe finally gives
in and learns to "grasp the barren shape/Of what the Fates had destined for my life"
(ibid., ll. 128-129) and apparently resigns herself to a life of quiet desperation.6
Yet, the disappointment lingers and, on select occasions, erupts. One of these occurs
when, at another symposium, Socrates heaps backhanded compliments on Aspasia, the
wife of Perikles, who, he thinks, "hath a mind,/I doubt not, of a strength beyond her
race" (ibid., XXX, ll. 165-166), meaning of course beyond the scope of the "normal
woman", who presumably lacks the intellectual means to deal with abstract thinking
and instead "grows intoxicate with knowledge; throws/The laws of custom, order,
'neath her feet,/Feasting at life's great banquet with wide throat" (ibid., ll. 170-172).
This, of course, cuts Xantippe, whom we have to imagine at this point quietly refilling
the wine glasses of the illustrious guests, to the quick. She steps up, "With breast that
heaved, and eyes and cheek aflame,/Lit by a fury and a thought" (ibid., ll. 175-176)
and delivers what is arguably one of the great speeches of early feminism:
By all great powers around us! Can it be
That we poor women are empirical?
That gods who fashioned us did strive to make
Beings too fine, too subtly delicate,
With sense that thrilled response to ev'ry touch
Of nature's and their task is not complete?
That they have sent their half-completed work
To bleed and quiver here upon the earth?
To bleed and quiver, and to weep and weep,
To beat its soul against the marble walls
Of men's cold hearts, and then at last to sin! (ibid., ll. 175-185)

The men, it hardly comes as a surprise, are not impressed. Socrates counters this outbreak with his trademark calmness and detachment. He merely thanks his wife for "the
wisdom which thy lips/Have just let fall among us" (ibid., ll. 206-207) and enquires
from "what high source, from what philosophies/Didst cull the sapient notion of thy
words" (ibid., ll. 208-209). When she thus hears her own ideals, desires and feelings
again being run aground against the dispassionate equanimity of her husband, Xantippe flings the wine-skin she is carrying "upon the marble, where it lay/Spouting red
6

In contrast to this, Levy's poem "Philosophy" (Levy 1993, 401) presents a successful union of
the kind envisioned here by Xantippe. It shows the unnamed speaker and addressee platonically
bonding over their shared "pure delights of brain" (ibid., l. 17): "And all our observations
ran/On Art and Letters, Life and Man./Proudly we sat, we two, on high,/Throned in our Objectivity;/Scarce friends, not lovers (each avers),/But sexless, safe Philosophers" (ibid., ll. 21-26).
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rills and fountains on the white" (ibid., ll. 215-216). This, now, is Levy's interpretation
of the spilled liquid. A red wine stain on the white marble, which – in its allusion to
menstruation – figures as a powerful image for Xantippe's womanhood finally coming
into its own (see Olverson 2010, 121), while at the same time smashing the wine-skin
as the symbol for her menial deployment in the family household.
5.

Conclusion

After her dramatic outpouring of wine and emotions, Levy's Xantippe resigns herself
for good to a life without marital and mental fulfilment, in lieu of which she takes to
her loom: "I spun away/The soul from out my body, the high thoughts/From out my
spirit" (Levy 1993, ll. 245-247). The production of texture as a compensatory strategy
for the exclusion from the patriarchal system of knowledge production finally links
Amy Levy with her character Xantippe (for a more critical interpretation of Xantippe's
spinning, see Hurst 2006, 170). It also presents an apt symbol for the endeavours by
many female poets of the late nineteenth century to write back to and challenge the
social and cultural conventions of their time. So, when Levy has Xantippe close the
poem (and presumably her own life) with the dying words of Goethe ("give me
light", Levy 1993, l. 279), this not only indicates the poet's own erudition; the dying
Xanthippe's demand for air and light also hints at a new dawn for women's prospects
in general (see Hughes 2009, 264). This New Woman potentially inherent in the
mythological figure of Xanthippe had already been recognized by C.C. Hazewell in
1867, who describes her as "a woman asserting the rights of her sex, and denouncing a
gross breach of the obligation that husband enters into with wife" (1867, 606). As
such, he continues, "she is entitled to the grateful remembrance of all women, as the
originator of that movement which has for its end the equalization of women to men"
(ibid.). Accordingly, Levy's attempt to rewrite the classical canon and rescue the silent
and silenced heroine Xanthippe from a patriarchal literary tradition and make her into
a heroine in her very own right proofs to be a powerful strategy within this larger
struggle towards women's emancipation, a struggle in which Levy herself plays a key
part, which has not yet been fully recognised.
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WIELAND SCHWANEBECK (DRESDEN)
"You're not the usual kind of Private Eye": The Deconstruction
of the Whodunit in P.D. James's Cordelia Gray Mysteries

Even though female authors and, to some degree, female protagonists have been integral to the development of detective fiction, critics and genre encyclopaedias frequently continue to betray their misogynistic bias towards these women, much as they
may pride themselves on the amount of space they dedicate to the "Queens of Crime"
and their considerable output. The title of the "first British detective" story, for instance, is often attributed to Wilkie Collins's The Woman in White (1859), Charles
Felix's The Notting Hill Mystery (1865), or Charles Dickens's The Mystery of Edwin
Drood (1870), yet other books tend to get written out of history. This largely concerns
works by female authors (like Mary Elizabeth Braddon's The Trail of the Serpent of
1860, which precedes some of the aforementioned titles by several years) as well as
narratives featuring female detectives. In Wilkie Collins's The Diary of Anne Rodway
(1856), the eponymous heroine and homodiegetic narrator, a poor working-class girl,
attempts to solve the murder of her roommate, in spite of being ridiculed and threatened by policemen and sinister landlords. Self-reliant and perceptive as Anne is, in a
world dominated by men who hold public office and who control the means of production, she cannot help but withdraw to the secluded space of her lodgings, longing for
the return of her fiancé: "O, what a relief and help it would be now if Robert should
come back!" (Collins 1856, 33). As soon as he appears on the scene, he removes Anne
from the investigation, and she humbly accepts his opinion that "it was best that he
should carry out the rest of the investigation alone; for my strength and resolution had
been too hardly taxed already" (ibid., 35). Not much of a surprise, then, that even a
professional investigator like Andrew Forrester's Female Detective of 1864 is careful
not to draw too much attention to herself; she even rejects the simple use of the firstperson pronoun in order to recede into the background: "I shall take great care to avoid
mentioning myself as much as possible. [...] I determine upon this rule [...] to avoid the
use of the great I, which, to my thinking, disfigures so many books" (Forrester 1864,
3). This critique is aimed at the school of self-centred, homodiegetic narration favoured in a number of male-dominated genres, including the novel of education. In the
context of the emerging detective story, Forrester's anonymous narrator renounces the
conflation of subjectivity and epistemic privilege, her criticism of the pronoun extending to that of the concept of seeing and knowing: the "great I" is the privilege of the
"private eye", and when Forrester published his book, the latter was already in the
process of becoming entrenched and institutionalised as male.
Though they may not be overtly feminist texts, these early narratives of detection are
highly indicative of the kind of conundrums which female investigators are regularly
presented with in fiction. Their skills of detection tend to be credited to stereotypically
feminine traits like sensitivity and curiosity, and when they succeed in resolving the
very public matter of crime, the alleged failures of their private life are held against
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them, as they continue to be subjected to literary conventions which fall outside of the
genre's immediate jurisdiction and are rather reminiscent of Gothic melodrama. This
tension plays out repeatedly in the genre, both in literature and on screen: recent TV
detectives for whom the private and the professional clash with tragic consequences
include detectives Ellie Miller in ITV's Broadchurch (2013-2017) or Robin Griffin in
Top of the Lake (2013-2017). No wonder that detective fiction has been claimed as the
patriarchal genre par excellence. Teresa L. Ebert (1992) reads the detective as a phallic
character who acts in-the-name-of-the-father, and who contributes to the reproduction of
gender difference and asymmetrical divisions of labour. Crucially, the ideological subtexts of many detective novels are about how male investigators (private dicks, as it
were) protect the upper class and its patriarchal system of inheritance against interlopers
and reformers. As a result, female detectives often find themselves caught in a doublebind: the generic framework dictates that their investigations should help sustain the
very system that discriminates against them so that the female detective "simultaneously
thrives on and is confined by the limits of the genre" (Maassen 1998, 153).
"Golden Age" detective fiction may not be exactly brimming with alpha males – in
fact, many classic sleuths are queer on a number of levels –, but it tends to leave said
patriarchal framework of class and inheritance intact. It is telling that even Agatha
Christie's Miss Marple novels, far from being a role model for literary feminism, are
considered quite progressive in that they provide a kind of "female space", albeit a decidedly "non-threatening and de-sexualized" one (Watson 2010, 134), and one characterised by the worm's-eye view of the marginalised.1 Like Agatha Christie, P.D. James
is the inventor of two iconic detective characters,2 but unlike Christie, she abandoned
her female investigator halfway through her publishing career after only two novels,
An Unsuitable Job for a Woman (1972) and The Skull beneath the Skin (1982), which
provoked quite diverse reactions. Critical assessments of both are torn between admiration for their proto-feminist agenda and the exact opposite, and a lot of this can be
attributed to P.D. James's notoriously anti-feminist reputation. Following a brief introduction to the character of Cordelia Gray, I will scrutinise the second novel in more
detail, focusing mainly on its intertextual engagement with John Webster's The Duchess of Malfi (1613) in order to highlight how the novel depicts its protagonist's struggle
for agency and how it exposes the genre's underlying patriarchal bias.
1.

Introducing Cordelia Gray

P.D. James's particular segment of highbrow detective fiction constantly toys with literary allusions, starting with the name of her heroine, Cordelia Gray. Her last name alludes to Hercule Poirot's famous "little grey cells",3 and she shares her first name with
1
2

3

Miss Marple is the quintessential spinster character in fiction, an old woman who is not taken
seriously by the police and who tends to blend into the background when she investigates. Moreover, her method rests on gossip, the most "denigrated form of communication" (Makinen 2006, 59).
While James has Dalgliesh and Gray be acquainted with one another, Christie made a point of
keeping the fictional universes of Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple apart and deliberately did not
force them to age – the final Poirot mystery, Curtain (1975), which concludes with the detective's death, is a notable exception.
Christie references them throughout the Poirot series, like in the following example from The
Murder of Roger Ackroyd (1926): "'Method, order, and the little grey cells.' – 'The cells?' said
the inspector, staring. – 'The little grey cells of the brain,' explained the Belgian" (ibid., 124).
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that of King Lear's youngest daughter, who is disinherited by her father for failing to
flatter him. Fittingly, James's Cordelia Gray starts out as a young woman of 22 who
must deal with a dual loss of fathers. At the beginning of the first novel, Gray, who is
an orphan to begin with, loses her surrogate father, private investigator Bernie Pryde.
What follows from this episode of loss is a somewhat traditional female Bildungsroman in which "a young woman of determined self-sufficiency" seeks to "maintain her
intellectual and emotional self-respect" (Campbell 1983, 500), as Gray is pushed headfirst into her first major case while attempting to come to terms with the legacy of her
mentor – Bernie not only leaves his agency to the young woman (Pryde symbolically
bestowing "pride" upon her), but also his unabashedly phallic gun. A second, even
more persistent struggle is the misogynistic bias which Gray is up against, for she is
constantly reminded by both clients and suspects that detection is "[not] a suitable job
for a woman" (James 1972/2005, 12) and that she neither "look[s] like a private eye"
(ibid., 76) nor corresponds to "what [is] expected, not the usual kind of Private Eye"
(ibid., 220). In spite of these misgivings, the first volume has been read as a female
success story in that it sees Gray overcome prejudice, institutionalised sexism,4 as well
as several attempts on her life, and she emerges the stronger for it, solving the case
without accepting credit for her efforts. Both novels put her through symbolic ordeals
which the quite well-read protagonist herself has no trouble identifying as "a parody of
a difficult labour towards some desperate birth" (ibid., 156). This motherless detective
repeatedly exits symbolic wombs like the well into which she has been thrown by a
henchman: "She wouldn't let herself drown, wouldn't die in this horrible place, alone
and terrified. [...] She was alive and capable of thought. She had always been a survivor. She would survive" (ibid., 155).
Critics who hailed An Unsuitable Job for a Woman as a feminist achievement embraced
this kind of resilience, even though they tended to overlook various ambiguities and the
detective's ultimate refusal to commit an outright transgression, possibly in order to
make a strong case for Gray as a role model for female empowerment. Her empathy for
another woman precludes her from taking any credit for her results, while the perverted
patriarch whose guilt is known only to the detective is posthumously raised "to the status
of genius" (ibid., 193). In a coda characterised by an overall spirit of resignation, she
complies with the dirty private-eye business of (male) gazing and observing, offering
her services to a male client who suspects that his "lady friend" is "getting a bit on the
side. Well – a man likes to know where he stands" (ibid., 220). This highly ambiguous
ending does not diminish the book's impressive achievements, particularly the way Gray
is established as a serious threat to various corrupt or senile patriarchs,5 and her own
father figures are no exception. Bernie, Cordelia Gray's late mentor, emerges as a dependent little boy: looking at his dead body, the protagonist cannot help but think of the fingers and lips of a child (ibid., 4-5); observing his unused gun, she is reminded of "the
impotence of a child's toy" (ibid., 7); and the dirty laundry pile he leaves behind reveals
the brown stains of a toddler who has not been properly potty-trained (see ibid., 15).
4
5

The police, when investigating Bernie's death, assume that Cordelia was his secretary and tell
her to make some tea (James 1972/2005, 8), while Bernie's solicitor believes her to be his mistress (ibid., 15).
This not only includes Gray's client, who hires the detective to find out who dressed his late
son's body in women's clothing, but also the senile old doctor who entrusts important medical
records exclusively to his increasingly frail memory (James 1972/2005, 131).
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By the end of the second (and last) Cordelia Gray novel, however, this denigration of
the detective as a helpless child has turned against Gray herself, who goes through a
fundamental regression and finds herself repeatedly patronised. In a series of cringeworthy dialogue passages full of "mansplaining", Gray not only receives various pats
on the back, she is also tasked with minor chores around the house, even long after she
has abandoned her disguise as her client's secretary. Once she has found the murder
victim, everyone addresses her by her first name, as though she were a small child in
need of protection: "My dear Cordelia, what more could you have done" (James 1982/
2005, 175). Crucially, the novel refuses to provide any kind of poetic justice on that
front. Quite on the contrary, it chronicles the downfall of all the female networks of
solidarity which were shown to be intact in the first volume,6 and when she wakes up
in a police station after the book's climax, Gray finds herself amidst the props of a
nursery (a teddy bear, sweet tea and biscuits, Mickey Mouse pictures), having a dim
recollection of the police huddling her in a warm blanket (see ibid., 370).
It comes as little surprise, then, that James's second Cordelia Gray mystery had a much
more muted reception than the first one. Amongst feminist critics and fans, in particular, The Skull beneath the Skin "sank like a rock, producing scarcely a ripple in reading-public opinion" (Nixon 1995, 32). The first volume had been hailed, both in
method and in scope, as a "feminist breakthrough" (Maxfield 1987, 211) and as a critical revision of the genre at the height of second-wave feminism,7 as Gray unravelled a
conspiracy which showed the full degree of corruption amongst the patriarchal system
of reproduction, genealogy and inheritance.8 Ten years later – an almost Sherlockian
hiatus that betrays some of the author's reluctance to resurrect her popular creation (see
Nixon 1995, 30) –, readers struggled to reconcile the second novel's Cordelia Gray
with that of the predecessor. She now specialises in retrieving lost pets, and James riffs
very much on the not-so-subtle subtext of Gray acting like a stray kitten who makes a
living from retrieving "pussy" for bored family men (James 1982/2005, 56). Moreover,
she is very much without agency throughout the book, as is foreshadowed from a pun
on the very first page, when Gray tries to adorn her office with a new name-plate:
Lopsided as it was, it looked, she thought, despite the simplicity of its wording, both pretentious
and ridiculous, a fitting advertisement of irrational hope and ill-advised enterprise.
PRYDE'S DETECTIVE AGENCY
(Third Floor)
Prop: Cordelia Gray (ibid., 3)
6

7
8

Strained relationships between women permeate this second book. The universally hated Clarissa Lisle has inflicted a particular degree of cruelty upon her personal assistant, Tolly, deliberately not telling the latter that her child was dying so that she could assist her in her upcoming performance as Lady Macbeth, of all people. The list of homosocial animosities extends to Lisle's
sexual jealousy of Gray (James 1982/2005, 118) and to Clarissa's cousin, Roma, who fails to
bond with Gray over her (correct) assumption that their host is implicated in the murder (ibid.,
262). One notable exception is the lesbian coupling of Tolly and Mrs. Munter, a pairing which
the detective feels excluded from: "Cordelia thought, I'm seeing both of them clearly for the first
time and still I know nothing about them" (ibid., 317).
This was the period when the UK Parliament passed the Equal Pay Act (1970) and the Sex Discrimination Act (1975).
Having been hired by a renowned scientist to investigate the circumstances of his son's death,
Gray eventually finds out that it is, in fact, her employer who has murdered his own flesh and
blood, to protect his legacy.
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According to the sign, it is not clear whether Gray is the proprietor of this (or any kind
of) agency, or whether she is just a prop in it, as the abbreviation suggests. No wonder
that the fans' shared disappointment at the denigration and objectification of the heroine gave way to a considerable wrath against the author who, according to feminist
readings, had betrayed the good cause, with many critics going so far as to read Cordelia Gray's symbolic demise as a direct result of "James's own retreat from feminism"
(Reddy 2003, 196) and the detective's regression into a bumbling and largely inefficient amateur sleuth as representative of a political shift in Britain. According to Nicola Nixon, Gray's unmotivated turn towards "domesticity" and "domestic harmony"
mirrored "the very transformation that Thatcher advocated every time she spoke to the
female electorate or every time she gave interviews for women's magazines" (1995, 43).
To add insult to injury, James did not content herself with refashioning Gray into a
Gothic heroine in dire need of a male rescuer, she went on to give interviews in which
she voiced her dislike for "the extremes of feminism" and argued that the movement had
done irreparable damage to male-female relations (James qtd. in Rowland 2001, 197). In
an essayistic piece, James continued to irritate her fans by suggesting that Gray might
benefit from getting married to her other investigator, Commander Adam Dalgliesh, and
settling down (see James 1977). Understandable and legitimate as the feminist critique
of James's novel may be, there is more to Cordelia Gray's continued adventures than the
author's alleged "literary treason" or the novel's surface anti-feminism.
2.

A Tragedy of Female Agency: The Skull beneath the Skin

If the first Gray mystery was all about female emancipation in a world of bad fathers,
then The Skull beneath the Skin offers more nuance in terms of character and is, to
some degree, critical of second-wave feminism's vigour and optimism, though less of
its actual creed. It supplements the first book by insisting that there are not only bad
fathers, but bad mothers, too, and that strong, self-reliant women are likely to be perceived as a hazard. Admittedly, this puts the book in dangerous proximity to the series
of notoriously anti-feminist Agatha Christie novels one could group under the headline
"the bitch is dead", Death on the Nile (1937), Appointment with Death (1938), and Evil
under the Sun (1941): three novels in which a disparate group of strangers comes together in a picturesque holiday resort, united in their shared hatred of an irascible, rich
alpha-female, who is not only murdered, but (as the narratives suggest) murdered with
good reason. Murder on the Orient Express (1934) may be the only one of Christie's
mysteries where, famously, "they all did it", but inasmuch as all the suspects want the
victim dead in these novels, they all subliminally will her to die. Elements of the
"shared murder" trope also permeate The Skull,9 which carries such strong overtones of
the kind of locked-room scenario Christie excelled at that it has been cited as one of
James's very few "conscious parodies of the genre" (Winks 1999, 241).
However, The Skull is more layered in its characterisations, and at the same time
evades the Whodunit tradition by adapting the generic framework of another very plotdriven genre: that of tragedy. The nexus between both genres was famously explored
by Dorothy L. Sayers: in her influential essay, "Aristotle on Detective Fiction" (1935),
she suggests that the structural similarities between the two genres outweigh the dif9

In James's novel, the murder victim receives death threats from one person, is killed by a second, and mutilated by a third.
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ferences by far. The tragic overtones of the detective novel are magnified by The
Skull's choice of intertexts, as Gray investigates the murder of a celebrated actress who
is about to star in a production of The Duchess of Malfi, John Webster's tragedy about
a young widow who pays a high price for choosing her second husband against the
explicit wishes of her two jealous and possessive brothers. James's novel juxtaposes
both her detective and the murder victim with Webster's nameless heroine in order to
highlight their struggle for agency and autonomy. This does not make the book a direct
adaptation of Webster's play, but it certainly fulfils the criteria of what Thomas Leitch
calls an "analogue" adaptation: a form of intertextuality which invokes a pre-text in
"discontinuous, even episodic terms" and "without ever crossing the line to [straightforward] adaptation" (2007, 114). Like Webster's play, The Skull examines the murderous consequences of a patriarchal crisis, one that is triggered by the threat of
autonomous female sexuality. Like its predecessor, it remains torn between affirming
female agency and criticising patriarchy on the one hand, and sabotaging and negating
this agency on the other (see Horlacher 2010, 249). If neither of the two texts spells
out the historical contexts which their respective portrayals of female power are embedded in, it is because they do not have to: Webster's play premiered a decade after
the death of Elizabeth I had put an end to almost half a century of female monarchy,
while the initial readers of James's novel were three decades into the reign of Elizabeth
II and three years into Margaret Thatcher's first term as Prime Minister.
The malevolence and patriarchal anger aroused by female sovereignty permeate both
texts. In James's novel, it is Cordelia Gray's client, the actress Clarissa Lisle, who puts
herself on the spot by exerting control over her professional male network of actors,
producers and critics, and who provokes them with her unapologetic sexuality. This
makes her a spiritual descendant of the Duchess, who aggravates her stern brothers by
refusing to play coy. In one of English literature's most famous passages of innuendo,
the Duchess proclaims that "[d]iamonds are of most value, / They say, that have
passed through most jewellers' hands" (Webster 1613/2015, 1.2.215-216), and she
commiserates herself for being "forced to woo because none dare woo us", that is:
those who are born into rank and privilege (ibid., 1.2.352).
The murder plots hatched against both the Duchess and Clarissa Lisle are sparked by
the idea that charismatic women will make enemies and must be kept in line, and both
texts align the rise and fall of their female characters with the rise-and-fall pattern of
tragedy. While Webster's play is structured around the secret marriage and pregnancies
of the protagonist (see Horlacher 2010, 262), the headlines of The Skull's first chapters
("Call to an Offshore Island"; "Dress Rehearsal") acknowledge the working rhythm of
the theatre while simultaneously establishing the actress's dominance over the other
characters, including the female detective whom she hires to act as her bodyguard. Unlike the classical Whodunit novel, The Skull's six-part structure is closer to the five-act
pattern of tragedy, with the discovery of the body expressly occurring not during the
first third, but at the mid-point, where Aristotle places the peripeteia. Structural anomalies abound: Webster kills off his eponymous heroine before the final act, and while
the demise of the actress halfway through The Skull can be explained as a structural
necessity (after all, there can be no murder mystery without a murder victim), it is far
less self-evident why Cordelia Gray has to be removed from considerable parts of the
ensuing investigation. During a lengthy chapter tellingly headlined as "The Profes-
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sionals" (James 1982/2005, 181-249), a section which harks back to the first novel's
power struggle between the detective and the Cambridge police (and which James will
later replay in Death Comes to Pemberley [2011], her Whodunit sequel to Jane Austen's
Pride and Prejudice),10 Gray loses her narrative privilege of acting as the exclusive centre of focalisation and is largely relegated to the role of a dispensable bit-part player.
Arguably, this makes James's detective another spiritual descendant of the Duchess, as
both of them struggle to assert their presence in their own narratives. Though Gray
never takes a liking to her client, Clarissa Lisle, she cannot help but acknowledge parallels between them. Both struggle to maintain a degree of professionalism in a maledominated work environment, and both run the risk of being marginalised because of
their age. Cordelia Gray is a detective considered too young for her job, and Clarissa
Lisle is a middle-aged actress whose husband acknowledges that "there aren't a lot of
good opportunities for middle-aged women" (James 1982/2005, 16). The plight they
share is that of professionals struggling to be taken seriously. Like Lisle, the famous
actress relegated to playing amateur theatre, Gray constantly faces the disdain of the
police, who regard her as "a tiresome child who hadn't been able to keep her hands off
someone else's kiddy car" (ibid., 310). Both are haunted by dire alternatives: the actress resorts to marrying money, while the detective is afraid of ending up as a typist
and temporary secretary. In both cases, the semantisation strongly alludes to prostitution, as is evidenced by the unequivocal subtext of the lewd advert which haunts Gray
in the first volume:
The poster [of Feakins Secretarial Agency] had always fascinated Cordelia. A curvaceous
blonde, clad in brief hot pants and laughing hysterically, was leap-frogging over her typewriter,
a feat she managed to perform with a maximum of exposure while clutching a fistful of five
pound notes in each hand. The caption read: "Be a Girl Friday and join the fun people. All the
best Crusoes are on our books." [...] Miss Feakins would welcome her back [...], a brothel
madam recommending her latest recruit to one of her fussier customers. (James 1972/2005, 206)

Tellingly, their antagonists, when confronted with their impotence or with the detective's knowledge, tend to attack them in one and the same place: their positions as professionally independent women. The actress's head is beaten into a mash, which means
that violence is directed both against the mouth she uses to recite her lines, the persona
she puts on when in character ("Clarissa no longer had a face", James 1982/2005,
167), and against the seat of her knowledge (the "skull" of the title). The murder has
clear overtones of Lustmord ("sexual murder"), which, in the psychoanalytic view, is
not limited to rape scenarios but extends to symbolic punishments directed against
"surrogate vaginas" like the mouth, that "source of nauseating evil", that "venomous
hole" that spouts out a "rain of spittle" (Theweleit 1987, 191).11 By the same token, the
murderers whom Gray confronts threaten to make her "unemployable" (James 1972/
2005, 173) or mock her for running "a detective agency which – forgive me, I'm judging from externals – isn't exactly prospering" (James 1982/2005, 375). Unlike Hercule
Poirot's theatrical monologues in front of the intradiegetic crowd of suspects, these
10

11

In An Unsuitable Job, Gray senses how the policeman attempts "to punish her for trespassing on
his patch; to contrast the brutal reality of his professionalism with her amateurish meddling"
(James 1972/2005, 68). In Death Comes to Pemberley, Elizabeth Darcy stands her ground and
refuses to be removed from the investigation, in spite of the butler's recommendation that the
ladies retire "to the music room" (ibid., 84).
In this paragraph, Theweleit cites the letters and memoirs of German Freikorps soldiers.
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final confrontations take the shape of one-on-one dialogues, and thus resemble job interviews more than satisfying denouements in the tradition of the genre.
Similar to Webster's play, which subjects the heroine as well as her sexuality and reproductive cycle to the dynastic plans and incestuous designs of her brothers, James's
novel is a lesson on "good" and "bad motherhood", with the actress being punished in
several ways for her maternal failures. While Webster's Duchess fancies herself, in one
of her final speeches, as an actress playing a part against her will (1613/2015, 4.1.8182), there is also something of the Duchess about Clarissa Lisle, even though she remains without biological offspring. Quite unlike the Duchess, the "young widow"
(ibid., 1.2.172) who gives birth to several children over the course of the play, Lisle
claims that it is "death I have between my thighs" (James 1982/2005, 126), and when
asked to empathise with the death of a child, she merely thinks of "Macduff's son"
(ibid., 124). One observer who recalls the moment of Lisle's professional death on
stage resorts to metaphors which hark back to archaic notions of the female as the
naturally-appointed harbinger of "natural flows" of reproduction,12 and to images of
humidity: "I was actually in the theatre when she dried [...]. It was ghastly" (ibid., 23).
Her renunciation of procreation and motherhood culminates in the incestuous build-up
to the murder itself, as Lisle attempts to seduce her adopted son, and the retribution is
all the more violent for it. In the spirit of Webster's play, which famously features the
gory effect of a dead man's hand, the actress's face is bashed in with a "replica of a
baby's limb" (ibid., 141), thus reinforcing the notion of maternal failure. Cordelia
Gray, though several years Lisle's junior, has similar mother issues stacked against her.
Having successfully given "birth" to herself in An Unsuitable Job for a Woman, she
repeats the experience during the climax of the second volume ("So this was what it
was like to be born", ibid., 367), yet she fails to outdo herself, and her attempt to save
the life of a boy ends in a "failed delivery" and with the boy drowning, an uncanny
stillbirth which will contribute much to her eventual withdrawal.
The intertextual relationship between The Duchess of Malfi and The Skull is also borne
out by the discourse level of the book, as the Duchess's struggle to find a voice of her
own and to speak for herself, rather than be subjected to her brothers' matrimonial designs, is reflected in Cordelia Gray's struggle for a narrative voice. Characteristically,
James's mystery novels forego the two most widely known narrative options established in the genre of detective fiction: the worm's-eye view of the inferior, admiring
sidekick (used by Conan Doyle and Christie), and that of the laconic, wise-cracking
private-eye narrator favoured by the American school of hard-boiled writing. Instead,
James employs a covert form of heterodiegetic narration which favours external and,
to a lesser extent, internal focalisation, and which never flaunts the protagonist's
achievements by magnifying them through the admiring eyes of a reader surrogate.
Gray's detective skills are celebrated merely between the lines, in a manner similar to
what gender linguists claim to be typical features of a more cooperative, unobtrusive
female communication style (Spieß 2016, 130-131). This harks back to Forrester's
Female Detective, who renounces the "great I" and frequently inserts meta-com-

12

In Theweleit's famous account: "To enter those portals [of the vagina] is to begin a global journey, a flowing around the world. [...] And every one of those flowing places goes by the name
of Woman" (1987, 283-284).
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municative tags, correcting and scolding herself as a narrator.13 Rather than showing
off and drawing attention to herself, Gray integrates her best observations and thoughts
into the dialogue only when it is appropriate, or she retains them altogether, and The
Skull, her literary swansong, goes so far as to diminish even this discreet form of superiority into a narrative form of impostor syndrome: a psychological condition which
befalls successful women much more often than men and which has them convinced
that they are frauds, in spite of their legitimate qualifications and skills. Cordelia Gray
is not the first one to experience the syndrome: Collins's Anne Rodway, the earliest
one in the gallery of female detectives whom I have cited throughout this chapter, is
proud of her results but attributes them to providence rather than to her own skills (see
1856, 35), while Gray feels increasingly "inadequate" in the course of the investigation
(James 1982/2005, 316), notices how her voice turns "small, almost peevish" (ibid.,
205) and fights the urge "to give way and cry like a child" (ibid., 176).
3.

Conclusion

The withdrawal of the narrative voice and of the detective's confidence in The Skull
ultimately sabotages the written and unwritten rules of detective fiction, as the novel
clearly foregoes any attempt to fulfil the genre contract and to provide closure and satisfaction in the traditional sense. P.D. James thus deconstructs the very foundations on
which the mystery tradition is built, which makes her achievement in The Skull quite a
stunning one, and radical in scope. Rather than have her heroine fail the demands of
the genre, the narrative (both on the levels of story and discourse) makes it clear that it
is the genre which has failed her heroine, and that any attempt to merge a feminist
agenda with the patriarchal framework of the traditional detective novel is, ultimately,
doomed to fail. This makes Gray not just an exception amongst the gallery of generic
detective hero(in)es, but also a spiritual (and spirited) forerunner of other groundbreaking characters like Lisbeth Salander in Stieg Larsson's Millennium trilogy (20052007), whose hyper-phallic masculinity often proves more than what the patriarchal
setting can accommodate.14
It is easy to overlook what a layered deconstruction of the genre James delivers here,
and how she exceeds her reputation as a reactionary – a reputation which also overshadows the fact that the author continued to formulate ambiguous responses to feminist talking points. This applies to novels like Death Comes to Pemberley, which
messes with Austen's matchmaking and matrimony (or, rather, with the popular sanitised image of Austen's fictional universe), but also to her non-detective novels like
Innocent Blood (1980), which prefigures The Skull's eerie conflation of themes like
incest, adoption and uncertain blood-ties, or The Children of Men (1992), which envisions a world trying to adjust to global infertility. The Cordelia Gray mysteries allow
the author to draw attention to the limits of the generic formula and to the problematic
shape of its ideological framework, even though she would remain faithful to and excel at the genre at the same time, once she had abandoned Cordelia Gray. It is not a
coincidence that when P.D. James passed away in 2014, British newspapers remem13
14

Forrester's narrator scolds herself for having "indulged in a repetition" (1864/2012, 63), to name
but one example.
Salander frequently has to go underground in order to avoid prosecution when she has, once
again, "kicked the hornet's nest".
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bered her primarily as the creator of Adam Dalgliesh, while Cordelia Gray, James's
very own "Duchess of Malfi", who gets written out of her own story, remained conspicuously absent from the obituaries. But then again, what else could we expect from
Cordelia, who introduces herself thus to Shakespeare's audience: "What shall Cordelia
speak? Love, and be silent" (1606/1997, 1.1.62).
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JOHANNES FEHRLE (MANNHEIM)
"If I get an outfit can I be cowboy, too":
Female Cowboys in the Revisionist Canadian Western

It is hardly a secret that Westerns are a "masculine domain". Indeed, Lee Clark Mitchell,
in one of the classic studies of gender in the Western, claims that "the Western has
[always] fretted over the construction of masculinity" (1996, 4); and Jane Tompkins
has famously argued that the emergence of the Western genre around the turn of the
twentieth century constitutes a masculinist countermovement against the perceived feminisation of politics and public discussions that was culturally reflected in the popularity of the domestic novel in the post-Civil War U.S. (see Tompkins 1992). The
American West as a space and the Western as a genre have, in short, been interpreted
as linking a geographical and temporal space (the mythical "old West" of the late nineteenth century) to issues of white masculinity, national identity and imperialist expansion by marginalising and Othering all ethnic as well as all female or feminine elements. The marginalisation of women in the Western, in which women are included
largely to "throw a stronger light on the hero" (Davis 1979, 22), has been sarcastically
remarked upon by one of the most popular and prolific writers of pulp Westerns, Max
Brand (Frederick Faust): "There has to be a woman, but not much of a one. A good
horse is much more important" (qtd. in Steckmesser 1987, 130).
This broad framework describes the public image of the American West from literature via film to politics: it is a white masculine space in which women are present, to
the extent that they are present, in one of two ways. They are either symbolic representatives of an encroaching Eastern order that brings law and the advance of civilisation
(a civilisation which simultaneously signals the end of true freedom, heroism and masculinity), or – and often at the same time – as "trophies"; damsels in distress who need
to be rescued or won over, only to then be abandoned by the hero leaving for new
frontiers. This image of the West is incomplete, however, since it leaves out the contribution of women writers. Not only was the first dime novel Western published by
the influential Beadle publishing house written by a woman, Ann S. Stephens; it also
relates the story of a female protagonist, the eponymous Maleska, The Indian Wife of
the White Hunter (1839). Far from a lone curiosity, there is, in fact, a history of
women writers of Westerns running through the nineteenth and twentieth century, although some hid behind pseudonyms or initials, such as the most famous example,
B.M. Bower. As Victoria Lamont points out in her ground-breaking study Westerns: A
Woman's History, there is also a tradition of pulp Westerns written by and for women
in the 1920s. She shows that a view that sees Westerns as written only by and for men
describes not the West of fiction as it played out, but a hegemonic masculinist vision,
which was first exerted through what Lamont calls a "ghettoization" of the femalecentred Western romance tradition and the subsequent "masculinization" of the genre.
These mechanisms pushed women's Westerns out of the market and subsequently out
of both canonical and popular literary histories (Lamont 2016, 151-154). The existing
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tradition of popular and more highbrow Westerns written by and for women is only
beginning to be unearthed.
In the postmodern period, which I will focus on in this chapter, a similar countertradition of female heroes in the primarily masculine space of the West emerges,
though likely without knowledge of its literary predecessors. Rather it is part of a lager
revisionist trend in the Western genre. Appropriating popular genres in their texts, authors from the 1960s onwards parody, question and revise many of the notions traditionally associated with the Western. These include not only the marginalisation of
non-white characters or the racist and stereotypical depiction of Native Americans, but
also the patriarchal rule of the John Wayne-type hero, with his Puritan conceptions of
sexuality and his settler colonialist and nationalist fantasies that together form the
genre's ideological unconscious. The revision of gender in such texts follows a double
strategy that is closely connected to contemporary conceptions of gender. Since we
think of gender in relational terms, a relation in which femininity and certain nonhegemonic, particularly homosexual, masculinities are traditionally defined largely by
(an imagined) lack of masculine characteristics, two dominant strategies emerge. In
order to (re)claim the West as a space for female agency and female heroism, its preexisting coding as masculine needs to be undone. This can be done in two, often connected ways: firstly by re-signifying the traditional hegemonic masculinity celebrated
in the Western as either nothing to be celebrated or alternatively by exposing heroes as
lacking this heroic masculinity – in other words, by deflating the idea of a male hero –,
or, secondly, by introducing female heroes in these spaces who contest and unmask, or
otherwise unmake the Western's masculinist bias and put in its place a female presence, if not a fully developed feminist countervision.
I will focus in the following on the latter strategy, in which authors either include
strong female characters into what otherwise constitutes a more or less traditional
Western, or, alternatively, rewrite the genre more radically by reframing it from a
feminist perspective. The texts I will discuss in more detail are two Canadian novels,
Anne Cameron's The Journey (1986) and George Bowering's Caprice (1987). Both use
the Western and its conventions to engage them critically and rewrite the genre by including a heroine as the central character. As such, they partake in a larger revisionist
project shared with revisionist texts by U.S. authors, such as Molly Gloss, Emma
Pérez and Larry McMurtry. As Canadian authors, however, Cameron and Bowering
relate to the Western genre and its conventions transnationally. Since no grand frontier
narrative like the Western exists in Canada, Canadian authors like Cameron and
Bowering borrow a generic tradition which is always already coded as U.S.-American,
and therefore non-Canadian. Canadian appropriations of the Western need to be understood in light of Canadian literary identity politics since the 1960s, in which Canada
has often been defined as "not America". It is in this cultural environment that Canadian authors borrow and subvert the Western as a genre that stands almost metonymically for U.S.-American self-conception as a masculine, affirmative and expansive
nation in search of new frontiers. This transnational borrowing seeks to unmake what
for twentieth-century Canadian intellectuals is an aggressive self-assertion by its
southern neighbour, and one that was seen as threatening to swallow Canadian culture
as a nationally distinct culture at the time. Since the Western so closely ties heroism to
masculinity and an assertive U.S.-American nationalism, many Canadian authors'
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Westerns are not purely gendered revisions, but tackle exceptionalist notions like
Manifest Destiny and the coding of the West as U.S.-American through gender. In Arnold Davidson's words: "The literary equation, 'Western' equals 'American' equals
'male,' is not going to appeal to Canadian authors, male or female, and they will with
some regularity subvert that definition by parodying or reversing its final governing
terms" (Davidson 1994, 99). This is what happens in Bowering's and, to a much lesser
extent, in Cameron's novel, the difference being the extent to which the respective author pursues a playfully nationalist as opposed to a more straight-faced feminist
agenda. As I hope to show, an approach which examines the different ways in which
these Canadian Westerns engage with gendered, nationalist and generic patterns can
explain the different features of these two texts, as well as their respective strengths
and shortcomings.
1.

Between Fetishisation and Agency: George Bowering's Caprice

I will begin by discussing George Bowering's Caprice. The novel reverses (and at the
same time evokes) the standard Western by featuring as its "cowboy hero" a female
poet from Quebec traveling to the Canadian West with a Spanish stallion, a bull-whip,
a rifle and a copy of Faust. Caprice's quest is to find the murderer of her brother, an
American desperado called Frank Spencer. Countering both the myth of the violent
West and that of the faithful and competent Mountie, Caprice has to catch Spencer and
his Canadian sidekick before turning him over to the law. In the end, Caprice rides
East "into the sunrise", not West into the sunset, leaving behind her partner, a male
schoolteacher, riding "through the west that was becoming nearly as narrow as her
trail" (Bowering 1994, 266). Closely connected in its revisions to the Western's genre
conventions, Caprice evokes, often only to reverse, almost every single generic cliché.
Despite having Caprice be by far the strongest and most active character, the novel
nevertheless "remain[s] disturbing to the woman critic", according to Georgiana Colvile (1992, 137). Although she finds this uneasiness not always "easy to pinpoint"
(ibid.), Colvile ultimately explains it with reference to Laura Mulvey's theory of fetishisation, scopophilia and the male gaze. Caprice, who is not a particularly rounded or
complex character, is also not often the focaliser, but rather a figure gazed at, which
turns her "into a fetish so that [she] becomes reassuring to look at rather than dangerous" (Mulvey 2001 [1975], qtd. in Colvile 1992, 137). Isabel Carrera shares a similar
assessment, adding to Colvile's notion of fetishisation the argument that
[t]he tighter plot of the western (hardly altered by the gender inversion) imposes the path on
Caprice; or alternatively, the predominance of genre over gender does so. […] Much of the humour and literary play of the book are born from the transformations of the western that are not
gender-dependent, and from the comment on the literary creation of "The West." […] In Caprice the connection as subjects is only possible between author and reader if the reader is male
and Caprice is their common object of fantasy. (1994, 438)

While Carrera is certainly correct about Caprice's failure as a radical female alternative
to the male cowboy hero, Caprice is by its author's designation an "anti-Western"
(Bowering 1993/94, 307) and, unlike Cameron's The Journey, is not conceived as a
feminist revision of the Western. If one compares it to Bowering's next novel, Shoot!
(1994), it becomes clear that the book aims to unmask and reverse many conventions
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of the American Western to clear a space for a Canadian presence in the West, and
gender roles are one example, a tool among others, but not the novel's main focus.1
A view which limits Caprice to her depiction as a sex object at once highlights an important point and overlooks others: Bowering's novel is quite clearly ironic, a parody
of a popular genre that deals in clichés and exaggerations, and Bowering's pastiche is
in fact quite effective through its excesses at laying them open. A reading which treats
Caprice like a character from a more realist novel that has been deformed by the author's sexist leering thus seems too one-dimensional. Bowering's Caprice is no more or
less realistic than the heroic and talented Virginian in Owen Wister's genre defining
novel or one of Zane Grey's, Max Brand's or Louis L'Amour's characters. All of these
are, in fact, marvellously talented, handsome and stoic. In fact, Caprice is portrayed in
exactly the same way, with the difference that, this time, the gaze is hetero- rather than
homoerotic. It could be argued that her depiction, whether it has, in fact, been shaped
by its author's fetishes or not, strikes us as remarkable in part because we are so sensitised to the depiction of women as sex objects and still rather desensitised to the
homoerotic undercurrents of much of dominant culture, a quality hidden in such plain
sight in the Western that it is remarkable how frequently it is overlooked. If Caprice
seems wooden and unrealistic so is every other character in the novel, and it seems
more promising to read this as Bowering's statement on the popular Western with its
cardboard characters. Intentional or not, the novel's treatment of Caprice can, in a way,
serve to hold up a mirror to our culture, its biases and conventions.
This being said, there is another layer of complication to this reading and the novel
itself that leads back to Carrera's critique – although it is a point she does not make
explicit. The novel was, of course, written and is consumed in a larger patriarchal
framework. For, if the emphasis on Caprice as an erotic and eroticised woman is not
that dissimilar to the fetishising gaze of Wister's narrator when he describes the Virginian (reminding one of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's argument about a continuum between homosocial and homosexual desires between men [1985]), within a patriarchal
framework readings that highlight physicality and sexuality are always already highly
overdetermined by gender stereotypes, expectations of normative heterosexuality and
unequal power relations. They therefore have radically different effects and, as Carrera's and Colvile's reactions show, call forth different reactions. There is no doubt that
the Virginian gains power when the narrator dwells on his physicality, whereas things
are much less clear when it comes to Bowering's depiction of Caprice, as Colvile's uneasiness and Carrera's anger reveal.
Even if one is left uneasy, however, it seems worth taking this reaction seriously rather
than brushing Caprice off as its author's erotic, misogynist fantasy. Caprice is without
a doubt an object of fetishisation and the male gaze. Even before she becomes an active agent, the novel's two nameless Indians puzzle over how to make sense of her,
noting her "red hair tied in two ropes that fall over the front part of her, where […] she
does not bounce" (Bowering 1994, 3). But Bowering is more than a leering old man
overcome by his fantasies. He very consciously plays with fetishisation and gender,
1

Carrera's claim about a connection between author and male reader seems a bit too sweeping,
since the fetishisation of Caprice, which Colvile describes, also sits uneasily with more genderconscious male readers, just as it is ignored by some female readers, e.g. Eva-Marie Kröller
2012.
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gendering, among other things, the "male fish" the Indians spear and opening the chapter in which Caprice first actively appears with a paragraph-long description of her
black stallion that is anything if not erotically charged; Caprice's oversexualisation,
which leaves several characters (particularly the stereotyped Italian Everyday Luigi)
speechless, is so blatant that it is hard to ignore its parodic edge. It is furthermore also
notable, as Colvile herself muses, that Caprice "subverts Mulvey's" and, it should be
added, the Western's "dichotomy of man as doer / looker and woman as object to be
looked at by playing both parts" (Colvile 1994, 135). Caprice is by far the most active
subject, superior to all other characters, and, significantly, it is she who in the end rides
off and leaves her partner behind. Thus the Western is at once completely turned on its
head and, at the same time, brought to a classic end. Bowering's reversal of his protagonist's gender and his play with stereotypical gender images reveals a dynamic buried in the classic Western that extends far beyond the genre and resonates so strongly
with stereotypical gender roles and assumptions that they are impossible to ignore. The
novel's interpretation perhaps ultimately comes down to the reader's willingness to
give credit to Bowering as either a misogynist or a writer who could, but chooses not
to, write less fetishised women characters to make a point.2
2.

Anne Cameron's Feminist Journey into the West

Like other revisionist Westerns, including Molly Gloss's The Jump-Off Creek (1989)
and Gil Adamson's The Outlander (2007), Cameron's novel replaces the male hero in
his trek west across the wilderness with a woman, recasting both the particular obstacles of mobility and the reasons for this trek. The novel thereby reframes what Susan
Kollin has called "[t]he gendered politics of mobility shaping the popular Western"
(2015, 18) in two connected ways. Firstly, it opens up the Western's traditional gendered spatialisation, in which only men can traverse the wild space of a usually sexually encoded Western landscape, a "virgin land" (Smith 1950) that is there to be phallically penetrated. Secondly, the novel shows the destructive impact such assumptions
have on its female protagonists. In contrast to Bowering's largely parodic project, in
which gender is only one of a number of elements used to "explode" (Spurgeon 2005)
the American genre by insisting on its Canadian difference, Cameron employs gender
as the focal lens through which she examines the Western. Her novel uses the Western
genre to direct a large-scale critique against a patriarchal system which violates
women's rights, willingly accepting their deaths, if they do not break out of the logic of
the system.
2

A minor character in the novel, Gert, the prostitute, at least suggests the latter: The one time
Caprice gets in serious trouble, she is rescued by Gert. More than a dea ex machina, the prostitute with her masculine name, like Caprice, is a woman who protects herself against attacks and
stereotypes, facing in particular those directed at women with her occupation. She rejects being
regarded as the one-dimensional archetype of the "bad" woman, objectified and defined by her
occupation, but insists on having a personality she keeps hidden from the men around her:
"Well," said Addie the afternoon bartender, "it seems to me like there's two kinds of
women. There's the kind you want to be your mother or the mother of your kids, and
there's the other kind."
"Listen," said Gert, "there's only one kind of man, and you're it, an asshole."
"Nice language, Gert. We sure know what kind of woman you are."
"You'll never find out," she said. (Bowering 1994, 45-46)
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The Journey is the story of a young girl, Anne, who flees from her abusive uncle Andrew when he molests her after he has worked her mother to death. Stealing his horse
and burning the house he has now taken over, she flees west. On the way she encounters another woman, Sarah, a former prostitute who has been tarred and feathered and
driven out of town by a misogynist sheriff, Luke Wilson. When they stay in a brothel
run by Belle, one of Sarah's friends, Luke Wilson and Uncle Andrew show up again
and the women have to flee further west. As part of a wagon trek across the Rockies
they pick up a young girl, Ruth, who flees from another abusive man, namely her father, and Sarah becomes pregnant. The three women eventually end up on the West
Coast, taking over an empty homestead. After a while, a group of Natives appear and
hand them a black boy and girl, completing their family unit. When Uncle Andrew and
another man, Simon, appear and rape Sarah, Anne shoots Simon, while Ruth shoots
Uncle Andrew. The novel ends after the family unit (minus Lin, the black girl who has
been killed by the two men) has been restored as the result of a group of Native
women's healing powers, which they use to help Sarah overcome her trauma, and everyone lives happily ever after.
Despite her overly melodramatic aesthetic, Cameron, on account of her much less
playful and ambiguous writing, is able to turn the Western more clearly against the
patriarchal order it usually represents by making her critique of male domination the
central concern of her novel. Indeed, Cameron wears her political ambition on her
sleeve even before the novel proper begins. Her book is dedicated to "all the little girls
who always wanted to be and never could grow up to be cowboys" (1986, v), and
Cameron's first epigraph, a parody based on a line from "The Streets of Laredo",
makes her approach even clearer:
I see by your outfit that you are a cowboy
I see by his outfit that he's a cowboy true,
I see by their outfits that they are all cowboys,
If I get an outfit can I be cowboy, too. (1986, vii)

The last line of Cameron's song omits the grammatical "a" and thus turns the noun
cowboy into an adjective, a description of a state to be achieved. While, as Arnold
Davidson notes, this difference "highlights dress as determining essential selfhood
which thereby becomes merely a matter of dress (a circular proposition also implicit in
the original song)" (1994, 120), there is more at stake than a performance based on
clothing. An addition in parentheses "(as sung by those of us tied for / too long to trees
and stereotypes)" (Cameron 1986, vii) suggests this larger dimension, and the form of
a question, "can I be cowboy", highlights that "being cowboy" is not as easy as dressing like a cowboy, but is instead tied to presumptions about gender that go much
deeper. The question which ends Cameron's rewriting of "Streets of Laredo" is ironic,
since, as common sense – that mystifier of social power – suggests, women as the
"Other" to man, the doer, cannot become cowboys in the classic Western. In fact, the
word itself (at least where it remains a noun) already indicates gender in a way that
renders it difficult for women to occupy the position it indicates, a linguistic reality
that also leads to much debate in Bowering's Caprice. Here, the male characters (first
and foremost the linguistically aware First and Second Indian) continually attempt to
decide how Caprice fits into the West and its gendered order: is she a ranch woman, a
cowgirl, a bullgirl or a cowperson (see Bowering 1994, 3, 4, 5, 69)?
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Rather than staying in the realm of linguistics that preoccupy Bowering's two Indians,
Cameron sets out to untie women from trees and stereotypes, as her final introductory
remark reveals: "[W]hen one has become convinced, over a number of years, that the
privileged patriarchal perspective is sick, one looks for alternatives" (1986, ix). The
necessity for such alternatives rests in part in the Western's formative effect even on
Cameron, a woman born in 1938 in Nanaimo, British Columbia, as she relates in her
recollections of playing cowboys when she grew up:
The boys could identify with the heroes. We had Dale Evans. She was the one with no guns, the
one on the slower horse, who rode behind Roy just in time to catch the mud flying from his gallant steed's hooves. Not much of a role model.
And so, because I had long hair, worn in pigtails, and the stereotype did not allow me a six-gun,
a rifle, or a knife, I spent many hours tied to trees, the captive Indian. Perhaps that was the beginning of this story. (ibid.)

What is more remarkable than Cameron's rejection of the male Western model is her
self-identification with the Western's usual victimised Other, the Indian. Cameron, the
young girl of the novel's dedication, or Anne in the novel, are as Other to patriarchy as
the Indian is to the Western's colonial order. Naturally, given this mindset, women and
Natives end up being allies by the novel's end, realising in some fashion their mutual
marginality and oppression. Just as she does in her likening of her younger self to an
Indian in her declaration of intent, Cameron uses all ethnicities as weapons in her attack against the patriarchal system, and they all ultimately remain symbols of the role
of women in the society she writes against. It is in this way that Cameron's novel rests
as uneasily on accounts of its careless use of race and ethnicity to make a point about
patriarchal oppression as Bowering's did on account of its obliviousness to the fetishisation of its protagonist.
After a number of episodes in which the protagonists witness the objectification of
non-white Others, such as a group of Chinese railroad workers, the novel's ending establishes a connection between the women and the First Nations they encounter on the
Pacific coast. It is the handing over of the two black children by the Natives that first
works to legitimise the white women's presence in First Nations territory, a symbolic
acknowledgment later renewed in their efforts to heal Sarah. In this, the position which
the novel allocates to the Natives reiterates both second wave feminism's ethnocentrism in its essentialisation of white middle-class women's struggles as representative
for all sexist oppression (see hooks 2000) and the traditional Western's treatment of
Indians; although both of these points seem to escape the text as it equates women and
non-white people as similarly oppressed by a white patriarchal order. Yet, as Davidson
(1994, 133) insists, "the Indian is still captive, which is to say that the male construct
of female has been disputed but not the white construct of Indian." Furthermore, "although the feminist utopia finally established in The Journey is situated at the margins
of both Indian and white society, its very success will further marginalize only the
former" (ibid.).
Unlike Bowering's Canadian postmodernist agenda, however, Cameron's is not an allout revision of the Western, but one that looks particularly at gender. As Kathleen
Martindale argues, Cameron's protagonists practically enact the feminist discourse
against nonviolence: Anne, Sarah and Ruth have to see through and reject patriarchal
constructions, which equate women with caregivers and limit their options to a seem-
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ingly natural dichotomy of self-sacrifice or egoism. Building on feminist theoretician
Judith Farr Tormey, Martindale (1986, 106) points out that "patriarchal mystification
keeps women from seeing that resisting self-sacrifice, that is, accepting or insisting on
what one has a right to have, is an honourable stance and a moral act". In the novel,
this realisation is most clearly played out when Anne and Sarah join a wagon train
west, and Sarah in particular is immediately cast into a position in which one of the
members of the trek, Ruth's father, only identified, even by the narrator, as the
"raggedyass man" (Cameron 1986, 137), automatically expects her to take care of his
children. Sarah finds herself in an ethical double bind in which she can either do the
raggedyass man's work for the sake of his children or seemingly abandon his helpless
children if she refuses to do this work. Anne, in contrast, violently opposes this patriarchal logic, rebelling "against male exploitation and female complicity in it" (Martindale 1986, 106). It is only with the final act of answering violence with violence, however, that the women complete their symbolic journey away from patriarchy, which, as
Martindale argues, insists on the nonviolent resistance of women, "as a patriarchal
construct" that "has been assigned to women because it is ineffective and self-destructive" (ibid., 109, emphasis in original).
Read from the perspective of genre rather than gender, the novel's violent ending,
ironically, brings The Journey back closer to the traditional plot of the (male) Western
– it may in fact constitute the purest act of the "regeneration through violence" that
cultural historian Richard Slotkin (1973) sees as constitutive of the Western. The novel
is a journey of pursuit through the wilderness which ends with the killing of a villain
who has been established early on and is brought back throughout the book. The difference of the story that The Journey tells lies in the details, the protagonists' gender
and its politics of turning the masculine genre against patriarchy, even if its solution
does not arrive at a singularly "feminine mode". Yet, the novel's ending is at least in
part suggestive of its difference. If one overlooks the violation of the Native's land –
legitimised in the narrative through the voluntary transfer of the black children and the
land their parents "possessed" – the novel ends with a feminist utopia that affirms
home and the love between two equals, Sarah and Anne.
3.

Summary: Gender and Genre in the Revisionist Western

To sum up, the two novels discussed incorporate women in more central roles by recasting the genre with strong women. The books also make clear the need to both refocus and redirect the genre entirely by specifically addressing the depiction of women,
in order to avoid a continuation of its old ideology rewriting itself despite the text's
main ideological direction. Bowering's and Cameron's novels furthermore show the
pitfalls that lie in such an attempt, for, while New Western Historians have shown the
greater historical role of women, this has not necessarily led to a more prominent position of women in texts in the Western genre, since genre here opposes history and – to
an extent – gender. In the end, the many ideological positions structuring the Western
interact in ways that, as Bowering's and Cameron's novels make clear, make a revision
within the genre's confines an endeavour that faces authors with countless challenges.
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STEFANIE SCHÄFER (ERLANGEN-NUREMBERG)
Marooning James Bond:
Cleopatra Jones, Blaxploitation and the Imperial Mystique

"Let's sit down before we get shot in the lower mezzanine."
Cleopatra Jones and the Casino of Gold

Action heroines are a common phenomenon in contemporary cinema. Yet their beginnings date back to a genre frequently overlooked in film history, blaxploitation cinema. The blaxploitation boom lasted for a mere half-decade before, by the mid-1970s,
the film industry discovered other economically attractive formats. Blaxploitation iconised the black body and exploited the tastes of black urban audiences, showing black
protagonists embroiled in struggles against the white establishment (see Guerrero
2012). It returns more or less subtly in contemporary mainstream and auteur cinema,
for instance as an aesthetic-historical signpost in Quentin Tarantino's works.
As lead characters, blaxploitation sheroes counteracted the marginalised roles ascribed
to black female characters in the US cultural imaginary. Types like Harriet Beecher
Stowe's Topsy in Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852) or Margaret Mitchell's Mammie in Gone
with the Wind (1936) created stereotypes of black womanhood that persist well into
the present day (see e.g. Harris-Perry 2011; Johnson 2012; Wallace 1993). Blaxploitation sheroes, specifically Pam Grier's eponymous protagonists Coffy (1973) and Foxy
Brown (1974), were also controversial due to their proneness to violence and sexualised display (see esp. Terry 2012). With the ending of blaxploitation cinema, the
women's trailblazing was actively forgotten: by 1975, the "racialised construction of
the action heroine was erased. Upon her re-emergence in mainstream popular culture,
the action heroine's racial origins no longer existed" (Sims 2006, 50). Serialised formats such as Charlie's Angels (1976-1981) paved the way for white sheroes like Lara
Croft or Wonder Woman.
Blaxploitation sheroes also resonate with the spy film genre. This is particularly true of
Cleopatra Jones (1973, CJ below) and Cleopatra Jones and the Casino of Gold (1975,
CJCG below), which show a "reciprocal co-optation" (Norton 1997, n. pag.) with the
most popular of all screen spies, James Bond 007. Chris Norton emphasises that Cleo
"is not simply a black James Bond" but that the films "critique Bond ideology" (ibid.).
The influence works both ways: 007 Live and Let Die (1973), the first Bond film starring Roger Moore, features blaxploitation aesthetics, topics and plot, including a Caribbean dictator disguised as a Harlem drug lord, Voodoo scenes and a sequence at New
Orleans' Mardi Gras.
This chapter revisits the relationship between Cleopatra Jones and James Bond by
reading CJCG as a cultural maroonage. I contend that Cleopatra Jones's fashionable
black female body explodes Bond's precarious masculinity, specifically when reading
CJCG as backdrop for the performance anxiety over Bond's aging body and the demise of the empire in the recent 007 Skyfall (2012; see Dodds 2014 and Hasian 2014).
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As I will show, Tamara Dobson's Cleopatra Jones articulates a different type of special
agent narrative that ultimately tests the genre's imperial politics against national conflicts back home.
1.

Introducing Cleopatra Jones, Black Female Supermodel Agent

Blaxploitation sheroes manoeuvred two hot topics in their day: black nationalism and
white feminism. When asked about her understanding of her character Cleopatra
Jones, Tamara Dobson declared that she was "no women's libber" (qtd. in Sims 2006,
95), since being black was harder than being a woman. In fact, Cleopatra Jones is
Warner Brothers' mainstreamed response to Pam Grier's black women figures, produced independently by American International Pictures. Warner canvassed "Cleo" as
"a female James Bond, an Interpol agent fighting dope traffic, an image black people
could be proud of" (ibid., 93), a professional spy opposite of Grier's rough and ready
vigilantes. Cleopatra Jones separates her private life from her business as a CIA agent.
In CJ, she negotiates between the black community and the white authorities and battles the drug cartel to save black youth. After the work is done, Cleopatra returns home
to her caring boyfriend, the leader and pater familias of the community centre, in a
reversal of the stereotypical gendered spheres model.
In CJ, the special agent/police plot distances Cleo from Pam Grier's angry black
woman types. Cleopatra Jones and Grier's vigilantes also differ regarding sexual display: Dobson showed less skin and refused to engage in on-screen sexual interaction.
Instead, Dobson used her career as a runway model to create Cleopatra Jones. In promotion interviews, she commented on the difficulties black women face in the fashion
world, observing that while white women had license to be sexy, "black girls [on
magazine covers] must be safe. They must have straight hair, or hair that can be
pressed, and they must have Caucasian features" (qtd. in ibid., 95, emphasis original).
Dobson thus frames Cleo in fashion iconography. She fuses the exoticised allure of the
Egyptian empress Cleo was named after with the Black Arts movement of the 1970s,
making her "a hybrid of an exotic queen from the past, a home girl who knows her
way around her old neighbourhood of Watts and a special agent for the CIA" (Royster
qtd. in Dunn 2008, 91; see also 90-94). Cleo appears dressed to the nines, in spectacular and luxurious outfits that defy the setting of back alleys and dirty dumps. The editing has Dobson walk the city street like a catwalk, admired by wayside spectators who
are well aware she is beyond their reach (Fig. 1a).
The sequel, CJCG, continues Dobson's creation of a super model/agent type (Fig. 1b
and c). The narrative, costume, editing and mise-en-scène create her as a hypervisible
fashion performer: she often enters rooms (yet we hardly ever see her exit) and she
takes centre stage, directing all gazes to her before attacking hapless criminals. The
editing shows her either in extreme close-ups or installed centre stage in full body
shots from a low angle that iconise her. Film critics found that CJCG produced "an
unwitting caricature, with Dobson adopting outlandish costumes and mannerisms to
portray Cleopatra Jones" (Sims 2006, 19). "Outlandishness" may indeed best capture
Jones's lack of social impact, since the "reality" of this super model-agent type appeared too far removed from the lives of black women (see Seifert 2012; Terry 2012,
n. pag.).
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Fig. 1a-c: Cleo walking and fighting (CJ 00:57:01; CJCG 00:43:45 and 00:42:25)

And yet, Cleopatra Jones's positioning between fashion model and agent does not aim
at realism; it is deliberately un-realistic. It employs the cinema as a realm of fantasy,
deviance and the unseemly (supported also by an extradiegetic popular score typical of
blaxploitation), using costume as a spectacle of its own (see Bruzzi 1997, xvi). Where
the New York Times bemoans that "Miss Dobson['s] real sexuality is denied by her
movie costumes that seem to have been designed for a female impersonator" (qtd. in
Lawrence 2008, 92-93), film critic Darius James applauds the costume's "campy
gusto": "The real spectacle […] is Ms. Dobson's rapid-fire wardrobe changes – which,
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I'm convinced, elevated her status in the Black pop pantheon to 'Patron Saint of Harlem Drag Queens'" (James 1995, 62).1
Dobson's character is on the move in fantastic ways. In CJ, she moves freely in and
out of social, gendered and ethnic spaces, such as the commissioner's office, the black
community centre, the white drug hustler's dump yard and the black pimp's hotel suite.
Unobstructed by institutional barriers and unfazed by catcalls in the street, she dominates the screen, the places she travels to and the (groups of) people she meets, such as
in her first appearance in CJCG (Fig. 2): after two black agents are kidnapped by drug
mobsters in Hongkong, Cleopatra herself is sent for to save the day. Almost ten minutes into the film, she descends on Hongkong harbour in a helicopter and is greeted by
navy soldiers. In this scene, the editing cuts back and forth between the soldiers and
the approaching heli. We see them standing their ground against the rotor winds and
the symbolic storm caused by the special agent's arrival. They form a welcoming circle
and the highest-ranking officer opens the door, gives her directions and salutes her as
she walks on towards Stanley, the ground agent. Apart from receiving helicopter service to the heart of Hongkong, Cleopatra's authority also plays out in the military honours that are usually awarded neither to civilians nor to special agents. Cleo stands out
not only because of her central position in the soldier phalanx but also due to her
height: she towers over the soldiers by a head's length and makes the ground agent
Stanley look small and irrelevant. The camera accompanies her movements, out of the
helicopter, through the ring of standing soldiers and on to Stanley, who has to pace
himself to keep up with her stride. She is shown ever in motion. When she collects
intelligence from Stanley, she proclaims her independent mobility: "It's not 'go-italone' it's called better alone than with some partner who's gonna screw up and get me
knocked off, man" (00:14:00).
In the arrival scene (Fig. 2a-c), Cleo's choice of a double-breasted blazer, widebrimmed hat, large hoops and cravat set her apart from the men's (business) uniforms
while at the same time playfully echoing their masculine power suits. Throughout the
film, she frequently wears fashionable multicolour ensembles that navigate a thin line
between her portrayal as a working woman and subversive dress codes of the zoot suit
and pachuco styles of the 1940s. Her hat stays on where Stanley's fedora is carried off
by the wind, and her outfits are luxuriously ornamented with accessories hardly fit for
Southern Chinese climates, including furs, veils, shawls and high heels. Next to the
attention paid to her outfits by full body shots, the close-ups show her facial features
and overbearing make-up, which Dobson did herself in the movie and which stresses
her unrealistic high fashion look.
As a result of her eccentric appearance, Cleopatra Jones alters the spaces she enters; all
figures turn towards her, looking inquiringly at the spectacle she presents, and we see
her looking back all the time, with a friendly and curious expression. She thus deviates
from the types of the runway model and the typical special agent, presenting instead an
affectionate, involved and self-assuredly hypervisible special agent.
1

Next to Dunn (2008) and Sims (2006), scholarship on blaxploitation women and on Cleopatra
Jones remains scarce. Jennifer Brody (1999) compellingly reads the Cleopatra Jones movies as
queering of mainstream culture, discussing also the figure's returns, among others, as a queer
and lesbian icon in the 1990s. Novotny Lawrence's study falls short of acknowledging Cleo's
special agent status by reading the first film as "rewriting of the cop action genre" (2008, 80).
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Fig. 2a-c: Cleopatra Jones's arrival in Hongkong (CJCG 00:11:40-00:14:10)

2.

"A large beautiful overwhelming presence":
Cleopatra Jones as Cultural Maroonage

As a post-colonisation phenomenon, maroonage became a rhetoric trope in the Anglophone Caribbean, as Cynthia James (2002) has shown. After independence, maroon
warriors (escaped slaves who built maroon societies and attacked plantations and the
plantation system) became venerated heroes and ancestral figures (ibid., 8). Maroonage represents an uncanny attack on the plantation regime: the latter could not
acknowledge the existence or thriving of escaped slaves beyond the boundaries of the
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master's lands without granting the slaves subjecthood.2 Edward Kamau Brathwaite
(1974 and 1977) maps maroonage as a tool to render the construction of the plantation
system visible and to explode its epistemology from a position located beyond and
below:
It is this potential for explosion and ramification that has made blackness such a radical if subterranean feature of plantation political culture; for the African "phenomenon" continuously
present, like a bomb, in the New World [since the abduction of the first slaves] triggers itself
into visibility at each moment of crisis in the hemisphere, 1790 in Haiti, 1860 in Jamaica, 1930
in the West Indies, and 1960 in the New World generally. (1974, 78, emphasis added)

Cleopatra Jones inhabits such a moment of crisis, when white manhood in the US is
besieged by Black nationalism and the women's liberation movement. The first film
parades Cleo's status as government agent and shows her subversive potential (Fig. 3ac). The camera eye zooms in on her identity card and the license plate of her sports
car. She is shown as the best of all agents, with such power that, in the end, she even
converts the white institution: the final scene of the film shows her leaving a victory
party while her black friends cheer "Right on, Cleo!" Among them is also her CIA liaison Crawford, who lifts his hand in support of the black power movement.3
Cleopatra Jones was described by a contemporary critic as "a large beautiful overwhelming presence" (qtd. in Lawrence 2008, 92) and advertised as a walking explosive ("6 feet and 2 inches of dynamite") on film posters. She powerfully interrupts the
coding of the secret agent as a white and male representative of the Western nationstate, marooning the "normalization of British Imperial rule and empire" (Black 2004)
reaffirmed by each Bond movie.
Scholarship on the long-lasting Bond phenomenon reveals an ambivalent Bond figure,
forever triangulating between boldness, the British imperial mystique and the desire to
please his audience (see esp. Lindner 2009; Föcking and Böger 2012). To help the
franchise survive, the Bond movies not only adapt cinematic fashions (such as the
blaxploitation aesthetics in the 1970s); moreover, Bond's achievement rests on the
commodification of his beautiful male body, as Toby Miller (2009) has argued. As
Bond tries to save the Western world, he also preserves the power of white masculinity, entangling espionage with nationalist and masculinist ideals, while exoticising and
infantilising Bond "girls" (Bold 2009, 207 and 208). Opposite the Bond girls, Bond
can be the (real and only) man. According to Christine Bold, "the equation never fails:
beauty, heterosexuality, and patriotism go together; ugliness, sexual 'deviance' and
criminality are linked equally irresistibly" (ibid., 210). CJCG topples this dualism with
grotesque versions of phallic femininities (such as Mi Ling or the Dragon Lady) vying
for power in a world where "white male power is non-existent" (Dunn 2008, 104).

2

3

Next to James's discussion, William Tynes Cowan's analysis of the maroon narrative provides
an insight into the topic's meaning in nineteenth-century literature (see Cowan 2005); for another discussion of cultural maroonage in film, see Schäfer (2014). Price (1996) surveys the historical development of maroon societies in the Americas and the Caribbean.
This scene singles out Crawford among the black figures shown, due to his suit, skin color and
height. They lift their fists in a gesture reminiscent of the iconic "black power salute" gesture of
1968 by black Olympic medalists John Carlos and Tommie Smith during the medal ceremony;
Crawford looks left and right and then joins in their greeting.
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Fig. 3a-c: Cleo's agent ID (CJ 00:12:53); Cleo's licence plate (00:18:18)
and Crawford's "Right on!" (01:24:15)

Regarding fashion, Bond's suits, cars and luxury gadgets navigate new trends and
long-standing luxuries to carry Bond-the-brand through different eras. In his comparison between Bond and Cleo, Chris Norton contends that "Cleo's outfits are also analogous with Bond's dinner jackets and playboy wardrobe. [They] are treated with respect
and awe, […] just as Bond's refinements are looked upon as the height of good taste"
(1997, 3). Yet Cleo's affective agency and catwalk visibility underline her impossibility. In Brathwaite's words, they "trigger" the viewer's awareness of Bond as the quintessential agent type. As an African-American woman, she is neither secretive nor
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does she fit into any social framework, whereas Bond, because of his whiteness and
gender, is free to stage a social masquerade and blend in anywhere he pleases. Cleo's
flamboyant appearances and fantastic mobility highlight the casuality of Bond's
"global location-hopping" (Schwanebeck 2017, 165). Regarding the transatlantic relations between the British Secret Service agent and his characteristically inferior CIA
colleagues in the Bond movies (frequently in the figure of Felix Leiter), Cleo articulates a similarly satirical image of the Agency, but from the vantage point of an outsider to the institutions located inside US society.
Most importantly, Cleopatra Jones casts Bond's individualism into sharp relief. The British agent's origins remain mysterious; in Skyfall, he returns to his parents' grave in Scotland, whereas in Casino Royale (2006) his lover speculates about his working-class origins.4 As eternal bachelor, he has no personal belongings other than the objects handed
to him on duty. Bond's lonely wolf is represented as an impoverished orphan while the
Cleopatra Jones films highlight her affection for and preservation of her community.
Skyfall shows Bond adrift in the beginning of the movie. He prevails only at the cost of
the substitute mother M's death at his abandoned childhood home and in the end stands a
lonesome watch over the British institutions in the heart of London. Cleopatra Jones
thinks she is the only defender of the black community, but it turns out she has friendly
helpers. Upon accomplishing her feat, she takes home a lesson about team effort: at first,
she shrugs off Stanley's warnings about "going it alone" in Hongkong (00:13:5200:14:06); but her self-reliance is checked when she fails to hail a taxi and a by-stander
steps in to help: Mi Ling becomes Cleo's sidekick and love interest. Only after the final
fight does she reveal herself to Cleo as ground agent hired by "our Stanley" (01:30:22,
emphasis original). Cleopatra's victory is not her individual(ist) work. Looking down
from her balcony at Mi Ling, Cleo exasperatedly cries out Stanley's name. Her call is
still heard in the next scene, when she is leaving Hongkong and she body-checks the
ground agent who tricked her before getting on the plane home.
Cleopatra Jones's success builds on her delusional independence. Both the CIA and Mi
Ling let her preserve this self-belief, knowing that it will help her overcome all obstacles.
She fights for the black community, but as a side effect wins an important battle in the
nation's war on drugs, thus improving life for all Americans. The affectionate agent succeeds because she believes herself free-wheeling and liberated from invisible strings,
whereas James Bond finds himself bound by institutional wires that increasingly isolate
him, as the following close reading of the two casino scenes in CJCG and Skyfall will
show.
3.

Spectacles and Blind Spots: Agents at the Casino
"Put it all on red."
Skyfall
"All on the black, baby. My favorite color."

CJCG

The setting of the final showdown in CJCG is Macau, a specially administered region
of China, and the "Las Vegas of the East", which has drawn international tourism af4

Ian Fleming only mentions Bond's parents (a Scottish father working for an armaments company and a Swiss mother) en passant in the last Bond novel You Only Live Once (1931).
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firming its "casinopolitanism" in a globalised gambling industry (see Luke 2010). One
of Macau's attractions was the "Floating Casino", built on a boat moored in Macau
harbour. In The Man with the Golden Colt (1974), Bond passes by the Floating Casino
on his way to his nemesis; in CJCG, Bond's tourist site becomes "The Dragon Lady
Casino", the setting of the final showdown. The casino's afterlife continues in Skyfall,
where Bond has to cash in a chip at the "Floating Dragon Casino" to get to his enemy
Silver. Generally, Bond is at his best in the casino: the display of wealth combined
with gambling corruption and trickery provides the backdrop for many scenes in Bond
stories. The setting of the casino affirms Bond's own casinopolitanism and effortless
play with the upper crust. He accomplishes this with his ulterior weapon, his looks,
which "transcend his class background and politesse" (Miller 2009, 291).
In Cleopatra Jones's world, the Dragon Lady Casino is the root of all evil: Macau belongs to the Dragon Lady and the casino hosts her drug business as well as a luxury
spa and armoury in the style of any villain's lair of the James Bond universe. Cleo
travels to Macau to save her friends Melvin and Matthew, who have been abducted by
the Dragon Lady and then incapacitated by her maidservants. Cleopatra's task, however, goes beyond an individual rescue mission: after fighting drug trafficking back
home in LA, in CJCG she shatters the drug empire and the Dragon Lady Casino goes
down alongside its owner.
In Skyfall, James Bond similarly has to preserve his own by securing a list of agents'
identities. The villain is a former agent disenchanted with the poor treatment he received at the hands of M and MI6. Bond's return to duty (after being shot by his own
assistant, Moneypenny) is overshadowed by performance anxieties and his faltering
ability to "reboot" (see Dodds 2014). Skyfall shows the burnt-out and aging Bond taking the battle to the home front with London and Scotland serving as key settings, as
Wieland Schwanebeck has stressed (see 2017, 165). The "Floating Dragon" casino in
Macau is a stepping stone for Bond, but it also displays his increasing invisibility.
The scenes showing Cleo's (01:01:36-01:02:50) and Bond's (00:52:43-00:54:40) respective arrivals at the Floating Casino spell out the special agent genre's politics of
visibility, race, gender and empire. Both plots have the agents passing through the exoticised location to confront the villain and preserve their home. Both films portray the
casino in a stylised mise-en-scène, but they stage the logic of gazes and movement
through the casino space in opposite ways.
Cleopatra Jones enters the casino in a splash with her sidekick Mi Ling. She walks
through the beaded curtain at the entrance and stands on the pedestal amidst the rising
buzz of voices. Cleo's hypervisibility in a space where she is the only African American woman and towers, once more, over all the other people present, is enhanced by
her outfit. The tan suit matches her skin colour and shiny makeup, portraying her as a
glittering column in the burly and bright casino space. The central gambling floor,
teeming with visitors, is framed by balconies going up several floors. Dominated by
red, gold and green and laden with ornament, the casino architecture creates an arena
for looks from the side and from above, yet Cleopatra Jones does not look up, only
ahead, and smiles left to right. Her entrance stalls the bustle of casino life and clears
the way for her to enter, once more unobstructed, into a potentially hostile space.
The scene uses jump cuts to establish her look at the casino: we see her in medium
closeup with Mi Ling, looking around and presenting the casino space to her assistant
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with a sweeping gesture ("Well, what's your pleasure?", 01:01:53), while groups of people gape at Cleo. Her "audience" is diverse, including Caucasian and Asian women and
men, young and old, with desiring and admiring expressions. They are dazzled by Cleo's
arrival and a woman shouts "I want a dress just like hers!" (01:01:20). They make room
for her as she walks towards a table and sits down. The spectacle is enhanced by the secret looks of the Dragon Lady's aides shot from below, hiding behind columns and peeping through palm leaves. Cleo indulges the spectacle as well as the threat as she protects
Mi Ling: "Let's sit down before we get shot in the lower mezzanine!" (01:02:30).
In contrast to Cleo's diva entrance and double entendre banter with Mi Ling, Skyfall
has Bond approaching the Floating Dragon Casino slowly from the outside. Amidst
fireworks, Bond is ferried across dark waters towards a group of Asian pagodas defined only by their contours. Facades and silhouettes are a leitmotif in the film: institutions such as M16, ruins on Silver's island or the Skyfall estate, are shown in long distance shots in states of decay, as empty shells stripped of authority and meaning. According to this logic, Bond's passage through the mouths of three stylised Asian
dragon gates shows his dwelling "in the shadows", as M asserts twice (01:05:45;
01:35:43). The sense of imminent danger is emphasised further by the prominence of
darkness and golden lights in the scene, which link the outside of the casino with the
inside. His entrance has exactly the opposite effect to Cleopatra's: he looks at no one
directly. The other visitors to the casino are a distant blur of bodies as he slowly walks
off the boat, up the stairs, into the casino and right up to the reception. His movement
into this uncanny space is filmed in one single shot, accompanying him from the back
and the side. He is looked at directly only twice: by a single woman whose inviting
smile highlights that he is alone, without either arm candy or an ally; and, second, by a
gigantic monitor lizard in the dust pit, a threatening underground variation of the Asian
dragon, whose monstrous look foreshadows that before long Bond will find himself in
the pit and see one of his attackers dragged off and devoured.
Both the single woman and the dragon are exotic threats, while his real ally, Eve
Moneypenny, only talks to him in secret. She moves along on the outskirts of his sight,
through the shadows between the baccarat tables, and finally crosses him provocatively.
In their whispered conversation, Moneypenny has the last word ("Who doesn't like to
take chances?" 00:54:38), putting a premature ending to the love affair that never happens between Bond and Moneypenny.5 Clad in a gold column dress, Moneypenny
blends in with the surroundings and remains out of Bond's reach. Throughout Skyfall,
she accompanies Bond in the field but remains loyal to MI6, hurting and compromising
him: she shoots him, shaves him and rebukes his sexual advances. In the final scene, she
hands him his only personal belonging, bequeathed to him by M: the one-eyed UnionJack bedecked bulldog figurine that impersonates Bond's watch over the empire.
Bond's stint at the Floating Dragon Casino with Moneypenny is brief compared to the
scenes in London. Considering Skyfall's resurrection of the Bond myth, however, the
Floating Dragon Casino symbolises Bond's characteristic casino performances in
which he flaunts social superiority and uses pretence to pursue his secret goal. In set5

Moneypenny's identity is revealed only at the end of the movie, thus taking Skyfall back to the
first Bond movies and to the beginning of the saga. As Tara Brabazon has argued, Moneypenny
offers humour, discomfort and rejection to 007, all the while allowing him to "maintain a heterosexual performance" (2009, 249).
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ting the casino afloat, Skyfall pulls the ground from under the agent's feet and throws
him into the dark waters: he fails at all his usual casino activities, remaining invisible
and powerless. He leaves the way he came, by the skin of his teeth, and only with
Moneypenny's help. His parting act seems all the more futile given the turnout of his
mission: he collects a killer's honorarium and hands it over to Moneypenny (i.e. the
British taxpayers). As he does so, he tells her to "Put it all on red" (01:02:41) to affirm
his willingness to spend his blood for his patria/M. Bond neither dismantles nor penetrates the façade of the Floating Dragon; rather, the casino, his usual playing ground,
spits him out again into a world of uncertainty and homelessness.
4.

Conclusion

The parallels between Skyfall and CJCG might well be an uncanny coincidence, yet
they offer a new vantage point for looking at the fascination with special agent figures.
As of late, James Bond seems to have arrived in a new, post-imperial age that subjects
the white male agent to performance anxiety. Reading him through the fantastic hypervisibility of the 1970s shero Cleopatra Jones brings the commodification of 007 full
circle: his heroism now consists in a struggle for solid ground while facing ageism and
the loss of perspective in a networked world his expert eye can no longer penetrate.
Yet, Cleopatra Jones is also a shero in her own right. The supermodel/affective agent
created a space of her own in the cinematic universe of the 1970s. Tamara Dobson had
critics speculate about her "real" sexuality beneath her campy costume while commenting on the difficulties black women faced in the fashion and film industries. Her
deliberately un-realistic and flamboyant take on the protagonist reverberates with contemporary calls for a more diverse dramatis personae in the spy genre as well as in
mainstream Hollywood. Cleopatra Jones may have been almost forgotten, but opposite
the fading James Bond, she is all in.
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PHILIP JACOBI (PASSAU)
Daddy Issues: Wet T-Shirt Feminism and the Contemporary
Video Game Heroine

The year 2003 marked a turning point in the Tomb Raider video game series. Tomb
Raider: The Angel of Darkness was the last game in the franchise to be developed by
its original studio, British developer Core Design: the game continued the longrunning action-adventure saga featuring British archaeologist Lara Croft and her spelunking, gun-toting and tomb raiding exploits. In a range of promotional images Core
Design published to put on greeting cards and to boost Christmas sales, Lara Croft features in her traditional design and familiar get-up, albeit in a festive red colour scheme:
her gun holsters cover almost as much skin as her army shorts, her bare midriff belies
the season's temperatures, her long braid falls seductively over her shoulder to point at
her chest, which forcibly draws in the eye through shading and sheer scale. Although
sales were initially strong after a sweeping marketing campaign, the game was largely
panned for its darker storyline and clunky mechanics by gamers and critics alike. In
the aftermath, the head of Core Design, Jeremy Heath-Smith, resigned, and publisher
Eidos Interactive shifted control over the franchise to another studio. Beginning with
Lara Croft's initial outing in 1996's Tomb Raider, the "Lara phenomenon" (Jansz and
Martis 2007, 142) has given the video game market of the late twentieth and early
twenty-first century an unmistakeable face. Even today, as video game criticism has
established a firm foothold in the academy, Lara Croft remains in this position of
heightened scrutiny. This is arguably because of the emphasis on her as an explicitly
female hero and – even more so – because of the prominence of gendered and sexualised paraphernalia, which are staged as the dominant aspect of her femaleness and are
framed as the driving factor in her construction as heroine and selling point (see Richard and Zaremba 2005, 192-203; King and Krzywinska 2006, 124-168).
In 2001, Paramount was about to release Tomb Raider, a real-life adaptation of the
game starring Angelina Jolie, then the 'hottest ticket in Hollywood'. To promote Lara
Croft as a brand, Core Design shopped Lara Croft: Lethal & Loaded, a documentary
about the aristocrat turned adventurer, to television stations. The accompanying press
release states:
For the first time, the "real" story of Lara Croft is told […]. The team reveals the truths behind
Lara's personal history and how it was established and further developed following the public's
thirst for knowledge about her. Lara Croft's personality and physique are put under scrutiny as
Lethal and Loaded investigates the unprecedented obsessive behaviour and emotional reaction
that she stirs in fans from all walks of life. ("Press Release")

A soundbite from the documentary itself is less vague about what might cause the
emotional reaction: Lara Croft's
phenomenal success wasn't just about a cracking adventure, other games had that too. Lara had
something that hooked the gamers like nothing has before. At the center of Tomb Raider was a
fantasy female figure. Each of her provocative curves was as much part of the game as the
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tombs she raided. She had a secret weapon in the world of gaming, well [...] actually two of
them. (Varma 2001)

As a piece of promotion copy intended for young, white, heterosexual male consumers
that leaves the conundrum of how exactly a curvy body might help with tomb raiding
unsolved – let alone the glaring sexism of the statement as a whole unquestioned – this
statement may nonetheless serve as an indication of the politics of the Lara Croft brand
at the height of the franchise's success. By extension it lays bare the politics of many
video game franchises with female leads and the role of feminist critique in the medium and the market of video games.
When pressed about the lack of female characters in the games featured at E3 in recent
years, one of the biggest business events and trade shows worldwide, developers were
quick to defend themselves: market research had allegedly shown how young men,
who comprise the video game industry's main target audience for AAA titles,1 could or
would not engage with female protagonists on either a narrative or an emotional level.
Female heroes, so the argument, would only allow for a limited range of plotlines and
scenarios: in short, 'girl stories' seem out of place in a market in which production
costs regularly exceed the 60-million-dollar bracket for a top title. The assumption was
and is that female protagonists would appeal primarily to female gamers, a market
segment too narrow and too small to cater to exclusively. To add more expenses to the
already hefty price tag by hiring artists and animators to generate sets of female animations and textures different from male ones would furthermore severely curb a game's
revenue potential (see Pereira 2014).
Quantitative studies document the lack of female heroes resulting from these economic
assumptions. In late 2012, EEDAR, the leading marketing research firm for the gaming industry, combed through a sample of almost 700 games across all genres sold on
Microsoft's XBOX 360, Nintendo's Wii and Sony's PlayStation 3. Less than half of the
sampled games offered an optional female protagonist. Only 24 had an exclusively female protagonist. Games with male-only heroes beat games with optional heroines by
25 percent in sales. Likewise, video games featuring male heroes outsold games with
heroines by 75 percent (see Palmar 2013). The report continues:
By looking at these trends two things become clear: games that give you a choice of gender are,
on average, reviewed slightly better than games with male-only heroes, but the games that sell
very well are almost all led by male heroes. If you're funding a large-budget game and you see
these numbers, you see that you lose sales by adding the capability to choose a female hero, and
you lose significant sales by releasing a game with a female hero. (Zatkin qtd. in Dirar 2015)

The implication of these numbers seems obvious at first glance: a majority of gamers
will not buy video games featuring heroines, they simply prefer male leads. The study,
however, also uncovered that female-led games receive only 40 percent of the marketing budget allotted to male-led games, which spells out a self-fulfilling prophecy of
economic impediment and ensuing suppression of change. It might seem ludicrous for
a 21-billion-dollar industry – especially from an economic point of view – to rely almost exclusively on the video game equivalent of monocropping, which eventually
almost always leads to oversaturation. It seems less ludicrous considering the state of
1

'AAA' is an industry term used to denote the blockbuster status of select games, which arises out
of a combination of large budgets, high production values, intensive marketing and high sales
expectations.
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the AAA gaming industry in light of second wave feminist criticism. To quote from
Joanna Russ's 1971 essay "What Can a Heroine Do? or Why Women Can't Write":
Culture is male. This does not mean every man in Western (or Eastern) society can do exactly
as he pleases, or that every man creates the culture solus, or that every man is luckier or more
privileged than every woman. What it does mean (among other things) is that the society we
live in is a patriarchy. And patriarchies imagine or picture themselves from the male point of
view. […] Both men and women in our culture conceive the culture from a single point of view
– the male. (1995, 81)

Adding the word "video game" before the word culture to this quotation would not
seem out of place: while the figure of the "male gamer" is itself a stereotype, the persistence of this figure can be ascribed to an overarching male gatekeeper culture and
the systemic marginalisation of female gamers and creators (Morgenroth et al. 2017).
"[M]en are highly overrepresented" (Keith 2017, 213), both as creators and as the default audience. As such, video games, like any media that rely heavily on sales in a
specific target group, are more likely to operate within easily identifiable, reproducible
and marketable stereotypical frameworks emerging from male hegemony.
Cultural critic Anita Sarkeesian has contributed significantly to research into these
frameworks through her YouTube series Tropes vs. Women in Video Games (20132017).2 Her diachronic analysis identifies four major set-ups for female characters.
First, the "damsel in distress", a literary trope to be found as early as the first Super
Mario and Zelda games in the mid-1980s: here, powerless female characters take on
the function of narrative motivators for powerful male characters (Sarkeesian 2013a).
A second trope, "women as reward", echoes "a pattern of male sexual entitlement in
the wider culture" (Sarkeesian 2013c) for a presumed straight male audience. Women
may also feature merely as background decoration: often sexually objectified and nonplayable, they serve as props or – if sexualisation and violence overlap – are a means
to narratively enhance the brutality or villainy of male characters (Sarkeesian 2013b).
The most oblique trope, in my opinion, however, is what Katha Pollitt identifies as the
"Smurfette principle" with regard to other media:
Contemporary shows are either essentially all-male […] or are organized on what I call the
Smurfette principle: a group of male buddies will be accented by a lone female, stereotypically
defined […]. The message is clear. Boys are the norm, girls the variation; boys are central, girls
peripheral; boys are individuals, girls types. Boys define the group, its story and its code of values. Girls exist only in relation to boys. (1991, n. pag.)

Games with a set of characters will often include one female character as a symbolic
nod towards inclusivity and diversity. Sarkeesian terms these perfunctory tokens of female representation "Ms. Male characters" and exposes these instances as mere empty
gestures.
Against this backdrop, the video game that aims to work against these frameworks is
indeed a rare find. Whether due to factors like market oversaturation or target group
expansion by the industry, the recent past has brought forth several prominent titles
which appear to push towards a more diverse, or at least, more sensitive approach in
2

Even before the actual series was broadcast, a Kickstarter campaign to finance a documentary
about female characters in video games set off an unprecedentedly harsh hate campaign against
Sarkeesian: her Wikipedia page was repeatedly vandalised, she received multiple rape as well as
death threats and still requires personal security at public events.
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gender construction and representation in the medium. Numerous publications have
identified "a noticeable shift within the industry" (Razak 2015):
It seems the Electronic Entertainment Expo is no longer a man's world. During this year's video
game extravaganza, a variety of women — virtual and otherwise — have been featured more
prominently than in past years of the annual trade show where game makers highlight their
forthcoming creations. ([Anon.], "Women Get More" 2015)

The shift towards female protagonists, who like their singular ancestral paragon Lara
Croft are ready to take up arms and wear the trousers around whatever game environment they inhabit, initially might seem like a shift towards a nascent culture of female
empowerment in the "toxic sexist environment" (Fiocchi 2017) of the gaming industry.
Especially in the light of overt claims made about a heroine's feminist potential by the
creators, questions like whether we might read these deviations from hegemonic patterns automatically as 'feminist' and, moreover, whether this leads towards a somewhat
quantifiable 'feministness' of video games have become more than significant.
One of the earliest examples of video games, where "[r]epresentation [marks] innovation" (Belair 2017) in the contemporary canon, is Ubisoft's Beyond Good & Evil
(2003). One of the well-received game's standout features was its unique protagonist:
Jade, an independent, individualistic investigative reporter and martial artist, topples
an alien conspiracy with the help of a resistance movement. When asked about the
creation process of the game, creator Michel Ancel confessed:
When we started the project the first thing we said was, "if this project is different it's because
it's a female character who is driving the story". She's not like other characters who look like
women but act like men. I'm not saying women don't shoot guns or defend themselves, it's just
that most women in games are clichés. They are just one vision of the woman. We wanted to
create this character and respect her. We are not going to modify her with our male fantasies. It
was one of the challenges of development. (qtd. in Steinman 2013)

What Ancel terms "a challenge", i.e. the task of making Jade unlike all other female
characters fully modified by male fantasies, may be considered an attempt at what
Laura Mulvey has called "the destruction of pleasure" (1985, 804) derived from the act
of looking: Jade fulfils little of the hegemonically male scopophilic pleasure, especially in comparison to her contemporary Lara Croft. Jade lacks Lara's barely tamed
mane and instead sports a practical bob; she bares neither arms nor legs, in fact, she
wears several layers of clothing; and, finally, Jade fights with an all-too phallic staff.
Moreover, she is the one doing the looking: as an investigative reporter, Jade uses a
camera, which is a central feature of the game's mechanics, and thereby subversively
co-opts an action reserved for the male player. Nonetheless, Beyond Good & Evil
failed to generate noteworthy sales, despite being a critical success, a circumstance to
be chalked up, arguably, to the sheer novelty factor which a female character ostensibly the opposite of Lara Croft's overt sexuality presented by breaking not only the
visual but also the operational scope of Tomb Raider's highly sexualised and, hence,
merely pseudo-empowered heroine.
The question remains whether the visibility of femininity in conjunction with an absence of sexualisation is indicative of a feminist heroine. 2013's Remember Me by
French developer Dontnod Entertainment faced similar problems: Remember Me's
main character, Nilin, posed a knock-out criterion for several publishers; especially the
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fact that Nilin, as the player's avatar, is shown to be in a relationship with a man was
seen as problematic. To quote creative director Jean-Maxime Moris:
We had some [companies] that said, "Well, we don't want to publish it because that's not going
to succeed. You can't have a female character in games. It has to be a male character, simple as
that." We wanted to be able to tease on Nilin's private life, and that means for instance, at one
point, we wanted a scene where she was kissing a guy. We had people tell us, "You can't make a
dude like the player kiss another dude in the game, that's going to feel awkward." By the time
Remember Me was shown to publishers it was already in a state where changing the character's
gender would require too much work. And it was at this point that several publishers decided
they were no longer interested. (qtd. in Weber 2013)

In promotional materials, Nilin, the game's heroine, is presented as sexualised and
feminised, shown mostly from the back or with a sensuous expression. Set in a futuristic version of Paris, the game's plot and mechanics are centred on stereotypically feminine themes: as an 'Errorist', she steals and remixes memories while fighting enemies
in a combat style that reminds of the litheness and flexibility of a ballet dancer. Remember Me's feminist potential thus becomes apparent only in the negative reaction
against its intent to show romantic love from the perspective of a female focaliser.
Female-led video games of 2013, however, were overshadowed by the heavily teased
and long-awaited return of Lara Croft in the form of a reboot of the original series.
Breaking with the previous narrative, Tomb Raider (2013) treats players to a Lara
Croft origin story: young Lara on her first adventure with friends, colleagues and
teachers, looking for the lost island kingdom Yamatai. After the expedition's ship has
fallen victim to a supernatural storm, castaway Lara and her friend Sam are abducted
by an islander cult: as the descendant of an ancient princess, Sam shall serve as the
vessel for the immortal soul of Yamatai's queen Himiko. Unlike Lara's earlier incarnation, this Lara is by no means ready to draw her guns and initiate the rescue; here, the
eponymous tomb raider is insecure, fraught with doubt and initially physically impaired. As such, this heroine falls short of what made original Lara an object of male
viewing pleasure: "This new Lara is less pneumatic, more athletic" (Pinchefsky 2013,
n. pag.). Her formerly skimpy gear has largely been replaced with practical outdoor
wear, and cinematography focuses more on her face than on her other physical attributes. Lara Croft's reboot was both a critical and financial success. Arguably, this is
because Crystal Dynamics cleverly made sure to avoid the mistakes of other recent
female-led games: Lara is an unattached, visually pleasing character – and her overemphasised youth serves as a block for copious sexualisation. Moreover, Lara's narrative emulates a pattern all too familiar for gamers: Lara ultimately rescues Sam, substituting the male hero character with a heroine in the "damsel in distress" narrative.
Cleverly, by using this trope, the developers have made this female hero palatable and
have subverted the pattern through emphasis.
This strategy is not wholly successful, however. The lack of justification for violence
in action games is an unquestioned pattern in the action-adventure genre.3 In the initial
hours of the game, Lara is captured by islanders and can escape. During a stealth section, she is, however, discovered: after her captor has manhandled her against a wall,
he slowly strokes her cheek and presses against her. A QTE (Quick Time Event) enables players to first knee him in the groin, bite his ear and ultimately shoot him in the
3

See, for instance, Happ and Melzer 2014.
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face – a series of events that leaves Lara wailing in physical and emotional distress.
The narrative implies the threat of rape as a character motivator and supports the heavy
emotional toll on our heroine by making her reaction to the kill more than explicit. Yet
as the game progresses, there is no option to avoid more killing: by the end of the
game, Lara has cleared an entire island of its people. Carol Pinchefsky comments:
"Curiously, it's also not an empowering scene either; given how Lara alternately struggles and overcomes adversity in the rest of the game, she doesn't so much come out on
top here as just escape" (2013, n. pag.).
In the end, generic convention has superseded the attempt to challenge the convention
itself. The fact that the heroine must be made sexually vulnerable to not only generate
justification but – covertly – also identification potential, since players would naturally
want to protect her, delineates the game's problematic staging of empowerment. Even
though it aims to oppose the representational strategies of the earlier Lara Croft games,
the Tomb Raider reboot cannot shake either generic convention or sexualisation. Ultimately, it is unable to fully resolve the issues carried over from an earlier generation
and serves wet t-shirt feminism:4 empowerment mired in the strategies, narratives and
pervasive sexism of the hegemonically male video game industry.
Guerilla Game's blockbuster Horizon Zero Dawn, a PlayStation 4 exclusive, of 2017 –
is more successful than the Tomb Raider reboot in exploring female empowerment
outside hegemonic genre parameters. Hailed by The Guardian as "the feminist action
game we've been waiting for" (Loveridge 2015), it follows Aloy, an orphaned and outcast huntress in a post-apocalyptic North America populated by monstrous robots.
With a "Lara Croft designed for the twenty-first century", Horizon Zero Dawn is
rooted in an atypical premise: Aloy's former tribe, the Nora, is matriarchal, and motherhood in particular is regarded as sacred. Having no mother, Aloy is raised by another
outcast and over the course of the game fights to legitimise her position in the tribe and
in the game's world itself. Herman Hulst, Guerilla Games managing director, explains:
It's really important that we didn't look for a woman and that turned out to be Aloy. We had
Aloy and one of her very many attributes is that she is a woman. She's also an outcast and a very
fierce person. She's brave and independent, but why I like her so much is that she's also kindhearted and she has every right to be really upset with the tribe, yet she still has it in her nature
to be kind to them, to help them out. (qtd. in Loveridge 2017)

The decision to have an emotionally complex character carries over to the game world
itself: there are people of colour, a range of body types, overt mentions of gender roles
and the problems attached to them.5 Aloy's femaleness is visible: by grace of the
game's matriarchal society, by the emotional investment in her motherlessness, by her
repeated confrontation with gendered and queer narratives, and even because of her
painstakingly animated tresses, Aloy appears as a rounded female character, who is,
furthermore, unapologetically feminised in an empowering manner. The coda of the
game reveals that she is a clone of brilliant scientist Elisabet Sobeck, whose invention
to save a dying world "is an ode to the life-giving force of motherhood" (Chen 2017).
In a final recorded conversation between GAIA, an artificial intelligence, and Sobeck,
4
5

Charlotte Haunhorst coined the term "wet t-shirt feminism" in her discussion of Taylor Swift
and Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) on jetzt (2015).
Horizon Zero Dawn's problematic cultural appropriation of native cultures has been called out,
among others, by critic Dia Lacina on Medium (2017).
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its creator, the game utters many of the narrative's core feminine themes, which may
count as feminist topics in a male hegemonic medium:
Elisabet Sobeck: [My mother said] being smart will count for nothing if you don't make the
world better. You have to use your smarts to count for something, to serve life, not death.
GAIA: You often tell stories of your mother. But you are childless.
Elisabet Sobeck: I never had time. I guess it was for the best.
GAIA: If you had had a child, Elisabet, what would you have wished for him or her?
Elisabet Sobeck: I guess… I would have wanted her to be… curious. And willful – unstoppable
even… but with enough compassion to… heal the world. Just a little bit. (Horizon Zero
Dawn 2017; emphasis in the original)

The emphasis on healing, the idea of generational memory passed down the matrilineal path, and the references to the generative power of women again stress the game's
investment in themes very much out of place in other AAA games. Yet, even before its
release, gamers at the most popular gaming forums proclaimed they would under no
circumstances play a game with a female protagonist, much less a game in which all
three major conflicts in the game are gendered in that they pit female characters
against male characters and which reserves villain roles for male characters only. User
Mathison writes in "A Voice for Men. Humanist Counter-Theory" (2017), a male supremacist forum:
There is *zero* question that Horizon: Zero Dawn believes that women are better than men. In
every way. Women bring good into the world, and men destroy that good. That is its thesis. […]
Horizon: Zero Dawn goes further in its anti-male agenda than any video game before it. I don't
know that I can even call it a "feminist" or "SJW" agenda: it's an agenda of female supremacy,
pure and simple.

We may perceive this harsh reaction against the alleged "unfortunate side effects of
feminism" (qtd. in Chen 2017) and its agents as communicated by a game as, again, a
litmus test for successful subversion through emphasis.
As indicated at the beginning and shown with regard to the games just discussed, there
is a palpable shift in how heroines are constructed and represented in contemporary
video games. Judging by the standards of the gaming industry, great strides towards a
diversification of the heroine pantheon have been made in the recent past: Uncharted:
The Lost Legacy (2017) features two women of colour as protagonists and claims the
ancient male trope of the absent-father-narrative for itself. Infamous: First Light
(2014) is but one of several games to give female side characters games of their own.
The heroine and villainess – who are also the only two characters – of Portal (20072016) have become cultural icons beyond the gaming world. Popular online shooter
Overwatch (2016) features heroines outside the narrow frame of established female
body types and age ranges. Even in video games infamous for their gratuitous depiction of the female anatomy, there are silver linings to be had: in The Witcher 3: Wild
Hunt (2015), the latest in the fantasy series featuring almost exclusively buxom female
characters, it is the female witch, rather than the male protagonist, who initiates intercourse on a stuffed unicorn.
Despite all these examples, or maybe even because of them, the question remains: how
and when can we call a game feminist? Is it enough to identify games that use – for
whatever reason – the appearance of female empowerment as proof for social justice
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outside the male hegemony? American science fiction author Becky Chambers acknowledges the crux of this matter:
I know that most male gamers don't have a problem with connecting to a female protagonist
(just as women have managed to fall in love with games despite the dearth of heroines). I know
that most gamers, regardless of gender, would like to see some new stories being told. […] But
these are things based in anecdotal evidence and personal impressions. They aren't cold hard
numbers, and without that, the people writing the checks won't care. So as maddening as it is to
hear the blanket statement of "women don't sell," nothing is going to change on that front until a
big publisher takes a chance and finds the gaming equivalent of The Hunger Games. Considering how long it took the movie industry to get that far, I'm not holding my breath. (2012)

Or, instead, should we look for games which provide narratives that do not depend on
apologetic frameworks to justify empowerment itself? Lara Croft's narrative is a female one: especially the scenes concerning the threat of rape would simply be too risqué for the AAA market and a male lead. Aloy's narrative, conversely, is universal –
yes, she is a female character, but her gender does not make this a specifically feminist
game – its themes however do. In doing so, the game switches the wet t-shirt for practical armour and finally confronts the gaming industry's daddy issues.
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In the distance, the bell from the Lutheran church started to sound. A minute or so later it was
joined by the lugubrious, deeper bell of the Anglican church. For a while these two bells limped
along together, out of step, and then the high sweet chimes of the Catholic church rang out, intermingling with them and confusing the difference between all three. (Melville 2001, 292)

This passage, taken from a short story entitled "The Conversion of Millicent Vernon"
by the Guyanese-born writer Pauline Melville, captures – at least from a Eurocentric
perspective – something of the wide temporal and geographical range of the phenomenon of the Reformation. What is particularly intriguing about it is the movement from
an apparently easily recognisable difference to a quick blurring and blending of the –
in this case – three denominations. What is more, there is an outside to this scene that
emerges in the course of the story, for, in the end, the girl that is the central figure of
the story will not attribute the solving of her problems to any Christian God but to a
gigantic, awe-inspiring Congo pump tree. While "The Conversion of Millicent Vernon"
is thus not concerned with the Reformation as such, it may hint at some of its lasting
legacies, its global reach and its diverse reverberations in literature and culture.
2017 marked the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther's "Ninety-Five Theses on the
Power and Efficacy of Indulgences". Although a pan-European and by no means
homogeneous phenomenon, the history of the Reformation on the British Isles is yet
remarkable in the sense that, at its onset, the English Reformation was not a religious
but a political act. Reviewing accounts of the English Reformation, Peter Marshall and
Alec Ryrie argued in 2002 that there are basically two versions of the Reformation
story. Broadly speaking, according to the first version, it was a revolution that aimed at
throwing off the Romish yoke and protested against the evils of a backward and tyrannous Roman Catholic Church, its abuse of power and its hoarding of wealth. In England, the argument goes, this revolution was further made possible by Henry VIII's
coincidental search for a way to be released from a disadvantageous marriage and his
subsequent abolishing of monasticism. After the introduction of Protestant theology
under Edward VI and a brief Catholic setback under Mary Tudor, the revolution finally succeeded under Elizabeth I (see Marshall and Ryrie 2002, 1).
The second version emerged in criticism from the 1970s onwards. According to this
view, "the late medieval English Church was an impressive and humane institution"
(ibid., 2) and the Reformation was primarily brought about by a clique of councillors
that happened to dominate Henry VIII's court towards the end of his reign. This faction, as Marshall and Ryrie phrase it somewhat polemically, allegedly "seized power
in 1547, and proceeded to ram a fully-fledged Protestant programme down the throats
of a bewildered and hostile nation" (ibid.). Mary Tudor's restoration of Catholicism
then appears as an event widely welcomed in England, whereas Elizabeth's subsequent
return to Protestantism encountered considerable obstacles and was acknowledged
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with exhaustion rather than greeted with enthusiasm. Admittedly, these short histories
of the Reformation are painted with rather broad brushstrokes – Marshall and Ryrie,
too, freely admit that their account may contain an element of caricature (ibid.). Having said that, these two opposing views may nevertheless serve as a brief recapitulation
of contentious points that frequently recur in criticism, and which also inform contemporary investigations of the Reformation in the literary and cultural sphere, many of
which contest the religious foundations of the Reformation under Henry VIII and
rather point to their political, moral or even metaphorical roots and repercussions.
It is worth emphasising that, as Brian Cummings has shown in The Literary Culture of
the Reformation: Grammar and Grace (2002), the Reformation was neither a purely
theological nor just a political event. For instance, the simultaneous rise of Renaissance humanism and Protestantism was by no means coincidental; Luther and Erasmus
were not always on the same page with regard to theological issues, but they were both
interested in rigorous readings and re-readings of existing texts and they also helped
forge new literary forms and reading practices throughout Europe. In Mortal
Thoughts: Religion, Secularity, and Identity in Shakespeare and Early Modern Culture
(2013), Cummings furthermore explores the broader question of what it meant to be
religious in the early modern period, and how literature, the arts and theology shared
an interest in themes of religiosity and secularity. Literature in general, and Shakespeare in particular, plays a central role in this book, which was also formative in
shaping our initial idea for this panel half a millennium after the Reformation.
It has become a critical commonplace that the rise of vernacular theology was only
possible because of the fundamental changes in reading and printing practices in the
sixteenth century. In Imagined Communities Benedict Anderson notes that
in the two decades 1520-1540 three times as many books were published in German as in the
period 1500-1520, an astonishing transformation to which Luther was absolutely central. His
works represented no less than one third of all German-language books sold between 1518 and
1525. Between 1522 and 1546, a total of 430 editions (whole or partial) of his Biblical translations appeared. (2016, 258)

Put differently, the Protestant Reformation produced the first mass readership in Germany and, with a slight delay, also in Great Britain. Print publications affected all
spheres of life, ranging from politics to science to culture and theology. Protestantism,
thus, created a new reading public and, considering that the practice of silent and private reading led to a new interpretative freedom, also to a new relationship between
the individual and the text. New genres emerged, including autobiographies, of which
Luther wrote one of the most controversial ones, but also confessional literature and
new approaches to poetry and drama. Early modern religious poetry by the likes of
John Donne, George Herbert or John Milton, for instance, was, of course, heavily influenced by the Reformation.
It is also a commonplace to state that without print the Reformation would have been
possible neither in Germany nor in Britain, but it is still useful to remember that print
technology in Europe was only thirty years old when Luther was born, which means
that print was a young, exciting, not yet universally accepted medium for both authors
and readers. This is also reflected in the chapters collected here, which consider both
print and theatre as media that served diverse groups both for the negotiation of religious identities as well as other aspects of personal and cultural reform. We also do
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well to remember the diversity of religious reformations. Clearly, there is no such
thing as the Reformation. Thus, in the British context, it is of some relevance to distinguish Calvinism, Arminianism, Presbyterianism and Anglicanism, but also other forms
of Protestant theological movements and consider their political, cultural and theological impact.
The online exhibition "Remembering the Reformation", launched in 2017 and codirected by Alexandra Walsham, Brian Cummings, Ceri Law, Thomas Taylor and
Bronwyn Wallace, explores the multiple perspectives on the Reformation in the sixteenth century and beyond. The exhibition catalogues and comments on a number of
national and international events around which memories of the Reformation were
forged. These include not only iconic episodes such as Luther's protest against indulgences, Henry VIII's break with Rome, the dissolution of the monasteries, the burning
of the Protestant martyrs under Mary I, the publication of the bible in the vernacular
and the Book of Common Prayer, the accession of Elizabeth I or the iconoclastic purges of churches during the 1530s and 1640s; it also includes less public but nevertheless
characteristic chapters of the Reformation story, such as the diary of a bishop in
Durham in the late sixteenth century, a small-print Book of Common Prayer for personal usage, an embroidered bible passed on through several generations of the same
family or two silver flagons given to a church in York in the eighteenth century as a
means to commemorate two deceased sisters – a practice reminiscent of Catholic religious commemoration, which continued long after the Reformation in churches of various denominations, albeit in less organized forms. What all of these and other items in
the online exhibition illustrate is the diversity of experiences people had with the
Reformation, both in the sixteenth century and afterwards.
The chapters in this section, too, consider the Reformation from a range of perspectives. All focus on the Reformation as a literary and cultural event in the Englishspeaking world, but they span a wide temporal and geographical range. While the first
two chapters focus on the early modern period, the other two reach beyond that frame
and discuss how the Reformation informs debates about poetry in the eighteenth century and contemporary Canadian literature. Furthermore, the concept of 'reformation'
itself is viewed from different angles, moving from the Reformation as a historicaltheological event to a more metaphorical notion of 'renewal'.
Anne Enderwitz's contribution focuses on the early modern context, reading Shakespeare's second tetralogy as a series of plays in which personal reformation has strong
religious overtones. Enderwitz scrutinises the intertwinement of religious, economic
and moral dimensions of reformation to argue that the plays enact personal reform as
an ethical transformation, which puts an end to waste (of time as well as of money). At
the same time, this drive towards reform is undermined by figures such as Falstaff, but
also through the portrayal of 'reformed' kings, whose motives appear ethically doubtful
– calculating and self-interested, rather than religiously inspired. Drawing attention to
the pervasiveness of a rhetoric of accumulation, Enderwitz suggests that Shakespeare's
second tetralogy offers a subtle critique of accumulation and thereby constructs an
ethical common ground which exceeds any specific confessional framework.
Katrin Röder's chapter draws attention to another group of plays prominent on the
early modern stage, namely those concerned with representations of the Ottoman Empire and, specifically, the figure of the 'Turk'. Noting that the political and cultural im-
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portance of the Islamic world to early modern England is frequently underestimated,
Röder draws attention to the ties that existed between Elizabethan England and the
Ottoman Empire. In contrast to these close diplomatic and commercial relations, contemporary sermons frequently demonised Muslims. Röder's chapter teases out the tensions between these different perspectives on non-Christian religions, looking in particular at Marlowe's Tamburlaine, Greene's Selimus, Kyd's Solyman and Perseda and
Fulke Greville's Mustapha. Röder suggests that we read these plays as expressions of
"imperial envy", hence, as strategies through which English authors tried to cope with
the strength of the Ottoman Empire. Tracing the development of plays concerned with
the Ottoman Empire beyond the Elizabethan period, the chapter demonstrates how
under James I, representation of the Muslim world changed and became more expressive of the imperial desires of Jacobean Britain. Röder highlights the multiple, often
ambivalent transnational and interreligious connections with the Muslim world that
followed shifting political and economic interests. The Reformation plays a central
role in these shifting interests, not only because it influenced political and moral agendas in Great Britain, but also because it helped to develop the conception of the 'Turk'
as a satirical metaphor that was applied not only to Muslim characters, but that was
also used by Protestants and Catholics to brand one another as non-Christians.
Felix Sprang looks at "The Reformation of Modern Poetry", focusing on debates about
the reformation of poetic forms in the early eighteenth century. The main texts discussed in his article are The Advancement and Reformation of Modern Poetry: A Critical Discourse (1701) by John Dennis and England's Reformation. From the Time of
King Henry the VIIIth To the End of Oates' Plot (1710) by Thomas Ward. Sprang
shows that these treatises not only evoke the idea of reformation in their titles, but that
they also engage with wider ideas of reformation in the religious, political and sociocultural sense. Since both offer very different ideas about what kinds of reform English
poetry should or should not be undergoing, Sprang argues that eighteenth-century "poetry is a contested space, testifying to a proto-religious (or perhaps quasi-religious)
conception of how literary texts are reformed or perhaps best not to be reformed"
(285). In order to grasp this conception, Sprang argues, readers need to know about
and understand the references to the Reformation two hundred years previously.
Katrin Berndt investigates the significance of Protestantism in the short stories of Canadian writer Alice Munro. Her chapter identifies Protestant tenets in Munro's stories
and investigates Protestant thinking in her depiction of Ontario life that is defined by
the routines of farm work, rigid social conventions and a culture discouraging intellectual and artistic ambitions. Taking her cue from recent critical appraisals of the importance of fiction describing "conservative, small-town Protestant communities" (Ravvin
2015, 612) for the development of a national culture that identifies "white civility"
with Protestantism (Coleman 2006), Berndt positions Munro within the broader tradition of Protestant Canadian writing. Investigating metaphorical constructions such as
the 'Muscular Christian', she reads "Dance of the Happy Shades", Lives of Girls and
Women, "Friend of My Youth" and "The Peace of Utrecht" against the background of
Munro's own Presbyterian upbringing and Scottish and Irish descent. Thus she is able
to show how Munro represents the cultural impact of Protestant thinking on the customs, conventions and communities in Ontario, a centre of the Canadian Protestant
population that is the setting of most of her stories.
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ANNE ENDERWITZ (BERLIN)
Reformation and Beyond: Shakespeare's Henriad

1.

Introduction: Shakespeare in a World of Competing Theologies

Shakespeare and religion has been a focal point of scholarly interest for more than a
decade now. The on-going interest is fuelled by the absence of "an explicitly religious
voice" (Woods 2013, 15) in Shakespeare's works. David Bevington points out that
drama, for Shakespeare, was not "primarily a vehicle for propounding moral, religious,
and ethical values" (2015, 23) and, already a decade ago, Alison Shell noted Shakespeare's "confessional invisibility" (2006, 235). Considering how controversial religious issues were at the time, the plays' religious syncretism and relative moderation in
satirising religious positions is remarkable. Bevington states emphatically: "No issue
was more controversial in Renaissance Europe and England than that of religion. It
was a subject on which Shakespeare's audience at the Globe Theatre presumably had
strong feelings, tending to the Protestant and at times Puritan side." (2015, 23) As
Peter Marshall put it, Shakespeare's life was lived in "an era of choosing sides", an era
of "'confessionalization'" (2015, 44). We might expect that such a process would have
forced the playwright to distinguish firmly between Catholic and Protestant theologies.
Yet in Shakespeare's times the Reformation was still young. It had begun as a political
affair under Henry VIII and suffered a reversion under Mary. In fact, in the first years
of Elizabeth's reign, "Catholics – or at least religious conservatives – constituted a
clear majority" (ibid., 42).1 It was only at the end of the 1560s that "[d]ivisions hardened, legislative pressure on Catholics increased, and efforts to Protestantize the nation
as a whole took on a new impetus" (ibid., 43). Even if confessionalisation gathered
pace under Queen Elizabeth, it was an on-going and incomplete process, which continued to divide families: "It would scarcely be an exaggeration to say that every family in Elizabethan England was a religiously divided one, at least in the minimal sense
that all first- and second-generation Protestants must have had Catholic parents and
grandparents" (ibid., 48). It is more than likely that many English people were still
affected by the old religion: a certain amount of syncretism must have persisted despite the obvious necessity to choose sides. Eamon Duffy describes "the continuing
and pervasive influence of Catholicism as a political, religious and cultural force in the
England of Elizabeth and James" (2003, 40) and Woods contends that "Catholicism
had an imaginative hold on early modern drama long after the Reformation had outlawed its practice" (2013, 1). This is certainly true for the theatre: Woods points out
that "dramatic dialogue was suffused with idioms and metaphors from the old faith, no
matter how abhorrent their theological meaning was to orthodox thought" (ibid.).
The historical evidence about Shakespeare's own confession is inconclusive.2 While
there is no way to be sure about Shakespeare's "religious thought" (Bevington 2015,
1
2

As Marshall suggests,"contemporaries did not have any real idea, any more than modern historians, of just how many 'Catholics' there were across the nation as a whole" (2015, 46).
The standard view is that Shakespeare conformed to state religion (Bevington 2015, 29), yet
notable scholars believe that his parents were Catholic and that Shakespeare himself secretly
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23), it is possible to describe his characteristic approach to religious matters: Shakespeare's plays capitalise on the accumulated dramatic possibilities provided by different theologies but avoid the risk of alienating their audiences by violating their religious feelings.3 Shakespeare's second tetralogy may exemplify this. Shakespeare may
or may not have been Protestant or Catholic but he was certainly a skilled dramatist
and astute businessman. Faced with an audience that was deeply invested in controversial religious concerns, his moderation in representing religious ideas constituted a
smart move in the world of commercial theatre where winning people's hearts and catering to their beliefs meant a steady income.
In what follows, I argue that the plays of the second tetralogy draw on the dramatic
and theatrical potential of religious practices: divine imagery and reformation are used
for strategic self-fashioning and as authorising modes of government.4 Their religious
significance, however, remains ambiguous: although the plays are clearly oriented towards a Protestant appreciation of personal reformation, they also cater to Catholic
sensibilities. Furthermore, I argue that Shakespeare's plays draw on a humanist ethical
common-ground beyond theological controversy to celebrate the heroic king and national figurehead Henry V. The two last plays of the series in particular – 2 Henry IV
and Henry V – activate a consensual belief in classical virtues and the primacy of the
common good over private interests: a common-sense ethics that was derived from
ancient philosophers such as Cicero and Aristotle and disseminated by Renaissance
humanists such as Sir Thomas Elyot and Erasmus. Yet the plays would hardly be
Shakespearean if they were unequivocal in celebrating authority: they combine heroism and virtue with potentially calculating and self-interested actions. The problem of
private interest serves to question power and its motives.
2.

Idolatry and Iconoclasm

The eponymous hero of the first play, Richard II, is a medieval king who, historically
speaking, can only be Catholic. Yet the play's fictive deixis of medieval England does
not generally prevent Shakespeare from including theological anachronisms. In contrast to Richard, his contender Henry Bolingbroke is styled as a reformer and Henry's
son Harry embarks on a project of reformation in the succeeding plays of the Henriad.
In this context, Richard's Catholicism is not self-evident but conspicuous.

3

4

harboured Catholic sympathies (ibid., 30-31). Richard Wilson reviews an early instance of this
belief in his discussion of a paper by Richard Simpson that he presented to "the New Shakspere
Society" in 1874 (ibid., 1). According to Wilson, Simpson maintained, "that Shakespeare's signature ambiguity came from the collision of his Catholic context with his need to conform to
'national feeling'" (2003, 6).
Shakespeare was strikingly even-handed in religious terms: as Bevington states, he was "more
generous and forbearing in his plays than many of his fellow dramatists in his depiction of
Catholics" (2015, 36), and he targeted only the type of Puritan party killer who would not attend
his plays anyway (ibid., 28). Bevington suggests that "Shakespeare's seeming weariness of Puritanism, then, was not doctrinal so much as it was an antipathy toward any who claimed a higher
moral ground from which to censor and repress forms of social recreation like theater" (ibid.).
I perform this analysis in the spirit of Bevington who suggests: "Perhaps we should care less
about whether Shakespeare was Catholic or not, and pay more attention to the astuteness with
which he uses theological issues of the day to construct a brilliant tragedy like Hamlet" (2015,
36).
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The problem of representation is at the heart of Richard's performance as king. With a
king who harnesses the power of visual imagery in the mode of the icon and who confuses representation with being, the play poses the problem of idolatry: the act of worshipping an image, object, or person. According to the "staunchly anti-Catholic Calvinist Andrew Willet", committing idolatry implies "giue[ing] the honor due vnto God
vnto others" (qtd. in Woods 2013, 2).
The following speech, in which Richard condemns the rebellion led by Bolingbroke, is
an example of Richard's self-fashioning:
Richard: So when this thief, this traitor, Bolingbroke,
Who all this while hath revelled in the night
Whilst we were wand'ring with the Antipodes,
Shall see us rising in our throne, the east,
His treasons will sit blushing in his face,
Not able to endure the sight of day,
But, self-affrighted, tremble at his sin.
Not all the water in the rough rude sea
Can wash the balm from an anointed king.
The breath of worldly men cannot depose
The deputy elected by the Lord. (Richard II, 3.2.43-53)

The conjunction of Richard's own person with the verb rising and of his throne with
the "east" identifies Richard with the sun, but the complex visual effect of this metaphor is to surround Richard with a halo that is constituted by the rays of the sun and
signals divinity. In fact, the entire description evokes church paintings of a wrathful
God and frightened sinners on judgement day. Michelangelo's The Last Judgement is
particularly illuminating for understanding the visual implications of this metaphor and
the lighting effect of the rising sun. With this image, Richard sets himself up as icon –
a divine deputy surrounded by a halo – and idol: he is God's deputy on earth and is to
be worshipped in His place.
The act of Richard's deposition destroys the aura of divinity. Performatively speaking,
it exposes royalty as an effect of representation, as the fusion of two sets of signs:
body parts and royal insignia.
Richard: I give this heavy weight from off my head,
[Bolingbroke accepts the crown]
And this unwieldy sceptre from my hand,
[Bolingbroke accepts the sceptre]
The pride of kingly sway from out my heart.
With mine own tears I wash away my balm,
With mine own hands I give away my crown,
With mine own tongue deny my sacred state,
With mine own breath release all duteous oaths. (Richard II, 4.1.194-200)

His royal body undone, Richard proceeds to identify as Christ and thus dons the role of
martyr. It is tempting to read this play as the confrontation between a Catholic king
and a self-righteous reformer, who destroys the kingly body as icon and idol. Yet
Bolingbroke has the calculating mind of a Machiavellian innovator and usurper: he
lacks ethical integrity. At the same time, he fails to exert imaginative appeal: he lacks
charisma. His concern for the common people is reminiscent of the democratic impulse of the Reformation, yet he manipulates them rather than serving them. If Richard
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II performs the deconstruction of the King as icon and idol, the iconoclast Bolingbroke
fails in the end to win people's hearts. These ambivalent characterisations account to
some extent for the indeterminacy of religious valences in this play. The deposed
King-martyr might have struck a chord with those of the old faith yet Catholics would
have spotted and condemned Richard's prodigality just as easily as Protestants. While
Protestants might have appreciated Henry's reformative impulse and efficiency they
would have recognised Henry's usurpation of the crown as an illegitimate act. In Richard II, both the image or icon and the spirit of commonality and reform that is associated
with the Reformation are complicit with political power: they represent strategies of authorisation. The play draws on different theologies to model different strategies of governing: idolatry and charisma on the one hand, and, on the other, a strategic calculus.
3.

Calculated Self-Fashioning

In 1 Henry IV, Henry Bolingbroke's son Harry combines both strategies. Henry
Bolingbroke, the man who deposes Richard in Richard II becomes Henry IV, the
eponymous hero of 1 and 2 Henry IV. Haunted by the murderous deed of deposing and
killing an anointed king and by ensuing problems of legitimacy, Henry's main concern
in those two plays is to keep rebellion at bay. At the heart of the plays, however, is not
the king but his good-for-nothing son, Prince Harry. The prince wastes his time in the
taverns and brothels amongst drunkards and thieves. The most notorious one is Falstaff, who originally carried the name of a certain Sir John Oldcastle, a well-known
Lollard martyr. As the Lollards constituted an early reform movement before the actual Reformation, his portrayal is frequently seen as satirical comment on hypocritical
Puritans.
In the beginning of the play Prince Harry himself announces his future reformation
from drunkard to worthy ruler. Rather than explaining his reformation in spiritual
terms, he describes it as a strategic move to shine in the public eye.
Prince Harry: My reformation, glitt'ring o'er my fault,
Shall show more goodly and attract more eyes
Than that which hath no foil to set it off.
(1 Henry IV, 1.2.191-193)

As Maurice Hunt points out, Harry is less interested in spiritual reform than in a
"golden, dazzling show" that works by way of contrast with his former ways and intemperate acquaintances. Like Richard's image of the rising sun, Harry's image of a
glittering reformation suggests "those golden glittering icons of Catholicism" (1998,
182). Golden glitter is evoked once more later on, when Harry and his comrades are
described as "Glittering in golden coats like images" (1 Henry IV, 4.1.101). Hunt pinpoints the contradictions embedded in this representation of a prince who is about to
be reformed when he suggests that "Prince Hal and his followers appear like those
Catholic icons hated by Reformers, gilt images of all show and no worth that encourage idolatry" (1998, 184).
Harry's investment in his appearance frames reformation as worldly event: reformation
here is not centred on faith, divine grace and the next life, but on this life. It is a mode
of strategic self-fashioning and self-presentation. Hunt suggests that Elizabethan playgoers might have accepted Harry's turn from a life of vice to a life of virtue as spiritual
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reformation (1998, 181), but the prince's investment in his image and his calculated
intercourse and rejection of his one-time friends reek of hypocrisy. Harry combines
Richard's charisma with his father's promise of reform. With this figure, the play highlights the political utility of religious practices.
Towards the end of 1 Henry IV, however, Prince Harry emerges as heroic warriorprince who defeats his alter ego Hotspur on the battlefield. Significantly, he is not only
courageous and ready to defend his honour; he emerges from the battle as a virtuous
man, who is graceful and generous towards his friends and merciful to his enemies.
This transformation draws on a register of values that is not foremost theological but
classical and humanist. This ethical framework is also crucial for the prince's "reformation" or, to use a perhaps more appropriately humanist term, for the successful
completion of his education in 2 Henry IV.
4.

Reformation/Education of a Prince

In 2 Henry IV, Prince Harry falls back into his old, dissolute ways, yet by its end he is
newly reformed and this time for good. Although his final rejection of his old friend
Falstaff has significant Protestant overtones, his general transformation is modelled on
humanist discourses on government and the pedagogical project of educating a Prince,
which stands in the tradition of Erasmus and Elyot. In The Book Named The Governor,
which appeared in several editions throughout the sixteenth century, the humanist
scholar Sir Thomas Elyot prefaces his list of virtues for governors with a brief meditation which identifies power not as opportunity and honour but as burden:
This notable sentence is not only to be imprinted in the hearts of governors, but also to be often
times revolved and called to remembrance.
They shall not think how much honour they receive, but how much care and burden. Ne they
shall not much esteem their revenues and treasure, considering that it is no booty or prey, but a
laborious office and travail. (1962, 97, my emphasis)

Prince Harry's reformation entails this recognition of the crown as burden and responsibility, as "laborious office and travail": "Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown" (2
Henry IV, 3.1.31). Like his father, Prince Harry addresses the crown as "golden care",
which threatens to devour its "bearer" (2 Henry IV, 4.3.292). In 2 Henry IV he accepts
not just the crown as his rightful inheritance but the burden that comes with it: he accepts responsibility for the common good and emerges as virtuous ruler.5
A crucial mark of this change is his acceptance of the guidance of the Lord Chief Justice after the King's death. In this scene, Shakespeare draws on an episode that is also
narrated by Elyot (1962, 114-115). Once upon a time, the not-yet-reformed prince attempted to strike the Lord Chief Justice while he was "busy for the commonwealth" (2
Henry IV, 5.2.75), i.e. acting as a judge in the full authority of his office. For this vio5

Anne-Julia Zwierlein (2012) discussed Falstaff's subversive role with regard to the notion of
honour. He plays a similarly subversive part by counteracting King Henry's and Prince Harry's
performances of the virtuous ruler with a hypocritical performance of the virtuous subject. In
Act 2, Scene 4 he justifies his abuse of Prince Harry with his duties as friend and subject: "I dispraised him before the wicked, that the wicked might not fall in love with him; [to Prince Harry]
in which doing I have done the part of a careful friend and a true subject, and thy father is to
give me thanks for it. No abuse, Hal..." (290-294).
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lation of his authority, the Lord Chief Justice had the Prince imprisoned – and after his
initial outburst, Prince Harry submitted meekly to this punishment.6 Elyot offers this
episode as an example of the virtue of placability. In 2 Henry IV this scene has two
functions. It acts as a reminder that even the formerly wild Prince had some virtue.
After all, he reigned in his temper and accepted the judge's decision. At the same time,
the scene is further evidence of the readjustment of Prince Harry's ethical compass.
That he accepts the Lord Chief Justice as chief advisor and father figure – "You shall
be as a father to my youth" (2 Henry IV, 5.2.117) – is evidence of ethical maturity or,
as Hunt describes it, of his "personal reformation" (Hunt 1998, 186). Now, for Prince
Harry, too, the commonwealth has become the main concern:
Prince Harry: Now call we our high court of Parliament,
And let us choose such limbs of noble counsel
That the great body of our state may go
In equal rank with the best-governed nation;
That war, or peace, or both at once, may be
As things acquainted and familiar to us […] (2 Henry IV, 5.2.133-138)

The Prince emerges in this scene once more as placable and merciful; the common
good has finally replaced private interests – the education of the Prince that took some
questionable turns in the earlier plays is now complete. Harry's reformation is not only
spiritual but ethical in a sense more ancient than the Reformation and more ancient
even than Christian theology.7 Such ethical virtues offer a common ground beyond
doctrinal strife.
Yet Shakespeare would not be Shakespeare if matters were that simple. Even in 2
Henry IV and Henry V, he continues to question authority and its motives in the very
act of affirming it. Is Prince Harry now truly reformed?8 The question of accumulation
may help to draw attention to Shakespeare's subtle questioning of motives. After all, in
terms of the Christian and humanist ethics of the sixteenth century, nothing was more
suspect than an insatiable appetite for riches and social status. Consider Elyot's quotation and his juxtaposition of the crown as "laborious office and travail" with its promises of "revenues and treasure", "booty or prey".
5.

Accumulation and the Question of Motive

In 1 Henry IV King Henry compares Prince Harry with Hotspur, Harry's chivalric alter
ego. Angered by the King's wish to exchange his idle son for Hotspur, Harry compares
Hotspur to a commercial factor who merely accumulates glorious deeds on Harry's
behalf. The calculus is simple: once Prince Harry defeats Hotspur on the battlefield,
Hotspur's glorious deeds will only heighten Prince Harry's victory and fame.

6
7
8

Jonathan Crewe lists further Renaissance sources that recount this story and points out that
"Shakespeare produces a disconcertingly censored and/or agreeably refined version of the
young Henry V of folklore, chronicle, and The Famous Victories of Henry V" (228-229).
In an article from 1975, Sherman H. Hawkins identified the education of a Renaissance prince
as "a training in ethics" (319). He discussed Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part One and Two, in relation to ancient and Renaissance ethics.
Avery Plaw, for instance, reads Harry's newly-found virtue as a case of Machiavellian political
virtu that includes the ability "to seize fortune" (2005, 22) and entails "an art of deception" (30).
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Prince Harry: […] for the time will come
That I shall make this northern youth [Hotspur] exchange
His glorious deeds for my indignities.
Percy [Hotspur] is but my factor, good my lord,
To engross up glorious deeds on my behalf;
And I will call him to so strict account
That he shall render every glory up,
Yea, even the slightest worship of his time,
Or I will tear the reckoning from his heart. (1 Henry IV, 3.2.144-152)

The rhetoric of commercial accumulation in this passage, which is evoked by means of
mercantile terms such as "exchange", "factor", and "[t]o engross", degrades Hotspur
but also casts Prince Harry's own enterprise of reformation in a dubious light. His main
motivation seems to consist in ambition and thirst for glory. There is no sense of responsibility, no sense of the common good in these lines. This vainglorious account of
future victories in 1 Henry IV differs greatly from the humility of the reformed prince
who accepts his calling in 2 Henry IV. Significantly, however, even in this play Prince
Harry is not just motivated by a new sense of the common good. He assumes the role
of the dutiful son who vows to maintain and defend the crown that his father had
seized.
Prince Harry: My gracious liege,
You won it, wore it, kept it, gave it me;
Then plain and right must my possession be,
Which I with more than with a common pain
'Gainst all the world will rightfully maintain. (2 Henry IV, 4.3.348-352)

As Henry V, Harry is not content to maintain his father's possessions, but seeks to extend them – in the beginning of the play of the same name, he ships off to France to
claim the French throne. This suggests that ambition for political power is motivated
by an insatiable desire for more. This is in tune with Elyot's account of one of the two
causes of ambition: "covetousness of treasure, therewith to maintain their ostentation
and vainglory" (1962, 199).
Yet the shift between the rhetoric of commercial accumulation in 1 Henry IV to a
rhetoric of rightful inheritance and maintenance in 2 Henry IV may just as well exemplify a shift in ethical values. In the rhetoric of rightful inheritance, accumulation is no
longer based on greed but coupled with rational reflection and lawful acquisition. This
is in line with Protestant mercantile reflections of the time: they suggested that material profit was legitimate as long as it benefitted the commonwealth and as long as it
was the result of just and fair dealings. Whether the accumulative desire of the newlycrowned Henry V is – in this sense – lawful, remains an open question that underwrites the ambiguity of power in the history plays.
6.

Closing Remarks

This chapter has discussed Richard's self-fashioning as icon and idol and Harry's reformation as strategies of political power and examined the marriage of reformation and
humanist education in 2 Henry IV. Another instance of what Richard Wilson termed
Shakespeare's "signature ambiguity" (2003, 6), the Henriad offers something for everyone: an icon, a martyr, a laughable Puritan (Falstaff) and, with the Battle of Agin-
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court in Henry V, a bit of a miracle for Catholic sensibilities;9 the personal reformation
of the ruler and his efforts to redeem the time for Protestant sensibilities. Most importantly, however, Shakespeare activates a classical set of virtues (mercy, magnanimity,
placability, justice but also fortitude and courage) that transcend theological strife and
unify the audience. At the same time, Shakespeare continues to question authority in
the midst of its triumph by hinting at its ethically doubtful connection with accumulation as a motivating interest and by highlighting the ideological labour and performative work which legitimate authority and legitimate accumulation require.
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KATRIN RÖDER (POTSDAM)
The Reformation and the Ottomans: On Religious Anxiety,
Imperial Envy and Moral Diversity in Late Elizabethan
and Early Jacobean Drama

In the last decades, Ania Loomba, Matthew Dimmock, Jonathan Burton and Linda
McJannet have shown that the representations of Ottomans in early modern (esp.
Elizabethan) drama were more diverse, complex, ambivalent and fluid than in later
Orientalist discourse. They unsettle the "polarizing stereotypes of 'Muslim Otherness'
and English Christian" (Dimmock 2005, 10, 6; see also Loomba 1999, 201-214; Burton 2005, 11, 21; McJannet 2009, 183-193). Whereas critics often linked the complexity and fluidity of these representations to the close political and economic ties between England and the Ottoman Empire in the late sixteenth century as well as to the
impact of historiographical information about the Ottomans (see Burton 2005; McJannet 2006), the role of theological debates on Islam and the Ottomans during the
Reformation was less often addressed (for a discussion see Dimmock 2005). The goal
of this chapter is to probe the validity of Loomba's, Dimmock's, Burton's and McJannet's descriptions of dramatic images of Ottomans and the Ottoman Empire by relating
them to the political and cultural impact of theological debates during and after the
Reformation. I shall comment on Christopher Marlowe's Tamburlaine the Great
(1587/88) and analyse Thomas Kyd's The Tragedye of Solyman and Perseda (1587-91,
1592), Robert Greene's Selimus, Emperor of the Turks (1588, 1594) and Fulke Greville's Mustapha (1587/88?, 1609) in detail.
1.

Anglo-Ottoman Political and Economic Relations (1570-1603)

As Burton and Stephan Schmuck have shown, the Islamic world was of great importance to early modern England (see Burton 2005, 17-18, 57-68; Schmuck 2010, 343344), a fact that is closely related to the long-term effects of the Reformation, to the
Elizabethan Religious Settlement and the conflicts with Spain: Queen Elizabeth cultivated an anti-Spanish alliance with the Ottoman Empire after her excommunication in
1570 and achieved the privilege of free passage for English ships in Ottoman waters
after 1580, exporting ammunition, gunpowder and materials like "broken bells and
images […] iron and steel, lead [and] copper" (Burton 2005, 61) available after the
dismantling of Catholic churches. The letters exchanged between Elizabeth, Sultan
Murād III and Mustafā Beg are full of mutual respect and veneration. In her letter from
25 October 1579, the Queen tones down religious difference and emphasises the
common abhorrence of idolatry in Protestantism and Islam (see Skilliter 1977, 71).
William Hakluyt's The Principall Navigations, Voiages and Discoveries of the English
Nation (1589) deals with the Anglo-Ottoman trade relations in detail and downplays
more definite aspects of Islam (see Burton 2005, 89). A needlework wall hanging from
the sixteenth century, commissioned by Elizabeth Shrewsbury entitled "True Faith and
Mahomet", however, depicts a clear hierarchy of Christianity (represented by Queen
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Elizabeth embodying "True Faith") and Islam (represented by Mahomet kneeling at
her feet). "In the Hardwick hanging, rather than crushing Mahomet, Faith offers him
the cup of true religion, reflecting English fantasies that the trading treaty Elizabeth
signed with Sultan Murād III in 1580 might lead to the conversion of 'the Turk'".1 The
Ottomans, at war with Persia, did not provide the military support Elizabeth had expected during the attacks of the Spanish Armada. Despite this disappointment on the
English side, there were frequent alliances between English privateers and Barbary
pirates during the last decades of the sixteenth century. Together, they plundered Spanish ships returning from the New World, a strategy through which Elizabeth engaged
in a mimesis of imperial politics (see Fuchs 2001, 118, 122).
2.

Theological Debates about Islam and the Ottomans during the Reformation

The topic of alliances between Protestants and Ottomans was part of the religious and
political debates during the Reformation. According to Dimmock, there existed a moment during the 1520s "in which reconciliation between Lutheran and Ottoman was
not inconceivable: both shared similar concepts of religious purity and anti-idolatry
and […] had a common enemy in [...] papacy and Charles V" (2004, 112). Martin Luther argued against the crusades in his Resolutiones disputationum (1518): "to make
war on the Turks is to rebel against God, who punishes our sins through them" (qtd. in
ibid., 111). However, public discourse was also characterised by a strong hostility
against the Ottomans and Islam. During the wave of Ottoman conquests under Suleiman I and Selim II, "metaphors of Ottoman aggression and relentless acquisition" initiated practices of Othering which resulted in a demonisation of the "Turk" as barbarous and cruel and a branding of Islam as heresy (see Dimmock 2005, 23, 21-83).2
Actes and Monuments (1570), written by the English historian John Foxe, placed the
Ottoman conquests in a providential apocalyptic framework, defining the "Turk" (next
to the Pope) as the Antichrist, as the Scourge of God (see ibid., 44, 64, 76-80). During
the Reformation, the figure of the "Turk" became an "ironic signifier of Christian dissolution", a "satirical metaphor" and a "marker of falsehood and otherness" through
which orthodox Christians and Protestants denigrated and demonised one another as
well as Muslims, a practice that influenced theological and historiographic discourse
throughout the sixteenth century (ibid., 26, 31). In the debates between Luther, More
and Tyndale, the figure of the "Turk" became a standard against which the abomination or the virtue of orthodox Christians and Protestants could be measured (ibid., 32,
101). The debates occasionally produced images of "Turkish" uprightness and piety
that enabled the imagination of moral diversity. In line with Luther, William Tyndale
criticised the crusades in An answere unto Sir Thomas Mores dialogue (1531), sneering at More because he "believeth that he loveth God, because he is ready to kill a
Turk for his sake, that believeth better in God than he" (qtd. in ibid., 116). Tyndale
acknowledged the existence of pious "Turks" who are morally superior to orthodox
1

2

For an image of the needlework as well as for the source of this quotation see "Conversion Narratives in Early Modern Europe: What's your greatest virtue? And what's your biggest vice?"
Centre for Renaissance and Early Modern Studies, University of York. <https://www.york.ac.
uk/crems/conversion/vandv/>.
The term "Turk" was used to refer to Ottomans and Muslims in general (see Schmuck 2010,
544).
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Christians because "the Turk seeth that murder, theft, extortion, oppression, and adultery be sin" (qtd. in Dimmock 2004, 119). However, Tyndale placed this positive description in the context of the possibility and necessity of Christian conversion (see
Dimmock 2005, 34). For Tyndale, "the Turks and Saracens […] were Christians once
[…]. And because they had no love unto the truth, to live thereafter […] God did send
them false miracles, to carry them out of the right way […]" (qtd. in Dimmock 2004,
119-120). Furthermore, Tyndale qualified his positive description by declaring that
Islam is a false doctrine, that both the "Turk" and the Pope do not worship God "in the
spirit" but "with bodily service", building upon "free-will" and ascribing "their justifying unto their works" (ibid.). In his Actes and Monuments, John Foxe stated that the
danger to Protestantism lay in the dual threat of Catholicism and the "Turk", emphasising the imminent danger of Ottoman invasion for England (see Schmuck 2010, 550;
Dimmock 2005, 78). In his sermon entitled The Baptizing of a Turke (1586), Anglican
priest Meredith Hanmer references the correspondence between Elizabeth I and
Mustafā Beg and describes the Ottomans' admiration of Protestantism as well as the
necessity of Christian conversion as a prelude to possessing the treasures of Africa and
Asia (Sig. E5-E6; Dimmock 2005, 104-106). Hanmer's insistence on conversion was
an anxious reaction to the great number of Christians who turned Muslims: Nabil
Matar argued that "thousands of European Christians converted to Islam in the Renaissance and the seventeenth century" (Matar 1998, 15). They "wanted to escape England's poor social conditions" and were "attracted by a powerful empire which offered
a high degree of social mobility impossible in England" (Schmuck 2010, 552). In the
sixteenth century, Ottomans encountered Elizabethan England from a position of "relative strength", provoking considerable religious anxiety, "imperial envy" and mercantile as well as economic desire among the English (Schmuck 2010, 545-546; see also
Burton 2005, 14, 36, 52, 54; Matar 1999, 15-16).3 Nabil Matar argued that in the sixteenth century Muslims did not yet constitute colonial targets for England but were
courted as potential partners in colonial projects (see 1999, 12). Hanmer's sermon,
however, clearly linked the goal of Protestant conversion with the promise of material
profit.
3.

Christopher Marlowe: Tamburlaine the Great (1587/88)

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, English playwrights were fascinated
by stories about Muslims and the Islamic world. Jonathan Burton has counted over
sixty dramatic works featuring Islamic themes, characters, or settings that were produced in England between 1579 and 1624 (see 2005, 11). One of the earlier and highly
influential plays that represented the Ottomans during the period of Anglo-Ottoman
alliance was Marlowe's Tamburlaine the Great (1587/88). It unsettles stereotypes
about upright, peaceful Christians and aggressive Ottoman perjurers: the second play
shows that the pious Natolian king Orcanes keeps his oath towards the Christian king
Sigismund whereas the latter breaks it. Sigismund argues that an oath sworn with
"such infidels, / In whom no faith nor true religion rests" is not binding (Marlowe
1986, 2.2.1.33-36). In response, Orcanes argues that in this perjury, the Christians "deny
[...] their Christ" (2.2.2.40). At the end of the play, a forceful "young" Callapine, Sultan Bajazeth's son, fights against a weakened, old Tamburlaine, a possible allusion to
3

On the term "imperial envy" see Gerald Maclean 2007, 20.
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the military strength of the Ottomans that appealed to the promoters of the antiSpanish Anglo-Ottoman alliance (ibid., 2.5.3.103.116-120).
4.

Thomas Kyd: The Tragedye of Solyman and Perseda (1587-91, 1592)

Kyd's tragedy discusses the conflicts between the Ottoman Empire and the Christian
world and raises anxieties about the Anglo-Ottoman alliance.4 The setting of Rhodes,
in all its vulnerability to Ottoman attacks, can easily be read as a representation of
Elizabethan England, as Jane Hwang Degenhardt has demonstrated (2010, 166). At the
end of the play, the Chorus emphasises the correlation between Perseda and Queen
Elizabeth, suggesting that Perseda's honour is immortal like Elizabeth, "sacred Cynthias friend / Whome Death did feare before her life began" (Kyd 1991, 5.5.36-37).
The historical Rhodes was ruled by the Knights of Malta; it was conquered by Suleiman I in 1522. In Kyd's play, the Christian inhabitants of Rhodes are portrayed as
open-minded, welcoming combatants from "severall corners of the world" to let them
participate in peaceful duels "[i]n honour of the Prince of Cipris nuptials" (ibid.,
1.2.63-65). When the Prince of Cipris welcomes the combatants, however, he reveals
his anti-Islamic stance, welcoming the "renowned Turke" Brusor for his "worth in
armes" but not for his "lay [confession]" (ibid., 1.3.47-48). Brusor brags about bloodshed and the forced conversion of Christians (ibid., 1.3.55; 61), evoking the stereotype
of the savage "Turkish" Antichrist that dominated public discourse in the sixteenth
century (Burton 2005, 21-83). Brusor joins the peaceful combat in Rhodes in order to
spy out its naval defences, furnishing Sultan Solyman with information that enables a
successful raid on Rhodes which is to prick "the hart of Christendome" (Kyd 1991,
1.5.1-19; 16; 3.1.44-52). Kyd's Christians do not enter the Ottoman Empire because
they seek riches or social advancement,5 but because they are either in a predicament
like the young Erastus who, desperate to win back his beloved Perseda, killed a kinsman to the Governor of Rhodes, or, like Perseda and Basilisco, because they become
Solyman's prisoners during his raid on Rhodes.
Kyd's play makes use of as well as generates many anti-"Turkish" stereotypes: Solyman kills his brothers (although the historical Suleiman I had no male siblings), is unable to control his passions (his wrath, envy and carnal desire) and is morally ambivalent, swaying suddenly from being selfless, generous and kind to being envious, selfish, violent and devious. When Solyman welcomes Erastus, he insists that the Ottomans have "eares to heare a just complaint, / And justice to defend the innocent, / And
pitie to such as are in povertie, / And liberall hands to such as merit bountie" (ibid.,
3.1.60-63). At the beginning, Solyman shows generosity and kindness towards Perseda
and Erastus. He adopts Erastus as his friend and makes him general of his Janissaries
(ibid., 3.1.96-99). The depiction of Solyman's generosity as well as of his splendid
court with its "pleasures and sports" devised by "Minions", "Euenukes" and "dainty
dames" probably incited imperial envy in the English audience (ibid., 3.1.147-148,
4.1.15). The "high Sugarloafe hat" and the "gilded gowne" which Erastus received
4
5

Kyd had already used the story of "Soliman and Perseda" in a play-within-the play in his Spanish Tragedy (1585-87) (see Dimmock 2005, 107-110).
This stands in contrast to later plays, e.g. Robert Daborne's A Christian Turned Turk (1612) and
Philip Massinger's The Renegado (1624), which depict Christians who live in the Ottoman Empire and convert to Islam because they seek social advancement and material gain.
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from Solyman is greatly admired by his servant Piston. They cannot, however, delight
Erastus who prefers a "sable weede" and whose mind is "oprest" with the thought of
the victims of Solyman's raid on Rhodes, especially with the probability of forced
conversions (ibid., 4.1.2-4; 9-22).
Solyman lusts after his Christian captive Perseda but is sternly rejected by her (ibid.,
4.1.108). He is emasculated, subdued by female Christian chastity: "There lyes my
sword, humbled at thy feete; / And I my selfe, that governe many kings […]. What
should he do with crowne and Emperie / That cannot governe private fond affections?"
(ibid., 4.1.133-134; 143-144). Solyman allows Erastus and Perseda to stay Christians
but this example of religious tolerance is juxtaposed with his colonel's execution of
two Christian prisoners who resist forced conversion (see ibid., 3.1.93-96; 4.1.139141; 3.5.6-9). Basilisco's conversion is described as an empty ritual that satisfies his
ambition and vanity (ibid., 3.5.10; 4.2.8-21). As Burton argues, this farcical episode is
meant to wave off the seriousness of conversion, but when Basilisco decides to be
"Turke no more" (ibid.; 4.2.66-72), Piston brands him as an apostate, thereby evoking
the audience's religious fears (2002, 50).
When Solyman finds that Erastus and Perseda are in love, he "joines their hands,
whose hearts are already knit", declares them governors of Rhodes and lets them depart (Kyd 1991, 4.1.182-184, 191-193). However, the Sultan soon repents of his selfless generosity (see ibid., 4.1.206). Incited by Brusor (who envies Erastus's advancement), Solyman calls Erastus back and organises a judge and false witnesses who accuse him of treason (4.1.237-241, 251). Erastus is "doom'd by marshall law" and
strangled while Solyman calls himself "unjust" (ibid., 4.1.242-247, 5.2.1-92). At the
end of the tragedy, Perseda "comes upon the walles" of Rhodes "in mans apparrel" and
dares Solyman in "single combat" (ibid., 5.4.15). The Sultan, not recognising Perseda,
kills her and, upon perceiving that she is dead, kisses her lips which she poisoned in
advance (see ibid., 5.4.60-72, 116-117). Upon discovering that he will die,6 Solyman
lets his soldiers spoil Rhodes in revenge (see ibid., 5.4.117-118) but desires to be buried next to Erastus and Perseda, begs their forgiveness (see ibid., 5.4.138-149) and
condemns himself (ibid., 5.4.117-118, 138-153). His behaviour underlines not merely
his "bloodlust and treachery", as Dimmock argues (2005, 195), but his moral ambivalence. Watching Solyman act in this way, Kyd's audiences might have concluded the
"Turk" cannot be trusted. It is precisely Solyman's positive qualities (generosity, the
ability to feel remorse) that make him alluring, unpredictable and dangerous.
5.

Robert Greene: Selimus, Emperor of the Turks (1588, 1594)

Greene's chronicle play (a "lamentable history") was inspired by European translations
of Ottoman annals (see Greene 2000, Prologue 3; Burton 2005, 33; Vitkus 2000, 18).
The prologue emphasises the historical basis of the story about the "wicked son"
Selimus (modelled on the historical Selim I) who deposed (and in Greene also poisoned) his "wretched father" Sultan Bajezid II "with remorseless spite" (Greene 2000,
Prologue 3-6). The beginning of the play shows Sultan Bajazet contemplating the
troubles of his reign which are connected to the greatness of his power and his empire,
the wars with Persia (ibid., 1.40), public disorder and the problem of succession (ibid.,
6

Kyd uses an anachronism here.
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1.10-26). He describes the Ottomans' intention to "stretch our reign from East to Western shore", inciting fear and imperial envy among English audiences (ibid., 1.15).
However, he also states that "the profit of great regiment" is "[t]hat all of us are subject
unto fears" and that under all the imperial splendour "a loathsome snake doth hide"
(ibid., 1.9-10; 21). The "snake" Bajazet fears is ambition,7 impersonated by his sons
Selimus and Acomat who seek to depose their father. Selimus, Bajazet's third-born
son, is described as an atheist as well as a scourge to his father and the Christians, denouncing "religious observations" as "bugbears to keep the world in fear" (ibid., 4.3135, 2.104-105). He "snatcheth" at his father's crown "with greedy claws", seeks to lock
up "Mahound's laws" and to subvert the established Ottoman hierarchy, thereby addressing or arousing a desire for social mobility among "meaner men" (ibid., 1.85,
2.12-14). His promotion of social mobility probably evoked sympathy among parts of
the Elizabethan audiences but the text shows that it is a strategy that serves his greed
for power. Whereas Selimus represents the cruel atheist, Acomat is cast as the tyrannical, monstrous Muslim (see Dimmock 2005, 174-175): he mutilates Bajazet's loyal
follower Aga because he rebuked him for his violation of the holy law, of faith and
justice as well as for his intention to kill the Sultan (Greene 2000, 14.54-56, 60-61,
14.71-72).8 Corcut, Bajazet's first-born son (ibid., 1.78), is described as a philosopher
who "leads his life / In learning arts and Mahound's dreaded laws" (ibid., 1.80-81).
Although the reference to "Mahound" links him to what Christians perceived as a satanic doctrine (see Dimmock 2005, 173), he is virtuous, "given to peace" and announces that he will "sue to have his right" only after Bajazet's death (Greene 2000,
9.97, 167-170). This representation unsettles the polarising stereotypes of depraved
Muslims and morally superior Christians. After Selimus has deposed and killed his
father and many potential claimants to the throne, Corcut flees to Smyrna on the Turkish coast (ibid., 17.113-116; 19. 39-40). He enters the peaceful pastoral world of the
English shepherd Bullithrumble which represents a comic English counter-kingdom, a
small Christian Arcadia on Ottoman territory (in itself a sign of Ottoman religious tolerance that is not explicitly discussed). Its hierarchy of values (that is, its prioritisation
of honest work, humbleness, freedom and innocence) inverts that of the Ottoman court
which is dominated by ambition and greed for power. Upon entering Smyrnia (and the
stage) in disguise with his page, Corcut converses in a friendly, respectful manner with
Bullithrumble (ibid., 19.76-79) and thereby contradicts the stereotype of the aggressive
Muslim male (see Dimmock 2005, 175). He eagerly embraces the opportunity to become Bullithrumble's servant and to work for his food, preferring the "sweet content"
of a Christian shepherd's life to his life at court (Greene 2000, 19.92; 97; 21.9-13).
Corcut's page, however, seeks to gain reward and preferment by betraying Corcut to
Selimus (ibid., 19.103-109). When Corcut is discovered, arrested and brought before
Selimus, he proudly announces that he has "conversed with Christians" and learned of
them to save his soul (ibid., 22.50-51). By inserting Corcut's Christian conversion, for
which there is no indication in the sources, Greene adopts an English Protestant ideal
of the final decades of the sixteenth century that replaced propaganda about the destruction of the Muslim Antichrist (see Dimmock 2005, 177). Greene's Corcut uses a
decidedly Protestant discourse that lacks references to purgatory and echoes Hanmer's
7
8

This line is echoed at the end of the play by Bajazet's son Corcut who condemns "Ambition",
the "hateful hellish snake of Tartary" (19.29-31).
Vitkus explains that Aga is not a name but a Turkish title.
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sermon (see Greene 2000, 22.53-67; Dimmock 2005, 176-177). Greene's Selimus establishes a rather clear opposition between cruel, sadistic, ambitious, merciless Ottomans and devious Jews on the one hand and pious, morally superior, innocent Christians on the other hand. Dimmock argues that the play avoids a clear moral opposition
between Christians and Muslims but it is important to note that Corcut's conversion
endorses the idea of Christian superiority (ibid., 177). For Burton, the play offers "reassuring examples of Muslim depravity to balance out even the slightest acknowledgement of Muslim nobility" (2005, 205). Greene's play does not provide a balanced
representation of Ottomans and Christians but avoids a total condemnation of Ottoman
culture, showing that it comprises valuable religious and moral laws which are defended
by the upright Aga and subverted by the ambitious and cruel Selimus and Acomat.
6.

Fulke Greville: Mustapha (1587/88?, 1609)

Greville's tragedy was conceived as a closet drama (Greville 1986, 134-135); it circulated in manuscript and was printed in an anonymous and unauthorised version in
1609 (Wilkes 2008a, II.461-462). Mustapha evokes dominant anti-"Turkish" stereotypes by depicting Ottomans who are ambitious, tyrannical, heretical, merciless, devious, prone to lust, avarice, cruelty, as well as greed for power and conquest. For this
reason, Linda McJannet's statement that the play is marked by a "cultural evenhandedness" is not fully appropriate (McJannet 2006, 153). However, Greville also represents
pious, upright, admirable Ottomans (Mustapha, Achmat, Camena and Zanger) who
follow and uphold the laws of the "Alcoran" and resist tyranny. Critics have acknowledged the diversity and complexity of Greville's depiction of Ottoman characters (see
Burton 2005, 194-195; McJannet 2006, 153) but they have not explained it. I suggest
that these features can be meaningfully related to the theological and political debates
about Islam and the Ottomans during and after the Reformation as well as to Greville's
dramatic aesthetic that is characterised by his "Calvinist scepticism" (Cummings 2002,
300). Despite his acknowledgement of the complexity of Greville's characters, Burton
argued that Greville "was simply not interested in the significance of his setting", emphasising that his play focuses on "questions concerning Reformation Christianity"
(Burton 2005, 189-190). However, the later versions of Mustapha contain a long Chorus Secundus which discusses important details of Ottoman political history that
Greville may have adopted from historiographic accounts by Bartolomej Georgijević,
Johannes Leunclavius and Richard Knolles: the chorus speakers (defined as "Mahometan Preists") comment on the caliph's office as spiritual and temporal head before
Mehmed II separated the two functions. Here, Greville points to the origin of political
theology (Greville 2008, Chorus Secundus 37-48, 95-102). The chorus speakers refer
to Bajezyd II's forced resignation, to Islam's rejection of idols, Ottoman religious tolerance and the practice of blood tax (ibid., Chorus Secundus 107-108, 97, 165-166;
Wilkes 2008b, I.463-464).9
Mustapha focusses on the internal dynastic and political conflicts of the Ottoman Empire under Suleiman I, following Nicholas de Moffan's Soltani Solymanni, Turcarum
Imperatoris […] (1555) or other sources based on this text as well as Johannes Leun9

On devshirmeh see e.g. Georgijević 1569, Sig. Ii-Iiii. On Mehmed II's law reform see Knolles
1603, 335-338; Leunclavius 1591, 575; Leunclavius 1588, 105. On Bajezyd II's forced resignation see Knolles 1603, 494, 499; Leunclavius 1588, 39; Leunclavius 1591, 671-681.
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clavius's Annales sultanorum osmanidorum […] (1588), the first translation of Ottoman chronicles available in Europe (Moffan 1555; Leunclavius 1588, 98-100). Both
sources describe the historical event of the execution of Sultan Suleiman's son Mustapha in 1553. The Sultan suspected him of treason because he was influenced by his
ambitious wife Rossa (Roxelana) who sought to secure the throne for her own son
Zangir. Ronald Rebholz emphasises that the early versions of Greville's tragedy allude
to Elizabeth's problems of succession and her execution of Essex whereas the later
versions refer to Jacobean political issues (1971, 101, 202-203). Greville's "Mahometan Preists" describe the political theology of their sultans in a way that suggests
analogies to James I's theory of the divine right of kings: "Crownes, by this tincture of
Divine instincte, / So above nature rays'd the Lawes of Might, / As made all errors of
the world our right" (Chorus Secundus, 46-48). Greville's "Mahometan Preists" (used
as a technique of displacement) state that the abuse of power among Christian and
Ottoman rulers differs in form but not in principle (ibid., 109-120; Wilkes 2008b,
464). In this way, Greville avoids an easy strategy of Othering.10
Greville's tragedy contains many references to iconoclastic resistance against priesthood and tyranny and expresses an anti-Catholic stance. It suggests that the Ottomans
might experience their own reformation by rejecting the "false miracles" (Tyndale qtd.
in Dimmock 2004, 119-120) through which God punished them: Heli, a Muslim
"Preist", calls Mahomet "false" and his "lawes Monarchicall, / Unjust, ambitiouse, full
of spoyle, and blood" (Greville 2008, 4.4.32-33). The people, he argues, must "believe
in God" and not their Muslim priests. He encourages them to "[a]bolishe these false
Oracles of might" and to "[r]uine these speciouse maskes of Tyrannie" (ibid., 4.4.205224). Greville here adopts Tyndale's denigrating description of Islam but he does not
mention the idea of Christian conversion. Instead, the speakers of Chorus Secundus
argue that the "traffique" between the Ottomans and Christians – a result of the Ottoman wars of conquest – weakens the Ottoman martial tradition and that the "Civilitie"
Ottomans learned from Christians may eventually lead to the demise of the Ottoman
Empire (Chorus Secundus 103-104, 107-108). This description is an expression of
English imperial envy as its emphasis is on former Ottoman glory, wealth and power:
"Great the Seraglia was […] Our pleasures never made our natures lesse; / Venus was
joyn'd with Mars, to stirre up merittes. / In right, or wronge our Course was not precise, / Nor is, in anie State that multiplies" (ibid., 55-60). Although the chorus discusses Mustapha's defenceless surrender to his tyrannical father's will in the context of the
corrupting influence of Christianity on the Ottomans and although there are "[r]eminiscences of Christian phraseology" in his speech (leading Joan Rees to conclude
that Mustapha is a "Christian saint" [Rees 1971, 169]), the dialogue represents Mustapha as a faithful Muslim for whom justice is mercy, whose rule balances "power, and
love", who aims at "reformation everie where" and who follows the laws of the Quran,
meeting his father alone and unarmed (Greville 2008, 4.4.81, 1.2.149, 136, 4.4.125126, 171-174). His final wish is that his grave may "never minister offences" (ibid.,
5.2.86). As his father covets his death, Mustapha offers him his "breath" with "joy"
and "heavenlie smiles" which foreshadow "[t]he joy, and peace of those soules where
he goes" (ibid., 5.2.82-88). Thus, Mustapha represents what Tyndale had much earlier
10
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described as a pious, upright Muslim (or "saintly Muslim" [Burton 2005, 193]). By
relating Greville's positive depiction to Tyndale's, it appears less accidental than in
Burton's reading (ibid.). Although Greville extensively revised his play, he did not decide to portray Mustapha as a Christian (in contrast to Greene's depiction of Corcut).
The same holds true for Greville's representation of Achmat, Solyman's upright Pasha
who, when confronted with the people's revolt against the tyrannical Solyman,
acknowledges their right to "question" the thrones of tyrants and to "revive" their "old
equalities of nature" (2008, 5.3.92-93). Achmat is depicted as a tribute child, he is
therefore of Christian origin but was converted to Islam and educated at Solyman's
court according to the tradition of devshirmeh. Consequently, he criticises Solyman's
profanation of "[o]ur Alcoran" (ibid., 5.2.10).
As the passage about the past glory of the Ottoman Empire shows, Greville's tragedy
contains the notion of its demise, an idea which was expressed by Leunclavius and
Knolles together with the conjecture of the Empire's immanent fall as a manifestation
of God's justice (Leunclavius 1591, Proemium 6, Epistolae 842; Knolles 1603, Sig.
Ggggg-Gggggii). Knolles calls upon James I to attack the weakened Ottoman Empire
with united Christian forces, signalling a profound change in the history of AngloOttoman relations (ibid., Sig. Aiii). In the later versions of Mustapha, the allegory of
"Eternitie" commands the allegory of "Time" to "ruine" the Ottoman Empire but it
does so in the context of an Augustinian theology of history that describes the whole
world as "doomed" (Greville 2008, Chorus Tertius 133, 135, 143-144).
The later versions of Mustapha contain the Orientalist idea of the demise of the Ottoman Empire and the providential notion of its fall, but they do not affirm it,11 as the
depiction of Achmat's decision to save Solyman's "high ray'sd Soveraignitie" shows
(ibid., 5.3.113). Furthermore, although Greville's play comments on the ways in which
the Ottomans are influenced by Christian culture, the question of the Christian conversion of the Ottomans (so central to Protestant discourse in the sixteenth century,
Dimmock 2005, 95, 104-105) is not discussed. This suspension of a prognosis of the
future of the Ottoman Empire (and of Christian kingdoms like England) is in accordance with Greville's dramatic aesthetic that is informed by his "Calvinist scepticism"
(Cummings 2002, 300). Greville argues that his tragedies do not represent divine intervention into history: "my purpose […] was not (with the modern) to point out God's
revenging aspect upon every particular sin, to the despair and confusion of mortality
[…]" (1986, 133).
7.

Conclusion

My analysis shows that the representations of Ottomans in Elizabethan and early Jacobean drama were heterogeneous but often very hostile and denigrating. Especially
Kyd's Solyman and Perseda and Greene's Selimus express English national as well as
Protestant religious anxieties in the historical context of the military and economic
strength of the Ottoman Empire. In addition, Kyd's, Greene's and Greville's depictions
11

By contrast, Greville emphasises this decline in his Dedication to Sir Philip Sidney, commenting on the growing power of the pashas under Selim II as well as on the strong influence accorded to the sultans' mothers and wives under Murad III and Mehmed III (Greville 1986, 51).
Greville's evaluation is in tune with that of Leunclavius and Knolles (Leunclavius, 1588, 153154, 159-160, 170-184; Knolles 1603, 915, 919).
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of the Ottoman Empire are informed by English imperial envy. However, Marlowe's
Tamburlaine plays, Greene's Selimus and Greville's Mustapha also represent pious,
upright, anti-tyrannical Ottomans. Marlowe's and Greville's plays go furthest in avoiding a clear strategy of Othering.
I hope to have shown that the diversity and ambivalence of representations of Ottomans and of their empire in the sixteenth century can be linked to the cultural heritage
of the Reformation during which the notion "Turk" became a mobile, unstable rhetorical metaphor through which Protestants and Catholics demonised and attacked one
another as well as Muslims. The theological debates of the Reformation, as the example of Tyndale has shown, also enabled the imagination of pious, upright "Turks"
which is characteristic of Marlowe's Tamburlaine plays, of Greville's Mustapha and
(to a lesser degree) of Greene's Selimus.
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FELIX C.H. SPRANG (SIEGEN)
The Reformation of Modern Poetry: Reform and Form

1.

Introduction

The Brexit campaign and the result of the referendum have brought it to the fore once
again: from an English perspective, (constant) reform is the norm. Institutions like the
EU, which allegedly resist reform, are eyed with suspicion as are, of course, calls for a
revolution. The English via media in socio-political terms, arguably, is the auto-stereotype of a dynamic society that embraces progress and fends off radical calls for a complete shake-up of the system by offering reforms. The efforts by the English to avert
the schism that loomed large during the Reformation by carving out a via media may
be unique within Europe but they follow a logic of neutralising discontent and defusing unrest by concessions, a default mechanism that informs the Bill of Rights as well
as the Reform Bills of the nineteenth century. The idea that reform is a strategy of containment in itself is hardly surprising. What I am interested in is the specific echo of
the Reformation that can be discerned in calls to reform English poetry throughout the
seventeenth and early eighteenth century. And in that vein, what fascinates me is the
contention, expressed by the editors of this section in their call for papers, that the
Reformation is "an enduring phenomenon in the literary and cultural sphere".
In what follows I will focus on two calls for a reform of poetry that are both informed
by reflections on the Reformation: The Advancement and Reformation of Modern
Poetry: A Critical Discourse (1701) by John Dennis and England's Reformation from
the Time of King Henry the VIIIth to the End of Oates' Plot (1710) by Thomas Ward.
While Dennis implicitly evokes the debates about English as a language fit to render
poetry on a par with the Italian, French or Spanish tongue, a debate that is intricately
intertwined with the Reformation, and explicitly talks about an improvement of poetry
in his time, Ward presents his readers with a poem that serves as an example of what
reformed poetry should look and sound like. So while both texts reference the Reformation in their titles the perspective is decidedly different, and I will tease out the
crossroads and trajectories that a juxtaposition of these two texts makes visible. In doing
so I wish to demonstrate that both texts testify to a quasi-religious conception of how
literary texts are reformed. And this demonstration is guided by my interest in the very
concept of reforming with its manifold repercussions of the Reformation as a sociocultural and political shift.
2.

Reformation Poetry? Iconoclasm and "the Fallen Materiality of the Words"

In order to historicise the two texts by Dennis and Ward it is adamant that we briefly
reflect on the impact of the Reformation on English poetry in the sixteenth century in
general and on sacred poetry in particular. During the period of confessionalisation
sacred poetry played an important part in carving out the kind of poetic form that catered for the Protestant cause. Repercussions of this perspective can be found in Dennis's treatise when he suggests in chapter ten, for example, that "in their Sacred Poetry,
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in which the Ancients, excell'd the Moderns, those places were greatest, and most Poetical that had most of Religion" (1701, 65). Poets who attempted to align poetic form
and religious devotion created what John N. King, among others, has termed the
"Reformation tradition" in English literature (see King 1990). That tradition, according
to King, was forged by "many sixteenth-century English authors" who, "[u]nder the
impact of the Reformation [...] grafted Protestant ideology onto literary and artistic
conventions and techniques that predated and/or coexisted with the newly imported
classical and Italianate standards of the Continental Renaissance" (ibid., 3). In grafting
that ideology onto literary texts, poets were particularly careful to adapt their poetic
diction: poems should align with "the vernacular Bible as a model for poetic imagery,
genres, allusions, parables and rhetorical structures" and shun "apocryphal additions,
Mariology, sacramentalism, and elements of the old church calendar" (ibid., 4).
Moreover, Protestant poets followed an agenda that Ernest Gilman has termed "a poetics of Reformation iconoclasm" (1986, 1): they debunked icons, mocked relics and
derided devotional practices. The problems that came with this iconoclastic stance are
obvious: poetry, which by its very nature depends on imagery, can hardly strip itself to
the bare bones of a technical language devoid of metaphors, similes or allusions. That
problem was imperative because "by nearly every precept of Renaissance aesthetic
theory, the poet was encouraged to assume the deep affiliation of literary and pictorial
art" (ibid.). Rather than attempting to write poetry that was barren, Protestant poets,
according to Gilman, sought to replace the outward images of saints and other objects
of devotion with inward images. The focus on inward or internal images suited the
Protestant cause and the resulting style is what we have accepted to call the "plain
style". In the debates about the appropriate style, for example when defending choices
made in translated works, the "playne and homespun English cote" is often compared
to the Italian, French or Spanish original which is "richly clad in Romayne vesture"
(Arthur Golding on his translation of Trogus Pompeius's Epitoma historiarum qtd. in
Mildonian 2007, 1406).
Next to the imagery and the style of writing, we also need to reflect briefly on the formal experiments that the Reformation gave rise to, in particular in George Herbert's
devotional poetry. These experiments with form are, in Robert Whalen's reading, indicative of Herbert's "sacramental Puritanism" and arguably the most radical acts of
"reforming" poetry in the seventeenth century (2001, 1303). In embracing Neoplatonic ideas, Herbert's notion of reforming poetry, or writing poetry that reconciled
the centrality of spiritual inner life with sacramental popular performance, was bifocal:
it brought out the eminence of inner voices and it also highlighted the material shape
of words on the page. As Susan Stewart has argued convincingly, poems like George
Herbert's "The Altar", shaped like a pedestal, or "Easter Wings", shaped like an angel,
come closest to pure Platonic form because they transcend individual voices and "refute the aural dimension of poetry" (2002, 35):
Practices of pattern and concrete poetry remove the poetic from its attachment to particular
voices and bodies to create a poetry that is objectlike or artificial. Such poems – in the Hellenistic age, in the Renaissance, and revived under Modernism – are the most visual and objectifying
of all poetic forms. It is indeed not surprising that the final "glimpse" of the experience of imagery such a poem produces is a geometrical abstraction, a pure Platonic form that overrides the
fallen materiality of the words. (ibid.)
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Interpretations of Herbert's "Easter Wings" are legion, and I cannot meaningfully engage with the current debates. For the sake of my argument let it suffice to say that we
can identify in Herbert's experiments with the shape of the poem an almost paradoxical
take on the materiality of words and language that forces readers not only to reflect on
the choice of words, images and semantic fields but also on their formal arrangement
in space and hence time. Herbert's experiments in and with form are radical in that
they refute the simplistic notion that form and content – or form and meaning, if you
will – can be separated. Experiments in the shape of the poem are not self-serving;
they are intricately tied to the semantics of the poem.
As T.S. Eliot has pointed out, Herbert's diction is also worth noting. Eliot claims that
Herbert was indebted to his poetic predecessors, in particular John Donne, for his
"cunning use of both the learned and the common word, to give the sudden shock of
surprise and delight" (1962, 26). This juxtaposing, Seamus Heaney attested in his Redress of Poetry of 1995, "exemplified the body heat of a healthy Anglican life": According to Seamus Heaney, Herbert's "daylight sanity and vigour, his via media, between preciousness and vulgarity, promoted the ideal mental and emotional state"
(1995, 9).
3.

The Invention of English Criticism?
"God's Word" vs. "Human Being Speaking to God"

But is that so? After all, Herbert's poetry also addresses the anxiety that the poet with
his "cunning use" of language was obscuring God's truth rather than revealing it, a
thought expressed most poignantly, perhaps, in "Jordan (I)" with the lines: "Must all
be veiled, while he that reades, divines, / Catching the sense at two removes?" (2004,
50). That anxiety, arguably, is at the heart of all poetic endeavours in the realm of religious poetry, and it is mirrored, in the wake of socio-cultural developments, in the
reader whose response is akin to what we call criticism. In this act of communication,
the poet's voice, serving devotional, or perhaps even missionary, purposes, was measured against the word of God. What can poetry do that the scriptures cannot? And
what exactly is the relationship between the poet's voice and the word of God?
Paula Backscheider, who has focused on the impact that women poets had on the literary sphere in the eighteenth century, has argued, I think convincingly, that this debate
is particularly relevant when women poets want to make their voices heard. Reforming
poetry evidently is a process that factors in gender inequality, and yet at the heart of
the debate is the more general concern that the idea of human beings speaking to God
involves a degree of hubris. Using Nahum Tate's dedication to Princess Anne in his
Miscellanea Sacra as proof that Tate and his contemporaries were longing for "psalms
that were better poetry" and solicited support for a "more accessible, appealing language" (Backscheider 2005, 142), Backscheider argues:
Tate's dedication to Princess Anne in 1698 gave his timely purpose: "The Reformation of Poetry, and restoring the Muses to the Service of the Temple, is a glorious Work." The most important aspects of this pivotal moment […] were the rise of individualism and subjectivity in the
general populace. Perhaps the most dramatic contribution of Isaac Watts and other turn-of-thecentury hymn writers was to shift the voice from God's word to humankind to the human being
speaking to God. (ibid., 143)
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It is with this background, which conceptualizes poetry as a human voice speaking to
God, that we need to approach the notions of reforming poetry in Dennis's and Ward's
treatises. Both Dennis and Ward establish, in their efforts to reform poetry, a connection between the political and the poetical. In grappling with new forms of thinking
through the Reformation with poetry they delineate a productive type of containment,
one that makes claims of direct communication and opens up a space for new voices in
the process.
4.

Reformation/Reform: "Gothic and Barbarous Manner"

Before we can attest whether the treatises by Dennis and Ward continue the "Reformation tradition" or break with it, we should note that both treatises tap into the debate of comparing the accomplishments of the ancients with the achievements of the
moderns. Dennis in his The Advancement and Reformation of Modern Poetry: A
Critical Discourse outlines the ingenuity and the superiority of classical writers and
explicitly downgrades English poets. Dennis, who "in the first decade of the eighteenth century [...] was England's leading critic", had left his mark as early as 1693
with the publication of his Impartial Critick (see Pritchard 2004, n. pag.). As we will
see, Dennis's criticism, his praise of the ingenuity and the superiority of classical
writers, is neither original, nor is it new – the debate harks back to the veneration of
classicism in what we call the Renaissance. That debate was invigorated and qualified by the Reformation. As Gavin Alexander has pointed out, "the Reformation gave
an edge to questions about rivalry and dependence. England now had much more to
prove" (2004, xi).
While Dennis refutes Sidney's veneration of English poets, he subscribes to his verdict, expressed in his Defence of Poesy, that the "final end [of poetry] is to lead and
draw us to as high a perfection as our degenerate souls, made worse by their clayey
lodgings, can be capable of" (2002, 219). Evidently, Dennis's task of improving poetry
is ultimately tied to seeking salvation. This is foregrounded clearly in his dedication to
John Sheffield, 3rd Earl of Mulgrave. Here, Dennis compares the state of poetry in
France with the state of poetry in England:
My Lord, these Alterations happen'd in France, while the French reform'd the Structure of their
Poems, by the noble Models of ancient Architects; and your Lordship knows very well, that the
very contrary fell out among us; while, notwithstanding your Generous Attempt to reform us,
we resolv'd, with an injudicious Obstinacy, to adhere to our Gothick and Barbarous Manner.
For, in the first Place, our Stage has degenerated, not only from the Taste of Nature, but from
the Greatness it had in the Time of Shakespear, in whose Coriolanus and Cassius, we see something of the Invincible Spirit of the Romans; but in most of our Heroes which have lately appear'd on the Stage, Love has been still the predominant Passion, whether they have been Grecian or Roman Heroes; which is false in Morality, and of scandalous Instruction, and as false
and absurd in Physicks. (Dennis 1701, Dedication, n. pag.)

Not unlike Sidney, the idea of reforming poetry, the idea of arriving at a "reform'd […]
structure of [English] poems", is embedded in a larger moral economy. Resisting reform is depicted as a deliberate act of "Obstinacy", as an attempt to "adhere to our
Gothick and Barbarous Manner". Undoubtedly, we are still a long cry from the Gothic
revival. For Dennis and his contemporaries, a Gothic manner and Christian virtues –
virtues that are encoded in conduct and comportment – are irreconcilable. Instead, a
reformed poetry would feature characters on stage, characters modelled on the "Invin-
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cible Spirit of the Romans", and, hence, the English should embrace tragedy as the
genre of their choice instead of melodrama, which features "Love [as] the predominant
Passion" (ibid.)
Dennis's complaint about the English "adher[ing] to the Gothick and Barbarous Manner" also evokes the rivalry between European languages that Gavin Alexander has
addressed. In a race for cultural dominance, backward Gothic manners have to be
overcome by embracing a new style that is informed by classical thinking:
But it may perhaps be alledg'd, that the Reason why the French has got the Advantage of our
Language, is partly from their Situation on the Continent, partly from the Intrigues and Affairs
which they have with their Neighbours, and partly, because their Language has more Affinity
with one of the Learned Languages. But to this I answer, That the Germans are as advantageously seated as the French, for diffusing their Language; and the Spanish Tongue is rather
nearer related to the Latin than is the French; and all the World knows, that towards the Beginning of the last Century, the House of Austria, was full as busie with their Neighbours, as the
House of Bourbon is now; and yet then neither the German nor the Spanish Tongue made any
considerable Progress. (ibid.)

From the perspective of Dennis's poetics, the French language has made progress,
while the Spanish, the German and the English have not. This verdict is certainly
counter-intuitive. If progress in poetry, or the use of language generally, is described in
the terms of a reformation, and if that use of the concept "reformation" is connected,
however loosely, to what we have come to term the Reformation with a capital "R",
that is confessionalization, then Dennis's poetics creates a schism that is at odds with
Anglican historiographies that conceptualize the Reformation as progress. In order to
explain this conundrum we need to scrutinize Dennis's notion of progress: first, progress is not simply found in the "Reformation tradition"; Dennis does not advocate
Herbert's via media. Equally, Dennis does not simply embrace neo-classical notions of
the concord of instruction and delight along the lines of "aut prodesse – aut delectare".
Rather than campaigning for the union of reason and imagination, he foregrounds the
unity of instruction and reason:
For, tho' Gentlemen study to please themselves, yet if they are Men of Sense, they will not be
for empty Pleasure, but will endeavour to be instructed and delighted together. Besides, when
Gentlemen begin to study the Poetry of any Language, the first thing they understand is the reasonable Part of it. For the Fineness of the Imaginative Part, which depends in great measure
upon Force of Words, and upon the Beauty of Expression, must lie conceal'd from them in a
good Degree, till they are perfect in the Language. Thus the Poetry of that Language, which is
most reasonable and most instructive, must, in all likelihood, have most Attraction for the Gentlemen of neighbouring Nations; and we have shewn above, that that is the most reasonable, and
most instructive Poetry, which is the most Regular. (ibid.)

Setting aside for the moment the fascinating undertones of an eighteenth-century text
calling the reformation of poetry a mission, its aim being the conversion of Gentlemen
of neighbouring nations via attraction, Dennis's line of argument fits our sense of what
the classical movement was all about. His degradation of pleasure and his explicit
stance against a harmoniously confused union of reason and imagination fit a stereotypical perception of the Reformation as an intellectual movement. While Herbert and
his generation were keen to establish a sensuality in poetry centred on a post-iconoclastic imagery, Dennis outlines a poetics of the clara et distincta with "the most reasonable, and the most instructive Poetry" at its core.
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With the insistence on reasonable poetry, Dennis also evokes a paradigm that revolves
around his use of the word "regular". As Lorraine Daston and Peter Gallison have
shown, "reasoned images" are at the heart of a transformation of truth claims in the
eighteenth century: "For naturalists who sought truth-to-nature, a faithful image was
emphatically not one that depicted exactly what was seen. Rather it was a reasoned
image, achieved by the imposition of reason upon sensation and imagination" (2007,
98). Dennis's insistence that poetry should be regular feeds into this discourse: poetry
is best when it adheres to rules that govern this imposition of reason upon sensation
and imagination. Arguably, then, Dennis's call for a "most Regular" form inscribes
regularity as a concern of the reformation. And in doing so, Dennis implicitly rewrites
the progress of 'Reformation' as a process of normalization.
Dennis also hints at how this normalization is put into practice. In part II of the treatise, he suggests that overcoming the "Gothick and Barbarous Manner" will naturally
follow when poets turn to the scriptures for inspiration:
[…] we shall make it our business to convince the Reader, with all the brevity that the Importance of the affair will admit of, that the Moderns, by joyning Poetry with the true Religion, will
have much the advantage of the Ancients in the main, tho they may fall short of them in some
particular Poems. (1701, 133)

What can "joining Poetry with the true Religion" mean in practice? How can poets or
writers more generally follow Dennis's counsel? I think it is fair to say that Dennis is
not thinking simplistically about bringing religious content into existing poetic forms,
thus drawing a clear line between form and content. Instead, I think we should use
Yopie Prins's notion of historical poetics to facilitate understanding Dennis's objective.
For Prins, "historical poetics [...] depends on thinking more about genre" with genre
being "a mode of recognition instantiated in discourse" (2016, 37). In generic terms,
then, what Dennis aims at, is a perspectival shift, a blending of religious discourse and
those discourses that classical poetry traditionally gave rise to. By "joining" these two
discourses, Dennis hopes to arrive at a new manner of writing, a new style and ultimately a new genre.
5.

Reformation/Revision: "the Maggot, Reformation"

With Dennis's trajectory of poetry as being reformed by becoming more regular, and
with his hopes that the concurrence of poetry and religion will inevitably instigate this
trajectory, let us turn to Thomas Ward's England's Reformation from the Time of King
Henry the VIIIth to the End of Oates' Plot (1710). Thomas Ward (1652-1708) was a
Roman Catholic convert whose Errata to the Protestant Bible (1688) was continuously in print throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The posthumously
published England's Reformation, a revisionist account of the Reformation, was his
most popular work. The argument at the beginning of the first canto makes perfectly
clear where Ward's allegiance lies. He refers to "the true Religion's Alteration", to abbeys falling, bloodshed, "sacrilege, and theft", and feuds bred by Marian exiles. Ward's
view of the Reformation is a Gothic tale of bloodshed and cruelty, caused, in the eyes
of Ward, by Henry's act
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[…] in spite of Pope and Fate
[to] Behead, Ripp, and Repudiate
Those too-too long liv'd things, his Wives,
With Axes, Bills, and Midwives Knives:
When he the Papal Power rejected,
And from the Church the Realm Dissected,
And in the Great St. PETER's stead,
Proclaim'd himself the Churches Head.
When he his Ancient Queen forsook,
And Buxom Anna Boleyn took,
Then in the Noddle of the Nation
He bred the Maggot Reformation. (Ward 1710, 1-2)

Unfortunately, I cannot explore the wonderful metaphors that Ward chose for his attack on the Reformation. And equally I cannot engage meaningfully with the debate
whether his revisionist perspective is founded (see Marshall 2009, 564-566). Instead, I
will limit myself to discussing whether the form of Ward's poem about the Reformation resonates with Dennis's concept of the reformation of poetry.
A glimpse at the first edition of Ward's text exemplifies that Ward was very much interested in having his text organized spatially by the printer (see Fig. 1). Ward's poem
in four cantos is a generic hybrid: Ward uses the whole page to bring into contact different kinds of text that run parallel and urge readers to triangulate between them.
What is more, the text at the centre of the page also changes generically: while some
passages are rendered as dramatic dialogue, for example between the King and Cranmer, the main part of the text is a long poem in iambic tetrameter. That poem is also
interspersed with prose sections that reference liturgy, for example "the form of ordaining priests […] divised by King Henry Vth" which polemically asserts that Anglican Bishops are nothing but "Vassals to the King".
Each canto ends with a section called "reflection". Here, Ward juxtaposes or rather
intersperses his poem with psalms from the King James Bible and metrical psalms in
the translation of Sternhold and Hopkins – arguably a pre-reformation text, first
printed in 1562.1
The psalms from the King James Bible are copied truthfully and referred to with the
generic marker "prose", while the metrical psalms are referred to by number and verse.
With Dennis in mind, Sternhold and Hopkins's versification is clearly "Gothick and
Barbarous": the embracing rhyme, the "medieval" metre – iambic tetrameter – is consistent but executed clumsily in many parts. In contrast, Ward's own poem at the centre of the page is definitely "more classical": couplet rhymes rendered in iambic tetrameter; it is certainly more "regular" in the sense that Dennis uses the word.

1

Originally published by John Day of London in 1562, the "much maligned but immensely popular" psalter in the translation of Sternhold and Hopkins was the first complete English language
version and it remained the standard version in England with "more than 600 editions [...]
through to 1828" (Norton 2000, 116; see Zim 1987, 124-126).
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Fig. 1: Thomas Ward, England's Reformation (1710), 75

At odds with the classical form is the style of Ward's poem. As has been pointed out
by critics ever since its publication in 1710, Ward takes his cues from Samuel Butler's
Hudibras and adopts a burlesque style. John Tottie, Archdeacon of Worcester, complained in 1766, for example, that Ward's "Doggrel Hudibrastick Verse [...] is calculated to do more Mischief than all the Roman Catechisms and Expositions, as Ridicule
and Buffonery are the best Vehicle for bold and impudent Falsehoods" (15 fn). The
following lines, Ward's reflection on psalm 2, verse 3, exemplify the hudibrastic style:
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The Ignorant for Gospel take
That David bid's 'em here forsake
Romes yoke, her Doctrins and her Law,
And off her Jurisdiction throw.
Whereas in Prose th' Inspired King
Is treating of another thing,
To wit how Captive Jews might free
Themselves from their Captivity. (1710, 75)

Ward's argument here is clear. He rejects metaphorical readings, and with the backdrop of
fourfold exegesis, argues in favour of a historically informed literal meaning. This is nothing less than a rejection of poetry altogether if we do not take into account that "prose"
here refers to the King James Bible, which by the standard of contemporary readers was
written in archaic prose that most certainly, in the eyes and ears of those contemporary
readers, did have a homespun poetic quality to it. What is striking, however, is the style
used to make his argument. Ward, we must assume, chose the burlesque not only to appeal to the spirit of his age but, more importantly in the context of my argument, also to
debunk prevailing notions of reforming poetry. To put it bluntly: for Ward, the decorum
best suited to speak about the Reformation in writing was doggerel rhyme.
6.

Conclusion

We cannot discern with certainty that Ward does not share Sidney's general conviction
that poetry can "draw us to as high a perfection as our degenerate souls […] can be
capable of" (2002, 219). It is noteworthy, however, that Ward, when treating the
Reformation as a subject, opts for a crude style, a style that is reminiscent of the style
that Dennis identified as "Gothick and Barbarous". While it may seem that Ward,
complaining about semantic distortions of the scriptures that result from the act of versification, opts for a return to literal Bible studies, the exactitude with which he juxtaposed different poetic forms in his England's Reformation testifies to a genuine interest in finding out how poetry differs from prose. And while he seems to suggest, with
his hudibrastic style, that poetry is best reserved for political satires, he inadvertently
also teases out the contribution of poetry to devotional and, arguably, liturgical practice. The poetry lifted from the Sternhold and Hopkins psalter exposes Ward's own
crude attempts as just that: deliberately failed attempts at finding a poetic voice.
We should thus not draw the conclusion that Ward discredited poetry as a genre fit for
devotion. Instead, he has, perhaps inadvertently, pointed to at least two unresolved
issues about reforming poetry in the light of the Reformation. First, the versification of
religious texts is always prone to give readers "wrong ideas" about the word of God, or
at least it opens up a level of ambiguity that allows more easily for all kinds of ideas to
take hold. And that level of ambiguity may also always jeopardize a focused meditative seclusion, a conversation with God, that is the nucleus of Protestant spirituality.
Second, the versification of religious texts may serve a sinister purpose, at least in the
eyes of a Roman Catholic: it may be part and parcel of a propagandistic move to paint
the Reformation as a success story of progress, a story in which the Anglican faith is
superior to a retrograde Roman Catholic faith.
Ward's and Dennis's agendas are almost diametrically opposed, and as such both texts
exemplify that poetry is a contested space, testifying to a proto-religious (or perhaps
quasi-religious) conception of how literary texts are reformed or perhaps best not to be
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reformed. Admittedly, making sense of how poetry, and literature at large, have been
reformed and are being reformed in the light of the Reformation is a vexing task. But I
hope to have shown that the very concept of a reformation is a charged concept in the
domain of poetry and poetics, opening up the gaping wound that the schism had caused.
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KATRIN BERNDT (HALLE-WITTENBERG)
Protestantism and Regional Identity
in Alice Munro's Short Fiction

This chapter discusses Alice Munro's short fiction as a representation of the impact of
Protestantism on the regional identity of Ontario. It aims to demonstrate that Protestantism – which is understood to encompass both religious concepts and cultural traditions and perceptions – has influenced several formal features and motifs of Munro's
writing in a way that allows us to consider her short fiction as an example of the wider
cultural repercussions of the Reformation in the English-speaking world.
To approach the Reformation and its aftermath as an event of literary culture foregrounds particular aspects of Protestantism that will be considered in the scholarly discussion of Munro's short stories: first, the Protestant belief in the individual Christian's
authority of textual interpretation and the resulting self-referential production of meaning (see Cummings 2007, 30); second, the "most sensational doctrine of the Reformation", i.e. the "literal truth" of the Bible and the cultural consequences of this conceptualisation of veracity (see ibid., 5); and third, the influence of different Protestant
denominations on both conventions of communal life and national and individual constructions of identity in twentieth-century Canadian culture. The discussion of selected
stories of Alice Munro will identify Protestant tenets in her writing and demonstrate
how her depiction of Ontario life has been shaped by social and religious conventions
of Protestant thinking. By pointing out the ways in which Munro's short fiction engages with Protestant ideas particularly with regard to her role as a regional writer, my
discussion aims to locate Munro within the broader Protestant tradition of Canadian
literature and culture.
1.

Historical Background and Critical Context

The following outline of the history of Christian denominations in Canada serves to
contextualise the discussion. Roman Catholicism was the first Christian community to
be established in Canada, and to this day it remains the largest Christian Church, uniting about forty per cent of the Canadian population. Since the eighteenth century,
however, an increasing number of Protestant communities have been founded as well,
particularly after the formerly French colony was ceded to the British with the end of
the Seven Years War in 1763. At the time, predominantly British, Dutch and German
settlers brought Protestant beliefs to the colony, where they established Anglican, Lutheran, Presbyterian and Congregationalist churches, later followed by Methodists and
Baptists often migrating from other American colonies, and Mennonites from Russia
in the later nineteenth century (see Melton 2005, 124). The Province of Ontario became the centre of Protestantism in Canada. In 1925, the United Church of Canada
(UCC) was founded in Toronto, joining most Canadian Presbyterians, Methodists and
Congregationalists, and so replacing the Anglican Church as the largest Protestant denomination in the country. According to the latest census, the Protestant churches,
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which include the UCC, the Anglican Church and smaller, independent communities,
account "for 35% of the province [of Ontario]'s population, slightly more than the
share of 34% for Roman Catholics" (see Statistics Canada 2003).1
Given the historical significance of Protestantism not only in Ontario, it is not surprising that Protestant beliefs and conventions have had considerable impact on the formation and character of Canadian national and regional cultures, not least because they
were identified with British models of whiteness and civility. In his recent study White
Civility: The Literary Project of English Canada, Daniel Coleman has argued that
such conflations have "been naturalized as the norm for English Canadian cultural
identity" (Coleman 2006, 5), a norm that edited out the dispossession of the First Nations and excluded so-called visible minority groups. The study claims that white normativity "was produced and represented by early Canadian literature and reflects
common cultural conventions associated with colonial and settler culture" (Didur
2008, 191). Examining canonical and popular writing of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, such as the novels of John Richardson, Hugh MacLennan and Sinclair
Ross, Coleman explains the "construction of White, English Canadian privilege"
(Coleman 2006, 3) by recognising several allegorical figures that have been formative
in this process. One of these literary categories is "the Enterprising Scottish Orphan"
that reflects not only the leading role of Scottish Canadians "in business […], politics
[…], religion […], and education", but also sheds light on the fact that
Scots, historically, were the primary inventers and promoters of the category of Britishness that
is the conceptual foundation of the Canadian idea of civility. [… T]he pan-ethnic leeway of
Britishness allowed Scots who were being driven off their lands in Scotland an upward social
mobility in the colonies unavailable back home. As a result, Scottish self-improvement and enterprise became central principles of Canadian middle-class concepts of what constitutes civic
participation. (ibid., 5-6)

Another allegorical category that Coleman identifies in Canadian literature is the figure of "the Muscular Christian", who also represents socio-economic mobility and
status improvement, but who combines these objectives with the ideal of moral advancement. According to Coleman,
Muscular Christianity […] drove a whole range of socially progressive movements, from
church-based social service activism to the women's movement and from labour activism to the
emerging profession of social work. Muscular Christian ideals simultaneously advocated charitable welcome to 'foreigners' [such as eastern European immigrants] and other less fortunate
people and, in the very act, represented these others as beneficiaries, rather than full members,
of the civil collective. (ibid., 6)

The principles allegorised in the "Muscular Christian" have informed national conceptions of civility, which in turn have influenced Canadian Protestantism as well: for
example, the UCC has become associated with a more progressive liberalism, for "[i]t
began ordaining women in 1936, and in 1988 admitted openly gay and lesbian ministers to ordination" (Melton 2005, 124). It is worth noting in this context that the idea of
predestination, most strongly identified with Calvinism and in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries a distinctive characteristic of Presbyterian and Lutheran Protestantism in particular, has been gradually given up over the course of the Canadian
1

The number of Protestants in Ontario is slightly above the national average of twenty-nine per
cent adherents of Protestant denominations.
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movement towards uniting the Protestant churches. Consequently, the UCC doctrine
places stronger emphasis on improvement objectives, and on the effort to realise God's
kingdom on earth through social reform and civic participation. Nevertheless, Calvinist notions of predestination and redemption have been addressed in a number of canonical and popular literary texts, and they have also been dealt with in several stories
by Alice Munro. Other distinguishing features of Protestantism, such as the critical
study of the Bible, the direct communication with God, and the forgiveness of sins
through Jesus Christ (rather than through indulgences or confession), have remained
part of the UCC doctrine and practice.
The Calvinist suspicion towards creative acts and the imagination has resulted not only
in one of the most famous paradoxes of Protestant reform; it has also, arguably inadvertently, inspired literature. While Protestantism encouraged literacy and education in
order to enable believers to study the Scripture themselves and so develop an authority
of interpretation, Presbyterians regarded the arts "as vanity and the pride of the artist in
his or her work as a direct challenge to God" (Crichton Smith 2017). According to
contemporary Scottish author A.L. Kennedy, this aspect of Presbyterian thinking has
been an important influence on Scottish literature, for "[e]ven if the writing isn't
overtly political, being free inside your head is fundamentally subversive; so of course
John Knox wouldn't [have liked] the creative act" (qtd. in MacDougall 2004, 137).
Novelist Iain Maloney identifies the legacy of Calvinism in Scottish Gothic fiction,
whose "horrors are rooted in our fear of hubris, particularly intellectual hubris, our
hatred of people raising themselves onto pedestals", a proposition seconded by fellow
writer Janice Galloway when she describes Scotland as "a country whose church, family and education systems used once to ring with the hurled accusation, 'Who do you
think you are – someone special?'" (Maloney 2015). It is this conflict between the
radical turn to responsibility, education, self-improvement and an individual approach
to one's faith on the one hand, and the suspicion towards and disapproval of imaginative ideas and interpretation on the other, that also characterises the impact of Protestantism on Canadian literature.
2.

Alice Munro and the Legacy of Scottish-Presbyterian Culture

Believer or not, one does not need to engage in sinful stretches of the imagination to
see the literary potential that is nourished by the intersection of Protestant tenets and
their paradoxical attitude towards creativity. Alice Munro, one of the most distinguished Canadian writers for decades, and winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in
2013, has dealt with Protestant concepts such as predestination and redemption in her
short fiction. She has explored the reassurance offered, if not necessarily delivered,
through faith, and has connected the double legacy of Scottish and Presbyterian thinking with the portrayal of the Ontario region and its population, with the proverbial disapproval of hubris most notably pinpointed in the collection Who Do You Think You
Are? (1978). Born as Alice Ann Laidlaw in 1931 into a Protestant family of Scottish
and Irish background, Munro was raised by her Presbyterian parents in Wingham, a
small town in Southern Ontario. Munro left the church as a young woman, but returned to religious motifs in her fiction, with many of her stories representing the cultural impact of Protestant thinking on customs, conventions and Canadian communities. She has gained considerable renown as a regional writer portraying rural and
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small-town Ontario, the province where she has spent most of her life. This preference
for geographically confined settings is shared by several twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury Canadian writers, as Norman Ravvin has pointed out recently:
Many of those writers now considered to be our greatest – Robertson Davies, Timothy Findley,
Margaret Laurence, Margaret Atwood, Alice Munro – [who] gained unprecedented audiences,
sales, international recognition, and most of all a dominant place in the Canadian public imagination […] were writing out of a conservative, small-town, restrained, Protestant tradition that
found a tremendous echo of self-recognition across the country. These writers were, in effect,
writing the secret diaries of their readers, finding words and images for their experiences. (Ravvin 2015, 612)

The Ontario region occupies a particularly prominent position within this tradition, not
least because it has become identified with the so-called Ontario Gothic, a literary
style that portrays the conventions of small-town life and its rigid Protestant moral
codes in predominantly realist fashion that is complemented with grotesque, morbid,
occasionally supernatural images and motifs. Munro's imaginative investigations of
hidden fears, anxieties and unspoken desires have not always been appreciated by the
local population – to take further the image used by Ravvin, not all readers wanted
their secret diary opened for inspection. Munro represents the Ontario region as defined by the routines of farm work and rigid small-town conventions, and she describes its culture as discouraging intellectual and artistic ambitions. She "finds hypocrisy rampant among the townspeople" (Robson 1984, 77), who disapprove of her fascination with what she calls the region's "unacknowledged history", and who insist
"that no untoward incidents ever took place within [the] boundaries [of Wingham], and
that prostitutes, bootleggers, and unhappy families were pretty much unknown – all
being, according to an editorial in the local paper, products of my own 'soured introspection'" (Munro 1997, xix).
Such complaints bespeak the structural significance of the paradox mentioned above,
for they illustrate the conflict between the Protestant ideal of individual reading and
understanding, and suspicion towards creative interpretation of what has been understood, in this case about a place and its history. It was Munro herself who connected
the debate about the development and character of her regional representations with
her Scottish Presbyterian heritage. Critics like Magdalene Redekop had compared aspects of Munro's stories to the writing of Scottish novelist James Hogg, the author of
The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (1824), a Gothic mystery
fiction on Calvinist predestination (see Redekop 1992/2014, xiii). Only later did
Munro reveal that she is actually related to Hogg (see Rae 2015, 49). In 2006, she published the collection A View from Castle Rock, which combines historical narratives on
her Scottish ancestors and their migration to North America with autobiographically
inspired stories about her father. In an interview, she locates herself within this Scottish Presbyterian tradition, claiming that
I was lucky, in that every generation of our family seemed to produce somebody who went in
for writing long, outspoken, sometimes outrageous letters, and detailed recollections. Scotland
was the country, remember, where [the Protestant reformer] John Knox had decided that every
child should learn to read and write, in some sort of village school, so that everybody should
read the Bible. (Munro 2007, ix)

However, the stories in Castle Rock were by no means her first dealing with the significance of Protestant heritage in the Ontario region. As the following discussion will
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demonstrate, Munro's short fiction features not only particular references to Scottish
Presbyterianism, but several of her stories portray Ontario as a region whose identity
has been distinguished by various repercussions of the Reformation.
3.

Ceremonies outside of the Complications of Time:
"Dance of the Happy Shades"

An early story that explores the allusive potential of the cultural traditions of Catholicism and Protestantism is "Dance of the Happy Shades", first published in the Canadian journal The Montrealer in 1961 and again in 1968 in Munro's first short story collection of the same title. "Dance of the Happy Shades" introduces what would become
identified with Munro's kind of short fiction: her suggestive idiom, which adds psychological complexity and semantic ambivalence to the unity of impression that Edgar
Allan Poe had defined as a major characteristic of the short story. According to Poe, a
short story has to work towards a "unique or single effect", which requires a composition where "no word [is] written, of which the tendency, direct or indirect, is not to the
one pre-established design" (Poe 1842/1998, 94; emphasis in the original). This emphasis on a particular tale to the "exclusion of all others" (Millard 2010, 104) is particular to the short story and "unattainable by the novel" (Poe 1842/1998, 94). Munro
adapted and altered this feature insofar as the single effect that her stories aim to create
often has to be pursued rather than observed, for she includes digressions and distractions in her fiction, aspects that are not normally part of short stories. Other stories
portray a unique experience through perspectives that qualify it as subjective, as a
(re)constructed memory or as a mere perception bordering on a fiction of the narrator.
Such a depiction of the unreliability of creative liberties begs the question whether
Munro has translated the disapproval of creative imagination of her Presbyterian ancestors into a narrative means – a question that an analysis of the individual perception
in "Dance of the Happy Shades" will hopefully shed light on.
From the onset of the story, the single effect that appears to be the focus is social embarrassment, here occasioned by an elderly piano teacher's annual "party", which is
actually a recital to which all of her private students are invited in order to show their
musical progress. The narrator, a teenage girl who has to perform at the recital, observes both her mother's obvious frustration at having to attend this "party", and her
teacher's apparent ignorance of the fact that the invitation is viewed as inappropriate,
now that she no longer lives in Toronto's wealthy, inner-city Rosedale quarter, but had
to move to a semi-detached house in the northern outskirts of the city. The topographical relocation illustrates the shift of social hierarchy between the characters, with the
recital providing the interface where they are (still) forced to meet and interact socially: on the one hand, the elderly piano teacher, Miss Marsalles, a daughter from an
upper-class family who was ranked on the basis of inherited wealth and property. Miss
Marsalles is representing decorum and civil standards that are swiftly becoming outdated in the 1950s, the decade in which the story is set. On the other hand, the middleclass narrator and her mother, who signify the social mobility in post-WWII Canada,
and whose ambition of social advancement requires not only economic success but
also recognition from their peer group.
Munro locates her story in a semantic framework that uses allusions to Catholicism to
depict outdated conventions, and notions of Protestant thinking to illustrate middle-
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class concerns. The French name of the piano teacher, Miss Marsalles, a spinster who
shares her home with her ailing sister, indicates the history of Catholic settlement, a
reference that is complemented by pictures of Mary Queen of Scots and Holyrood Palace in the living room. What is more, the description of their house in Rosedale is
strongly reminiscent of Gothic fiction. The genre gave literary form to the Enlightenment's suppressed desires and terrors by using Catholic motifs, particularly exploiting
the sublime potential of settings like monasteries and convents. Munro's description of
Miss Marsalles's Rosedale home is influenced by this aspect of the Gothic tradition:
"A narrow house, built of soot-and-raspberry-colored brick, grim little ornamental balconies curving out from the second-floor windows, no towers anywhere but somehow
a turreted effect; dark, pretentious, poetically ugly – the family home" (Munro 2010,
17). Another Catholic allusion is Miss Marsalles's clinging to outdated ceremonies
which are "outside the complications of time" (ibid., 18) but that warrant "a more exacting pattern of life which had been breaking apart but which [had] survived, and unaccountably still survived, in Miss Marsalles' living room" (ibid., 19). The mothers,
who frown upon the teacher's annual reiteration of the exact same ritual – after the dull
piano playing, the children are offered little gifts, and the mothers are offered sandwiches that a hired help has prepared – have British names that indicate their sober,
Protestant character. Unlike Miss Marsalles's relocation, which had been the consequence of increasing economic want, the families' move to the suburbs indicates their
upward socio-economic mobility. Their improvement has not occasioned the continuance of familiar rituals, however, but instead has caused anxiety about whether their
new status now would require them to have their daughters learn different accomplishments:
[They] are plagued by a feeling that they have fallen behind, that their instincts for doing the
right thing have become confused. Piano lessons are not so important now as they once were;
everybody knows that. Dancing is believed to be more favourable to the development of the
whole child. (ibid., 17)

The story is not permeated by signifiers that denote a particular Christian tradition, but
it includes various references that associate the main socio-economic division of the
adult characters with stereotyped notions of religious culture. These pave the way to
the experience the story eventually singles out, and which is congruent with another
standard feature of the short fiction genre, the moment of crisis. For when Miss Marsalles's new students, who appear to be mentally disabled, perform for the first time,
one of them plays, surprisingly, extraordinarily well:
We are accustomed to notice performances at Miss Marsalles' parties, but it cannot be said that
anyone has ever expected music. Yet this time the music establishes itself so effortlessly, with
so little demand for attention, that we are hardly even surprised. What she plays is not familiar.
It is something fragile, courtly, and gay, that carries with it the freedom of a great unemotional
happiness. And all that this girl does – but this is something you would not think could ever be
done – is to play it so that this can be felt, all this can be felt, even in Miss Marsalles' living
room on Bale Street on a preposterous afternoon. […] The mothers sit, caught with a look of
protest on their faces, a more profound anxiety than before, as if reminded of something that
they had forgotten they had forgotten[.] (ibid., 24)

The tune performed is Danse des ombres heureuses, Dance of the Happy Shades or, in
another translation, Dance of the Blessed Spirits, from Christoph Willibald Gluck's
opera Orfeo ed Euridice, first performed in 1762. The opera was immensely popular
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with the French aristocracy at the time. The libretto, based on the ancient Greek myth,
and the history and reception of an opera connected with the French court before the
revolution appears as odd and out of place in post-WWII Toronto as Miss Marsalles
and her pretension of having a party in her new semi-detached house that is cramped
with memorabilia of her previous, and once well-respected, existence.
Significantly, however, the social embarrassment the story has been written to emphasise is experienced by the suburban mothers rather than the elderly spinster who has
invited them. The mothers are uncomfortably confronted with the insecurity of their
situation as well as with the unreliability of their presumptions, and forced to accept
that the new social hierarchy, which initially had encouraged condescension towards
Miss Marsalles, is not mirrored by any humility on the piano teacher's side. Content in
her teaching and the music, Miss Marsalles lives in that "other country" (ibid., 25) of
her imagination:
Yet the music was not imaginary. The facts are not to be reconciled. And so after a few minutes
the performance begins to seem, in spite of its innocence, like a trick – a very successful and diverting one, of course, but perhaps – how can it be said? – perhaps not altogether in good taste.
For the girl's ability, which is undeniable but after all useless, out of place, is not really something that anybody wants to talk about. (ibid.)

With this reference to the Protestant appreciation of useful abilities, acquired for selfimprovement and social mobility and embodied by Coleman's allegory of the "Muscular Christians", the story releases Miss Marsalles's visitors, who return to "live in [a]
world" (ibid.) where blessings are earned, not granted.
4.

Protestant Allegories in Lives of Girls and Women and
"Friend of My Youth"

Munro's second collection also features Christian motifs, delineating the competition
between different Protestant denominations and their impact on small-town Ontario
communities. The short-story cycle Lives of Girls and Women (1971) describes the
coming of age of Del Jordan, a girl whose development is driven by her wish to become a writer, and inspired by her theatrical, "religious quest, with its repetitious demands for [a] proof of [God's] existence" (Robson 1984, 77). Her quest is encouraged
by the regional identity of her county, which is defined by various and competing religious communities who are acknowledged as the founders of the town,2 and whose
status and importance in Jubilee represent the history of its immigrant settlements:
The people who settled Wawanash County and built up Jubilee were Scotch Presbyterians,
Congregationalists, Methodists from the north of England. To be Anglican was therefore not
fashionable as it was in some places, and it was not so interesting as being Catholic or Baptist,
not even proof of stubborn conviction like being Presbyterian. [... The Presbyterians] were leftovers, people who had refused to become united. They were mostly elderly, and campaigned
against hockey practice on Sundays, and sang psalms. (Munro 1972, 93)

Communicated by the suggestive idiom of Del's indirect discourse, the religious pursuit of the protagonist serves as an allegory for longings that remain long unspoken,
and which her community considers as all too ambitious for a young woman. Del's
2

"Del notes in an historic manner that most Ontario towns' religious sects are the corner stones of
their foundation" (Robson 1984, 77).
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pursuit of spiritual salvation is resolved when she realises that religious reassurance is
not what she was looking for. Ironically, Del obtains this insight in a fundamentally
un-Christian epiphany, which takes place in the threatening situation of a coerced
christening: in the final story of the cycle, her boyfriend Garnet, a member of the local
Baptist church, attempts to forcefully baptise her when they go for a swim. Del fights
him off, and the combination of his roughly executed presumption and her "natural"
resistance brings her understanding, not about God, but about herself:
He pushed me down again but this time I was expecting it. I held my breath and fought him. I
fought strongly and naturally, as anybody does, held down in the water, and without thinking
much about who was holding me. But when he let me come up just long enough to hear him
say, "Now say you'll do it," I saw his face streaming with water I had splashed over him and I
felt amazement, not that I was fighting with Garnet but that anybody could have made such a
mistake, to think he had real power over me. I forgot to be frightened, it seemed to me impossible that he should not understand that all the powers I granted him were in play[.] (ibid., 234)

As Nora Robson has pointed out, Del's "denying him the right to baptise her in his
faith creates a religious dilemma which causes her to be reborn in a different manner"
(1984, 81), because it helps her understand that she has to confront the intellectually
stifling Protestant conventions of her home town that have restricted her to an uncreative, submissive, in short, a "female position" (ibid., 81). As Del comes to realise, it
was neither the lack of proof for God's existence, nor her unresolved quest for the right
denomination which was responsible for her restlessness. Instead, and with a hint of
her old theatricals, she begins another "quest, that of establishing herself as an important figure in literature" (ibid.). This re-enactment of the Enterprising Orphan figure
follows literally and also subverts small-town community conventions: the female protagonist is required to leave Jubilee and its various Protestant denominations, since
none of them can offer Del a way to pursue her intellectual and artistic ambitions.
Moreover, her boyfriend Garnet's attempt to forcefully baptise her renders morally
dubious his own church's ideals, which emphasise, after all, the voluntary decision to
join the faith as an adult. Munro's collection Lives of Girls and Women takes into account the allegorical narratives of Protestantism, but it also employs the religious quest
as an allegory itself, which narrates the female protagonist's longing for fulfilment, and
the educational and professional opportunities opening up for women in the historical
context of second-wave feminism.
In "Friend of My Youth", published in the eponymous collection in 1990, Munro addresses the cultural impact of a more radical faction of Scottish Presbyterians. Set in
the Ottawa Valley shortly after the end of the First World War, the embedded story is
based on the memories of the narrator's mother, relating her experiences during her
time as a teacher in a rural school. The young woman came to be boarded with a family of Cameronians, a denomination that is described, from the mother's "obedient and
lighthearted" Anglican point of view, as "[s]ome freak religion from Scotland" (Munro
1991, 5). Their church was "that drear building miles on the other side of town, no organ or piano and plain glass in the windows and a doddery old minister with his hourslong sermon, a man hitting a tuning fork for the singing" (ibid., 9). Unfortunately, the
strict moral conventions of the congregation fail to control the desires of all of its
members, and so the Cameronian Robert marries not his fiancée Flora, but her sister
Ellie, who has fallen pregnant from him after his engagement to Flora. Munro's account of the farm community's response to this pre-marital encounter and its conse-
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quences illustrates the impact of Calvinist doctrine on the region's social values and
moral judgment:
The baby was carried full term – nobody even pretended that it was early – but it was born dead
after a long, tearing labor. Perhaps Ellie had damaged it when she jumped from the barn beam
and rolled in the snow and beat on herself. Even if she hadn't done that, people would have expected something to go wrong, with that child or maybe one that came later. God dealt out punishment for hurry-up marriages – not just Presbyterians but almost everybody else believed that.
God rewarded lust with dead babies, idiots, harelips and withered limbs and clubfeet. (ibid., 11)

As expected by the local residents, the punishment of the character does indeed continue; even as a married woman, Ellie suffers one miscarriage after another, and eventually becomes so weak that she is confined to bed where she is cared for by Flora,
who reads to her – either from a book of stories about Scottish life or from a religious
book, which "put Ellie to sleep or made her pretend she was asleep, after a couple of
pages" (ibid., 12). Flora's hurt and disappointment are expressed only in implicit gestures, while her disgust at the sin that Ellie and Robert have committed is translated
into repeated, excessive cleaning of their house. The narrator's imagination invents
such materialisations of Flora's bitterness, but also acknowledges that for Flora, her
resignation is a virtue in accordance with the moral code of her Christian confession:
she endures – or so the narrator imagines – because "it is all right […] the elect are
veiled in patience and humility and lighted by a certainty that events cannot disturb"
(ibid., 20). Eventually, Flora is imagined to embark on a new life, yet her independent
existence with possibly romance and material comfort turns the character into a Protestant allegory for good – one that represents the secular narrator's spoken and unspoken
longings, after all.
5.

Redemption Refused, or, the Absence of Epiphany in "The Peace of Utrecht"

In contrast to Lives of Girls and Women, Munro's "The Peace of Utrecht" (1968) depicts the Ontario region as a Gothic setting, permeated with suffocating routines of
Protestant lives, and morbid allusions. Exploring a daughter's struggle with guilt after
the death of her mother, the story accompanies Helen upon her return to Jubilee, where
she is reminded of, and again confronted with, the rigid conventions of behaviour and
the self-righteous conduct of the local population that she had escaped as a young
woman. Home, for Helen, is "the dim world of continuing disaster" (Munro 2000,
194), an existence tied to a cycle of life and death whose customs and procedures she
finds disturbing, offensive, depressing:
The rhythm of life in Jubilee is primitively seasonal. Deaths occur in the winter; marriages are
celebrated in the summer. There is good reason for this; the winters are long and full of hardship
and the old and weak cannot always get through them. […] A death is dealt with then in the
middle of great difficulties; there comes time now in the summer to think about it, and talk. I
find that people stop me in the street to talk about my mother. (ibid., 194)

To Helen, such encounters evoke feelings of grief and also of guilt, for she had left not
only her hometown, but also her sister: Maddy had to become the sole carer for their
mother, who had suffered from a degenerative disease for many years. Now Helen
wants to make her peace with the past; she desires forgiveness from Maddy, but figures that "there is no easy way to get [back] to Jubilee" (ibid.). What is more, Maddy
dismisses Helen's guilt, and refuses to have her decisions constructed into a narrative
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in which Helen would find reassurance: "It would simplify things so much to say that
Maddy was religious, that she felt the joys of self-sacrifice, the strong, mystical appeal
of total rejection. But about Maddy who could say that?" (ibid., 195-196). Gradually
the story reveals that it is not only Helen's eventual move away from Jubilee that
caused her remorse and shame. When she and her sister still looked after their mother
together, the demands of care, in addition to the mother's increasing inability to speak,
eventually "defeated" them, "forc[ing]" them to enact mere "parodies of love. [And]
we grew cunning, unfailing in cold solicitude; we took away from her our anger and
impatience and disgust, took all emotion away from our dealings with her" (ibid., 199).
Her mother's irrational behaviour, her "theatricality" as Helen calls it, "humiliated us
almost to death" (ibid.). It forges an unspoken complicity between the sisters, who begin to deny their mother sympathy and attention when she cries in despair and pain.
Their speechlessness continues, however, after their mother's death, when Helen returns for the funeral, for Maddy does not wish to investigate the past. "No exorcising
here", she keeps saying, metaphorically confirming that there is indeed evil hidden
underneath the surface: "we're not going to depress each other" (ibid., 191). She claims
to have found ways of dealing with their mother: "I let her be. I [didn't] keep trying to
make her human any more. You know" (ibid., 196).
Helen's conflicting feelings of grief, remorse, shame and guilt that torment her after
her return to Jubilee, are intensified by the place and its people, who stare at her "with
grave accusing Protestant faces" (ibid., 206). Unlike Maddy, the people in town are
eager to talk to Helen about her mother, but these conversations offer no consolation.
Instead, the "rhythm of life" in Jubilee that schedules conversations about death according to season painfully illustrates the Calvinist belief that forgiveness and mercy
are granted by God, not by another human being; death is only "dealt with"; redemption cannot be pursued.
When Helen finally visits her maiden aunts Lou and Annie, their pragmatic approach
to "dealing with" her mother's passing contrasts sharply with Helen's sensibilities. It
turns out that her aunts have kept, cleaned and mended all of her mother's clothes –
and with a "wistful conspirator's gaiety", Auntie Annie shows them to Helen, expecting her to be delighted and grateful:
I watched helplessly while she held up for my inspection the underwear which was on top. She
showed me where things had been expertly darned and mended and where the elastic had been
renewed. She showed me a slip which had been worn, she said, only once. She took out nightgowns, a dressing gown, knitted bed-jackets. "This was what she had on the last time I saw her,"
she said. "I think it was. Yes." I recognized with alarm the peach-coloured bed-jacket I had sent
for Christmas. (ibid., 205)

In Helen's reading, her aunts' pragmatic and economical way of moving on after death
represents a "simple unprepossessing materialism" (ibid., 206), whose lack of emotional sensitivity and ignorance towards Helen's individual struggle with the fear of
having been complicit in matricide mortifies her. The "unresolved anxieties" of the
sisters render their Protestant small town a Gothic site which the dead mother is still
haunting (see Berndt 2010, 25). In a significant deviation from the short story tradition, Munro does not allow her characters an epiphany, and she has no comforting solution for the reader either. The central conflict is not resolved; the story does not conclude, it "ends with Maddy wondering why she is [still] incapable of going away from
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Jubilee", the place where her dread of having failed her mother "will continue to torment her" (Munro 2000, 206).
To conclude, Munro's stories feature a number of Protestant motifs, and discuss Protestant concepts such as predestination, self-improvement and the social expectation of
moral infallibility. It is safe to say that Munro's rural and small-town characters and
communities are Protestant in spirit, but they are not spiritual in kind. In the author's
creative vision of her native Ontario, Protestantism has materialised in Gothic motifs
indicating the Catholic other, in the form of rigid conventions, in harsh judgment of
human weaknesses and in communal pressure to conform; consolation and metaphysical reflection can only be found in what Presbyterianism had discouraged: the
imagination.
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Teaching Literature Today

Literature learning in German EFL classrooms can look back upon a long history and
has undergone a considerable number of changes during the last twenty years. Initially,
such learning was focused on canonised texts such as William Shakespeare, the Romantic poets, fiction by Charles Dickens or George Eliot with the learner treated as a
mere recipient of expert knowledge. Complaints about a tendency of fossilisation of
the literary canon at schools (and university) were prominent in past decades and have
led to a gradual opening for new English literatures, e.g. by postcolonial writers. With
it, also other trends like the revival of reader-orientation and the notion of intercultural
learning and understanding have gained ground. "Recently, the advent of the new media, a broader definition of what constitutes literature, new socio-cultural challenges,
and the inclusion of neglected reader groups have shifted attention to multimodal texts
and tasks, transcultural and global issues, books for children and young adults, and to
primary and lower secondary learners as readers of literary texts" (Delanoy, Eisenmann and Matz 2015, 7). Above that, all sorts of adaptations, creations and transformations – encompassing visual images and all kinds of non-verbal forms of symbolisation – often represent more recent cultural changes in medial and communicative environments. Thus, it is closer to young peoples' social lives and cultural practices and
can motivate them to engage in reading (literature) also at earlier stages of language
learning. In this context personal involvement and individual – often creative – responses to literary texts are perceived as important aspects of literary competence (Lotherington et al. 2009; Kalantzis and Cope 2015).
The chapters brought together in this section aim to present and discuss the multimodal features of adaptations, creations and transformations, e.g. postcolonial rewrites
but also audio-visual or visual formats and their potential for teaching with a view to
intertextual connections in order to find out how the literature classroom can take advantage of these new ways of reading a literary text. The large number of films, comics, graphic novels, manga versions and animated clips available on the market, especially on the internet, holds new challenges and chances for the EFL classroom and is
likely to increase even more in the future. Against this background, contributions to
this section deal with methodological questions for classroom application and pedagogic reflections concerning questions of literary and media literacy. Since quite often
learners tend to read literary texts as socio-political texts instead of fiction, the question of literariness and literary literacy remains central for discussion in this section as
well. The chapters all focus on the combination of theory and classroom practice in
order to explore new approaches to topics that are currently widely discussed by
scholars interested in adaptations, creations and transformations.
Christiane Lütge's chapter begins by reconsidering the role of literature in EFL teaching in the midst of considerable and far-reaching changes in society and media set-
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tings, thus discussing both the challenges and multifaceted options for text selection
and teaching methodologies. She argues that transcultural and especially global issues
are emerging as a new paradigm in L2 settings because, internationally, global education has become a professional concern for many teachers and teacher educators. She
further expands on its impact on teaching literature via new texts and topics such as
migration, global citizenship, human rights and sustainability – all of which are fields
which have not been systematically researched yet. At the same time, Lütge argues,
multimodal and digital literacies are rapidly gaining ground in L2 settings, dramatically changing both the text basis and methodological approaches in teaching. Her examples focus on picture books, graphic novels – also in their digital forms – as well as
literature apps that will be entering the EFL classrooms in the future. According to
Lütge, it is one of the most important and challenging tasks for teachers and teacher
educators to develop agency and voice in multicultural and multimedia settings.
Susanne Heinz's chapter complements Lütge's contribution by focusing on the students' responses to multimodal literary texts in the EFL classroom – an aspect that has
been rather neglected by reading research so far. Heinz's chapter begins by discussing
the implications which the recently developed social semiotic frame of multimodality
(Bezemer and Kress 2016) and multimodal approaches to reading (Unsworth and
Cléirigh 2013) might have on teaching designs that aim to foster multimodal literacy
and reading competence in the school context. Heinz presents the findings of a research project recently undertaken at secondary school in Schleswig-Holstein. The
underlying research questions were the following: do EFL learners construct meaning
in multimodal texts differently from print texts? In which way do reading tasks influence the student's multimodal literacy? In order to carry out the research project and
find out the students' multimodal reader response(s) to young adult novel versus
graphic novel, an excerpt of Neil Gaiman's young adult novel The Graveyard Book
(2008) and its graphic novel adaptation (2014), which follows the chapter structure of
the novel, were read in three different research scenarios: group A read the novel;
group B read the graphic novel, while group C read the graphic novel in combination
with reading activities which made the students expressly focus on the different textual
and visual modes used to construct the overall meaning of the text.
Graphic novels are also the focus of Claudia Deetjen's chapter which examines approaches to teaching William Shakespeare through graphic novels. This contribution
looks at Shakespeare's play The Tempest (1623) and two graphic novel adaptations to
explore how such adaptations can be beneficial to the study of literary texts in the EFL
classroom. The chosen graphic novel adaptations are The Tempest: The Graphic Novel
(2009), published in the 'Classical Comics' series and designed by Jon Haward (among
others) and Paul Duffield's The Tempest (2007), published in the 'Manga Shakespeare'
series. Deetjen's contribution argues that Shakespeare's The Tempest makes for interesting classroom material in many ways, because it is a story of political overthrow, of conflict between brothers, of revenge and retribution and of love at first sight. Beyond its
plot, the drama also opens interesting historical allusions to England's American colonies and to the slave trade. As a story of escape, refuge and return, finally, the drama
also raises topical questions regarding the situation of refugees, encounters with the unknown and the meanings of home. The essay shows how teaching the play through the
use of its graphic novel versions allows the story of Prospero to become attractive to a
media-savvy contemporary audience. Deetjen points out that both of these adaptations
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present new interpretive vantage points that may be put to productive use to test students' hypotheses about the play, for example when exploring the representation of
space and time or of the very different visual representations of the play's characters.
Both graphic novel adaptations of The Tempest can be used to make students aware of
the narrative properties of the two very different media and serve to further their skills in
media literacy.
A similarly strong contextualisation of graphic narratives can be found in the chapter by
Christian Ludwig whose focus is on postcolonial texts in order to enhance critical visual
literacy in the EFL classroom. His aim is to demonstrate how students can benefit from
reading graphic narratives when it comes to developing a postcolonial critical visual
literacy closely related to the reconstruction of identities and otherness. In a first step he
recapitulates the history of comics journalism, particularly focusing on the work of the
Maltese-American cartoonist and (comic) journalist Joe Sacco. Ludwig also discusses
selected panels from Sacco's piece of comics journalism called Kushinagar. Joe Sacco,
as Knowles puts it, has spent "two decades immersed in the practical realities of postcolonial, marginalising, 'other-ing' and politically oppressive situations" (2015, 86). His
works such as Kushinagar or The Unwanted, both published in his collection of shortform graphic reportages (Sacco 2013), take readers to disregarded locations. Ludwig
outlines the relationship between comic narratology, trauma and postcolonial literary
studies. He exemplifies how Sacco goes beyond a mere illustration of, for instance, the
experiences of African immigrants in Malta or the 'untouchables' in India, by making
exceptional use of narrative strategies of comics, especially exploiting the immediacy
inherent to the medium. Ludwig describes a creative writing approach and sample activities which encourage students personally to respond to the reportages. He also discusses how these individual interpretations can be shared and coordinated, triggering
processes of empathy and recognition. Ludwig's approach is based on the concept of
critical literacy which helps students to adopt critical and reflective perspectives on texts
in order to better understand underlying power structures that promote inequality and
injustice. Towards the end of his contribution, Ludwig offers some further suggestions
for approaching the topic at hand in the classroom. He explores the potential of comics
for the EFL classroom and focuses particularly on how comics journalism in general and
Sacco's Kushinagar in particular can help to develop critical literacy today.
Last but not least, Kerstin Theinert shows how the EU-project MELT, i.e. Multilingual
Readers' Theater, enhances reading fluency in a multilingual context. Her contribution
presents both teaching design and materials as well as research design and results. The
chapter describes the EU-project, which is conceptualised according to individual plurilinguality as well as deficiencies in reading ability in school and foreign languages. The
chapter discusses the fact that school curricula demand a stronger network of education
and foreign languages in place of isolated language learning. And what is more, due to
increasingly internationally operated companies and increased mobility, EU-/Education
Ministers and researchers are required to target the promotion of plurilingualism among
learners. The development of a didactic-methodological design (following the designbased research approach) for a multilingual readers' theater is depicted, which is at the
core of this EU project (D/A/CH/L, 2014-17). In the context of this project, literary texts
from different genres were transformed into readers' theater texts in dialogic form for
various language combinations, which allowed for differentiation according to perform-
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ance levels and the inclusion of minority languages. The chapter explains in detail why
readers' theater is considered to be an effective fluency development method and why its
use also results in increased correct word recognition und improved prosody. This creates enhanced efficacy because pupils practice reading aloud in groups and afterwards
present their individual parts in the plenary. In addition, the design includes reading
aloud by the teacher as an important modeling measure. The subsequent communication
based on the literary text between teacher and pupils aims to foster students' personal
reflections and responses to the literary texts. Methods and activities deriving from
drama-based pedagogy are also included in the design. In practice, this leads to the development of a teaching environment which fosters the reading skills of learners and
their reading motivation, whilst increasing the acceptance among teachers and learners
to engage more in learning processes in multilingual education settings.
Reconsidering the role of teaching literature today by using literary adaptations, creations and transformations means to analyse a text and its varieties, whether that 'text' is
a novel, (stage) play, film, dance, comic strip, graphic novel, literature app, video
game or any other cultural representation. In the classroom it is acknowledged that
adaptations and transformations of a fictional text can make the understanding of that
text easier, particularly if the original work is perceived to be difficult because of its
age, use of language or form. All of these factors can lead to making students better
readers, enabling them to read more attentively and to arrive at a better understanding
of form and structure. Our contributors are not asking whether the original or the
adapted version of Shakespeare's Tempest is superior. Instead, they focus on the process of and motivation for adaptation – whether in terms of explanation, homage, revision, critique, pure exploitation or something else. Dealing with these texts in the EFL
classroom thus facilitates an advanced understanding of social change, narrative form,
cultural difference, commercial imperatives, power relationships and so much more.
Text varieties can also be used as a multimodal aid in foreign language teaching in
order to help students develop their literary appreciation by employing their multiliteracies, i.e. the skills of dealing with nonlinear texts, with visual or hybrid encodings in more than one semiotic system.
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CHRISTIANE LÜTGE (MUNICH)
Digital, Transcultural and Global?
Reconsidering the Role of Literature in the EFL Classroom

Recently, the role of literature in the EFL Classroom has been undergoing considerable changes. While new digital forms such as e-books, digital archives, electronic
literature and videogames emerge, questions arise whether literature and the digital
world are compatible at all. Digital literature (see Hammond 2016) and new (digital)
narratives are likely to change the classrooms and the teaching of literature in the next
decades. The advent of the digital in literary theory is likely to be followed in EFL
pedagogy with a focus on questions of interactivity, multiple literacies and transmedia
narratives. Besides, transcultural and especially global issues are emerging as new
paradigms in foreign language education. Internationally, global education has become
a professional concern for many teachers and teacher educators (see Lütge and Stein
2017). Its impact on teaching literature via new texts and topics such as migration,
global citizenship, human rights and sustainability has not been systematically researched yet. The role of literature in EFL teaching in the midst of considerable and
far-reaching changes in society and media settings will thus change dramatically
bringing about both significant challenges and multifaceted options for text selection
and teaching methodologies.
1.

Teaching Literature: Changes and Challenges

"Literature is back, but wearing different clothes", as Alan Maley (1989, 59) pointed
out some years ago. In recent years, the role of texts in the teaching of literature in foreign language education has developed a number of new facets and dimensions that
have repeatedly changed in comparison to earlier decades. New chances for teaching
literature do not only emerge in connection with contemporary literature, new narratives and hypertext fiction but may actually address looking both forward and backward – into the future and into the past – e.g. when it comes to digitally adapted versions of "canonised" texts, of so-called classic authors of the literature classroom. First
and foremost, Shakespeare's First Folio edition and its various digitised formats are
nowadays easily accessible via websites like the famous Folger Library (Folger Library 2017) offering also multimodal, i.e. audio and audio-visual input. Increasingly,
literary applications, available also for mobile gadgets, bring together various options,
e.g. quick access to the digitised First Folio edition and various options for annotations
and more additional material, film links, audio versions or maps that help navigate the
Shakespeare universe. Working with The Tempest in the Heuristic Shakespeare App
(2016), the notion of the "brave new world" becomes obvious in its digitised varieties.
The so-called landscape perspective of the app provides extra contextualizing input in a
hypertext structure leading both readers and learners into an augmented text reality with
various threads to be followed. Similarly, Shakespeare's sonnets can be accessed multimodally via an app by Faber & Faber and Touch Press (2017) featuring video, audio and
contextualising information and historical documents embedded into the text.
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Multimodally and digitally enhanced versions of classic texts take up the challenge of
integrating geographical information and can thus offer a fascinating route through the
literary universe, e.g. through Jack Kerouac's novel On the Road (app by Penguin
Press 2013) providing an appealing, yet not visually overwhelming option for multimodally demanding literary field trips. Other literary apps offer modes both for reception and production, e.g. Poems by Heart, an app for learning classic English poems by
heart (Pearson PLC 2013). Multimodal adaptations of classic texts are sometimes
thought to be oscillating between spectacle and substance. They can be found in different qualities and quantities, almost flooding the internet, sometimes leading readers/
users astray with their colourful information overload, in some cases possibly also
economically exploiting the impact of famous authors. On the other hand, there is undoubtedly a big potential of intertextual references, a new and sometimes highly original access to traditional texts and authors, which may reintroduce classics to new
reader audiences.
On the content level, inter- and transculturality has emerged as a new paradigm for the
teaching of literature also in terms of increasingly global issues, topics like global education and/or global citizenship education (see Volkmann 2015a/b; Delanoy et al.
2015; Lütge and Stein 2017). The strong influence of inter- and transcultural approaches on teaching literature has been emphasised ever since Lothar Bredella (2008)
pointed out that multicultural literature is important for inter- and transcultural learning because it makes encounters with otherness possible. These topics have gained
ground in the discourse on teaching literature, too, e.g. in picturebooks, in children's
literature and young adult fiction, in multimodal novels, short stories and film versions, among them Bali Rai's novel Unarranged Marriage (2001) or Benjamin Zephaniah's collection of poetry We are Britain (2003). So-called fictions of migration (see
Sommer 2001; Freitag-Hild 2010) in literature and film have been discussed in English
language teaching and have been growing in popularity. In fact, there seem to be two
major trends in the discourse on teaching literature.
On the one hand, inter- and transcultural topics in multicultural and sometimes even
multilingual literary formats are gaining ground, possibly even fostering a trend towards global education, i.e. global issues and also citizenship education. On the other
hand, multimodal literature seems to be paving the ground for various forms of digital
literature, sometimes digitised forms of literary works but sometimes also new formats
of interactive, multimodal digital narratives. Both trends might in the long run be
merging and developing into increasingly more global, transculturally inspired and
digitally available narratives.
According to Beavis (2010), there are three sets of concerns, which can be summarised
as follows:
a) Which texts are being taught, how and why, and what is that doing to students?
b) What has happened to the classics and why do teachers not teach them anymore?
c) What is the relationship between traditional print and oral literature and the texts,
forms and culture of the digital world?
There are still partly historical expectations about what counts as "literature" and the
place and purpose of classic and contemporary texts in a twenty-first-century curriculum (see Beavis 2010). And arguably, the consequences of a massive shift toward
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electronic media for entertainment and information may be producing fears that the
practice of reading literature (literature "as we know it") together with the kinds of
reading ("deep reading") reflection may be disappearing. And in the face of popular
culture and electronic media questions revolving around issues like short-term attention spans and instant gratification are considered as significant for the contemporary
world (see Birkerts 1994; NEA 2004).
In the light of arguments put forward by Kress (2003) and others concerning the curriculum in times of uncertainty such as the present, one may in fact ask what place literature should have in a curriculum "built for change", as Beavis is pondering on.
Going further, this addresses questions of the literary representation of culture(s) and
aspects of belonging or not-belonging and of identity with a strong impact on the role
of literature in the EFL classroom.
2.

Multimodal and Digital Literacies

With a view to the aforementioned changes and challenges, literature teaching concepts in foreign language education draw on theoretical foundations referring to specific literacies, as Blell (2015) points out in the context of plurilingual literacies. Multimodal and digital literacies are rapidly gaining ground in L2-settings, dramatically
changing both the text basis and methodological approaches in teaching (see Lotherington et al. 2009; Kalantzis et al. 2016). Picture books, graphic novels – also in their
digital forms – as well as literature apps will be entering the EFL Classrooms in the
future. Developing agency and voice in multicultural and multimedia settings (see
Lotherington et al. 2009) is among the important tasks for teachers and teacher educators and will possibly define new roles for the literature classroom in the future.
Multiple texts and media are sometimes assumed to generate communication and to
attract learners with their rich input. However, critical literacy as part of media-sensitive approaches to teaching literature in the foreign language must also take into account questions concerning the dispersal of the learners' attention, which is in fact one
of the major concerns with many teachers and teacher educators. Digital tools may
support collaboration in and beyond the literature classroom but comprehensive research into this field is still lacking. Modern classroom technology and media-based
innovations may not necessarily pose a threat to creativity or individual enjoyment,
nor may they automatically do the opposite. However, and possibly even counterintuitively, educational apps might offer a potential to facilitate the following methodological aspects: reflection, modification, communication, multiplication, creation
and collaboration. And some interactive digital narratives can even allow for individual responses and creative approaches (see Cope and Kalantzis 2013; Grimm and
Hammer 2015; Merse and Schmidt 2014).
As Lotherington et al. (2009) point out, the hybridity of modes, genres, contexts and a
redefinition of what it means to be a "native speaker" in digital spaces will have an
impact on educational contexts (e.g. concerning Netspeak, graphic and digital interfaces). Similarly, user-driven textual spaces (i.e. social media, collaborative writing
apps and wikis, multiplayer gaming) and multilingual, multicultural participation in a
digital culture will be common practice for the future global citizens. Literacies from
the pre-digital era, e.g. visual literacy, media literacy and critical literacy (see Dudeney
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et al. 2013; Martin 2006) are now joined by literacies representing a range of digital
practices, such as hypertext literacy and mobile literacy. A common thread in the work
of literacy theorists is pointing to the fact that highly developed literacies suggest not
only comprehension and use of a text or type of media, but also the ability to critically
and creatively engage with it. This seems to be an interesting point of reference for the
teaching of literary texts.
As members of the New London Group point out, all forms of representation and
communication are multimodal (see Kress 2010). Many digital narratives, such as the
digital adaptations of picture books include written text, images and sometimes audio
narration, animation additional texts and sound effects. Similarly, Pegrum refers to
multimodal and multimedia apps in mobile learning and draws on Richard Mayer's
cognitive theory of multimedia learning:
Multimedia materials accessed through dual channels can be highly beneficial for learning if
students are able to develop coherent verbal and visual representations in their minds, and integrate them with each other and with prior learning. However, a high cognitive load may impair
this process, perhaps partly caused by a confusing design or irrelevant material that distracts
from the learning, or by overloading the visual channel with redundant printed text [...] where
the text competes with imagery (Pegrum 2014, 103-104).

In cases where visuals, sound effects and other interactive elements are more engaging, the learner may indeed disregard linguistic elements in favour of other modalities.
One may argue, though, that this is not necessarily a disadvantage, as the text still exists as a culturally relevant artefact for study. However, it is then the teacher's responsibility to engage learner knowledge processes (see Kalantzis et al. 2016) and utilise
the other modalities as a spring-board for discussion or extension activities in the target language without in fact neglecting issues of language learning. The potential of
literary texts with their rich and stimulating input – and various multimodal re-interpretations and media transformations should not be underrated.
3.

Transcultural and Global Approaches

Internationally, global education has become a professional concern for many teachers
and teacher educators (see Lütge 2015). Its impact on foreign language teaching is
constantly growing, e.g. via current discourses in literary and cultural studies as well
as through impulses from environmental education or Content and Language Integrated Learning. Global issues such as peace, human rights, globalisation, sustainability and the environment enter the school curricula in different subjects worldwide. Via
digital channels, there is a rapid increase in more global discourses and topics. In fact,
less regulated, multichannel digital media systems may in the long run undermine the
concept of collective audience and common culture (see Kalantzis et al. 2016).
Giroux (1996) argues along the same lines with reference to critical pedagogies in
postmodern spaces. He suggests that schools need to redefine curricula within a postmodern conception of culture linked to the diverse and changing global conditions necessitating new forms of literacy. And so, perhaps now more than ever, it is seemingly
necessary that we equip our students with the critical tools needed to "read" texts, to
"read" the world, and to endow students with the capacity to transform their world and
their place in it (see Giroux et al. 1996; Kalantzis et al. 2016). In this context, new
forms of cultural participation may arise:
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Technological platforms provide rich communicative opportunities in multiple languages for
native speakers and second language users alike by creating a base for participatory digital culture that brings together individuals of diverse physical cultures. (Lotherington et al. 2009, 18)

Transculturally relevant phenomena pose both opportunities as well as challenges to
the teaching of literature (see Eisenmann 2015; Volkmann 2015b). However, digital
culture itself is part of a process that addresses the revised literary canons of our postcolonial and globalised world. The new diversity and emphatic pluralism in many
English-speaking countries and aspects of "decolonising the mind" have an impact on
transcultural learning. Thematic crossovers referring to transcultural discourses, fictions of migration and ecodidactics are fields that invite students and learners of all
ages to engage with and intervene in global, cultural, political and social debates and
contexts. New intermedial crossovers, e.g. across different media such as texts, films,
photography etc., scale the divide between scribal, visual and cultural literacy. These
perspectives bring into play multi-faceted representations of cultural encounters in a
variety of locations and contexts, especially in terms of imagining otherness and the
dynamic re-negotiations of cultural meaning. Digital graphic novels about migration
integrate current events into new formats, e.g. The Boat, a digital graphic novel drawn
by Matt Huynh and adapted from a story by Nam Le, which is about the refugee crisis
during the Vietnam War, in which numerous Vietnamese people fled and migrated to
Australia (Huynh 2015).
4.

New Narratives and the Practices of Reading Literature

New narratives will bring about new practices of reading, as Page and Bronwen (2011)
point out in their work on the relationship of narrative theory and digital narratives.
This will heavily impact both on literary studies as well as on the teaching of literature.
Literature in what is sometimes referred to as the "brave new digital classroom" (Blake
2013) will have to account for a range of different parameters, though. Lütge and
Merse (2018a) discuss the impact of functional, interactive and narrative features in
the context of digital literacy and literary learning. The degree to which the technologically-based functions of an application add to the unfolding of a story and to its
narrative potential plays an important role. In the same vein, different degrees of interactivity between the reader and the (digital) text can be distinguished – and need to be
categorised much more thoroughly. In order to do so, I will now be referring to Puentedura's and Ryan's models that may be considered as starting-points for closer examinations concerning the forms and functions of digital literature – and their interplay.
Ruben Puentedura's SAMR model (see Puentedura 2015) for technology and transformation, an acronym based on the first letters of the single steps of his model, helps to
categorise the impact of the technology used in the classroom, e.g. an app, with regard
to the narrative structure of a text. It serves as a reminder that "some uses of new technologies lead at most to an enhancement of education, while other uses lead to real
transformation" (Dudeney et al. 2013, 46). Thus, it also offers educators a way of
judging the degree to which technology or digital media enhances or transforms teaching practice. On the level of enhancement there are two steps:
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1) substitution: technology acts as a direct tool substitute, there is no functional change
2) augmentation: technology acts as a direct tool substitute, but there is functional
improvement
On the level of transformation, there are two further steps:
3) modification: technology allows for significant task redesign
4) redefinition: technology allows for the creation of new tasks, previously inconceivable
Digital narratives and e-readers might be placed on the enhancement end of the spectrum. E-readers can also provide new ways of distributing narrative texts, but most of
the added functionalities, e.g. digital annotations or dictionaries, do not substantially
change the process. The transformation level allows for a redefinition of pedagogy and
– paradoxically one may think – via advanced technological potential may lead to an
increase in collaborative formats, e.g. collaborative process writing and multimodal
composition heavily relying on a joint effort of different members of a group.
I am now turning to a different model that is relevant to the teaching of literature, especially when it comes to questions of text selection and quality criteria. This model
adds to the functional levels discussed by Puentedura and in this context different levels
of interactivity need to be closely investigated. Marie-Laure Ryan's model is important
in this context (detailed didactic implications are developed in Lütge and Merse
2018b; Lütge, Merse and Stannard 2018). According to Ryan, of all the properties of
new media, interactivity is widely recognised as the one that shows the most significant difference from traditional media, e.g. with a view to hypertext fiction. Ryan argues that "digital texts are like an onion made of different layers of skin, and that interactivity can affect different levels" (Ryan 2011, 37).
1. Peripheral interactivity
On this level, "the story is framed by an interactive interface but this interactivity affects neither the story itself, nor the order of its presentation" (ibid.). Readers or "users"
can control certain features that add atmosphere to the narrative but neither can the
internal order be changed nor can parts of the story be skipped or altered.
2. Interactivity affecting narrative discourse and the presentation of the story
On level 2, "materials that constitute the story are still fully predetermined, but thanks
to the text's interactive mechanisms, their presentation to the user is highly variable"
(ibid., 40). Interactivity operates on the level of narrative discourse. Here, a hypertextual structure interconnects a collection of documents by digital links.
3. Interactive creating variations in a pre-defined story
Here, "the user plays the role of a member of the storyworld, and the system grants
him some freedom of action, but the purpose of the user's agency is to progress along a
fixed storyline, and the system remains in firm control of the narrative trajectory"
(ibid., 44). Participation therefore is internal and usually ontological, i.e. the user has a
body or avatar in the fictional world that physically engages with the surrounding
world.
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4. Real-time story generation
On level 4 "stories are not predetermined but rather generated on the fly from data that
comes in part from the system and in part from the user" (ibid., 48). As Ryan puts it,
on this level interactive narrative systems emerge "at least for those who do not insist
on Aristotelian form and narrative closure" (ibid., 55). However, some kind of "narrative paradox" occurs here because on the one hand, "the author seeks control of a narrative in order to give it a satisfactory structure. On the other hand a participating user
demands the autonomy to act and react without explicit authorial constraint" (ibid., 4849).
5. Meta-interactivity
Here, the "reader" or interactor is not consuming but actively expanding the possibilities of action offered by the storyworld. It is on this level, that the "idea of the user as
co-author becomes more than a hyperbolic cliché, but the two roles do not merge,
since users cannot simultaneously immerse themselves in a storyworld and write the
coed that brings this world to life" (ibid., 59).
In fact, as Hammond (2016, 159-160) points out, also a lot of pre-digital literature can
be conceived as "non-linear" anyway, and literature in print as already deeply "interactive". Referring to Wolfgang Iser and Stanley Fish, Hammond refers to reader-response theory and the "two poles" of the reading process as laid out by Iser, i.e. "the
text created by the author and the realisation accomplished by the reader" (Hammond
2016, 160). In that sense, hypertext choice "cannot possibly transform readers into coauthors, reader-response critics argue, because reading is – and has always been – an
intrinsically creative activity" (ibid.). This is contrasted by Aarseth's position that the
reader of a hypertext is "a more integrated figure than even reader-response theorists
would claim" (Aarseth 1997, 1; Hammond 2016, 160).
Bode and Dietrich (2013, 2) suggest that while events in past narratives have a set progression and move linearly from beginning to end, the events in future narratives are
organised around nodes, or points at which input is required on the part of the reader,
user or player to determine which event or events will or could occur next in the narrative. The "hypertextual dissolution of centrality" makes the medium a potentially democratic one, for him hypertext "challenges narrative and all literary form based on
linearity" (Hammond 2016, 158).
5.

Literature in the Twenty-First-Century Classroom

The place of literature in the twenty-first-century curriculum has been the subject of
considerable debate and will continue to do so in the light of globalisation and digitisation. As Beavis points out, agendas to do with cultural heritage, national identity
and tradition powerfully influence the framing of national curricula (see 2010, 34-35).
This also applies to questions of cultural identity and has led to the introduction of
post-colonial texts and a focus on global issues in the ELT curricula of many countries. Arguments about the need to prepare students for a dramatically changing and
technologically sophisticated twenty-first-century world (see ibid., 35-36) also refer to
the functions of literature in language teaching.
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Questions arise as to what counts as literature in the light of digitisation, how to then
theorise and teach new narratives that introduce substantial changes to content and
aesthetic, and concerning the question what literature specifically has to offer to the
curriculum.
Debates about what constitutes "literature" and how literature might be defined will be
an ongoing discussion in the future. One may in fact concede that the term "literature"
carries baggage so that some researchers argue for the concept of "aesthetic texts" and
the value of the aesthetic experience that other texts such as movies, TV shows, comics "and all those other kinds of leisure texts" offer, as elements in a literature curriculum, "with both the aesthetic and critical literacy re-theorised to provide a productive
framework for analytic and creative work within English with texts of these kinds"
(Beavis 2010, 38).
A different perspective is taken up by Gunther Kress who is also concerned with aesthetic questions, which he views, alongside ethical dimensions, as foundational to
earlier conceptions of English: "the former explicitly through notions of the literary
canon, the latter less explicitly through notions of "taste" and of (literary) "sensibility"
– the mark of the cultured, refined individual" (Kress 2003, 21). However, as he adds,
"clearly neither can remain in this older form" (ibid.). Questions of aesthetics and ethics, he argues, remain "foundational pedagogical issues for English […] as a matter of
all meaning-making production whether of the banal or of the culturally and socially
most valued" (ibid., 22). Following Beavis' line of argumentation, the juxtaposition of
these two perspectives foregrounds a central question for teachers of literature:
What then is the place of literature in the curriculum today, however we define literacy, or
whatever "aesthetic" texts we choose to give our attention to? How do we reconcile attention to
the social, the market, identity – issues of considerable concern for literacy and the critical literacy curriculum – with the kinds of attention we have previously paid to texts, in particular to
matters of representation, ideology and value? (Beavis 2010, 39)

In the German ELT discourse, the discussion about what constitutes literary literacy is
strongly rooted in the context of competence orientation (see Grimm et al. 2015; Burwitz-Melzer 2007; Diehr and Surkamp 2015; Lütge 2012 and 2018).
Green (2002) makes the case for literary literacy as "a literacy project of our own",
alongside the work of subject-specific literacies and literacy and critical literacy curriculum. Locke and Andrews speak of "literature-related literacy", i.e. "a range of
competencies enabling students to read, interpret and critique literary texts and to engage in the production of such texts" (Locke and Andrews 2004, 127). Such perspectives enable the sort of attention we might previously have reserved only for selfevidently "literary" texts to be brought to bear on other forms, including multimodal,
digital and performance texts of many kinds, as Beavis points out in her seminal article
on literature in the twenty-first century (2010).
In fact, approaching the teaching of literature in times of globalisation and digitisation,
reconsidering the traditional values as central to the study of literature is important, but
so is the cultural, modal and generic diversity that needs to be embraced in this context
– and that has always been embraced in previous decades and centuries.
One might argue that the kinds of insights and experiences generated through the study
and creation of literary and aesthetic texts in English are now needed more than ever.
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Literature in the digital age will pose even more challenges (see Hammond 2016) but
may open up new doors into imaginative worlds. Obviously, interactivity as an important feature in digital applications is very interesting from an educational perspective
and might provide exciting new approaches to the study of literature in the classroom.
Degrees of interactivity and their impact on the narrative structure according to different models by Ryan and Puentedura as introduced above need to be further explored in
order to examine systematically the changes ahead – and their repercussions for the
ELT classroom. If Alan Maley (1989, 59) is right in pointing out that "literature is
back, but wearing different clothes", we might be looking at a completely new chapter
in the (digital) future of teaching literature. However, as literary experience becomes
increasingly transmodal, how teachers of English as a foreign language seek to manage the media shift to encompass both print and digital forms remains a challenging
issue.
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Researching Multimodal Reader Response(s)
in the EFL Classroom

1.

Multimodality, Multimodal Reading and Language Learning

There is a growing consensus in the field of TEFL that a contemporary communicative
approach to language learning needs to integrate the "new literacies" – most commonly described under the heading of "multiliteracies" or "multimodal communication" – as the "meaning-making practices in which [today's] children and adolescents
engage outside school" (McClenaghan and Doecke 2010, 225; see Cope and Kalantzis
2000; Cope and Kalantzis 2009; Hallet 2010; Kalantzis and Cope 2012). In 2016, Jeff
Bezemer and Gunther Kress introduced a "Social Semiotic Frame for Multimodality,
Learning and Communication" which emphasizes that in a "fully fledged [multimodal]
approach […] all modes are potentially of equal semiotic standing" (Bezemer and
Kress 2016, 15) and that "learning is the inevitable outcome of any and every engagement with the (socially made) world […] [taking] all learning and all means of engaging in learning and displaying it equally seriously" (ibid., 37). A "fully fledged" multimodal approach to (foreign) language learning, if indeed taken seriously, would have
repercussions for existing classroom and assessment practices. Currently, the (foreign
language) classroom focuses primarily on modes of speech, writing (see Kalantzis and
Cope 2012, 2; Hallet 2016, 53-54) and on the reading of verbal language or of the
typical, often schematic multimedia picture-text format of the existing textbooks or
illustrated books in general.1
Over the last decade, such a multimodal approach has led to an increased plea for the
integration of multimodal literary texts in the canon of the EFL classroom. Thus comics, graphic novels and picturebooks have become an express focus of handbooks on
teaching literature, with an increased reading motivation for the teenage target group
being put forward as the main argument for a revised canon (see Bakis 2012; Duncan
2009; Frey and Fisher 2008; Hallet 2015; Hesse 2009; Rösler and O'Sullivan 2013).
Especially for beginners and intermediate learners of a foreign language, the multimodal adaptations of literary texts in the "easy reader format" with accompanying pictures, which enhance and explain the verbal language, have become very popular. This
rather instrumental use of the visual mode for decoding or facilitating word recognition and possibly vocabulary acquisition is based on research findings in multimedia
theory (see Grabe and Stoller 2011, 29-30; Heinz 2018, 74-77; Mayer 2014a; Mayer
2014b; Paas and Sweller 2014). Evidently, selecting multimodal literary texts primarily for better reading comprehension in the school context runs counter to the aesthetic
1

John Bateman in Text and Image (2014) rightly differentiates between illustrated books in
which the image serves as an elaboration or enhancement of the written text and picturebooks
with their interdependent relationship between image and text (ibid., 87-88). Furthermore, even
a multimodal textbook format does not necessarily lead to a multimodal lesson design by the
teacher, as a case study in Bezemer and Kress makes abundantly clear (2016, 98-102).
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quality, cultural implications and extra layers of multimodal meaning-making expressly intended by the writer choosing a multimodal literary genre. As Wolfgang Hallet rightly points out in reference to the subgenre of the multimodal novel, integrating
these texts in the EFL classrooms goes beyond traditional reading and must also take a
changed, more complex reading experience into consideration as "the reader is offered
access to products, elements, and parts of the fictional world that were previously only
accessible in verbal form, i.e. through the characters' or the narrator's words" (2015,
286; see Walsh 2005). As made evident by the examples referred to above, the predominant multimodal literary genres – comics, picturebooks, graphic novels or multimodal young adult novels such as Sherman Alexie's The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian (2007) or Brian Selznick's The Invention of Hugo Cabret (2007) –
can be characterized as "static multimodal ensembles" (Bateman, Wildfeuer and Hiippala 2017, 295; see Bateman 2014, 57-62). They combine visual, spatial, gestural and
written modes (see Humphrey 2015) and different affordances as "possibilities and
constraints" related to the individual usage as well as social and cultural conventions
for the employment of a particular mode (Bezemer and Kress 2016, 35-36; see Hallet
2015, 287; Heinz 2018, 79-85; Kress 2010, 80; Kress 2014, 61).
2.

Researching Multimodal Reader Response in the EFL Classroom:
Research Questions, Choice of Text, Methodology, Data Collection and
Research Setting

Despite the call for a multimodal approach to teaching and a canon of multimodal texts
in TEFL research, the students' response to multimodal literary texts has been rather
neglected by reading research so far. In the following, the findings of a research project of exploratory design focussing on multimodal reader response(s) in the EFL setting will be presented. Ten classes and a total of 192 students in years 10 and 11 from
two secondary schools in Kiel participated in a reading research design spanning over
the time frame of a double lesson (90 minutes). The students were assigned to the three
groups A, B and C, each class being allocated to one of the groups as a whole. While
this led to almost balanced numbers of participants in groups B (3 classes, n = 69) and
C (4 classes, n = 67), the number of participants in group A (3 classes, n = 56) was
slightly lower because there were fewer students per class. The underlying research
questions are the following: (1) Is there a marked learner preference for multimodal
texts? (2) Do EFL learners construct meaning in multimodal texts differently from verbal texts? (3) In which ways does a pre-reading phase with instruction on multimodal
literary analysis influence the students' interpretation and comprehension of a multimodal text?
In a control group research design the students read and were tested on their knowledge of the slightly abridged chapter 4 of The Graveyard Book in three different settings. Whereas the "control group" (group A) read the young adult novel,2 the other
two groups (groups B and C) read the multimodal graphic novel adaptation. Following
a brief introduction to the text and an overview of the project lasting approximately
five minutes, all groups were given 35-40 minutes to read chapter 4 of The Graveyard
Book. The students in group C were given a longer introduction (ten minutes) further
2

The American edition of the young adult novel includes a few select illustrations by Dave
McKean which were deliberately excluded in the copy of the text handed out to the students.
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illustrating the different modes in the graphic novel with examples and their significance for the interpretation of the text. These students were also explicitly given the
while-reading task of paying close attention to the different modes. Both text versions
offered word annotations in English and the same words were annotated in both test
formats. After having finished reading the text, the students had to hand in their copy
of the text and were asked to complete a questionnaire for the remaining 45 minutes.
The questionnaire was designed in two parts, the first part (in English) focussing on
text comprehension (see Figs. 1 and 2) and the second one (in German) on the students' individual reading habits, the multimodal reading strategies employed, preferences in terms of genre and the individual response to the chapter of The Graveyard
Book. The text comprehension part consisted of seven semi-open tasks and several
closed tasks: five for group A and six for groups B and C. Of the semi-open tasks, two
involved optional drawing and one task of mandatory drawing, while the other tasks
were designed to be solved in the written mode only. The reader response part mainly
contained five-point Likert scales, three yes/no-questions with extra space for additional comments. Two open-answer formats were placed at the end of the questionnaire, the first one asking the students about their opinion on adapting a literary text
like The Graveyard Book as a graphic novel and the second one as an additional box
for further comments. This chapter concentrates on the discussion of the most important quantitative results of the survey. It touches on, but cannot provide a comprehensive discussion of, the students' individual comments and the drawings produced by
the students – which in their own right deserve to be analyzed as artefacts representing
the individual student's multimodal reader response. For the analysis of the quantitative data, a comparative descriptive presentation has been chosen, differentiating either
between the three groups or between young adult novel and graphic novel readers if
there was no significant difference between group B and C.
Neil Gaiman's young adult novel The Graveyard Book (2008) and its graphic novel
adaptation (2014) were chosen as the prose text and static multimodal adaptation. The
curricula for Schleswig-Holstein leave the teachers ample freedom to select suitable
literary texts for the EFL classroom. The Fachanforderungen Englisch merely state
that at least three literary texts have to be read up to year 10 and two more for year 11
and 12 (see Ministerium 2014, 13-14, 40). In his prolific oeuvre Gaiman has written
novels, children's books, young adult literature and comics, the latter composed in cooperation with different illustrators and artists (see Campbell 2014). The Graveyard
Book: The Graphic Novel Adaptation, published in two volumes, was realised by a
team of artists under the chairmanship of P. Craig Russell (2014). The underlying idea
to have each chapter of the adaptation illustrated by different artists accords well with
the narrative structure of the original text. Composed as a series of short stories, Gaiman's story about a boy raised by ghosts on a graveyard is modelled on Rudyard
Kipling's short stories about the feral child Mowgli in The Jungle Books (see Gaiman
2009; McStotts 2015).
This particular young adult novel was chosen for the reading research design for three
reasons: first, the adaption follows the chapter structure of the young adult novel precisely, so that the number of chapters, the chapter headings and the plot structure of
each "short story (chapter)" are similar. Second, as can be seen by a close comparison
of both texts, the speech bubbles and the captions of the graphic novel contain the
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original passages from the prose text, nevertheless adding a different layer of meaning
by the multimodal visualisation of the plot, dialogues and interaction between the
characters as well as of the setting. Third, the young adult novel chosen blends fantasy,
horror and coming-of-age-story and therefore might appeal to many students, as it reflects popular genres for leisure reading of this age group.
Chapter 4, "The Witch's Headstone", served as reading input for the research project.3
This chapter also plays a prominent part in the overall composition of the young adult
novel as it was the first "short story (chapter)" Gaiman wrote of what was later to become The Graveyard Book (Gaiman 2009). The story is set in contemporary England.
After the brutal murder of his family at their home, the very young Nobody "Bod"
Owens flees to the old graveyard of the town. He is granted the "freedom of the graveyard" (ibid., 22-23) and therefore can see and talk to its dead inhabitants, who are otherwise invisible to the outside world. Under the care of his adoptive ghost-parents Mr.
and Mrs. Owens and his guardian Silas, a vampire-like creature, he grows up leading
an unusual but happy, albeit sometimes dangerous life, encountering witches, ghosts,
ghouls and other supernatural creatures. An evil human-like creature called "Jack" is
still lurking beyond the safety of the graveyard, waiting for his chance to kill Bod as
the last surviving member of his family. In the chapter "The Witch's Headstone", Bod
befriends the witch Liza Hempstock, who inhabits the unconsecrated side of the
graveyard, a part of his habitat which Bod is forbidden to enter – by strict order of his
ghost parents. When Bod learns that Liza was buried without a proper grave and headstone, he ventures out on a dangerous and forbidden journey to an antiques shop
downtown. Bod intends to get the money to buy a headstone for Liza by selling a valuable brooch he took from one of the old graves. The dodgy shop owner Abanazer
Bolger notices the unusual dress and innocence of his young customer and tries to imprison him in order to keep the invaluable prehistoric brooch for himself. Liza, and
later on Silas, appear on the scene and manage to get Bod safely back to the graveyard.
At the end of the story Bod puts a handcrafted headstone on the spot where Liza is
buried by making use of the heavy glass paperweight which he stole together with a
pot of paint and a paintbrush from Abanazer's. The colouring of the graphic novel adaptation of this chapter is of particular interest, indicating when there is a back-shifting
in the narrative to events in the past, i.e. the story of Liza's persecution as a witch.

3

The abridged text in both formats and the questionnaire were piloted first with juvenile test
readers (n = 4, age 15-16) to check whether the reading load and the questionnaire were doable
by the participants in the envisaged time frame of the research setting.
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Results

3.1 Reading Habits and Preferences
Preceding the discussion of the students' multimodal reader response(s) to young adult
novel versus graphic novel, a brief description of the students' reading habits is given
by looking at their degree of familiarity with multimodal formats for leisure reading
and their general reading preferences for specific genres (Table 1). Apart from the two
multimodal formats, students could also opt for other genres or text formats. The items
were selected representing typical genres and subgenres chosen by the age group for
leisure reading. Among these, websites as a digitally enhanced multimodal text format
show a pronounced position attracting nearly two thirds of groups B and C and almost
half of the students in group A.
Novels

Serial
Novels

Nonfiction

Young
Adult
Literature

64.7

35.3

33.1

22.1

21.3

19.9

44.6

23.2

17.9

25.0

5.4

1.8

Websites

B/C
%
A
%

Crime
Fiction

Graphic
Novels

17.6

14.0

5.9

25.0

3.6

7.1

Comics Fantasy

Table 1: Percentage of genres and formats in students' leisure time reading in English

While the most popular genres or subgenres of literary texts named by the students in
groups B and C are novels and serial novels, the answers of group A are more evenly
distributed, thus yielding a set of popular genres and formats consisting of nonfiction,
fantasy and novels. Coincidentally, the two groups assigned to read the graphic novel
adaptation (B/C) were also the two groups who read multimodal texts most frequently
as leisure reading. While nearly 20 per cent of groups B and C claim to read comics,
this only holds true for 2 per cent of the students in group A. Despite the considerable
difference in their reading preferences for comics, graphic novels are the least preferred text format for all groups. It is noteworthy that young adult literature, which is
expressly intended to attract juvenile readers, attains an extremely low value in group
A, whereas at least one fifth of the students in group B and C read young adult literature. To conclude, this scale does not show a significant reading preference for multimodal literary texts in contrast to traditional novels or novel series and thereby does
not confirm the often-cited argument that by choosing multimodal texts for the EFL
classroom, an increase of motivation for extensive reading by teenagers can be achieved.
To gather information about the students' ability to reproduce specific information
given in the text – i.e. relating to plot, setting, characters and unusual idioms like
"None of your beeswax" (Gaiman 2008, 126; Russell 2014a, 137) further explained in
the annotations – a gap-filling task (with eight blanks) was included in the first part of
the questionnaire.
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Fig. 2: Questionnaire: Fill in the Blanks-Task

Especially students in group B and C show a tendency to either very high or very low
solution rates, while the solution rates among students in group A are more evenly distributed, though slightly lower than those of groups B and C. Thus, students reading
the novel, appear not to differentiate significantly between central elements of the plot
and those of minor relevance. A possible hypothesis from these findings could be that
the visual support offered by the panels might be beneficial for overall text comprehension to a certain extent, whereas the mere written mode of the young adult novel
might have positive effects on the retention of names and specific words and phrases.
The retention of specific textual knowledge was further tested by several different task
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formats. Two multiple-choice questions concentrated on the students' retention of one
major and one minor plot element. The first question yielded very high solution rates
between 88 and 96 per cent for each group. This comes as no surprise because a central element of the plot, already emphasized by the chapter's title "The Witch's Headstone", was tested. Contrary to that, the second question dealt with a minor plot detail
– a pot of paint which Bod steals while imprisoned at the antiques shop and later uses
to embellish his handcrafted headstone for Liza (made out of the heavy paperweight
also taken from the shop) – yielded more diverging results. While 77 per cent of group
B and 70 per cent of group C chose the correct answers, this was only true for 45 per
cent of group A. This high difference in performance between the multimodal readers
and the control group is a possible indicator that the graphic novel with its overall visual-verbal design going hand in hand with a reduced number of verbal passages makes
minor objects, i.e. the pot of paint, take on a more prominent part in the reader's plot
reconstruction than the mere verbal description of the object, although it had approximately the same length/space assigned in the young adult novel.
3.2 Multimodal Reader Response and Reading Techniques
The chosen control group design makes the students' individual preferences for the
narrative technique employed a factor of particular interest as the readers of young
adult novel and graphic novel adaptation were explicitly asked about their opinion "on
the way the story is told". The graph (Fig. 3) depicts the results of a multiple-choice
scale listing nine options (with an express focus on the narrative function and interdependence of the text-picture-ratio) for potential improvements of the chapter previously read by the students. It is not entirely surprising that for members of group A
(young adult novel), the inclusion of pictures ranked first in their choice of possible
improvements. A further interesting result to note is that about 30 per cent of the students in both groups B and C opted for more straightforward visual input (item three),
thereby also expressing a certain dislike of the proportionately high-word-ratio of the
graphic novel adaptation. One aspect which possibly indicates the importance of explicit instruction in multimodal literary analysis is that only 15 per cent of group C – in
contrast to 20 per cent of group B – opted for additional text passages (item five) as
further help to be better able to follow the plot. As their additional "instruction" only
amounted to five minutes at the beginning of the lesson, further research with longer
instructional input during teaching units with multimodal literary texts is called for to
address the question of a possible correlation between these two factors.
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Fig. 3: Students' suggestion for the improvement of text excerpt: focus on the representation
of the different modes and their affordances

The mixed results indicate that there is no clear preference for a certain text-pictureratio or narrative technique for multimodal narratives. This is further strengthened by a
quantitative analysis of the students' answers to the open question whether they like
the graphic novel adaptation of the book. Sixteen students from group A and the same
number of students in B and C as a joint group point out that the pictures inhibit them
from creating their own visual or multimodal representation of the characters and the
setting. On the contrary, some, albeit fewer students (n = 18) see the visual support as
an enrichment for their overall reading experience. Their brief commentaries make it
difficult to assess whether these students attribute this positive reading experience of
the graphic novel to a better decoding of unknown words or whether they prefer multimodal narratives per se. There is need of further research into multimodal reader
preferences on the basis of which EFL selection criteria for multimodal literary texts
suitable for EFL learners could be developed.
All students were asked to reflect on their individual strategies when reading a multimodal text. For group A, a double page from Chapter 4 in the graphic novel adaptation
was attached to their questionnaire to serve as input enabling them to respond to ensuing questions on their reading strategies when confronted with multimodal texts and
asking for their assessment of the aesthetic quality of the multimodal adaptation. As
the answers of groups A, B and C do not differ significantly, the following table presents the aggregated results of the total number of students (n = 184), thereby offering
a more solid data basis regarding the multimodal reading strategies employed by EFL
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students in year 10 and 11. The results in Table 3 indicate that the strategies the students resorted to for decoding a multimodal text probably mimic their habitual reading
strategies for (monomodal) verbal texts, whereas the decoding of specific visual affordances such as colouring (as was mentioned before, colouring highlights the
flashbacks reporting on Liza's life in the past) or the analysis of the multimodal representation of the spatial mode play only a minor role.
Introductory text: Go through the list of the following statements and tick off
the ones which are an accurate description of your own strategies and experience when reading a graphic novel.

M (SD)

I read the speech balloons.

4.8 (0.7)

I read the thought balloons.

4.8 (0.7)

I look at one panel after the other.

4.1 (0.9)

I read the captions.

4.2 (1.0)

The drawn faces help me to understand the characters' feelings.

3.6 (1.1)

The sequences of the panels and the illustrations on them give the reader a
more precise feeling for the characters' movements than in a prose text.

3.3 (1.3)

I sometimes pause while reading to look at certain panels in more detail.

3.2 (1.0)

I look at the panels without text in more detail.

2.7 (1.1)

I pay attention to the different colours used in a single panel.

2.5 (1.2)

As a first step I look at the whole page or double page in order to get an overview of what happens.

1.9 (1.2)

I only read the captions if I do not understand the pictures.

1.9 (1.1)

Table 2: Students' reading process of the graphic novel adaptation
(five-point Likert scale from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 5 = "strongly agree")

The students' answers show that panels without text do not necessarily receive the attention one could expect with regard to the students' desire for more panels of this type reported above. However, a slightly higher number of students claims to pause sometimes
in their reading to examine certain panels in more detail. This indicates that the students'
tendency for close visual reading might depend to some extent more on the content or
concrete realization of the panel than on the text-ratio of the panel, i.e. whether the
panels are with or without text. As a result, the discrepancy between the desire for more
panels without text and the actual use students make of their visual potential or narrative
in practice could also indicate that some of the students primarily prefer the graphic
novel due to a presumed lower cognitive effort for overall reading comprehension.
The way students employ the visual mode to complement their reading strategy has
been tested explicitly in three semi-open tasks: in two tasks the students could choose
to answer verbally or by drawing, in one task the drawing was mandatory. The first
task (with optional drawing as answer category) focused on two central elements of
the plot, namely a brooch and a card.4 As one might expect, Group C ranks first in
4

Abanazer Bolger keeps a card with the name Jack written on it in his drawer. Jack gave him this
card to call him if he sees the boy he is looking for. After helping Bod escape, Liza hands over
this card to Bod and urges him to inform his guardian Silas of this strange and possibly threatening occurrence.
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terms of the solution rates, followed by groups B and A. In addition, it is not surprising
that the students in groups B and C more frequently chose the option to draw the object and succeeded very well overall, their pictures closely resembling the original
drawings in the book. The instructions for the second task (with optional drawing as
answer category) were the following: "Do a short portrait of Silas. You can either do
so in words or do a drawing of him." In the graphic novel adaptation Silas is depicted
as a vampire, whereas the sparse verbal information given in Chapter 4 of the young
adult novel does not necessarily lead the reader to this particular conclusion. Similar to
the description of the two objects in the first task, the students' answers confirm the
results in terms of correctness and the more frequent choice of the drawn answer category by groups B and C, whereas nearly 20 per cent of the students in group A did not
even attempt to provide any kind of solution. In contrast, only 6 per cent of group B
and none of the students in group C did not attempt to answer the question. The drawn
solutions of groups B and C are mostly accurate reproductions of the graphic novel.
The drawings of Silas done by members of group A were more heterogeneous in their
visualisation of his body, face and body language. The qualitative evaluation of these
drawings can also be seen as a confirmation of the criticism expressed by several students that the graphic novel put restrictions on the multimodal representation of the
story in their own mind. Some of the students in group A used the space for additional
comments to write about the discrepancy between Silas as they had imagined him and
the portrait in the double page excerpt of the graphic novel included in their questionnaire. Only one task involved mandatory drawing, giving the students the following
(slightly guided) instructions on how to complete the task: "Do some kind of visual
depiction representing the relationship between Silas and Bod. You do not have to do a
perfect drawing, you can also use very simple drawing techniques of (human) beings,
symbols, icons, arrows to get your meaning across." The results (Table 3) show that a
considerable number of the students in group A did not attempt to solve the task at all.
Groups B and C also clearly outperformed group A in providing a correct answer. This
holds true for approximately 80 per cent of the students in group B and more than 90
per cent of the students in group C. Moreover, students in group C were more successful at combining the two modes as they attained the highest score of correct answers
using both modes. In addition, students in groups A and B were more likely to give
answers in writing although they were explicitly asked for a visualisation. The high
success rate achieved by group C could on the one hand be interpreted as a tentative
indication that the introduction to multimodal reading might have helped the students
to make connections between information given in writing and drawing. On the other
hand, this might also be attributed to the fact that students in group C reported from
the outset a clear preference for reading multimodal text formats in their leisure time
reading.
The students' ability to reconstruct the overall plot structure was tested by means of an
enumeration task which asked the students to put twelve panels from the graphic novel
in the right chronological order (see Fig. 1). About 30 per cent of both group B and
group C were able to reproduce the correct order of the panels; with another 35 per
cent only inverting the sequence of two panels. In comparison, only 2 per cent of
group A were able to get the chronological order right, 4 per cent inverted two panels,
while the vast majority inverted three panels or more. For an interpretation of these
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results one has to bear in mind that the task was a mere reproductional effort for the
readers of the
graphic novel (groups B and C), whereas group A had to project their possibly not yet
thoroughly developed mental representation of the written text onto the given set of
panels, which requires far more intellectual effort than mere reproduction. The results
of the enumeration and the descriptive tasks offer a first indication that in an experimentally restricted reading setting such as the one applied in this research project, the
juvenile EFL-readers of the graphic novel are able to reproduce a stable mental representation of the plot and its central elements and characters in the immediate post-test.
%
A

B

C

Correct
Incorrect
Total
Correct
Incorrect
Total
Correct
Incorrect
Total

Written
solution
17,9
8,9
26,8
24,6
11,6
36,2
17,9
3,0
20,9

Drawn
solution
28,6
1,8
30,4
39,1
1,4
40,6
43,3
–
43,3

Both
modes
5,4
3,6
8,9
14,5
4,3
18,8
29,9
3,0
32,8

Total
51,8
14,3
66,1
78,3
17,4
95,7
91,0
6,0
97,0

Not completed
33,9

4,3

3,0

Table 3: Percentage of students' completion of task asking for a visual representation
of the relationship between Bod and Silas

4.

Conclusion

The students in group A were the only ones who were confronted with the print version and the multimodal adaptation and were therefore asked in addition whether they
would have preferred to read the graphic novel. It is noteworthy that 54 per cent preferred the original text to the graphic novel adaptation. This is consistent with rather
mixed responses towards multimodal text formats expressed by the students in year 10
and 11 in this study. It would be very interesting to reproduce this particular research
design with students in year 8 and 9 to see whether the results as well as the reading
preferences and responses might differ. Furthermore, teaching scenarios with entire
multimodal literary texts would have to integrate the particular students' preferences
for specific genres, as fantasy is popular with many but not with all teenage readers.
Nevertheless, as the better test performance of the students in group C indicates, there
appears to be an urgent need to develop instructional input and tasks for the EFL classroom with an express focus on fostering multimodal literary competence, which in
itself encompasses much more than the visual decoding of unknown vocabulary. As a
second step, such scenarios for teaching multimodal texts in the EFL classroom could
be tested and evaluated in a design-based research approach.5 The students' critical
5

Design-based reasearch is a relatively new exploratory research approach in the learning sciences in which (new) theories about learning or instruction such as the framework of multimodality are designed as learning scenarios, implemented at schools and researched concurrently
(see The Design-Based Research Collective 2003; Grünewald et al. 2014; Wilhelm and Hopf
2014).
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commentaries point in the direction that multimodal reader response(s) ought not be
primarily based on a predominantly multimodal canon for the EFL classroom. A "fully
fledged multimodal approach" when reading literary texts in school does not necessarily exclude the monomodal verbal literary genres. Instead, such an approach calls for
creative multimodal methods and tasks to integrate the students' individual responses
to the act of reading and to enable them to express their multimodal representation of
the text which might be interdependent with but not always equivalent to the original
mode(s) of the literary text.
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CLAUDIA DEETJEN (WÜRZBURG)
Teaching William Shakespeare's The Tempest
through Graphic Novels

In an article on teaching Shakespeare in the EFL classroom, Johann Jokl criticizes that
recent teaching materials often tend to ignore the more complex aspects of Shakespeare's plays, such as the artistry of the Bard's language, in favour of focusing instead
on connections to the students' own life world. Schoolbooks, Jokl laments, tend to cater to students' interests – some even offering comic strips (1991, 29). Arguably, Pascal Fischer points out, one can hardly think of a greater contrast: Shakespeare, on the
one hand, is considered the epitome of high culture. Comics and graphic novels, on the
other, stand for mass consumption and popular taste. While Jokl's observation on the
lack of interest in Shakespeare's aesthetic quality might perhaps bear some truth, his
attack against comics as a teaching aid misses the mark. For one thing, in the last few
decades, scholars have revised many of the established notions about high and low
culture. Today, comics are increasingly acknowledged as artistic products in their own
right that are well worthy of scholarly attention. Moreover, graphic novels may serve
as valuable teaching tools which may in turn serve a variety of ends. Using comic adaptations in the literature classroom can meet several educational demands:
[C]omic versions of Shakespeare's plays used in the classroom can contribute to reducing students' fear of contact and their inhibitions about engaging in interpretative work themselves.
The contemporary medium can serve as a bridge between the historical texts and the habits of
perceptions many young people share. […] [W]orking with comics in school lessons on Shakespeare serves aims in understanding the characteristics of dramatic texts and distinguishing features of different media. (Fischer 2013, 156)

In the following I discuss practical benefits of using graphic novel adaptations of
Shakespeare's romance The Tempest in the literature classroom. To begin, however:
why teach The Tempest at all? The romance is not part of the received school canon of
Shakespeare plays.1 Superficially, the play – which was first staged in 1611 – tells the
romantic story of a magician and his daughter, who live in exile on an uninhabited island, with the inevitable happy ending. More profoundly, The Tempest is a play about
power politics – about the usurpation and maintenance of power and political intrigue
– and, finally, about the English colonisation of the New World. In this, The Tempest
deals with issues that are topical today: it raises important questions regarding relationships of fathers and daughters, first love, the nature of legitimate political power,
colonial histories, the repression of minorities and possible strategies of resistance.
Topics such as racism and the construction of stereotypes can brilliantly be discussed
1

Many German state curricula require that students study one of Shakespeare's plays in the last
two years of secondary school (Gymnasium), when they are 16 to 18 years old. The NorthRhine Westphalian curriculum e.g. requires teachers to discuss one Shakespearean play in the
years 11 or 12 of the reformed Gymnasium (G8). Shakespeare is the only author who is explicitly mentioned in the curriculum (see Ministerium 2014, 43).
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in the classroom – all of these are issues which can be considered as universal in that
they transgress Shakespearean times and are still relevant today.
Comic adaptations of Shakespeare's The Tempest abound. Most are made for educational purposes providing glossaries or key questions for interpretation. The graphic
novels which will be addressed here are The Tempest: The Graphic Novel (2009), published in the 'Classical Comics' series and designed by Jon Haward (among others),
Richard Appignanesi and Paul Duffield's The Tempest (2007), published in the 'Manga
Shakespeare' series and a 'Campfire Classics' The Tempest (2012) illustrated by Indian
artists Amit Tayal and Manikandan. While the adaptation published by Classical Comics is an 'original text' version which contains the unabridged drama,2 the Manga adaptation and the Campfire Classics versions of the play are modernised and abridged.
The Manga adaptation of The Tempest e.g. is published with the express aim to
"breathe life into the classics" according to Emma Hayley, the series' editor (2010,
267). Making productive use of these comic adaptations, I argue in the following, may
not only provide an easier access to the difficult Shakespearean English, but also enrich literature classes in manifold ways.
1.

Teaching Literary Competences, Fostering Multiple Literacies:
Reading Comic Adaptations in the Literature Classroom

In today's digital world "the conventions of storytelling – and story retelling – are
changing daily" (Hutcheon 2013, xxi). As avid consumers and users of social networking sites, members of fan groups or videogame cultures, learners encounter stories not
only in print form but across multiple media. In light of these developments there are
many benefits to using graphic novel adaptations in the literature classroom. First of
all, adaptations may be used effectively to enhance students' literary competences in
engaging with Shakespeare's play. In fact, it may be argued that in many ways "studying literature via adaptations offers our students a better, more effective way to study
literature" (Cutchins 2010, 87). Secondly, the use of graphic novels has the added
benefit that it may foster students' multiple literacies, their ability to engage with
multi-modal text designs more generally. Hence by engaging graphic novel adaptations in our classrooms, students are provided with multiple literacy skills "that are not
only relevant but necessary to full participation in our contemporary cultural landscape" (Gould 2017, 640), including the ability to decode, produce and critically assess
texts in various modes of presentation.
Comic adaptations are multi-modal texts which involve both verbal and visual narration.3 As adaptations of Shakespeare's play, they are the products of a process of translation during which aspects of the storyworld of The Tempest are transposed across different media "from one sign system ([...] words) to another ([...] images)" (Hutcheon
2013, 16). They are the product of a complex process of "transcoding" or "recoding"
(ibid.) which involves the transposition of
2
3

Next to this, the Classical Comics series also offers 'plain text versions' with a modern translation and finally a quick text version, consisting of considerably shortened dialogues.
As "an extended comic book" (Adams 2008, 13) graphic novels share features which Scott
McCloud has identified as characteristic of comics: they can be defined as "juxtaposed pictorial
and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer" (1993, 9).
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narrative strategies from the written word into images, words, and sequence. They [comics]
need to deal with verbal ambiguity, the differences between descriptions in words and images,
the pacing and perspectives of narration when subject to panel divisions, and (sometimes) the
restricted length of the comic-book format. Comics employ images (rather than words) to represent the characters and settings, and they therefore often have to be more specific [...] about the
way an element looks in the storyworld[.] (Kukkonen 2013, 75)

Furthermore, adaptations of The Tempest may be defined as a "creative process" which
involves both a "(re-)interpretation" and then "(re-)creation" of the play (Hutcheon
2012, 8). In the transposition of the play's story, characters and themes, adapters make
choices "filtering" the story according to their "own sensibility, interests and talents"
(ibid., 18). Because of this, adaptations are often less a reproduction of the original in a
different medium but rather, according to Kukkonen, independent artistic products
which may place a story into a "new context" for a "new audience" and even be "a
challenge to the classic and our assumption about it" (2013, 81).
Many teachers use adaptations – especially film adaptations – for motivational purposes at the beginning of a lesson or teaching unit or as a reward at the end of a
lengthy (and often tiresome) engagement with a literary text. However, adaptations
may be put to much more productive use to achieve key learning objectives of the literature classroom. They may be used to foster key competences in the engagement
with literary texts. Literary competence, according to Carola Surkamp and Bärbel
Diehr, e.g. encompasses (a) motivational and attitudinal skills, such as e.g. the ability
to gain access to a literary text or retain a sustained interest in it, (b) aesthetic and cognitive skills, like e.g. the ability to understand the content of a text, to generate hypotheses regarding its meanings, to be able to identify and interpret formal features of
a text and features of different genres, the ability to contextualize a literary text, the
ability to critically evaluate a text; (c) linguistic and discursive skills in engaging with
literary texts finally e.g. encompass the ability to use appropriate reading strategies,
the ability to articulate the results of one's analyses and interpretations (see Diehr and
Surkamp 2015, 25).
Engaging with graphic novel adaptations when teaching Shakespeare's play may do
much to enhance students' reading motivation. Graphic novels, especially Manga comics, may serve as highly learner-oriented classroom material in that many students engage with this genre in their free time. Because of the visuals, which allow "stories to
become alive and truly attractive to an audience who has largely been 'spoilt' by television for most of their lives", learners may more easily find access to reading Shakespeare's play (Boschenhoff 2013, 124). Moreover, adaptations may be used to foster
aesthetic and cognitive competences. The visuals can serve as an aid to understanding
The Tempest's challenging language, which is rich in metaphors, on the level of content. Furthermore, because adaptations are the result of the adapter's choices regarding
the transposition of characters, setting and plot across different media, they inevitably
express very distinct interpretations of the source text. In this, "adaptation can function
like a scholarly essay, but with the advantage of being more accessible than most published scholarship; adaptations can effectively communicate to our students the scholarly ideas about texts we would like to introduce in our courses" (Gould 2017, 626).
Therefore, engaging with adaptations of The Tempest can prompt students to consider
how, for what purposes and to what effect the play was adapted in a particular way and
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– in the process – test and revise their own hypotheses about the play's characters, their
relationships as well as about the social and political message(s) of the play.4
Finally, engaging with adaptations may allow students to see medium-specific features
of the drama text and of the graphic novel more clearly. Engaging with the story of
The Tempest in the presentational mode of the graphic novel can be a "highly effective
tool for defamiliarizing" the text for students. Because they see "the-same-with-adifference" they may be prompted to think more carefully about issues of medium and
of genre, in particular about the performance dimension of drama (ibid., 631). In this,
graphic novels may serve as a useful tool to foster multiple literacies as "the ability to
create meaning with and from texts that operate not only in alphabetic form, but also in
some combination of visual, audio and spatial forms as well" (Jacobs 2013, 3).5 Exploring how this rich didactic potential that comic adaptations offer may be put to
practical use in the literature classroom when teaching Shakespeare's The Tempest will
be the purpose of the following discussion. In this context I suggest generally that
comic adaptations should not be the sole focus when teaching The Tempest but be
worked on in excerpts and used as "supplementary educational tool[s]" (Fischer 2013,
156). Moreover, care should be taken that the adaptations do not curb students' imagination when dealing with the play. Hence, I advise working on the play text first before proceeding with adaptations of it.
2.

Variations of Caliban: Teaching The Tempest through Graphic Novels

Throughout its stage history, Shakespeare's romance The Tempest has inspired contradictory readings. Its protagonist Prospero was long considered a wronged monarch, a
"noble and benevolent ruler who uses his magico-scientific knowledge for good ends"
(Yates 1991, 178). Betrayed by his brother Antonio, who usurped the Dukedom of
Milan, Prospero lives in exile on an island somewhere between Europe, Africa and
North America together with his daughter Miranda. When Antonio and his accomplice
Alonso, King of Naples, are on a return voyage from Tunis on the occasion of the marriage of the king's daughter, a tempest is raised and the ship sinks. The tempest is orchestrated by Prospero who does not aim for revenge, however, but for forgiveness
and harmony. In this reading, Prospero is considered, according to Yates, "a good magus [who] clears the world of his island from the evil magic of the witch [Sycorax]
[…] and punishes the wicked" usurpers of his dukedom (ibid., 176). Prospero's magic
4

5

When engaged in this fashion, comparison of adaptations and source text becomes an "analytical tool in the classroom." It is not a matter of forming a "qualitative value judgement" in the
sense of assessing the adaptation's fidelity to the original but of "explaining why the adapter has
made certain decisions in rendering the adaptation" (Gould 2017, 636).
Reading graphic novels involves knowledge of a distinct set of textual conventions which
should be focused on when dealing with adaptations in the classroom. According to Wolfgang
Hallet, 'reading' graphic novels occurs on several levels simultaneously: it involves narrative
skills in decoding verbal narration (e.g. character dialogue, narrator's discourse); skills in visual
literacy in decoding and interpreting the images contained in the individual panels (their formal
features as well as their function in the context of a larger narrative); understanding the panels
in their sequence and in their position as part of a larger page layout; finally, reading a graphic
novel involves multiliteracies skills in interrelating visual and verbal narrative modes in the
process of constructing the complete and comprehensive meaning of the graphic novel and of
understanding the text as part of a larger cultural context (see Hallet 2012, 5).
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is seen in contrast to the black magic of the witch Sycorax and to her son, Prospero's
servant-slave Caliban who, according to Frank Kermode is read as "ugly in body, associated with an evil natural magic, and unqualified for rule or nurture. He exists at the
simplest level of sensual pain and pleasure" (1991, 156).
More recently, by contrast, in the wake of postcolonial movements, The Tempest has
come to be read as a play about early English colonization. In this context, critical interest has shifted towards the character of Caliban and the colonial context of the
drama. In these postcolonial readings of the play, Prospero is the colonizer while Caliban's mother, the witch Sycorax, is considered the rightful sovereign of the island, a
right inherited by Caliban upon her death. As an emblem of oppressed natives, Caliban
stands for "countless victims of European imperialism and colonization" (Vaughan and
Mason Vaughan 1991, 145) who were like Caliban disinherited, exploited and subjugated. While Caliban here turns into the victim-hero, Prospero becomes the villain, the
colonial conqueror who craves power, treats the people he rules over as objects, as
inferiors and controls them through the magic of technology and written language. By
juxtaposing different adaptations of key passages of the play, students' attention may
be drawn to this multivocality of the text and the heterogeneous readings it has provoked. A focus on Act I, Scene 2 lends itself particularly well in this context. In the
first part of the scene, in which Prospero tells Miranda the tragic story of their arrival
on the island, Prospero presents himself as a wronged monarch and a caring father.
This self-image is questioned, however, in the course of the second half of the scene,
when both Ariel and Caliban demand their freedom and Prospero's sovereign claim to
the island is challenged. In their visual representations of this scene, the comic adaptations differ conspicuously in their presentation of the outward appearance and nature
of Caliban and, by comparison, of Prospero as well as in the depiction of their relationship. Engaging with these differences and exploring the underlying interpretations
of the characters may serve as a productive tool in fostering a close reading of the play
text and in initiating controversial discussion about the potential meanings of these
characters and the political outlook of the play as a whole.
In the drama text itself, Caliban is an ambiguous character: he is a man-monster, the
offspring of a witch and of the devil. Prospero repeatedly calls Caliban a slave – a
"poisonous slave, got by the devil himself" (I.ii, 319), Miranda refers to him as the
"abhorred slave" (I.ii, 350). Whereas The Tempest gives precise information about
Caliban's status as a slave, it is ambiguous about his outward appearance. Though
Caliban is described as having a human form, Prospero and others identify him with
animal features. He is, Prospero insists, "as disproportioned in his manners / As in his
shape" (V.i, 290-291). Trinculo initially calls Caliban a "fish" based on his smell (II.ii,
24). Prospero, moreover, refers to Caliban as "earth" (I.ii, 314), "freckled-whelp, hagborn" (I.ii, 283) and a "tortoise" (I.ii 316). In any event, "monster" (II.ii, 63) appears in
the text a number of times, usually with a pejorative adjective "scurvy" (II.ii,
149),"howling", "drunken" (II.ii, 174), "puppy-headed" (II.ii, 148) and "ignorant"
(III.ii, 24). Caliban is described not only as debased in form, but also in culture and in
his sense of morality. All attempts of Prospero to educate Caliban fail. Charged by
Prospero that he tried to rape Miranda, Caliban admits to the deed. However, it is also
possible to read Caliban's role in The Tempest in a radically different way. "This island's mine by Sycorax my mother, / Which thou tak'st from me," Caliban laments
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early in the play (I.ii, 331-332). In this reading, Caliban is the wronged victim, denied
his inherited right of possession by Prospero.
Following Prospero's labelling of Caliban as "tortoise" (I.ii, 317), the Classical Comics
adaptation depicts Caliban as a tortoise with scaly arms, claws and glowing red eyes.
In this visual rendition Caliban appears merely monstrous and menacing. He is shown
as a cannibal feasting on turtles and hence on his own kin. In the Classical Comics adaptation, the scene where Caliban articulates his claim to the island is reduced to one
panel (Fig. 1). Caliban is presented as a featureless black shape, his accusation is rendered comparatively unimportant by virtue of the size and of the positioning of the
panel at the bottom of the page. The densely filled speech bubble fails to give his
words any significance. By contrast, Prospero's magic staff is visually highlighted in
this scene, glowing bright – as the instrument of his magic art and also as symbol of
dominance, a dominance which is violently exerted by hitting Caliban.

Fig. 1: Panel from McDonald and Haward et al. 2009, 35

By contrast, in typical manga fashion, the Manga Tempest 's images are held in black
and white. In the Manga version, Caliban is presented, following Prospero's calling
Caliban "puppy-headed" (II.ii, 148) – as an apelike or canine whelp. Caliban's expression of his claim to the island, which is granted the space of one panel in the Classical
comics version, takes up an entire page in the Manga adaptation. Close-ups of Caliban's face in macro-panels as well as of his mouth and eyes in micro-shots present
Caliban as a complex character with emotions that readers may identify with. In fact, it
is in particular the visuals here – rather than the text – which allow readers to explore
Caliban's inner life, his rage and his indignation at being wronged by Prospero. In contrast to the Classical Comics version, the Manga Caliban is not a menacing monster
but rather an angry victim of Prospero's usurpation of the island. While the Manga ad-
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aptation offers a more sympathetic version of Caliban, however, he is still animalized
and not presented as human.6

Fig. 2: Panel from Appignanesi and Duffield 2007, 56

In stark contrast, the Campfire Classics adaptation illustrated by Amit Tayal and Manikandan does not present Caliban as having animal features but as a strongly-built man.
Features which stand out here are his age and his state of bodily decay. Dressed in a
loincloth, Caliban is unkempt and balding, missing several teeth. Pushed to the ground
by Prospero, who is well-dressed and superior by virtue of his magic, though inferior
in physical strength, Caliban articulates his claim to the island as a form of defence in
a situation of defeat.
6

In their presentations of Caliban as either a tortoise or as a canine figure, the graphic novels
stand in a long tradition of visual representations of The Tempest. In this, they constitute not
only adaptations of Shakespeare's text but also of a visual history of representing the play (see
Hammerschmidt-Hummel 2003 for an extensive overview of the history of illustrations of
Shakespeare's plays).
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Fig. 3: Panel from Tayal and Manikandan 2012, 25

When working with these excerpts from the graphic novels in the classroom, students
should start by reading the bare text and then be given the opportunity to voice their
own ideas. How could this passage be staged in terms of setting? Where would the
characters stand in this scene? What could Caliban or Prospero perhaps look like in
terms of outward appearance? What would their facial expressions and postures be?
Why? With what emotions would they speak their parts? Only in a second step should
students then be asked to engage with visual representations of the characters and be
asked to explore the interpretations inherent in the artists' respective choices. In this
context key questions might include:
1. Why are those points of continuity or divergence significant? 2 What do they reveal about
how the originary text works to produce its effects and meanings? 3. What do they reveal about
how the adaptation works to produce its effects and meanings? 4. Are those points at which the
adaptation appears to diverge from its source texts really points of difference, or are there ways
of reading those elements as consistent with a certain reading of the source text? (Gould 2017,
636)

Juxtaposing these different visual representations of the play's characters and comparing them to their own hypotheses regarding Caliban and Prospero and their relation-
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ship, students are encouraged to discuss the significance of whether the play accords
Caliban the status of a human being and how this might be connected with colonial
discourses. Beyond this, students should be prompted to reflect on the formal features
of the visuals of the graphic novels to foster multiple literacies. Focus might here be
placed on the effects e.g. of panel sizes and Manga visual aesthetics, on the symbolism
connected with colours, social hierarchies expressed by garments etc. This effect may
also be achieved by having them produce their own comic adaptations of the play
which reflect their analyses of the text. Such "remediation activities offer 'learning by
doing' opportunities for students to explore different ways of communicating their
ideas" (ibid., 637). In this context a range of production-oriented methods may be
used, like balloon-filling exercises, the online creation of cartoon panels or jumbled
panel exercises (see Thaler 2007, 138-142).7 Moreover, engaging with the graphic
element of the comics adaptations draws students' attention to genre-specific features
of drama, especially its potential to be performed on stage. In this context, the differences between the comic book and the stage might be focused on. Differences between
graphic novels and the stage that students will be quick to point out are e.g. that in a
theatre the acoustic channel can be used as an additional channel for providing information to the audience.
Finally, while a contrasting engagement with visual representations of Caliban and
Prospero allows for exploring interpretations of the play's characters, the graphic adaptations also allow for engaging with the play's past context of English colonisation and
with contemporary historical parallels. While the Classical comics adaptation stresses
fidelity to the original, the play is set in the period the drama takes place (1600s), plot,
characters and text are kept, in the Manga adaptation of The Tempest, the play's setting
is modernized. At an indefinite time in the future, the play is set after a global energy
crisis. A map at the beginning of the graphic novel shows barren oil fields and a
closed-down factory. Through this modernisation, the play opens up a comparison between past and present forms of exploitation, which may open up fruitful discussions
on contemporary forms of neo-colonisation.
3.

Conclusion

Graphic adaptations of Shakespeare's The Tempest can be used effectively to serve a
variety of didactic ends in the EFL classroom. In their visual make-up and in the connections they open up to students' contemporary life-worlds, comic adaptations facilitate access to Shakespeare and offer possibilities for all kinds of learners: "they enable
the struggling reader, motivate the reluctant one, and challenge the higher-level
learner" (McTaggart 2008, 32). Most importantly perhaps, comic adaptations have the
"power" to "change the literature classrooms" (Cutchins 2010, 87). They may serve as
an important tool in making literature classes a realm of open and controversial dialogue about the worlds which are presented in literary texts. Laurenz Volkmann deems
this to be perhaps the most important function of literature in the classroom (2004,
100). Because they offer abstract interpretations of The Tempest in an easily accessible
form, inter-media comparisons between adaptations and source texts may facilitate a
process in which learners become aware of their own positions on the play and become
7

For a general overview of methods which might be used when teaching comics in the classroom
see Pointner 2013; Cary 2004.
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skilled at comparing these to other – perhaps even diverging – readings of the text.
Teaching them to engage with adaptations critically, prompting them to discuss the
relationship between source text and adaptation trains "our students to read actively,
intertextually, and comparatively" and turns "them into critical, questioning readers,
rather than passive consumers of text" (Gould 2017, 628). What's more, teaching students to analyze and create comic adaptations in the classroom better prepare them to
competently navigate today's multi-medial cultural landscape, equipping them with the
multiliteracies skills which are necessary in this context. Through production-oriented
adaptation exercises they may come to understand the nature of the texts they are
studying in the classroom more clearly.
Hence, it can be said that the many objections which have been raised against the use
of comics in the classroom, the claim that comics cater to students' unwillingness to
read and are hence an arbiter of cultural decay are in fact unwarranted. The use of
graphic novels in the classroom does not detract students' attention from the literary
quality of Shakespeare's original text. On the contrary: in the comic format, the plays
are presented in a medium students understand. When used in the classroom, "Shakespeare does not appear an inaccessible enigma, but as something that is open to their
experiences and to their active involvement" (Fischer 2013, 177).
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CHRISTIAN LUDWIG (KARLSRUHE)
Joe Sacco's Comics Journalism in the English Classroom:
Kushinagar

In July 2017, Ram Nath Kovind became the fourteenth president of India. Although
the president holds no real power in India's political system, the fact that a presidential
candidate comes from the lowest tier of Indian society is all the more notable as in this
instance both final candidates were members of the castes of the dalits, the untouchables. Kovind is not the first dalit to become president.1 However, it is a novelty that
the upper-caste dominated Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has nominated an untouchable
for the post. India's ancient system of discrimination has been officially abolished and
untouchability been declared unconstitutional. However, although it is increasingly
losing its virility in megacities like Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata, it still largely prevails
in more traditional circles and rural areas. This contribution sets out to take a closer
look at India's lowest caste through the eyes of the comic artist and journalist Joe
Sacco. Thus, this chapter intends to contribute to the discussion around comics in the
English language classroom by arguing that dealing with comics journalism in general
and Sacco's body of work in particular can raise students' critical literacy, which is
considered a vital competence in the twenty-first century.
The chapter is divided into three major sections: in the first part, I attempt to briefly
recapitulate the history of comics journalism, focusing particularly on the work of the
Maltese-American cartoonist and (comic) journalist Joe Sacco, who was awarded both
the American Book Award and the Eisner Award in 2001. In the following section, I
discuss selected panels from Sacco's neglected piece of comics journalism: Kushinagar. The comic, which was also published online,2 is particularly interesting, not only
due to its rare insights into India's still surviving social stratification but even more so
because it represents one of Sacco's rare works in which he steps away from war and
armed conflict to report on a country that he has not covered before. The penultimate
section then moves on to the concept of critical literacy which encourages students to
adopt critical and reflective perspectives on texts in order to better understand underlying power structures that promote inequality and injustice. The chapter concludes with
some suggestions for approaching the topic at hand in the classroom, exploring the
potential of comics for the English classroom as a foreign language classroom, particularly focusing on how comics journalism in general and Sacco's Kushinagar in particular can help to develop critical literacy in today's students.
As Daniel Worden points out in the first edited volume fully dedicated to the work of
Joe Sacco, The Comics of Joe Sacco: Journalism in a Visual World:

1
2

The second candidate was Meira Kumar, an Indian politician and daughter of the former dalit
leader Jagjivan Ram.
The comic is available here: <http://www.vqronline.org/vqr-gallery/kushinagar.>
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A pioneer of comics journalism, Sacco has made it clear that comics have a representative force
that can counter the amnesiac present tense of our media environment, and his work stands as a
testament to cartooning's power to depict layers of experience, history, feeling, and action on a
single page, in a single panel. (2015, 3)

In his relatively unknown short comic piece Kushinagar (2013), Sacco has shifted his
focus from the war and conflict areas in the world to the everyday struggles with rural
poverty of the Indian dalits in Kushinagar, a district in the northern Indian state of
Uttar Pradesh. Nevertheless, the narrative seamlessly integrates itself into Sacco's already existing body of work as it takes readers on a journey to what Hodapp refers to
as "locations that are disregarded" (2015, 319-330). In a similar vein, Knowles (2015,
86) posits that Joe Sacco has spent "two decades immersed in the practical realities of
postcolonial, marginalising, 'other-ing' and politically oppressive situations", often also
covering the life of the so-called ordinary people such as of the Palestinians under Israeli occupation (Palestine, 1997), the Maltese under the massive movement of refugees (The Unwanted, 2013), or, as discussed in the present chapter, the dalits "who are
hanging onto the planet by their fingernails" (Sacco 2013, 160). While Hodapp's postcolonial reading of Sacco's comics cannot be rehearsed here in the detail that it deserves, it is important to bear in mind his observation that Sacco's way of "illustrating
and voicing the global subaltern […] troubles readers by confronting them with representations of subjects against which they have constructed institutional barriers" (Hodapp 2015, 319).
1.

Joe Sacco's Comics Journalism

Although pictorial representations have historically been part of newspaper articles
before the proliferation of photography (see, for instance, the drawn graphic in the Illustrated London News, 1842, and Harper's Magazine, around 1825), comics journalism is a much more recent development and Joe Sacco frequently considered one of
the first journalist and comic artists to publish his reportages in the framework of comics, also having brought the medium of comics in the context of journalism into the
spotlight of public and academic attention.3 According to Worcester, contemporary
graphic or comics journalism can cover a wide range of topics and can be defined as
informative, nonfictional, and, hopefully, observant, but it does not have to be concerned with
current events; reconstructions of past events, particularly those that recover new or previously
underreported details, can also be considered comics journalism. (2016, 141)

Today, there is wide range of genuine comics journalists, such as Joe Sacco, but also
established mainstream comic artists who "have also tried their hands at journalistic
comics" (ibid.), including Jessica Abel or Art Spiegelman. Thus, there is an almost
endless number of pieces of comics journalism. Even to enumerate all of Sacco's
graphic stories in their entirety would go far beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it
to say that his numerous combinations of investigative journalism and the comic form
have resulted in an extensive body of work. To mention but a few, his seminal graphic
novel Palestine (1993-1995) about his experiences in the Gaza strip and the West
Bank in the years 1991 and 1992, Safe Area Goražde: The War in Eastern Bosnia
1992-1995 (2000), The Fixer: A Story from Sarajevo (2003), and his 2009 graphic
novel Footnotes in Gaza have gained worldwide attention. However, Sacco's work has
3

For a more detailed account of Sacco's life and work readers are referred to Worden 2015, 4-6.
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also frequently been the object of criticism, especially for his very subjective style of
journalistic reportage, for example for playing down the violence of Palestinians
against Israelis. On the concept of objectivity in journalism, Isabel Macdonald notes:
In the context of journalism, the concept of objectivity refers to the strict rules around 'factuality', 'detachment', and 'balance', first institutionalized in the North American Press in the twentieth century. This "'doctrine' of objectivity", as Stephen A. Ward calls it, mandates that journalists be neutral and detached. The only allowable opinion is that attributed to an authoritative
source or one who "can speak for a group or institution". Journalists, on the other hand, are to
refrain from inserting their own interpretations, values, or opinions into news reporting. "Objective reporters are also expected to balance their stories by seeking out both sides of any controversial issue." (2015, 60)

However, as Worden points out, rejecting Sacco's comics as subjective and therefore
less journalistic fails to do justice to his project as Sacco "should be read not just as a
figure in alternative comics, but also as a figure in journalism, and especially literary
reportage or the New Journalism" (Worden 2015, 4). His work is "both comics and
journalism, art and information, autobiography and history" (ibid.). Sacco himself defies journalism's claim to objectivity by drawing himself into his own comics (see
Figs. 2 and 3). As Sacco argues:
Since it is difficult (though not impossible) to draw myself out of a story, I usually don't try. The
effect, journalistically speaking, is liberating. […] By admitting that I am present at the scene, I
mean to signal the reader that journalism is a process with seams and imperfections practiced by
a human being – it is not a cold science carried out behind Plexiglas by a robot. (2012: XIII)

In addition to this, in the preface to his collection of shorter journalistic pieces, Sacco
(2012: XIII) states: "Since I am a 'character' in my own work, I give myself journalistic permission to show my interaction with those I meet". Sacco's depiction of himself stands in stark contrast to the drawing of the other characters in his stories. His
characters are usually anything than generic people (see Figs. 2 and 3), as he gives
everyone a unique expression. In an interview with Mother Jones in 2005, Sacco was
asked about the non-representational way of drawing himself into his comics:
MJ: You're usually the most cartoony character in your stories – your glasses are blank, your facial features exaggerated, your limbs rubbery. Why depict yourself like that?
JS: When I started Palestine it was a bit rubbery and cartoony at the beginning, because that's
the only way I knew how to draw. It became clear to me that I had to push it toward a more representational way of drawing. I tried to draw people more realistically, but the figure I neglected
to update was myself. (2005, n. pag.)

There is no doubt that Sacco's opaque, hidden eyes are one of the most striking elements in his works. However, Sacco is not the only comic artist to make use of this
strategy to disguise their identity and thus increase viewer identification (see Ludwig
2013, 213-248 for the case of Adrian Tomine) and emphasise the special role comic
artists can play in the narrative.
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Fig. 1: Sacco 2013, 163
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Selected Readings

In what follows, I will discuss selected frames from Sacco's 2013 short piece Kushinagar. This particular story has been chosen mainly for the reason of suitability for the
upper secondary English classroom as it moves away from the world's major crises
and war regions, notably Iraq and the Gaza Strip, to the rural areas of the former British colony India, where English still has the status of an Associate Language next to
the official language Hindi and the 18 'National Languages' (see Pattanayak 1990).
Dealing with India in the EFL classroom can enhance students' general knowledge
about Indian cultures, traditions and heritage. When it comes to language, it can provide useful insights into the use of English as a global language in a multilingual country. Furthermore, looking at India as a "nation of contradictions" (Lindner 2010, 59)
can be particularly interesting and productive if students are encouraged to look beneath the surface of the new world's nuclear superpower's growing IT industry and
Bollywood (ibid.). Especially due to India's many conflicts and power imbalances in
areas of public and private life, Sacco's Kushinagar allows students to approach sensitive topics like gender, race, religion and social stratification in contemporary Indian
society with the appropriate care. Moreover, the multiplicity of voices in Sacco's work,
including the insertion of his own voice, provides students with the opportunity to gain
new insights into the lives of those who are too weak to speak for themselves. From a
purely practical perspective, the comic's availability online makes it easily accessible
in- and outside the classroom.
Kushinagar was a contract work on behalf of a French magazine to draw a long-form
feature on rural poverty. As Sacco reports:
The extraordinarily successful French magazine XXI is the publishing industry's greatest champion of comics reportage. It has regularly sent cartoonists out into the world and given them a
good deal of magazine space. Editor Patrick de Saint-Exupery, a seasoned journalist himself,
was open to any idea I had and supportive at every step of the way. The author Pankaj Mishra
passed me along to Indian journalist Piyush Srivastava, who suggested I visit Kushinagar and
who graciously agreed to be my guide. We met in Lucknow, where he is based, and drove for a
day to reach the district, where many of the dalits – "untouchables" – are experiencing not just
abject poverty but real hunger. (2013, 190)

Sacco's journalistic investigations are constantly interrupted by what he refers to as the
"Big People" (Sacco 2013, 162), a euphemism Sacco employs to refer to those "who
call the shots in the village" (ibid.). He speculates that the Big People's ulterior motif
for chasing the group of journalists out of the hamlet is not to conceal the "shameful
poverty" (ibid.) but rather to keep hidden the increasing business opportunities poverty
in India's poor and rural areas offers. The page depicted in Fig. 1 shows Sacco and his
guide, the local journalist Piyush, being chased out of the village, an experience which
Sacco describes as follows:
After three visits to the same hamlet, Piyush and I were essentially chased out of the area by
higher caste individuals who did not like us snooping around. We decided to visit other villages,
but briefly, for no more than a couple hours each, to avoid the same result. (2013, 190)

The first two panels on the page at hand (Fig. 1) show the moment Sacco and his comrade are forced to leave the village by members of higher castes. The suspicion he is
confronted with during his visits to the hamlet is a recurrent theme in the comic.
'Green Shirt', a member of the "Other Backward Classes, an officially designated
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group of castes who are generally disadvantaged but who consider themselves the
human superiors of the Dalits" (ibid., 161) is one of them. Although the two panels are
shown in chronological order, all three captions transcend the panel borders, linking
the panels at the level of content and structure, and thus emphasising that Sacco's and
Piyush's departure was not voluntary but rather a direct result of the threatening atmosphere which emerged through their journalistic endeavours.
As already mentioned, Sacco frequently draws himself into his own comics in a way
which clearly sets him off from the other characters in the panel. Taking an "anything
that can be drawn accurately should be drawn accurately" (Sacco 2012, XII) approach,
the surrounding characters are drawn with much more detail and thus guiding the
reader's attention rather to the local community than to Sacco himself. Furthermore,
the technique of assemblage showcases how Sacco "assembles elements deliberately
and places them with intent on a page. […] It is this choosing that makes cartooning an
inherently subjective medium" (ibid., XI-XII). However, the page broaches yet another
issue which should not go unmentioned here: the representation of identities in graphic
narratives (see also Fig. 2). Sacco can clearly be identified by his rubbery limbs and
clothes but, more importantly, by his skin colour, which sets him apart from the rest of
the group.
The major part of the page, however, is dedicated to the depiction of the living conditions of the dalits, who, similar to the majority of India's population, live beneath the
poverty line. The village consists of stone houses with straw roofs which are shown (in
a spare panel) to be devoid of any furniture and full of mice running around. The unpaved square in front of the house is full of people, most of them barefoot and dressed
in traditional clothes. Sacco's detailed drawing of the characters' faces allows us to
look into their empty gazes, especially of the children. The two inserted maps (Fig. 2)
allow the reader to specifically locate the Kushinagar district, where "people have next
to nothing or nothing" (Sacco 2013, 163). The last aspect I would like to refer to here
is the strict separation of the castes or, in other words, the social stratification and
power structures in the community depicted on the page. The higher caste members
and former dalits who have pulled themselves out of poverty are not only clearly recognisable by their clothes and by their postures which express self-awareness, but they
are also spatially located above the dalit community. Thus, the page itself mirrors India's rigid hierarchical system. The caption "DALIT PRIDE", in composition with the
lower half of the page, on the one hand accentuates the dalits' will to survive and, on
the other, almost holds the living conditions of the dalits up to ridicule.
The second panel I want to discuss here before moving on to the concept of critical
literacy depicts Sacco in the moment of interviewing members of the community. The
panel in question represents a zoom of the very first panel of the story, depicting Sacco
during one of his meetings with the Musahar, members of the lowest sub-caste of the
dalit. It shows Sacco in a hut together with the local journalist and the two interviewees. The panel design makes the cramped space as well as the atmosphere in the
hut almost tangible.
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Fig. 2: Sacco 2013, 161

Sacco interrupts the interview, indicated by the fact that he has stopped making notes,
because of the teenagers who have gathered in front of the hut. Once again the strength
of the comic in representing identities becomes obvious (see Pointner 2013, 27-68).
The panel juxtaposes the different identities in the 'community', in this particular panel
focusing on their sex, age and social status. The three women epitomise the harsh living conditions of the dalit (women), characterised by social deprivation, resulting in
utter poverty and hunger. This is, for example, expressed through their missing teeth
caused by malnutrition and lacking access to medical care. Furthermore, their thin
arms, wrinkled faces, thin bloodless lips and straggly hair additionally hint at the fact
that they remain perpetual victims. Furthermore, they are dressed in traditional saris,
emphasising the adherence to more traditional ways of life outside the bigger cities. In
contrast to the women, the teenagers' appearance illustrates very clearly that they have
not (yet) been worn down by life (and probably never will). We know from Sacco's
comment in the caption, that their healthy look is not primarily a result of their
younger age but the better living conditions due to their higher caste and social standing. Their superiority in status through both their sex and birthright is once again accentuated spatially through their position above the kneeling women. However, what
both social groups share is their interest in the interview, although most likely for different reasons.
Most of Joe Sacco's comics are in black and white, even though using colours could
have added particular emphasis, especially to the depiction of the cruelties of war.
However, Sacco has deliberately opted for black and white as he pointed out in an interview with Rico Gagliano in 2013:
RG: The panorama is in black and white. You have done a lot of work in black and white, but
this is the sort of thing that could have obviously had a lot of impact from, for instance, a lot of
red. What was your thinking in keeping it to the black and white palate?
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JS: Well, black and white is what I kind of know. Frankly I'm glad I didn't have to use red, because, you know, it's not pleasant to draw the bodies, and I think the color would have made it
that much harder to depict. (2013, n. pag.)

Sacco's reasons for using black and white appear to be of mostly practical nature.
However, the use of colour in the examples at hand shows how he manages to play
with shades of grey and black. While it would probably be too generalising to say that
the black and white adds to the grimness of the hamlet, it does not seem too farfetched to argue that Sacco uses lighter shades of grey or even white to emphasise the
privileged status of the prince (Fig. 4) or to accentuate his own discomfort during the
interview situation shown in Fig. 3. The two panels discussed here illustrate the power
of the comic medium when it comes to giving a poignant insight into people's lives.
Sacco's chronic of the life of the untouchables in the Kushinagar district, where birthbased discrimination still tends to be the rule rather than the exception, expresses how
he transcends traditional journalism by giving "the full objective description" (Wolfe
1973, 21), for example by stating facts, figures, and inserting maps, "plus something
that readers had always had to go to novels and short stories for: namely, the subjective or emotional life of the characters" (ibid.). This subjectivity is also expressed in
Sacco's refined drawing style, whose crosshatched realism, a visual style that "captures
realistic detail, yet also makes those details present through an inherently subjective,
workmanlike series of pen strokes" (Macdonald 2015, 60). The way in which Sacco
plays with subjectivity and objectivity to show the "unsanitized, unglamorous violence
of real-life" (Maher 2012, 134) makes it highly suitable for the foreign language classroom, especially when it comes to developing students' critical literacy.
3.

Developing Students' Critical Literacy through Reading Sacco's Comic
Kushinagar

Two of the challenges frequently encountered when dealing with the medium of comics
are the problem of defining comics as an art form as well as the still marginal and often
challenged status of comics in the context of institutionalised foreign language learning.
For the purpose of this chapter, I refer to Will Eisner's seminal understanding of comics
as sequential art, i.e.: "the arrangement of pictures or images and words to narrate a
story or dramatise an idea" (1985, 5). It is more complicated to assess the role of comics
in the EFL classroom than to define the medium. Despite the fact that pictures have always played a vital role in foreign language learning (see Rüschoff 2013, 5-26), comics
are still in their infancy of being accepted as an effective addendum to traditional literary
texts and media employed in classrooms, for example to develop students' visual literacy
(see Frey and Fisher 2008) and/or multimodal competence (see Eisenmann and Meyer
2018). While there is a large number of comics (and graphic novels) covering a wide
range of topics available, both the benefits of the medium (see Deane and Rumlich
2013, 183-204 for a more detailed discussion) as well as the question of how to use
comics in the classroom require further research. What appears clear, however, is that
working with comics in the classroom should always focus on both the specific narrative
techniques which comics apply and the content of the text in question. What Lavin posits for the graphic novel seems also to be true for reading comics, i.e. that it requires
"more complex cognitive skills than the reading of text alone" (Simmons 2003, 12), especially as reading comics requires us not only to decode combinations between the
words and the illustrations, but also "identify events between the visual sequences"
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(ibid.). In the following, I suggest a critical literacy approach to reading Joe Sacco's
comics in the EFL classroom.4 This endeavour seems to be particularly fruitful because
of the journalist's ability to depict his characters in a non-stereotypical way, giving each
and every individual the attention he or she deserves (see Gadassik and Henstra 2012,
243-260). Thus, his panels create a certain degree of "objective intimacy", emphasising
the fact that reality can never be represented in an objective way.
Critical literacy stems from critical pedagogy which aims at empowering students "to
raise their voices in a bid to change inequality and discrimination rather than reproducing the status quo" (Grimm, Meyer and Volkmann 2015, 74). According to the critical literacy approach, students should be encouraged to actively discover and examine
multiple perspectives in a text through a wide range of both classroom materials and
texts from popular culture and non-traditional classroom texts (see Eisenmann and
Ludwig 2018, forthcoming). Simpson posits that a critical literacy focus can lead to a
deeper engagement with the text, as it encourages students to recognise that no text is a
mimetic image of reality and inspires them to create their own, (better) alternatives of
reality (see 1996, 118-127). Two factors make Sacco's journalistic endeavours a particularly suitable resource for the critical literacy classroom: first, the intricate relationship
between subjectivity and objectivity in Sacco's texts and second, his works' aim of challenging Western media representations of 'other parts of the world'. The ensuing panels
(see Figs. 3 and 4) shall serve as a segment example of how Kushinagar can be employed in the classroom. While a straight through or segment approach is desirable,
other approaches, such as the appetiser or topic approach (see Thaler 2017, 265), are
also possible.
The first panel described in Fig. 3 illustrates one of the women's reports on her living
conditions, particularly focusing on the persistent food shortage in the hamlet. Due to
the low salaries, the fact that employment field labour can only be found in certain seasons and the increasing mechanisation of menial work, the living conditions of the dalit
are becoming increasingly precarious. The panel combines Sacco's commentary in the
caption with two direct statements by her husband and son against the background of a
visual representation of the community members looking for food in rat holes, a labour
which is done by women, men and children equally. The hunched-over body postures of
the women and the child give us a sense of the extreme hardship of this almost yearround work. The second panel shown in Fig. 4, the initial panel of The Sons of Vishnu, a
reference to one of the principle Hindu deities and thus the raja's God-given high status,
alludes to the fact that India remains a country of opposites where rich and poor are
"close neighbours". While in the foreground we see some dalit women beating the seed
out of mustard plants, in the background of the panel we observe the former rajas of
Kurwa Dilipnagar sitting in the shade in front of their family's former palace, which the
descendants of the dynasty intend to rebuild in order to restore the former grandeur of
the family. Although the princely states were abolished after India's independence and
the rajas have been stripped of their titles and privileges by former prime minister Indira
Gandhi, the subcontinent's first and only female prime minister, the panel illustrates
how deeply the old system is still engrained in Indian society.
4

There are also other comics by Joe Sacco which are suitable for the classroom. Readers are, for
example, referred to Claudia Deetjen's 2018 article on Joe Sacco's comics journalism piece The
Unwanted, which provides a useful addition to other pieces of refugee literature.
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Fig. 3: Sacco 2013, 170

Fig. 4: Sacco 2013, 180

Drawing on the connections between reflective teaching and critical literacy, Minott
argues that in order to develop students' critical literacy, they should be given the opportunity to engage with a text from multiple perspectives which ultimately leads them
to questioning their own views and perspectives – which, in turn, can change their
immediate environment (see 2011, 73-85). In addition to the aspects discussed in this
chapter, at a content level, among others, the following aspects of social inequality are
thematised in the comic and can be subjected to deeper analysis:
-

India's social structure
limited social and economic mobility
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illiteracy
sex and gender (in)equality
corruption
government social programmes

Taking this list as a starting point, I suggest the following activities either for the entire
comic or selected panels. The following sequence focuses on the two panels previously discussed in this section but can be adapted into a whole comic approach.
Pre-Activity: Activating Prior Knowledge
The aim of this pre-phase is to raise students' awareness of the topic of India, clarify important vocabulary and to give them some background information on the history and
current situation in India. The question "What do you know about India?" can serve as
an introduction to the topic. Here, a sheet of paper could be passed around and the students could be asked to write down everything that comes to their minds when they
think of India. Afterwards, their ideas can be read aloud and grouped on the blackboard.
Alternatively, students can be placed in smaller groups and asked to collect their ideas in
form of a mind-map either on paper on using an online mind-mapping tool. In order to
make the comic more accessible to students, India's traditional caste system, and the
privileges and discrimination that continue to persist in India, should be introduced before reading the comic. Here, the Ted-Ed video "The Indian Caste System – An Introduction" can serve as a lead into the topic.5 Working in pairs, the students can read the
information on the BBC website,6 taking notes on the most important information, e.g.
the occupations, rights and restrictions for each caste, and comparing their results with
the class. After that, students should be introduced either to the whole comic or selected
panels.7 The second area which should be introduced before confronting students with
the comic is comics journalism. The video by Dan Archer provides a comprehensive
overview of the past, present and possible future of the genre.8 Because the video is not
very long, it can be watched and discussed in class.
Working with the Comic
Step 1: Individual Readings
- Read the two panels. Pay particular attention to the dialogues, gestures, facial
expressions, and all other details of the environment. After having looked at the
panels, use the following guiding questions to analyse the images in more detail:
- To what extent do Sacco's representations of Indian society match your own mental images of the country and what you have learned about the country so far?
- How are the different shades of black and white distributed in the panels and
what are their functions?
- How do the commentaries in the captions and the direct "interview answers" influence your perception of the situations shown in the panels?

5
6
7
8

The video is available online: <https://ed.ted.com/on/a2TmjsCk#watch>.
<http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-35650616>.
The following activities focus on the panels previously discussed in this section.
<http://www.archcomix.com/comics-journalism/>.
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- What does the placing of the day labourers in the foreground of the panel tell
you about the artist's position on this topic?
- Put yourself in the position of the two social groups depicted in the panels and
look at the situation (Fig. 3) and scenes (Fig. 4) from their perspectives. What
do they probably think? How would you feel if you were in their position?

Step 2: Group Discussions
Students should be placed in small groups, giving them the opportunity, on the one
hand, to think aloud while reading the panel, but also enabling them to exchange their
ideas and thoughts and to open a small-group discussion based on their understandings
of the multiple viewpoints depicted in the panel. Here, the following task could be set:
-

In your groups, exchange your ideas and discuss your impressions of the panels.

After having exchanged their ideas, students are given various panels which show Joe
Sacco. Ask the students to analyse Sacco's self-representations and how he distances himself from the other characters in the panels. Aspects to include are to what extent he resembles real life, the role of the opaque glasses and the frequent use of side perspectives.
In their article, Gadassik and Henstra (2012, 248) reported on the following ideas that
came up during one of their students' in-class discussions on Sacco's reflexivity:
All agreed that Sacco's opaque glasses set Joe apart from the book's other characters and, frame
by frame, remind readers of his privileged position in the story. But a sharp division emerged in
students' interpretations of what, exactly, this position entailed. Some associated the opaque
glasses metaphorically with the blindfold typically worn by Justice in courthouse statuary, and
therefore perceived in Sacco's depiction of them a claim to objectivity, or at least neutrality.
Others believed that, as a visitor, Joe is not involved or invested in the scenes as the "native"
characters, and so his reactions are meant to be read as relatively unimportant (thus his facial
expressions are obscured by the glasses).

Step 3: Reflecting on Comics Journalism
In order to further reflect on the role of the journalist and the thin dividing line between
objectivism and subjectivism in journalism, students could be given the task to produce
images of themselves in their future media roles (see Gadassik and Henstra 2012, 250251 for a more detailed discussion and examples of students' responses). These can, for
example, include single images, collages, drawings, short films, or other media products. The products should be presented in class and discussed, focusing on the question
of how the students felt while creating representations of themselves as journalists and
what they think about seeing themselves as journalists in their own "reportages".
Step 4: Developing Students' Critical Literacy
So far, students have looked at India from multiple perspectives. If students have read
the whole comic, the following activity can be used to encourage them to think about
how to improve life in the hamlet. The following task could be set:
Get together in groups of six and work on the following tasks:
- Make a list of the problems, e.g. corruption, traditions, starvation, touched upon in
the comic.
- Think of possible solutions to the problems, e.g. changing the government schemes.
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In order to organise the group discussions, the "thinking hats" methods can be employed, in which each student in each group is given a hat with a different colour/assigned a special role, focusing on a different task: white hat=collect the facts, yellow=list the advantages of the solutions, black=list the constraints of the solutions,
red=describe emotional aspects, green=list the creative solutions, blue=monitor the
discussion. The advantage of assigning clear roles to the student is that they can prepare themselves content-wise and linguistically for their respective roles, which leads
to more goal-oriented discussions. Last but not least, developing critical literacy not
only aims at initiating change at a global scale but also in the students' immediate environment. Therefore, the last step should encourage them to compare, for example,
visible forms of true poverty in India and Germany and identify groups that are more
vulnerable to stereotypes, prohibitive living expenses and other factors than the rest of
the population.
4.

Conclusion

The aim of this contribution was to discuss Joe Sacco's less known shorter piece of
comics journalism, Kushinagar, and look at its potential for developing students' critical literacy. The selected panels discussed in this paper elucidate how the immediacy
of the comic medium is particularly conducive to Sacco's journalistic and almost anthropological reportages. This can be harnessed for the foreign language classroom by
engaging students in activities which raise their awareness of the social precariat that
continues to exist in some parts of India as a result of historically established social
power structures
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KERSTIN THEINERT (WEINGARTEN)
Training Reading Fluency: Multilingual Readers' Theatre
and Forms of Literary Learning

1.

Introduction

Individual multilingualism as well as deficiencies in reading competences in school
and foreign languages are important topics for society and educational policy. Furthermore, school and recent language curricula demand a stronger integration of foreign languages and other school subjects in place of isolated language learning (see
EU 2001, 5). Due to increased cooperation of international companies and facilitated
mobility, EU-/Education Ministers and researchers are required to target the promotion
and implementation of multilingualism among learners. Furthermore, heterogeneous
classrooms in respect to students' first languages and their different cultural backgrounds are a significant challenge for teachers in primary and secondary schools. As a
consequence, "sprachenübergreifende" (cross and multilingual) language lessons and
teaching-learning designs are necessary as they create synergy effects between pupils'
language resources, and can thus facilitate (future) language learning (see AllgäuerHackl and Jessner 2013, 224-225). Hence, systematically developing didactic-methodological designs offers a way in which multilingual education might enter educational
contexts and become standard teaching practice; such a format was created for the EUproject MELT, Multilingual Readers' Theatre (short for Mehrsprachiges Lesetheater,
2014-2017).1 MELT is a multilingual teaching design that offers researchers and practitioners a systematic methodological teaching scenario which fits the aforementioned
requirements. It was carried out in the participating countries Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Luxemburg in collaboration with researchers and teachers in different linguistic settings (see Kutzelmann, Massler, Klaus, Götz and Ilg, 2017).
This paper will first describe the objectives and starting point of the MELT project, followed by the description of MELT's research approach as well as the relevant steps in the
teaching and learning process. It will then focus on literary learning in MELT, namely the
classroom discussion and drama-based activities as a method of literary discussion. The
final part of this paper will briefly offer some results concerning the acceptance, opportunities and challenges of the design based on the teachers' qualitative feedback on their implementation of the project in the EFL classrooms, as well as present a conclusion.
2.

Objectives and Starting Point

MELT addresses key challenges in the field of (foreign-)language education. The results of reading performance studies (e.g. PISA) in the participating countries have
1

The author of this chapter would like to thank the entire project team for the fruitful collaboration. The team members were (in alphabetical order): Kristina Götz, Robert Hendel, Angelika
Ilg, Sabine Kutzelmann, Ute Massler (lead), Seraina Paul, Klaus Peter, Kerstin Theinert and
Dominik Unterthiner.
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shown notable deficits in pupils' reading skills in school and foreign languages in both
primary and middle school (e.g. OECD 2011, OECD 2016) – not only in their L1 but
also in their L2 competences. This deficit is especially evident for pupils from weak
socio-economic backgrounds. Readers' theatre, in which literary texts from different
genres are transformed into scripts in dialogic form, aims at training and improving
reading fluency through repetitive read-aloud techniques. Reading fluency is seen as a
predictor for grasping meaning from reading as well as a predictor for reading competence (see Artelt et al. 2001, 18). MELT intends to develop a multilingual learning environment with suitable and practical teaching material. The aim is not only to increase
pupils' reading motivation, but also their reading skills in L1 and Ln (e.g. foreign languages such as English, Spanish or French and minority languages such as Turkish, Albanian, Bosnian, etc.) (see Kutzelmann, Massler and Hendel 2017, 7-9). Furthermore,
the project aims at developing teaching training modules in order to instruct teachers in
readers' theatre and to provide them with the skills necessary for its implementation (see
Kutzelmann and Massler 2017, 168-179). Moreover, it is also hoped that the scheme
will increase the willingness of teachers and learners alike to engage more actively in
learning processes that take place in multilingual education settings. This would make it
much more likely that MELT has a chance to be implemented in the EFL classroom.
Finally, the project seeks to develop a teaching environment which fosters the reading
skills of learners and their reading motivation (see Götz and Kutzelmann 2017, 57-70).
MELT is one possibility of how cross-language teaching and learning can successfully
be put into practice (see Kutzelmann, Massler and Hendel 2017, 8-9).
3.

Research Approach

MELT was developed according to the principles of Design-Based Research (henceforth DBR; see van den Akker et al. 2006; Niveen 2009). DBR is regarded as an innovative method of research aiming at improving pedagogical and methodological interventions and is "characterized by the requirement that the development of innovative
solutions for practical educational problems should dovetail with the acquisition of
scientific knowledge" (Euler 2014, 16). In MELT, this means to integrate scientific
findings with solutions for practical educational problems such as the already mentioned deficits in pupils' reading competence or the need for cross-language teaching
(see Kutzelmann and Götz 2017, 18). According to van den Akker et al. DBR may be
characterized as interventionist (see 2006, 5). This means that research aims at producing an intervention in the real world. Moreover, DBR is iterative, thus research incorporates a cyclic approach with a first design, a formative evaluation (e.g. interviews
with teachers) and a redesign. Furthermore, it is process-oriented and the focus is primarily on the process of understanding and improving interventions. Finally, DBR is
characterized both as utility-oriented, meaning that the merit of a design is measured,
for example by its practicability for the use in the EFL classroom or other real contexts, as well as theory-oriented, in that theoretical propositions developed on the basis
of the design are tested in the field and can contribute to theory formation.
The MELT-project entailed researchers and practitioners working on nine development cycles (between 08/2014 and 06/2017). These cycles were repeated until a satisfying outcome (contribution to language learning research and/or creation of theorybased teaching material) had been reached. By the end of the project, a prototypical
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design as well as different versions of this design were developed (see simplified
DBR-structure for MELT-context in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Simplified DBR-structure for MELT-context
(created by MELT-team members Massler and Kutzelmann 2016)

4.

Teaching Design and Material

Teaching Literature in MELT
The concept of literary learning in MELT is a broad one and refers mainly to the literary
competence that Spinner (see 2006, 8) describes: focusing on aspects such as awareness
of fictionality, familiarity with literary conversation, and the ability to understand literary character perspectives. Therefore, literary competence is not limited to the ability to
analyse specific literary expressions. In more recent models describing literary competence in foreign languages, intercultural learning through literature is presented as a key
component alongside communicative competence and the ability to take part in subsequent literary discussions (see Burwitz-Melzer 2007; Steininger 2014). The concept
and the teaching design of MELT has thus been influenced by a holistic concept of literary learning that encompasses cognitive, emotional and motivational aspects as well as
the acquisition of competences that support learner's personality development in a multilingual, multicultural society (see Ilg and Theinert 2017, 133).
Teaching-Learning-Process of the MELT-Design
Via the DBR-approach, eight learning steps could be identified which serve as guidelines for teachers on how to structure the teaching-learning process of the MELT-design,
both didactically and methodologically (see Kutzelmann et al. 2017, 147). MELT includes four forms of social interaction (plenum [PL], individual work [IW], pair work
[PW] and group work [GW]). Table 1 presents an overview of these central steps with
the respective interaction forms and estimated time frames for use in the classroom. Depending on the length of the selected readers' theatre, it may take up five to eight school
lessons.
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Table 1: Overview of teaching-learning process in MELT (Kutzelmann et al. 2017, 147)

The following part describes the eight central steps of the MELT teaching-learning
process and some didactic reasons for their implementation (see ibid. 2017, 147-156).
Step 1: Teacher introduces Multilingual Readers' Theatre
This phase aims at introducing the basic/key elements of the readers' theatre such as
characters, plot, settings and cultural background information. Moreover, the (foreign)
language prerequisites can be established and foreign language support can be given.
Step one should both facilitate pupils' comprehension and activate prior knowledge, i.e.
by showcasing text illustrations or relevant pictorial material in the classroom, or by
sketching a character constellation on the blackboard. During this phase, various dramabased activities can be used to help pupils develop individual characters (see section 5).
Step 2: Teacher reads (multilingual) book (text) passages aloud
The teacher reads aloud a multilingual passage that has been taken from the original
literary source of the readers' theatre thus modelling the oral and visual interpretation
of the text for the pupils. During this phase, the contents of the piece are discussed.
Another aim of this activity is to arouse general curiosity and strengthen motivation
for the readers' theatre. While reading out aloud, pupils may be given specific observation tasks, e.g. watching the teacher's gestures, etc.
Step 3: Pupils read script scenes and are assigned roles
In groups of about 4-6 pupils – depending on the readers' theatre –, each pupil reads
the scene assigned to their working group. First the pupils read their text passage silently on their own, making sure that they understand what the scene is about. After
this silent reading phase, the reading roles are assigned to the individual members of
the group, either by the teacher or by the pupils themselves. Learning techniques, e.g.
highlighting lines/words, setting the correct accent mark for the pronunciation of difficult words, etc. are particularly important for weaker pupils in order to help them remain focused on their roles during this phase.
Step 4: Pupils summarize the content of their scenes
The pupils read their scene with their assigned roles a second/third time and analyse in
their group sentence meanings and the content of difficult words/sentences, especially
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in the foreign and minority languages, e.g. Turkish. After several readings, an oral
summary or an overview of their scene is presented to the whole class. Some participating teachers in the MELT-project used warm-up drama activities in this phase of
MELT.
Step 5: Pupils introduce scenes and individual roles
The pupils introduce the whole script to one another to ensure that they develop a
comprehensive understanding of the whole readers' theatre beyond their individual
scenes. In this phase it may be helpful, as in step 4, to offer creative drama exercises
for identification with the scene in a very personal manner, and/or subsequent literary
discussions to elicit conversations about the text (see section 5).
Step 6: Pupils practice roles and provide mutual feedback
The pupils practice their scene multiple times, speaking aloud in a low voice and then
providing mutual feedback. By giving each other specific feedback, they have the opportunity to train aspects such as decoding, pronunciation, facial expressions, gestures,
eye contact, accentuation, volume of voice, stress, pauses, rhythm and intonation.
Moreover, this peer feedback is used to ensure that each pupil can perfect his or her
role for the final performance.
Step 7: General rehearsal and feedback
Every group performs their readers' theatre scene in a general rehearsal, allowing them
to experience what it is like to perform in front of an audience. Furthermore, the general rehearsal makes it possible for the individual readers to coordinate their roles with
each other and practice as a group. This gives the pupils the opportunity to reflect on
what still needs to be further practiced. The teacher is involved in the feedback process
as well (with a focus on verbal as well as non-verbal techniques) to help pupils prepare
effectively for their final performance.
Step 8: Final performance
The final performance in front of the class (with the presence of an additional class/
group if possible) is extremely important for the pupils and should of course end with
applause, as a befitting reward for the learning progress and all the effort made during
the formative reading. At the end a reflection of the whole group process should be
done. After the performance a subsequent literary discussion (e.g. pupils are asked to
reflect and speak about the individual scenes in exchange with others in groups) can be
led by the teacher to offer pupils the possibility to relate to the text and deepen their
understanding of the readers' theatre (see section 5).
Readers' Theatre as an EFL Teaching Concept
In multilingual readers' theatre, literary texts from different genres are transformed
into scripts or texts in dialogic form with various (foreign) language combinations,
which allow for differentiation according to performance levels and inclusion of minority languages (see Massler and Kutzelmann 2017, 82-98). Multiple languages are
therefore used to design the readers' theatre scripts: the school language (mostly German) and foreign languages (English and/or French) aim at training pupils' reading
competences in both their L1 and their L2/Ln, and the minority languages (Turkish,
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Albanian, Hungarian, Portuguese or Bosnian) express a personal appreciation for pupils with a migration background (see ibid. 2017, 92).
The meta-analysis of the National Reading Panel of 2000 confirms positive effects for
school-language reading activities that integrate repeated sessions of reading aloud
(see National Reading Panel 2000). These reading methods lead to a direct improvement of reading speed, accuracy and, to a lesser extent, literary understanding. Young
and Rasinski define readers' theatre as "a performance of a written script that demands
repeated and assisted reading that is focused on delivering meaning to an audience"
(2009, 5). Thus, the goal of this read-aloud method is to improve prosody, developing
reading comprehension and consequently reading fluency. The work with readers'
theatre contains repetitive reading as a central component, and represents an authentic,
potentially motivating context for the repetitive practice of reading. Therefore, readers'
theatre can be seen as one educational method whose integration of repeated readingaloud techniques aims at training reading fluency (see Götz and Kutzelmann 2017, 6163; Massler and Kutzelmann 2017, 82-83).
The fact that the use of readers' theatre has a positive effect on reading fluency in L1
has been shown repeatedly, but generally only in quasi-experimental studies or anecdotal reports (see Grabe 2009; Young and Rasinski 2009; Martinez, Roser and
Strecker 2002: Worthy and Prater 2002). Studies have also shown that working with
readers' theatre can result in increased correct word recognition and improved prosody
design (see Young and Rasinski 2009, 10). Nevertheless, and although positive trends
of pupils' L1s have been described, reading fluency in a foreign language has so far
hardly been addressed in research.
Figs. 2 and 3 are excerpts from MELT scripts: Nasreddin Hodscha – Betting with the
Sultan; which includes German (school language), one foreign language (English) and
one minority language (Turkish), and The Jungle Book, which includes German
(school language), English and French (foreign languages), as well as Albanian and
Hungarian (minority languages).
Nasreddin
Erzähler 1
Sultan
Nasreddin
Erzähler 2
Erzähler 1
Sultan
Erzähler 2
Sultan
Nasreddin
Sultan
Erzähler 1

I bet that you, oh mighty Sultan, will have a big black spot on your bum tomorrow morning.
Der Sultan fand die Wette zwar nicht lustig, aber er ging darauf ein.
Tamam! How much do you want to bet?
I want to bet five silver coins.
Und so wetteten die beiden um fünf Silberstücke.
In der folgenden Nacht schlief der Sultan sehr unruhig. Schon früh am Morgen
stand er auf, um seinen Hintern zu begutachten.
Harika! No big black spot on my bum. I won!
Siegessicher ließ der Sultan Hodscha Nasreddin zu sich rufen.
Nasreddin, I think you owe me five silver coins!
Are you sure there is no big black spot on your bum?
Tabii! I am sure there is nothing. Look!
Und so ließ der Sultan seine Hose herunter und zeigte Nasreddin seinen blanken Hintern.
Fig. 2: An example of a multilingual readers' theatre piece
(Nasreddin Hodscha – Betting with the Sultan): German, English and Turkish
(created by MELT-team members Häberle, Massler and Götz 2015)
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Erzähler 1

We're going to listen together to the fascinating story of a little boy in the Indian jungle.
Erzähler 2
Eines Tages hörte Baghira, der Panther, fremdartige Laute im Dschungel, die
er noch nie zuvor gehört hatte. C'était une petite créature innocente – un bébé
humain.
Baghira
Dieses Kind braucht dringend Nahrung, ich werde es zur Wolfsfamilie bringen.
Erzähler 1
Heimlich legte Baghira das Körbchen mit dem Baby vor die Höhle, in der
die Wolfsfamilie lebte. Then he disappeared again. But the little baby was
crying so hard that father and mother wolf soon noticed it.
Vater Wolf Qu'est-ce qu'il y a devant mon entrée? Une chose bizarre… Un enfant humain.
Elöször a felesegemhez kell vinnem.
Mutter Wolf Is it a human child? I've never seen one. A po ma jep mu.
Fig. 3: An example of a multilingual readers' theatre piece (The Jungle Book):
German, English, French, Albanian and Hungarian (created by MELT-team members
Kutzelmann, Paul and Adolphs 2016)

5.

Literary Learning in MELT2

Subsequent Literary Discussion
One form of literary learning used in MELT is the subsequent literary discussion. In a
broader sense, these are discussions which readers have with each other after having
read a text. A subsequent literary discussion is seen as one phase of several phases of
the reception process (see Sutter 2006, 81). The reception process of a text does not
end after the reading (or the listening) – on the contrary – the processing continues
after having read/listened to the text; readers continue to process the reception of a text
individually or together with other learners in the form of interactive discussions.
Therefore, the subsequent literary discussion is described as the ability to negotiate
textual expressions in immediate social interaction (see Hurrelmann 2002, 279). There
are several reasons why subsequent literary discussions are relevant for multilingual
readers' theatre: the ability to take part in a subsequent literary discussion is seen as
part of general reading competence, or as Sutter says:
Voraussetzung für den Erwerb von Medienkompetenz [hier: Lesekompetenz] ist somit die Fähigkeit, an Prozessen der Anschlusskommunikation und der kommunikativen Verarbeitung von Medienangeboten teilzunehmen. (Translation: The prerequisite for the acquisition of media competence [here: literacy competence] is thus the ability to participate in processes of subsequent literary discussions and the communicative processing of media offerings.) (Sutter 2006, 87)

Furthermore, a subsequent literary discussion is considered to be a key factor for reading motivation (see Pieper et al. 2004). One can identify a desire for social participation as a factor that strengthens motivation: both a desire for exchanging information
on non-fictional texts, e.g. the news: "What is currently happening in the world?", and
a desire for exchanging information on fiction: "What are the others reading at the moment?", e.g. the famous "Harry-Potter-Wave" as described by Rosebrock and Nix
(2011, 18). A challenge for teaching, however, is the fact that pupils' interest in
school-mediated reading decreases with age. From about the age of 13 onwards, the
2

The following description of the concept of literary learning in MELT, which includes theoretical considerations as well as practical tasks, is based on ideas and texts developed in collaboration between Angelika Ilg and Kerstin Theinert.
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texts that pupils read in school often no longer correspond to their reading interests
(see ibid.). For this reason, when pupils reach puberty – if not before then – they tend
to be less motivated to participate in the highly structured discussions of literary texts
that occur in the classroom context. However, non-structured or non-institutional discussions during leisure time with peers and families remain a motivating factor for
many. Pupils might find these literary discussions taking place in their leisure time and
in the context of the family preferable and more motivating because they lack the "intentional" or goal-oriented and "unidirectional" aspects typical of literary discussions
in the classroom (see ibid., 19). The main functions of the subsequent literary discussion in MELT are a) to deepen the understanding of the text as textual understanding
develops in the discussion that pupils have after reading the text, b) to develop pupils'
personality as pupils' emotional participation plays a key role in the understanding of
the text (see Hurrelmann 2002), and c) to match different interpretations and reading
styles (see Decke-Cornill et al. 2008). It should be emphasized that subsequent literary
discussions are not only a method of approaching literary texts, but that the ability to
take part in these discussions itself is seen as a goal dimension and sub-competence of
literary learning (see Spinner 2006, 12).
The conceptual design of the activities for the subsequent literary discussion is based
on the "Heidelberger Modell" (see Härle 2011; Steinbrenner and Wiprächtiger-Geppert 2010): it suggests a form of conversation which – through its open character –
achieves great proximity to informal literary communication. An example of a subsequent literary discussion for grade 7, based on the readers' theatre Nasreddin Hodscha
– Betting with the Sultan will be briefly described.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the text, learners are asked to reflect and
speak about the individual scenes by means of tasks or questions in exchange with
others in groups. For this purpose, simple forms of subsequent literary discussions are
suitable in which the pupils can participate, e.g. by expressing personal value judgments and making reasonable statements about the enjoyment or dislike of the text,
such as "I like/don't like the text because […]" or responding to questions such as,
"Which part of the story was interesting/funny and amusing/shocking? Why?" The
teacher comments on these questions himself/herself. If possible, he/she then attempts
to create a personal connection between the selected position and his/her own experiences. The learners are then asked to do so as well. This activity can also provide a
segue into personality-forming tasks. Tasks in which the learners create connections
between what they have read and their own experiences are particularly suitable for
personal development and thus create a relationship to the pupils' own world. After
reading the scenes, the learners should be asked to reflect on why Nasreddin won the
bet with the Sultan. For this purpose, the teacher may ask the students in small groups
the following questions for discussion: "Nasreddin wins his bet because he has played
a trick on the Sultan. Have you ever been tricked? Do you admire people who are
clever and sly? Would you play a trick on someone if it helps you to get what you
want? Would you play a trick on someone in order to reach your goals?"
Drama-Based Activities as a Method of Subsequent Literary Discussion
Drama pedagogy is a teaching methodology that uses selected elements of theatre and
drama for educational purposes (see Bonnet and Küppers 2011, 41). Drama educa-
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tional exercises have great potential in their holistic orientation and enable foreign language learning to be experience-based and learner-oriented (see ibid., 8). The main
functions of drama-based activities in MELT are the following: they structure the
teaching-learning process of the MELT-design, prepare learners to read their scenes
out loud, help learners to understand the content of the text and the characters, deepen
pupils' engagement with the scenes, function as an initiator for reading motivation, and
strengthen communicative, social and performative competences (see Tschurtschenthaler 2013; Schewe 2007; Even 2004).
For the teaching-learning process in the MELT-design, the following drama-based activities were used most often: simple warm-up activities with movement, freeze frametechniques and hot seating (see Ilg et al. 2015). Warm-up activities like walking with
different emotions, walking like a character from the readers' theatre script or performing emotions/feelings non-verbally, help pupils foster performative skills. A drama
technique such as freeze-frame can be used to focus on the main action of a scene. The
pupils first decide together on a situation in their scene that represents in some way
something pivotal or unique (a central conflict, something comical or dramatic, etc.).
This situation or moment is then presented by the whole group or some members of
the group as a single "frozen" image. The other pupils try to guess the meaning/describe the frozen scene or the remaining members of the group describe the scene. Alternatively, the figures themselves could tell who they are, and what they think and do.
Hot seating is an activity that lets pupils slip into the role of a certain character in the
script and helps to develop the characterisation of individual figures. Then the other
pupils are instructed to ask the character on the hot seat questions, e.g. about his/her
feelings, biography, situation, thoughts, etc.
Acceptance, Opportunities and Challenges of Literary Learning in MELT
Teachers rated the literary discussions as very important, since pupils usually had little
opportunity to exchange their thoughts about the texts during the rehearsal phases.
Moreover, they thought that by integrating literary discussions, the MELT teachinglearning process did not always proceed in the same way and was therefore motivating
for students. Furthermore, the teachers rated the literary discussions through dramabased activities as useful and important for content development, pupils' motivation
and speaking practice (see Götz, Kutzelmann and Massler 2017, 48). The following
quotation by a participating teacher shows his view of the high potential of dramabased activities as a method of subsequent literary discussion (translation by the
MELT-team):
The pupils put themselves into someone else's shoes, take over the respective role, argue, like
the character would do […], and they enjoy it. […] There is no need to artificially talk about a
story. They reflect upon the content while performing freeze frames or while sitting on the hot
chair. They talk about their motives and actions, and explain, then they dive into the story.
(ibid.)

Moreover, classroom observations showed various positive effects of drama-based
activities: firstly, the motivational effect of these activities was clearly recognizable,
and, secondly, an increase in individual talk time of all the students as well as a greater
involvement of linguistically weak students was found. With regard to the use of the
foreign languages, classroom observations showed that even low performance pupils
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could show courage and performed remarkably well (quotation of a teacher: "They
surpassed themselves") (see Ilg and Theinert 2017, 139).
However, the willingness to participate in subsequent literary discussions depended,
on the one hand, very much on the topics, and on the other hand, on how the teachers
guided the tasks and whether they themselves could establish a personal connection to
the subject (ibid., 145). Furthermore, the literary discussions did not fit equally well to
all stories, i.e. it was sometimes difficult for the pupils to link their reflections/thoughts
to the stories and/or they did not want to talk about them, neither in their L1 nor L2. It
was also perceived as a very challenging component, for example, teachers thought it
was difficult to find the right point of time for the discussion, and some thought this
overloaded the design itself (see Götz, Kutzelmann and Massler 2017, 48).
6.

Conclusion and Limitations

The MELT-design with the subsequent literary discussion and the drama pedagogical
elements was found to be profitable as a literary teaching and learning design – but
quantitative data must still be collected for L1 and Ln, as reading fluency studies were
mainly done with English as L1. MELT was not an intervention study but an acceptance study. Therefore, further research on reading fluency is needed, including a longterm study with several surveys, and data for L1 and L2 reading competence. Furthermore, the motivational effect of subsequent literary discussions has so far not been
statistically confirmed. Therefore, another research desideratum might be to fill this
gap. Finally, the following general statement of a pupil clearly indicates the positive
effect on his attitude towards reading through his participation in the MELT project:
In meiner Freizeit lese ich eigentlich gar nicht (lacht). Wenn ich ehrlich bin, ganz ehrlich, ich
hasse es zu lesen, aber so mit Lesetheater liebe ich es. (Translation: Actually, in my free time I
don't really read at all...(laughs) if I'm honest, really honest, I hate to read. But with reader's
theatre, I love it). (Pupil, MELT-Video, 0:40-1:00)

Although this chapter has only been able to present a small part of the didactic-methodological MELT-design, working with multilingual readers' theatre has great potential
for the (foreign) language classroom. Therefore, training courses for teachers and students, e.g., international training courses and workshops for the implementation in
schools have been offered in the past and should be offered in the future. Researchers,
practitioners and interested members of the public can find an instructional video,
training modules for teachers and material for the language classroom online for free
at <http://melt-multilingual-readers-theatre.eu/>.
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Ralf Haekel is currently Visiting Professor of English and American Literature at
Giessen University. His main research interests are Romantic Studies, Early Modern
Drama and Theatre, Irish Studies and Literary Media Studies. From 2008 to 2016, he
was Juniorprofessor of English Literature and Culture at Göttingen University. He was
Visiting Professor at the Universities of Mannheim, Frankfurt, Darmstadt and Hanover
as well as Assistant Professor at HU Berlin and post-doctoral fellow at the graduate
school Klassizismus und Romantik im europäischen Kontext at Giessen University. In
2003, he received his PhD from FU Berlin and in 2013 his Habilitation from Göttingen
University. His publications include The Soul in British Romanticism: Negotiating
Human Nature in Philosophy, Science and Poetry (WVT, 2014) and he co-edited Discovering the Human: Life Sciences and the Arts in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries (V&R unipress, 2013). Ralf Haekel is editor of the Handbook of British Romanticism (De Gruyter, 2017).
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human interaction. He is currently active in the ESSE (European Society for the Study
of English) network. His recent research projects focus on the use of internet data for
linguistic analysis, the use of eye-tracking data in cognitive linguistics, prepositional
usage patterns in online texts in East Africa, and national and subnational variation of
Englishes in Africa.
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search in 2015. He has worked on projects in various languages, including Arabic,
Chinese, French, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish, and has constructed many corpora
including the CRATER and EMILLE corpora. Among his numerous publications are,
most recently, Corpora and Discourse Studies: Integrating Discourse and Corpora
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Power and Print meetings. Natalie is author of Representing Public Credit: Credible
Commitment, Fiction, and the Rise of the Financial Subject (Routledge, 2016) and has
articles featured in journals such as Eighteenth-Century Fiction and Mosaic.
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literature at the University of Marburg after studying at Marburg as well as the University of Newcastle, England, and the University of New Brunswick, Canada. Her
dissertation was published as Gender and Region: Maritime Fiction in English by
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culture as well as gender studies. Her second book Utopian Empires: Scotland's Colonial Imaginary in the Seventeenth Century was completed in 2017.
Stefanie Schäfer is Visiting Professor for American Literature and Culture at Friedrich Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg. She holds a PhD in English Literature
from the University of Heidelberg and received her Habilitation/venia legendi on
North American Literature and Culture from the Friedrich Schiller University Jena in
2017. Her second book, "Yankee Yarns: Storytelling and the Invention of the National
Body in 19th-Century American Culture", examines the performance of white American masculinity in the Yankee figure. Her research interests include auto/biographies
and self-narration, cultural mobilities, gender and identity performance and popular
culture in literature and film in the US and Canada. She has co-edited books on contemporary subjectivity, on impostors in North American Culture and on teaching 9/11
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in the transnational North American West. She is also the recipient of a DAAD postdoc scholarship, a research fellowship at the John W. Kluge Center at the Library of
Congress, Washington DC and the FSU scholarship for young female researchers.
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humanoid-human interaction). He has been active in the ICE (International Corpus of
English) and ESSE (European Society for the Study of English) networks. His current
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research projects focus on the use of internet data for linguistic analysis, credibility in
journalistic and academic writing, disciplinary conventions of academic English and
national and subnational variation of Englishes in Africa and China.
Ulrike Schneider studied English, Spanish and Business Studies at the Universities of
Giessen and Leicester and received a Diploma degree in Applied Modern Languages
and Business from the University of Giessen in 2009. In the same year, she joined the
research training group "Frequency Effects in Language" at the University of Freiburg,
where she wrote her doctoral thesis Frequency, Chunks and Hesitations. A Usagebased Analysis of Chunking in English. In 2012, she transferred to the University of
Mainz where she works as a Research Assistant in English linguistics. Her research
interests include usage-based and functional grammar, cognitive linguistics, grammatical variation and change as well as statistical modelling of language processing and
change. Publications include "Detransitivisation as a Support Strategy for Causative
bring" (2016, together with Britta Mondorf), "ΔP as a Measure of Collocation
Strength. Considerations Based on Analyses of Hesitation Placement in Spontaneous
Speech" (forthcoming). Currently she is working on a post-doc project on the role of
transitivity in the diachronic change of verbal constructions.
Wieland Schwanebeck is an Assistant Lecturer in the Institute of English and American Studies at TU Dresden. His fields of research include impostor characters, Gender
and Masculinity Studies, British film history and Adaptation Studies. In 2013, he
completed his PhD thesis on masculinities in the work of Patricia Highsmith and he is
currently working on his Habilitation: a study of the twin motif in British literature
since the Shakespearean age. His publications include a book-length study of the German Campus Novel (Annäherungsversuche, 2012), two volumes on impostors and con
men (2014), the Metzler Handbook of Masculinity Studies (co-edited with Stefan Horlacher and Bettina Jansen, 2016) and an essay collection on Alfred Hitchcock (Reassessing the Hitchcock Touch, 2017).
Christine Schwanecke is Juniorprofessor for the Study of British Literature and Culture at the University of Mannheim. Her fields of research include genre theory, the
history of British drama, the contemporary British novel, intermediality, and (transgeneric) narratology. She is currently working on her Habilitation, a theory and history
of narrative in British drama from the Renaissance to the present time. Besides her
PhD thesis on literature and photography, which was sponsored by the 'Studienstiftung' and awarded with the 'Ruprecht-Karls-Preis' of the 'Stiftung Universität Heidelberg', her publications include: three co-edited volumes (e.g., The Cultural Dynamics of Generic Change in Contemporary Fiction, 2013, with Michael Basseler and
Ansgar Nünning) and articles on filmic modes in literature (in G. Rippl, ed., Intermediality, De Gruyter, 2015) as well as the cultural dynamics of both contemporary performance pieces (Journal of Contemporary Drama in English, 2017) and Renaissance
drama (in I. Berensmeyer, H. Grabes, S. Schillings, eds., Literature and Cultural
Change, Narr, 2017).
Felix C.H. Sprang teaches English Literature at the University of Siegen. His main
research probes into the intersection of literature and the 'arts and sciences' in early
modern England. He is also interested in the aesthetics of literary texts and the methods derived from the project "Kulturwissenschaft", in particular the strand devised by
Aby Warburg and Ernst Cassirer. Having studied English, Biology, Philosophy and
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Paedagogics at the Goethe University Frankfurt and the University of Hamburg, he
received his PhD from the University of Hamburg with a dissertation that was largely
conceived as Aby Warburg Scholar at the Warburg Institute, University of London.
His second book scrutinised the sonnet's volta and calls for a reappraisal of poetic
form from the vantage point of intellectual history and phenomenology.
Barbara Straumann is Assistant Professor with tenure track at the English Department of the University of Zurich. Her research interests include the long nineteenth
century, gender, voice, film, celebrity culture and economic criticism, especially debt
studies. She is the co-author, with Elisabeth Bronfen, of Die Diva: Eine Geschichte
der Bewunderung (Schirmer and Mosel, 2002) and the author of Figurations of Exile
in Hitchcock and Nabokov (Edinburgh UP, 2008) and Female Performers in British
and American Fiction (De Gruyter, forthcoming in 2018). She is currently working on
a study on the cultural afterlife of Queen Elizabeth I and on another research project
with the working title "IOU: Debt in the Victorian Novel".
Kerstin Theinert teaches and researches in the field of TEFL at the University of
Education Weingarten, and is responsible for the professional development of primary
and secondary school teachers. After her studies, she had worked at a secondary
school as an English and French teacher for several years before finishing her PhD.
She continued teaching and researching at the University of Education Weingarten and
University of Braunschweig (deputy professorship). Her range of interests includes
literary and cultural didactics, multilingualism, communicative competence and cooperative forms of learning as well as language didactics. Currently she is working in the
research projects "Multilingual Reading-Aloud by the Teacher" and "Multilingual
Readers' Theater" funded by the EU.
Peter Uhrig, who studied English and French at Erlangen and Linguistics at Lancaster, is a post-doctoral researcher at the chair of English Linguistics at FAU ErlangenNuremberg. His main research interests are Syntax, Computational and Corpus Linguistics, Cognitive Linguistics, and Lexicography. He is currently working on multimodal Construction Grammar and on creating advanced research infrastructures based on
large multimodal corpora. Further facets of his work include collocation candidate extraction with the help of dependency parsers as well as the annotation, storage and retrieval of grammatical structures in corpora. He is on the board of the Interdisciplinary
Centre for research on Lexicography, Valency and Collocation at FAU ErlangenNuremberg and of the German Cognitive Linguistics Association (DGKL/GCLA). In
the summer semester 2018, he will be working as interim professor of Computational
Linguistics and Cognitive Science at the University of Osnabrück.
Angelika Zirker is an assistant professor of English Literature at Tübingen University. She currently holds a visiting professorship at Humboldt University Berlin. Her
research focuses on early modern literature, with a forthcoming book on William
Shakespeare and John Donne: Stages of the Soul in Early Modern English Poetry
(Manchester UP), and the nineteenth century (esp. Lewis Carroll and Charles Dickens). In collaboration with Matthias Bauer, she has recently initiated a project on "Explanatory Annotation in the Context of the Digital Humanities." She is involved in
various interdisciplinary research projects, among them RTG 1808 "Ambiguity: Production and Perception" and one of the co-editors of Connotations: A Journal for
Critical Debate.
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20 The British Novel in the Twenty-First Century: Cultural Concerns –
Literary Developments – Model Interpretations
Ed. by Vera Nünning and Ansgar Nünning
The contemporary British novel has continued to flourish by engaging with 21st-century
issues, generating new forms and sub-genres, and enjoying great popularity and cultural
prestige. This handbook offers an overview of some of the most important recent trends in
the British novel and provides a provisional map of the most salient developments that are
already discernible. It pursues three main aims: First, the chapters explore key works of as
many of the most influential novelists of the new millennium as possible. Second, this
volume tries to provide a survey of the most important developments, subgenres, themes
and narrative techniques of the contemporary British novel, while being particularly geared
towards the cultural concerns and contexts. Third, the chapters are designed in such a way
as to offer exemplary in-depth analyses and interpretations, while also demonstrating
various theoretical and methodological approaches in action. Dealing with literary history in
the making, this handbook offers an essential guide to teachers, students and readers
interested in the multi-facetted trajectories of British novels in the 21st century.
Aus dem Inhalt: V. Nünning/A. Nünning: An Outline of the Objectives, Features and Challenges of the British Novel in the Twenty-First Century · M. Gymnich: Fictions of (Meta-)
History: Revisioning and Rewriting History in Hilary Mantel's Wolf Hall (2009) and Bring Up
the Bodies (2012) · B. Neumann: Fictions of Migration: Monica Ali's Brick Lane (2003),
Andrea Levy's Small Island (2004) and Gautam Malkani's Londonstani (2006) · S. Christ:
Fictions of Ageing, Illness and Dementia: Mark Haddon's A Spot of Bother (2006) and
Emma Healey's Elizabeth is Missing (2014) · M. Löschnigg: Medialization as a Catalyst of
Generic Change: Exploring Fictions of the Internet in Nick Hornby's Juliet, Naked (2009)
and T.R. Richmond's What She Left (2015) ISBN 978-3-86821-734-6, 370 S., kt., € 36,50

19 A History of American Poetry: Contexts – Developments – Readings
Ed. by Oliver Scheiding, René Dietrich and Clemens Spahr
Aus dem Inhalt: L. Deringer: Religious Poetry and New England Verse: Anne Bradstreet
and Edward Taylor · J. Straub: The Poetry of the New Nation: Joel Barlow and Philip
Freneau · G. Guttzeit: American Romanticisms: E.A. Poe and Herman Melville · G. Grabher:
Nineteenth-Century Women Poets: Lydia Sigourney and Sarah Morgan Bryan Piatt · T.
Lanzendörfer: Modern Romantics: Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman · H. Ickstadt:
Variations on High Modernism: T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound · P. Löffler: Beat Poetry and the
Cold War: Ferlinghetti and Ginsberg · C. Kloeckner: Contemporary Women's Poetry:
Adrienne Rich and Harryette Mullen
ISBN 978-3-86821-610-3, 483 S., kt., € 39,50

18 A History of British Poetry: Genres – Developments – Interpretations
Ed. by Sibylle Baumbach, Birgit Neumann and Ansgar Nünning
Aus dem Inhalt: A. Kern-Stähler: Middle English Narrative Poetry: Geoffrey Chaucer · C.
Olk: Genres and Developments in Elizabethan Poetry I: Edmund Spenser · S. Baumbach:
Genres and Developments in Elizabethan Poetry II: Shakespeare's Sonnets · K. Merten:
Poetic Genres in the Romantic Age I: Nature Poetry and William Wordsworth and Samuel
Taylor Coleridge's Lyrical Ballads · U. Berns: Poetic Genres in the Romantic Age II: Percy
Bysshe Shelley's, John Keats's and Lord Byron's Odes · M. Gymnich: Poetic Genres and
Developments in the 1970s and 1980s: Seamus Heaney and Ted Hughes · B. Neumann,
S. Baumbach: New Departures and Developments: Contemporary British Poetry
ISBN 978-3-86821-578-6, 432 S., kt., € 37,50
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